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PAST 1
ACQMPARATIVE STUDY OP THE UNIPOLAR AND BIPQT.AP T/EAjff,
PART 1.
A Comparative Study of the Unipolar and Bipolar Leads*
SECTION 1.
Historical review*
In no realm of medicine is a historical review 
more revealing and informative than in clinical 
electrocardiography. The work of the early pioneers in 
the subject, far from being superseded by recent 
developments, still remains the basis upon which the 
modern views on unipolar leads, including the chest leads, 
are founded. Though much electrocardiographic information 
has been derived empirically, and despite the tendency to 
employ a purely descriptive analysis of tracings, yet 
from its inception the science of electrocardiography has 
been closely related to certain fundamental mathematical 
premises, some understanding of which is necessary for a 
proper appreciation of the method. These principles are 
included in the following survey.
The human electrocardiogram was first recorded 
by Waller (1887), using the capillary electrometer and a 
chest lead with one electrode placed over the precordium 
and the other on the back. He also described the 
appearances of a variety of other leads, including 
precordium to each of the limbs, mouth to precordium and 
to each of the limbs, and the six possible combinations
2
3of two limbs. Some of these leads he found to he 
"favourable1* to the registering of potential differences, 
while others were "unfavourable", and in particular he 
noted that there was no demonstrable potential 
difference between the two feet. Shortly afterwards 
(Waller, 1889) he gave a theoretical interpretation of 
the electrical activity of the heart in which he 
supposed that the excitatory process in the ventricles 
commenced at the apex and spread to the base. A line 
drawn in this direction represented the electrical axis 
of the heart, and another line at right angles to it 
drawn through the centre of the heart ("equatorial line") 
was a line of zero potential dividing the body into tv/o 
parts, positive above it and to the right, and negative 
below it and to the left. Isopotential surfaces were 
then constructed as shown in the diagram (fig. 1).
a,a... are equipotential 
lines surrounding A.
b,b... are equipotential 
lines surrounding B.
o,c... are lines of 
ourrent diffusion.
Fig. I 
After Waller , 1889.
Leads in which the electrodes were on opposite sides 
of the equator (such as precordium to right arm) were 
"favourable** or "strong11 leads in so far as they tended 
to show large differences in potential, while leads in 
which the electrodes were on the same side of the 
equator (such as precordium to left a m  or left leg) 
were "unfavourable" or weak leads in so far as they 
tended to show small differences in potential. It is 
obvious from this construction, as Wilson (1930) has 
pointed out, that Waller was familiar with the 
mathematical laws regarding the distribution of 
potential differences in volume conductors. Furthermore, 
though his assumption regarding the direction of the 
electrical axis was diametrically wrong and was in fact 
corrected in his later articles (Waller, 1913 b, c), 
his distinction between "favourable" and "unfavourable" 
leads was remarkably akin to modern ideas on the general 
relationship between the CR, CL, and CF types of chest 
leads.
A brief account of Waller’s (1913 c) 
mathematical treatment of the electrical axis is not out 
of place as it has been stated (Dieuaide, 1921) that the 
only difference between his method of calculation and 
that of Einthoven et al.(l913) is that their respective 
angles " are complementary. This latter fact is
indeed so, but there are also other important differences. 
Waller always regarded his differentiation between strong 
and weak leads as being of the utmost importance and in 
general he employed a five lead system, as follows 
Transverse Lead (right arm to left arm): Lead 1.
Right Inferior Lead (right arm to foot): Lead 11.
Left Inferior Lead (left arm to foot) : Lead 111.
Right Superior Lead (mouth to right a m ) : Lead IV.
Left Superior Lead (mouth to left am): Lead V.
The strong leads were 1, 11 and V, and the weak leads
2).
. Fig. 2.
,1. Transverse.
11. Right lateral.
111. Left lateral.
IV. Right superior.
V. Left superior.
After Waller, 1913 (c).
He then considered two opposed triangles (fig. 3), a 
superior one MEL and an inferior one FRL, with the heart 
at the mid-point V of their common base. The superior
one was isosceles with a right angle at M (i.e.
MV a RV = gRL), the inferior one was also isosceles 
with its “base equal to its altitude (i.e. TO = 2RV = EL).
E
Pig. 3
After Waller, 1913 (c).
By a simple trigonometrical construction he then 
demonstrated that the direction of the electrical axis 
could he calculated above and below the heart according 
to the general formula:
tanc*C ss cot ©  q ^ 
whereo< is the inclination of the axis with the vertical* 
0 = the angle at M or P, and S the strong lead and W 
the weak lead. Por the superior triangle therefore
tancC _ jf..lr.„S or ^  ~
“ L + R V + IV
while for the inferior triangle
tano<= gS .nJiog 2—
R + L 11 + 111
It is readily seen that though the apices of 
the lower triangle are the same as those of Einthoven’s 
equilateral triangle, the other postulates are quite 
different.
Waller also proposed systems of lfthoracic 
leadsf* for calculating the electrical axis in the sagittal
and horizontal planes. For the sagittal plane 
(fig. 4) there were the superior leads, mouth to 
precordium and mouth to "back, and the inferior leads,
"back to foot and precordium to foot.
‘ Mputh '
Back  Precordium
Pig. 4.
Foot
After Waller, 1913 (c).
The triangles were identical in form to those for
the frontal plane and the calculations were also
similar i.e. for the superior triangle the formula
tano( . . L = J  
S + W
was employed, and for the inferior triangle the formula
S - Wtanc< as 2
S +
In the horizontal plane (fig. 5), a symmetrical 
system of four leads round the chest was suggested, 
namely, precordium to left and right sides, and "back to 
left and right sides.
Fig. 5.
Back
©<light Left
Precordium
After Waller, 1913 (c).
The triangles in this case were identical right-angled 
isosceles triangles and the calculation in each case
was therefore from the formula
As might "be expected he found that there was a 
considerable difference in the angle as calculated 
from the two triangles of each pair.
In their early investigations with the 
capillary electrometer Einthoven and de Lint (1900) 
also used various chest leads, and they too found that 
the lead which consistently gave the largest deflections 
was that “between the apex and the right arm or right 
shoulder. After much experimental work, however, 
Einthoven (1918) finally adopted the system of the 
three standard leads 1, 11 and 111 and outlined a 
mathematical relationship between these leads. This 
fundamental theory of the equilateral triangle with 
the principle underlying it was more fully described 
in a subsequent article, (Einthoven et al.1913).
Briefly the exposition was as follows (fig. 6)
If a potential difference exists between two 
points very close together at the centre H of an 
equilateral triangle ELF in a homogeneous conducting 
plate, and if an arbitrary distance pq is laid out 
along the line joining the negative to the positive 
pole, then the resultant potential difference produced 
between any two apices of the triangle is proportional 
to the projection of pq on the side of the triangle
9joining them.
Let pq ss E, PqO-x = ei> ^2^2 = e2 an^ ^3^3 e3
Then = E cob c< ........... (1 )
e2 = E cos (o<- 60°)    (2)
eg ss E cos (120° -«<)  (3)
e3 = eS “ el ............. .
The differences of potential "between the apices of the
triangle are in proportion to ex : eg : eg*
To determinec< , hy solution of these equations,
tan©< ss 2e3 ~ el   ...(5)
ei v *
or tano*. =  (6)
el'f&
or tanoi = . ■? — 5.  (7)
(eg - e g ) ^
E ©an then be determined from equations (1), (2) or (3) 
After Einthoven et al,(1913).
These projections (ei,eg,eg) can he expressed in terms 
of the original magnitude E and the angle c< which this 
makes with the side EL of the triangle, as in equations 
(1), (2) and (3), and they are also related to each 
other as in equation (4)* By simultaneous solution 
of the appropriate equations, the value of oC can he 
determined from formula (5), (6) or (7) when any two 
of the variables e-j_, eg and eg are known, and E can 
then he calculated from one of the first three equations. 
The value of E is termed the "manifest potential'1 and 
the angle ©< is the inclination of the "electrical axis" 
to the horizontal. It is emphasised that the manifest 
potential is only a small fraction of the actual potential 
difference existing at the centre of the triangle, and 
varies directly in magnitude with the distance between the 
positive and negative poles of the latter. It really 
represents the maximum potential difference which can he 
produced between any two apices of the triangle by the 
bentral potential difference, and this of course occurs 
when the electrical axis is parallel to the side of the 
triangle joining these two apices. The application of 
this theory to the analysis of the three standard leads 
in man involves certain suppositions which are quite 
clearly stated. Thus the three limb electrodes are 
considered to he equidistant from each other at the 
apices of an equilateral triangle in the frontal plane
of the body, and the heart is represented .as a point 
also in this plane at the centre of the triangle and 
therefore equidistant from each of the apices. The 
body, of which the frontal plane is a section, is 
treated as a homogeneous volume conductor and the 
resistances between the heart and each of the apices 
are therefore equal. These suppositions,though they 
are not absolutely true, are sufficiently accurate 
for all practical purposes. It is also explained 
that a potential difference acting at an angle to 
the frontal plane has an effect in this plane 
proportional to the cosine of the angle, and 
consequently if it is perpendicular to the frontal 
plane it has no influence on the three leads.
Largely as a consequence of this exposition, 
the three standard limb leads 1, 11 and 111 were 
adopted for clinical work and the various chest leads 
were discarded. Certain types of precordial leads 
however were still employed for special purposes, 
particularly by Lewis and his associates (Lewis 1910, 
Drury and Iliescu 1921, Lewis et al. 1921a,b) in their 
demonstrations of auricular flutter and fibrillation 
in man, and by Cohn and Raisbeck (1922a,b) in their 
study of the effect of the position of the heart on 
the human electrocardiogram.
Meantime Wilson and Herrmann (1920) in the 
course of their work on intraventrieular block had been
impressed by the fact that potential differences of 
much greater magnitude could be recorded in the 
immediate vicinity of the heart than at a distance 
from it, and that in certain leads where both electrodes 
were placed on the chest, the pattern of the electro­
cardiogram appeared to be mainly determined by the 
position of the electrode which was nearer to the 
heart. These observations led to a preliminary 
discussion of the laws relating to the distribution of 
potential differences in volume conductors and their 
application to the cardiac action potentials in the 
human body (Wilson et al.1926).
Some time later a full report was given by 
Wilson (1930) in which, after explaining in detail the 
postulates of Einthoven et al.(1913), he also furnished 
the mathematical proof of the theory which, though 
obviously known to them, had not actually been included 
in their original exposition. In addition, he 
described some illustrative experiments on an artificial 
model representing an equilateral triangle with an 
induetorium at its centre laid out in a large pan 
containing an electrolytic solution. The results were 
in accordance with the theory. It was also shown that 
when the body is considered as a volume conductor and 
the resultant E.M.F. of the heart as a "dipole" at its 
centre, the potential produced at any point in the body 
by the heart varies inversely with square of the
13
distance of that point from the heart• Leads in 
which one electrode is placed over the precordium and 
the other at a distance from the heart record a curve 
therefore which represents to all intents and purposes 
the potential variations of the precordial electrode*
Such leads were termed "semi-direct" leads and their 
similarity to direct leads of the kind used hy Lewis 
and Rothschild (1915), in which one electrode was in 
contact with the heart and the other aft a point on the 
chest wall remote from it, was emphasised. In further 
explanation of Einthoven1s system, it was pointed out 
(Wilson et al*1931a) that the "Einthoven equation"
Lead 11= Lead 1+ Lead III
does not depend on the equilateral triangle theory, hut 
is purely a consequence of the manner in which the leads 
are taken* Provided the method of standardisation is 
correct, the same relationship would hold between three 
leads taken from any three points on the body in the 
same order* Theae leads would not of course necessarily 
satisfy the assumptions of the equilateral triangle 
theory and could not therefore be analysed by that scheme.
These considerations were the prelude to 
an important article published about the same time 
(Wilson et al,1931b) in which it was demonstrated 
that bipolar chest leads could be freed from the influence
14.
of the distant electrode and thereby rendered "unipolar11.
R
F
After Wilson et al#, 1931b.
Their reasoning was as follows (fig* 7)
It can he shown (Wilson, 1930) that under the conditions 
of the equilateral triangle theory, the resulting 
potential at any of the apices of the triangle is 
directly proportional to the cosine of the angle 
between the electrical axis and the line joining the
centre of the triangle to that apex, i.e.,
TO « Acos0r ........................ (la)
TO ss Acos0 ^ .....    (lb)
VP s= Acos9 3......................... (1c)
where A is a constant proportionality factor. It 
can also be shown that (Einthoven et al, 1913)
e*L =s TO - TO = EcosoC................ (2a)
e2 = VP - TO ss Ecos (o< - 60°) ........ (2b)
e3 = VP - TO * Ecos ( 1 2 0 ° )  .......(2c)
15
, \ EC0SC3< as A(cos0g - COS0-j^ ).... ...........(3a)
Ecos(©<- 60°) = A(cos0g - cos0]_)........(3b)
Ecos(120°-c< ) s A(cos0g - cos02) ....... (3c)
But,
© 1 =5 210°-c*, andQg = 30°+©( and© 3 = 90°-o< 
Substituting in 3a,
EcosoC = a |cos(30°+c< ) - cos(210°-c*) a A^sTcosoC
I V W
• * A ==y|^-  ....... ....................(4)
By substitution in lc,
VP ascos(90Q-e< ) a:^JLsinc<#.................. (5)
This, can he expressed in terms of e2 and e3, for
e2 + e3 * ® cos(o<- 60°) + cos (120'
= E s i n o C
.eiL -+. = S sin o<C
3 n/3
-o<)j
VP = e2 + e3 .......................... (6a)
3
Similarly it can he shown that
VK = - *±-±-1%.  (6i>)
eT
and VL =. -±-=— s. ............... (6c)
3
If ,;i4 as the potential in a precordial or any other 
lead (VP) paired with VP, 
then VP - VP = e4
. . V5 ® e4 +■ JL-!— 2. .....................(7)
Stated in words, when an exploring electrode 
is paired with an electrode on one of the limbs, the 
actual potential of the exploring electrode can be found 
by algebraic addition of the recorded potential and the 
potential of the limb as calculated from the recorded 
potentials of the appropriate standard leads by one of 
the formulae 6a, 6b or 6c*
These principles were first applied by 
Wilson et al. (1952a) in their study of human bundle- 
branch block, in which they were able to show by means 
of serial precordial leads that the common type of 
bundle-branch block in man was left and not right as 
had previously been supposed* Incidentally, it was 
also pointed out that this new idea was in accord 
with the results of direct stimulation of the exposed 
human heart as observed by Barker et al*(1950). They
also employed them in their early study of coronary
thrombosis (Wilson et al., 1952b)*
One further step in the evolution of
"unipolar1* leads was now required, namely the direct 
registration of such curves. This was soon forthcoming 
in the concept of the "central terminal" (Wilson et al*, 
1934a). In this article it was shown that if any three 
electrodes are connected through equal resistances to a 
central terminal, then the potential of this terminal 
is equal to the mean potential of the three electrodes. 
Furthermore, if the three electrodes chosen are on the
17
right am, left a m  ana left leg respectively (i.e. at 
the apices of Einthoven’s triangle), ana if the 
equilateral triangle theory is valia, then the potential 
of the central teminal is zero. Leads in which an 
exploring electroae is pairea with the central terminal 
can then he consiaerea unipolar in so far as they recora 
only the potential fluctuations of the exploring electroae.
VL
Fig. 8
The proof is quite simple (fig. 8). Let VR, VL, VF and 
VT he the potentials at the right arm, left arm, left leg 
and central teminal respectively; let the resistances r 
between each of the three extremities and the central 
teminal he equal; let IE, XL and IF he the currents flowing 
between the central teminal and the right am, left a m  and 
left leg respectively. Then by ordinary electrical 
principles,
VR - VT = rXR
and VL ~ VT = rXL
and VF ~ VT = rIF
18
©a addition
(IE - VT) * (Hi - IT) + (TO - TO) » r(lE + IL + IF) = 0*
(b y  JKircbEofT'1 e la w )
* t*» TO + TO + TO. . W  = — — — ---—  11).
s
But according to the equilateral triangle theory 
(Utlsom et si* XSSXb),
TO = 
and TO *
ant TO =
©1 + eE
©1
R
g
©2 + ©5
R
% \  TO + TO + TO = 0   (2)
Fro® equations (l) and (2)
W  = 0
Also, the direction of the electrical axis #ean be 
calculated fraa the lomila,
tar** = JF.7?—
to ~  to
Bxperiments with the central teminal were
performed on the artificial model previously described 
(Wilson, 1550} and'a,gain the results were in agreement 
with the theory.
For practical purposes a system containing 
■a vaeuna tube was used, the string galvanometer being 
connected to the plate circuit, .and the central teminal 
and exploring electrode to the input circuit. This
had the advantage of eliminating the condenser-like 
effect of the high skin resistance. It was also 
explained that since the accuracy of the method 
depended mainly on the equality of the resistances 
between the heart and the central teminal in each 
of its branches, and since differences in skin and 
internal body resistance were likely to occur, the 
external resistances (r) in these branches, as well 
as being equal, should also be large in comparison 
with the largest body resistance between any two of 
the electrodes. Large resistances of 25,000 ohms 
were therefore used in their earliest experiments, 
but as this made the apparatus too sensitive to 
stray alternating current interference, resistances 
of 5,000 ohms were ultimately chosen. Unipolar 
leads were recorded in this way from each of the 
limbs (TO, VL and TO) and from the precordium 
(Vi, v2, v3, v4, and Vg) and from the ensiform 
process (YE). This system of leads was used by 
Wilson and his associates in their important 
investigations on human bundle-branch block (Wilson 
et al, 1954b, c) in which as Hill (1950) states,
"the death knell of the old concepts was sounded11; 
and also in their work on experimental myocardial 
infarction (Wilson et aL, 1954d, Johnston et al., 
1955, Wilson et aL, 1955a, b) on which the ‘♦window*1 
idea of infarction was based. It was also shown by
Wilson et al. (1934e) that in the dog, the left 
ventricular cavity was negative during the whole of 
the QRS interval, and the right ventricular cavity 
was also negative during most of that time though 
there was usually a short initial period of positivity 
which might he explained hy prior activation of the 
left side of the septum. They further stated that 
"when the exploring electrode is placed on the 
precordial surface, its potential is conspicuously 
different from that of the nearest portion of the 
ventricular cavity only during the period when the 
excitation wave is spreading outward through the 
subjacent ventricular wall”. In an epicardial lead 
therefore, an initial Q wave if present is due to 
negative cavity potential and indicates relatively 
late excitation of the endocardium under the electrode; 
the positive R wave occurs during the passage of the 
excitation wave from the endocardium to the epicardium 
under the electrode; and, an S wave if present again 
reflects the negativity of the cavity.
Many years later, the principles upon which 
the interpretation of the origin of the QRS deflections 
in unipolar electrocardiograms is based were restated 
more explicitly by Wilson et al. (1944) from whom the 
following quotation is taken.
"The resting cardiac muscle fiber is
21
surrounded by a "membrane” which has a very low 
electrical conductivity. Across this membrane there 
is an electromotive force which makes its inner surface 
strongly negative in comparison with its outer surface.
The passage of the excitatory process along the fiber 
is associated with a sudden and very great increase in 
the conductivity of the resting membrane and a sudden 
decrease in the electromotive force (Oole and Curtis, 1939), 
in other words, with the sudden development of a short 
circuit between the inside and the outside of the fiber. 
Current flows out of the resting part of the fiber 
adjacent to the short circuit and re-enters the fiber 
through the short-circuited region. The effect in the 
medium outside the fiber is the same as if the cardiac 
impulse were immediately preceded by the positive pole, 
and accompanied by the negative pole of a battery.
In other words, we may say that, across the boundary 
between active and resting muscle, there is an 
electromotive force which makes the potential of points 
towards which the excitation wave is advancing positive, 
and the potential of points which lie behind it negative".
As has recently been emphasised by Hill (1950), 
this conception is identical with the "doublet" 
hypothesis independently formulated by Craib (1930) as 
a result of his classical researches on the 
electrocardiogram.
Simultaneously with the demonstration “by 
Wilson et al.(1932a) of the value of precordial leads 
in bundle-branch "block, Wolferth and Wood (1932) had 
introduced a chest lead for use particularly in cases 
of myocardial infarction where the standard limb leads 
had failed to show any abnormality. This lead which 
they termed Lead IV was an antero-posterior chest lead, 
with the exploring electrode placed in the vicinity of 
the cardiac apex and the other in the region of the 
angle of the left scapula. Subsequently, in their 
studies of myocardial infarction in the dog (Wood and 
Wolferth, 1933), and in man (Wood et al., 1933) 
they also employed two other leads, namely, precordium 
to left leg (Lead V) and angle of left scapula to left 
leg (Lead VI). As these leads were taken in the 
same order as the standard leads 1, 11 and 111, they 
also satisfied the equation Lead V » Lead IV + Lead VI, 
hut as Kossmann (1936) pointed out, they could not he 
analysed hy the equilateral triangle method since they 
did not satisfy the requirements of this theory,7 the 
apical electrode in particular heing so much nearer 
the heart than the other electrodes. Incidentally, 
it is of interest to note that leads IV, V and VI are 
practically identical to the original antero-posterior 
and two inferior leads in the sagittal plane used hy 
Waller (1887 and 1913c).
The introduction of Lead IV, however, stimulated
a general interest in chest leads and a large number 
of observations on their use soon followed (Katz and 
Kissin, 1933, Hoffman and Belong, 1933, Goldbloom,
1934, and Master, 1934). In the main, various 
modifications of Lead IV and Lead V were employed, 
the precordial electrode "being paired with an electrode 
on the "back or the left leg, hut a precordial electrode 
paired with the right arm also had its advocates 
(Roth, 1935), on the grounds that such a combination 
yielded the maximum deflections in the resulting 
electrocardiogram. Further confusion existed with 
regard to the polarity of the chest leads, for some 
workers adhered to the original technique in tyhich an 
upward deflection of the string represented relative 
negativity of the chest electrode, while others 
preferred to reverse the connections so that an upward 
deflection represented relative posltivity of the chest 
electrode. This latter method, though at variance 
with accepted physiological procedure (Hill, 1950), 
yielded precordial curves which bore a general resemblance 
to the familiar standard lead patterns. It soon became 
obvious that some degree of uniformity was essential for 
practical routine purposes and this was achieved by a 
Joint committee of the American Heart Association and 
the Cardiac Society of Great Britain and Ireland 
(1938a,b, 1939). The new polarity was accepted, by
which an upward deflection of the string represented 
relative positivity of the chest electrode; a standard 
size of exploring electrode was recommended; and the 
location of a single apical precordial lead was fixed, 
to he termed Lead IV and further defined as E, L, F,
B or T, depending on whether the second connection was 
made to the right am, left am, left leg, hack or 
central teminal respectively. In addition, the 
American Heart Association (1938) issued a supplementary 
report on its own behalf, which was later amplified 
(American Heart Association, 1943$, standardising the 
positions of a series of multiple precordial leads.
These were numbered 1 to 6 and were sited as followss-
1. Eight margin of the sternum in the 4th Interspace.
2. Left margin of the sternum in the 4th interspace.
3. Midway between points 2 and 4.
4. Left mid-clavicular line in the 5th interspace.
5. Left anterior axillary line at the same level as 4.
6. Left mid-axillary line at the same level as 4.
These leads were designated CE, CL or OF depending on
whether the remote electrode was placed on the right
am, left a m  or left leg respectively; the single letter 
V was reserved for such leads when they were recorded by 
the central teminal technique*
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Though the nomenclature had thus "been 
clarified, the relative merits of the various types 
of lead remained a matter of contention. Bipolar 
leads of the CR or OP type were most generally favoured 
in preference to the unipolar leads partly "because 
comprehensive comparative studies had not yet been made, 
and partly because no special apparatus was required for 
their registration (Wood and Selzer, 1939). Objections 
were also maintained against the central terminal system, 
however, on theoretical and experimental grounds by 
Wolferth et al. (1941), Wolferth and Livezey (1944), and 
Katz (1946). In particular, Wolferth and Livezey (1944), 
having carried out certain tests of their own, rejected 
as invalid the results of various immersion procedures 
(Eckey and Frohlich, 1938, Burger, 1939) which had been 
adduced by Wilson et al.(1944) in support of their 
statement "that the largest potential variations of the 
central terminal do not ordinarily exceed 0.3 millivolt", 
and they also averred that in their experience, an electrode 
placed over the spine of the right scapula was more 
uniformly Indifferent than the central terminal. The 
immersion experiments referred to above consisted 
briefly in placing a subject in a large tub filled with 
distilled or tap water, and surrounding him with a metal 
screen, direct contact between subject and screen being 
suitably prevented. Under these conditions, a 
potential difference could be demonstrated between the
screen and the water inside it, hut not between the 
screen and the water, outside. The potential of the 
screen was then compared with that of the central 
terminal and the difference was found to be no greater 
than 0.3 millivolt. In a final discussion of these 
and other experiments pertaining to the theory of 
unipolar leads, Wilson et al* (1946) concluded that for 
practical purposes, the Einthoven triangle theory and 
the doublet hypothesis could be considered valid and 
that, to quote, "So far as we are able to Judge from 
our experience with the central terminal, its potential 
is ordinarily close to the average of that of the 
body surface".
Meanwhile, two important modifications in 
unipolar technique had been introduced by Ooldberger 
(1942a,b).
(l) Because of the fairly high skin-electrode 
resistances normally encountered, he considered that 
the external 5,000 ohm resistances in the branches of 
the central terminal were unnecessary for the recording 
of either precordial or extremity potentials. In the 
latter case, however, if a terminal of this type were 
employed, an additional electrode had to be placed on 
the limb whose potential was being registered, in 
contrast to the original Wilson procedure where the
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same electrode could "be used for both the terminal and 
exploring connections. It was recommended that the 
additional electrode he placed just above the elbow or 
the knee as required. Unipolar precordial and 
extremity leads taken hy the two methods were said to 
he identical.
(2) The principle of augmentation of the extremity 
potentials was described. Goldherger stated that by 
breaking the central terminal connection to the 
extremity whose potential was to be recorded, but 
otherwise proceeding as usual, deflections of the same 
form as in ordinary unipolar limb leads but one half 
greater in amplitude were obtained. These he termed 
’’augmented” unipolar extremity leads or potentials 
and he named them aVR, aVL and aVF to distinguish them 
from the ordinary or unaugmented unipolar limb leads 
VR, VL and VP. As he pointed out, deflections in 
these augmented leads should be measured in millimetres, 
since their actual amplitude in millivolts is less by 
one third, the sensitivity of the galvanometer not having 
been altered. He also stated that as far as the 
resulting augmented curves were concerned, it made no 
difference whether the original Wilson terminal with
5,000 ohm resistances or his own modification without the 
resistances was used. Diagrammatic illustrations of the 
differences between the Wilson and Goldberger central
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teminal connections are shown in fig* 9.
b o
Fig. 9. Diagrammatic representation of the connections 
of rthe Wilson and Goldberger terminals for the right 
arm extremity potential.
a. Wilson terminal for unaugmented VR.
b. Goldberger terminal for unaugmented VR.
c. Goldberger terminal for augmented VR.
-/vwwv—  represents 5000 ohm resistance.
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The two main advantages of the augmented method were 
firstly that when the Goldberger terminal was employed 
the need for an additional exploring electrode on the limb 
was obviated and secondly that the frequently small unipolar 
extremity potentials were rendered larger without 
distortion of their forms and without increasing the 
sensitivity of the galvanometer, and were therefore 
more easily interpreted# Simple mathematical proof 
of the validity of the augmented technique, which of 
course depends on the demonstration by Wilson et al.
(1931b) that the sum of the extremity potentials at 
any instant is zero, was given briefly as follows
If TO, TO and VF are the potentials of the 
right arm, left arm and left leg respectively, and if 
VT is the potential of the central terminal when the 
augmented right arm lead is being recorded, then 
VT is equal to the mean of the potentials of the two 
extremities to which the central terminal is connected.
i.e. VT =  (1)
But, TO + TO + VF * 0 ........ (2) (Wilson et al. 1931b)
♦ TO + VF TO
2 ~2   ' *
VT = - 22.   (4)
KJ
But, aVR = VR - VT .......... (5)
Where aTO is the augmented right arm potential •
. aVR = VR - (- |£)
VR  (6)
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Similarly, aYL = ~ YL  ....... (7)
and aYF = ~ 73? (8)
There aYL and aYP are the augmented left arm and left leg 
potentials respectively. The relationship "between the 
augmented unipolar limb leads and the standard limb leads 
was worked out on similar lines (Goldberger, 1943b).
It can he shown that
to = -  L .t..n5
ana YL - 1 ~ 111
and V? = II.1.,1IJL (Wilson et al.lS3Xb).
But aYE. r 1
ana aYL = § VL
and a W  = |r YF (Goldberger, 1943a) .
* aYR = - jL-jlJ-j:-.
• * 2
ana aYL = 1 ~ X11.
2
ana aVF = II. t . I1!.
2
it
In a further series of articles Goldberger 
(1944a,b, 1945b,c,d) and Goldberger and Schwartz 
(194-5, 1946) utilised the modified technique in their 
approach to certain electrocardiographic problems, and 
stressed particularly the fundamental importance of the 
position of the heart on the production of the various 
unipolar patterns. Some Indirect evidence in support
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of the Einthoven triangle hypothesis was also 
presented "by Goldberger (1945 a). He asserted that 
if the theory were correct, the following corollary 
could also be accepted, "namely, that every two 
points on the surface of the body lying on the same 
plane as the source of electrical activity and 
separated by an angle of 180° have values equal in 
magnitude but opposite in polarity”. The mean 
potential of two such points would of course be zero.
In practice various points in the frontal plane were 
paired with the right arm until the two which yielded 
the greatest positive and negative values respectively 
of QBS were found. By joining these, an indifferent 
electrode was formed and this was used to record 
extremity leads which were then compared with augmented 
extremity leads obtained in the ordinary way. Allowing 
for the effect of augmentation, corresponding leads were 
found to be practically identical. It was admitted 
that the technique was relatively crude and in fact the 
experiments are not very convincing, particularly since 
some of the points used were much nearer the heart than 
others*
Such then was the background against which 
the work of this thesis was commenced in 1947. Even 
at that time, it seemed clear that unipolar electro­
cardiography rested on a sound mathematical wnfl
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experimental "basis and had already yielded valuable 
clinical information. nevertheless, there existed 
a considerable body of opinion which was distrustful 
of the method and continued to rely on various 
empirical systems of leading. Furthermore, apart 
from the articles of Goldberger himself, there was 
no available information regarding the relative 
merits of the original unipolar technique and of 
the modifications which he had recently introduced. 
These considerations indicated that a comprehensive 
comparative study of the different methods was 
desirable. Several observations had been made on 
the relationship of the bipolar CR, Cl and CF types 
of chest lead (Eoth, 1935, Wood and Selzer, 1939, 
Wolferth and Wood, 1940), and a more recent analysis 
of the CF and V leads (Wallace and Grossman, 1946) 
had been interpreted in favour of the former. The 
only previous direct comparison of the GR, CL and 
CF and V chest leads and the unipolar extremity leads 
however, was that of Hecht (1942) who used the Wilson 
central teminal for recording the unipolar leads.
From a study of twenty normal individuals, he 
concluded that in the CR, CL and CF chest leads 
considerable distortion was produced by the remote 
electrode and that this was absent or at least minimal 
when the central teminal method was employed. The
present investigation includes a series of 60 cases,
30 normal and 30 abnormal, in whom standard leads, 
unipolar limb leads and multiple precordial leads of 
the V, OR, CL and CF types were obtained. Comparison 
of the Wilson and Goldberger methods of derivation of 
the unipolar chest leads and of the various forms of 
augmented and unaugmented extremity leads were also 
made in these and other cases. Some of the results 
were presented in a paper read before the British 
Cardiac Society in October, 1948, and subsequently 
published in abstract (Cameron, 1949), in which it 
was stated that the V leads represent the mean of the 
CR, CL and CF leads, i.e. that the distorting effect 
of the remote electrode is thereby reduced to a 
minimum. At that time, there was some diversity of 
opinion regarding the advantages and disadvantages of 
the V, CR and CF leads (Bain and Redfern, 1948, Evans, 
1949, Leatham, 1949, Wood, 1949), and in a recent 
article Leatham (1950) has stated that in practice, 
while the CF leads are admittedly inferior, the V 
leads have no real superiority over the CR leads.
5?he British Cardiac Society (1949) has, however, 
recommended the general adoption of the unipolar V 
leads and, in addition to the six points already 
mentioned from which multiple chest leads have usually 
been taken, has also defined points 7 and 8 at the 
same level as points 4 to 6 but in the posterior
axillary line and below the apex of the scapula 
respectively, as additional possible sites. Leads 
from corresponding points on the right side of the 
chest are numbered in the same way and are distinguished 
by the suffix R, e.g. VSR.
Finally it may be mentioned that some former 
critics of the Wilson central terminal have now, as a 
result of a comparative study of the V, CR, CL and CF 
leads and of some elaborate Immersion experiments, 
expressed the opinion that the unipolar leads are to be 
preferred to any of the bipolar leads (Lolgin et al, 
1949a,b).
Though the unipolar technique has thus been 
widely accepted, the choice between the Wilson and 
Goldberger terminals remains at present a matter of 
individual preference. In the paper already quoted 
(Cameron, 1949) certain discrepancies between the 
extremity potentials recorded by the two methods were 
briefly mentioned and recently the retention of the
5,000 ohm resistances has been advocated on both 
practical and theoretical grounds (Bryant et aL, 1949, 
Rappaport et al, 1949). Further observations relating 
to this question and based on a section of this thesis 
were presented in a communication to the British 
Cardiac Society In May, 1951 (Cameron, 1951).
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SECTION 2.
General Description of Apparatus and Method*
Standard apparatus,
(a) Galvanometer.
All the electrocardiograms were recorded on 
a Cambridge table model of the string galvanometer 
with vertically falling camera.
The instrument was employed throughout at 
the usual sensitivity of 1 centimetre egual to 1 
millivolt. A record of the standardisation was 
included in each tracing for subsequent verification.
No tracing showing a difference of more than + or -
0.1 millivolt from the standard was accepted for 
analysis.
(b) Limb electrodes.
Ordinary Cambridge plate electrodes of the 
strap-on type were used for the standard and unipolar 
limb leads.
(c) Contact medium.
Cambridge electrode jelly was used for all 
skin-electrode connections. This was well rubbed 
into the skin, but care was taken to ensure that there 
was no excess of jelly and that the contact area, 
particularly in the case of the chest leads, was limited 
to the size of the electrode.
Special apparatus.
As - a large number of leads had to be 
recorded from each patient, an effort was made to 
devise some suitable apparatus to shorten the time 
involved. This consisted mainly of (a) light weight 
chest electrodes, (b) a special chest electrode 
holder, and (c) a multiple switch box. To some 
extent, these three were interdependent and it may be 
explained that they were designed primarily for 
specific experimental and research purposes, and not 
for ordinary routine work.
(a) The chest electrodes.
Several trials with suction electrodes and 
with ordinary chest electrodes held in place by 
perforated rubber straps proved unsatisfactory, 
particularly for the work on posture and respiration. 
Ultimately, the best arrangement was found to be the 
use of light wiight chest electrodes in conjunction 
with a large electrode belt. These electrodes were 
constructed from circular Cambridge chest electrodes 
of the manually applied type (fig. 10). The 
vulcanite handle was discarded, but the electrode head 
was left unchanged in diameter (2 cm.) and thickness, 
though it was tapered off round its edge. The rest 
of the electrode was reduced to the minimum weight by 
shortening the terminal post to 1 cm. in length, and
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machining it to a fraction (about one third) of its 
original thickness* A small hole for the metal pin 
of the lead wire was bored halfway down the terminal, 
which was also tapped for a small vertical retaining 
screw* Practically the whole weight of the electrode 
was therefore in the contact head* Electrodes of 
this type were found to be easily and closely applied 
to the chest wall by the special belt.
Original, Modified.
Pig. 10.
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(b) The electrode holder*
A special electrode belt (fig. 11) was 
supplied to specification through the courtesy of 
Messrs loco Limited, Anniesiand, Glasgow.
§
9
9
i
A'9
v.
It was made of pure !§* inch thickness rubber
and was shaped to fit round the axillae. The total
length was 28 inches, the centre piece being 12 Inches
and the side pieces 8 inches each. Straps were
attached to fasten round the back and over the shoulders.
JL
To accommodate the posts of the electrodes, rows of 16
inch diameter holes were punched as shown* The holes
1
in each horizontal row were 2 inch apart and the rows
1
themselves were 4 inch apart. This arrangement proved
adequate to cover all the various electrode positions
encountered in the subjects studied. The electrode
J3
posts, which were 16 inch diameter, were readily
inserted through the punch holes and were at the same
time tightly gripped by the rubber. When fitted
firmly round the chest wall, the total stretch of the
belt was approximately 5 inches.
The procedure was, first to mark on the chest
the positions 1 to 6. The vertical distance between
2 and 4 was then measured and suitable horizontal rows
for the electrodes were easily chosen. The horizontal
distances between 2 and 4 and between 4 and 6 were then
1
measured and an allowance of usually 2 inch for stretch 
was made in each case* The belt positions for 
electrodes 1, 2, 4 and 6 were then found. Electrode 3 
was placed midway between 2 and 4, and electrode 5 was
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approximately midway between 4 and 6*
A test application of the belt was made and it 
could be verified that the imprint of the electrode 
coincided with the marked position on the chest. After 
a small amount of delly had been applied to each electrode 
the belt was then fastened in place and each electrode 
was rotated for a short time to ensure good contact.
As a further precaution to prevent spread of 
3elly and also to aid in the application of the electrode 
to the chest wall, a small rubber washer slightly larger 
than the electrode itself was fitted over the electrode 
and under the belt (fig. 12).
Belt
Washer
Skin
Fig. 12
On. removal of the "belt at the end of each 
investigation the accuracy of the application could 
again "be checked for the imprint of the electrode 
was clearly seen for some time on the skin. Further­
more, since the "belt was skin tight, the jelly remained 
moist under the electrode for an indefinite period, and 
no trouble was encountered even in prolonged experiments. 
In no case did jelly tend to spread beyond the rubber 
washer.
(c) The switching device.
This was designed to facilitate (1) the 
recording of multiple chest leads and unipolar extremity 
leads of different types and (2) the investigation of 
the effects of varying resistances in the limbs of the 
central terminal. The wiring system is shown in fig. 13 
and a simple line drawing of the switch box itself in 
fig. 14.
This switch box was designed and constructed 
personally#
U N lP O L ft f
UNb£*SlD£ OF P*N£L.
WIRING DIAGRAM OF SWITCHBOARD
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to S3.
«*« gt
TO fa.
suvrecT
.fig. 13
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It may conveniently be described under the following 
three headings
I. Connections,
II. Switches.
111. Procedure.
I. Connections.
These can he divided into three groups.
(a) Galvanometer connections.
The three lead wires from the electrocardiograph 
are plugged into the appropriate sockets in the upper row 
marked R.A., L.A. and L.L. (E. C. G. ).
(h) Standard lead and Central Terminal connections.
The three ordinary limb wires from the subject 
are plugged into the appropriate sockets in the lower 
row marked S.A., L.A. and L.L. (P).
(c) Unipolar lead connections.
Three additional wires from the limb electrodes 
(or from a second set of limb electrodes for certain
types of extremity lead) are plugged into the sockets
TO, TO and VP. Wires from the six exploring chest 
electrodes are plugged into the sockets VI to V6.
II. Switches.
These are also of three types.
(a) Rotatory switches A> B and C.
They are placed so that they control the R.A.,
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L.A. and L.L. ordinary limb wires respectively# They 
can move through the following range individually or 
synchronously
(1 Break.
(2 No resistance
(3 5,000 ohms.
(4 10,000 ohms.
(5 20,000 ohms.
(6 50,000 ohms.
(7 100,000 ohms.
(8 200,000 ohms.
(9 500,000 ohms.
(10 1 megohm.
(11 5 megohms.
switch D.
This is a double-pole, change-over switch 
and has only two positions :-
(1) SLL, for recording the three standard limb leads
(2) Unipolar, for recording all other leads.
In position (l), the ordinary limb lead wires from the 
subject go straight through to the corresponding lead 
wires of the electrocardiograph.
In position (2), the lead wires from the subject are 
united to form a central terminal, which is automatically 
connected to the E.A. wire of the electrocardiograph.
By the same movement, the L.A. wire of the electro­
cardiograph is connected to the unipolar selector 
switch (E), while the L.L* wire is broken. All 
leads in this position are therefore recorded through 
Lead 1 of the electrocardiograph with correct polarity,
(c) Unipolar lead selector switch.i
Thik is a simple rotatory switch with ten 
consecutive positions as followss-
0; Zero
1: VR.
2: VL.
3: m
4: VI.
5: V2.
6: V3.
7: V4.
8: TO.
9: V6.
111. Procedure.
To record the three standard limb leads.
(l) The three limb switches are set at no 
resistance.
(S) The central switch is set at S.L.L.
(3) The unipolar selector switch is set in 
the zero position.
The three standard leads are then recorded through
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the selector switch of the electrocardiograph as usual*
V
(b) To record all other leads*
(1) The electrocardiograph is set for Lead 1.
(2) The central switch is moved to ■unipolar.
The subsequent procedure depends on the type of lead to 
be recorded.
A* Unipolar extremity leads*
(1) The appropriate site of the lead (VR, VL 
or VF) is selected on the unipolar selector switch*
(2) The type of lead is controlled by the three 
limb switches.
(a) Unaugmented Goldbergers all three switches 
are set at no resistance.
(b) Unaugmented Wilson: all three switches are 
set at 5,000 ohms.
(c) Augmented floldberger: the switch on the 
limb Concerned is at break. The other two are at no 
resistance.
(d) Augmented Wilson: the switch on the limb 
concerned is at break. The other two are at 5,000 ohms.
(e) For further experimental purposes, 
resistances of varying magnitude can be introduced into 
any combination of limbs of the central terminal.
B. Chest Leads.
(1) The appropriate site of the lead (VI to V6) 
is selected on the unipolar selector switch.
(2) The type of lead is controlled again by 
the three limb switches.
(a) Goldberger central terminal% all three 
switches are at no resistance.
(b) Wilson central terminal; all three switches 
are at 5*000 ohms.
(c) OR leads.
The L.A. and L.L. switches are broken.
The R.A. switch remains at no resistance.
(d) CL leads.
The R.A. and L.L. switches are broken.
The L.A. switch remains at no resistance.
(e) CF leads.
The R.A. and L.A. switches are broken.
The L.L. switch remains at no resistance.
(f) For further experimental purposes, 
resistances of varying magnitude can be introduced into 
any combination of limbs of the central terminal.
Nomenclature of leads*
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In general the nomenclature recommended by 
the British Cardiac Society (1949) is used throughout 
this thesis. Thus the three standard leads are named 
in the usual manner. The unipolar limb leads are 
designated VR, VL and VP when they were taken by. the 
unaugmented method and aVR, aVL and a VP when they were 
augmented. The unipolar chest leads are indicated hy 
the letter V with the appropriate number added. Where 
these letters are used alone they refer to leads taken 
with the Goldberger terminal. All leads taken hy the 
Wilson method with the 5,000 ohm resistances in the 
central terminal are distinguished hy the postscript (W). 
Where distinction between the Goldberger and Wilson leads 
is necessary, this is indicated hy the postscripts (o) 
and (W) respectively. The bipolar chest leads are named 
OR, CL and CP as is customary.
In most of the cases the chest leads were 
recorded from positions 1 to 6 as standardised hy the 
British Cardiac Society (1949), hut in some cases leads 
were also taken from positions 7 and S on the left side 
of the chest, and from corresponding positions SB to 8B 
on the right side of the chest, and from position 9 in 
the vertebral line on the same level as positions 4 to S.
Nomenclature and measurement of deflections*
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The recommendations of the American Heart 
Association (1943a) for the naming and measurement of 
the ventricular deflections have heen adopted. Thus 
Q is an initial negative deflection, R is the initial 
or first positive deflection, S is the first subsequent 
negative deflection; R*, Sf, etc. are subsequent 
positive and negative deflections if present. The 
term QS is applied to a monophasic negative deflection. 
QS, Q and S are considered separately for statistical 
purposes. Where necessary the QRS complex is described 
as "notched", "slurred" or "vibratory".
In some of the descriptive sections, small and 
capital letters are used to indicate the relative sizes 
of the deflections in various unipolar patterns, e.g. 
qRs, qR, RS, etc.
For purposes of measurement the isoelectric 
level is taken as the level of the trace at the beginning 
of the P wave. The reference level for all QRS waves 
and for displacement of the RS~T function is the level 
of the trace at the beginning of the QRS complex. For 
the RS-T segment, T wave and 0 wave, the reference level 
is the isoelectric line where this can be determined; 
otherwise it is the same as for the QRS complex.
Diphasic waves are described as - or + depending on 
whether the positive or negative phase comes first.
SECTION 3.
Preliminary investigations.
(a) Prolonged application of electrodes and 
continuous use of the electrocardiograph.
As most of the subsequent experiments 
necessarily extended over a period of one to two and a 
half hours, it was considered essential to eliminate 
any possible effect on the electrocardiogram of such 
prolonged application of the electrodes and continuous 
use of the machine. Results of some of'these tests 
on the three standard leads are shown in Plate 1.
The first set of tracings A,B,C,D, were taken at 
half-hourly intervals from a normal subject. Between 
each recording, the machine was switched off and left 
unused. The corresponding leads are all identical in 
form and amplitude. It can therefore be concluded 
that limb electrodes applied carefully in the usual 
manner with electrode Jelly will continue to provide 
even contact for at least two hours.
The other two sets of tracings A,B are the 
standard leads from two individuals at the start and 
finish respectively of investigations lasting in each 
case for two and a half hours. During this period 
the machine was in continuous action. The upper set 
was from a normal subject and the lower from a patient 
with auricular fibrillation. Again it can be seen
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that corresponding tracings are identical. Continuous 
use of the machine therefore is not associated with any 
alteration in its recording properties.
Similar results were obtained with the unipolar 
limb leads and with the precordial leads using the special 
belt and electrodes, (Plates 2a and 2b).
(b) The effect of meals on the electrocardiogram.
Changes in the electrocardiogram after eating 
were first noted by Waller (1915c) who found that after 
a meal the electrical axis tended to become more 
horizontal. He attributed this to distension of the 
stomach which caused the heart to become more transverse. 
Similar alterations had been observed earlier (Hofftaann, 
1909) when the stomach was distended by gas, and were 
also thought to be due to counter-clockwise rotation of 
the heart around its antero-posterior axis. No further 
attention seems to have been paid to this matter until 
Gardberg and Olsen (1959) carried out a series of 
observations in several healthy individuals before and 
after an ordinary mixed meal. They found in most cases 
a notable decrease in the height of the T wave in all 
three standard leads, and particularly in lead 111, after 
eating. There was however no equivalent, change in the 
direction of the electrical axis. A more detailed study 
was made by Simonson et al, (1946), who in general 
confirmed these results and also noted some variable
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changes in a few cases in certain of the OF leads.
More recently Goldberger (1Q4S&) has shown that 
administration of oral glucose can. cause a decrease 
in height of the T waves in the unipolar precordial 
leads and has suggested that this is due to a lowered 
serum potassium associated with hepatic glycogenosis.
Whatever the actual causation of the changes, 
it was considered desirable from the point of view of 
the present comparative investigations to obtain some 
idea of their magnitude, and more especially of their 
possible duration. The three standard leads, the 
unipolar limb leads and precordial leads VI to V6 were 
recorded in one normal individual immediately before 
and at half-hourly intervals up to two hours after 
the taking of an ordinary mixed meal. The complete 
set of tracings is shown in Plates 3a and 3b. Column 
A is the control series and columns B, 0, D, E are the 
subsequent half-hourly recordings. The main change 
is slight decrease in amplitude of the T waves in 
leads 11, 111, aVR and aVF immediately after eating, 
with gradual return to normal after two hours. Similar 
but much more obvious changes occur in the T waves in 
all the precordial leads, especially leads V2, V3, V4 and V5. 
The T wave in lead V4, for example, shows a reduction from 
12 to 7 millivolts. In all leads there is a gradual 
return to normal at the end of two hours. There are 
no noteworthy variations in the P wave or QRS complexes.
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Significant changes may therefore he produced 
in the electrocardiogram, particularly in the precordial 
leads, immediately after eating, with subsequent return 
to normal after two hours* For this reason none of 
the comparative investigations were commenced until at 
least two hours after the previous meal*
(c) The effect of local cooling of the heart 
on the electrocardiogram*
Transitory decrease in height of the T waves 
in leads 11 and 111 in normal subjects immediately after 
drinking 600 c. c. of iced water was observed by Wilson 
and Finch (1925)* The effect was attributed to 
cooling of the postero-inferior aspect of the apex of the 
left ventricle, and not to any mechanical displacement 
of the heart, as an equal volume of warm water produced 
no such change. According to Eobinson et al. (1939) 
the same experiment with cold water caused a decrease 
of E in lead 17F, but no alteration in the T wave.
To test the possible effect of fluid intake 
on the unipolar leads investigations were carried out 
on two normal subjects. In the first case (Plate 4), 
a control series of tracings (A) was made. One pint 
of iced water at a temperature of 35°F. was then drunk 
as quickly as possible and another set of tracings (B) 
was recorded Immediately thereafter. About half an 
hour later the subject drank one pint of tepid water
and a further series (0) was then taken. The only 
noteworthy change after drinking the cold water was 
a decrease in the T waves in leads 11 and 111*
There was no very significant alteration in the 
unipolar extremity or chest leads, though the T wave 
in lead “Vis from being slightly negative became flat, 
and the T wave in lead V2 showed a slight increase 
in amplitude. No changes were noted in the P waves 
or QRS complexes. All the tracings after drinking 
warm water were indistinguishable from the control 
series.
In the second case (Plate 5) a control 
series (A) was taken. One pint of cold tap water 
at a temperature of 45°P* was then drunk quickly and 
another series (B) was recorded immediately, followed 
directly by a third series (0). The whole process 
occupied approximately 25 minutes. No obvious 
changes occurred in any of the leads in series (B).
In series (C) however there was slight decrease in 
the T waves in lead 111 and lead aVF and again slight 
increase in the T wave in lead V2 (from 6 to 8 
millivolts).
Conclusion.
While transitory changes of note may occur 
in the T waves in the limb leads after drinking ice-
cold water, these are minimal when ordinary cold tap 
water is taken. No significant changes occur in
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either* case in the unipolar extremity or precordial 
leads. It would perhaps he interesting to relate 
the slight increase in the T waves in lead V2 to 
the giant T waves sometimes found in the chest leads 
after posterior myocardial infarction, hut such 
inferences are not justifiable from the results of 
the present experiments.
SECTION 4.
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The alimented and unaugmented unipolar extremity potentials*
Theoretically the extremity potentials can he 
recorded hy four different methods. Thus using a central 
terminal of the original Wilson type with 5,000 ohm 
resistances in each of its branches, the ordinary or 
unaugmented potential may he obtained (,,Wtl). By breaking 
the connection of the central terminal to the extremity 
concerned the augmented potential can he recorded (^aW11)* 
Similarly if a terminal of the G-olderberger type without 
resistances is employed, again the ordinary or unaugmented 
(MGM) and the augmented (lfaG,f) potentials can he recorded. 
The two unaugmented potentials should he identical and so 
also should the two augmented potentials^ in addition 
the latter should he half as great again as the former.
The object of the experiments now described 
was to determine whether these theoretical relationships 
were borne out in actual practice.
Method.
With the usual three limb electrodes placed at 
the wrists and left ankle, it is possible to record only 
three of the above types of lead, namely W, aW and ad.
The W type is recorded by using the one electrode for 
both the exploring and central terminal connections.
The G- type cannot be recorded by this method because such
an arrangement results in no deflection on the 
galvanometer. An additional exploring electrode must 
therefore "be placed on the limb to record this lead.
To compare all four types of lead as directly 
as possible therefore, the central terminal in each case 
was formed by connections from distal electrodes in the 
usual positions just above the wrists and the left ankle, 
while additional exploring electrodes were placed 
proximally just above the elbows and left knee 
respectively. With this arrangement the following seven
types of extremity potentials were recorded (see fig. 15).
/
A: distal electrodes only.
1: W
2: aW
3: aG
B: additional proximal exploring electrodes.
4: W
5: aW
6: G
7: aG
The three extremity potentials were recorded 
by each of these methods in a total of eight cases, four 
normal and four with heart disease of various types.
Two sets of standard leads were also recorded, one from 
the distal and one from the proximal electrodes.
Figure 15
Diagrams illustrating tlx© seven Jyypes of lead described 
in text* In each case the connections shown are for 
recording the right arm extremity potential*
 I. n/vy^M/V'—H> represents 5000 ohm resistance*
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Results.
The complete sets of tracings from these 
cases are shown in plates 6 to 15 with their 
accompanying descriptions.
The two sets of standard leads in each case 
are identical with the exception of minor differences in 
lead 111 in cases 2 and 7 due to respiratory variation. 
This is in agreement with the traditional idea of 
regarding the limbs as mere linear extensions of their 
attachments to the trunk.
Noteworthy differences are present between the 
various types of unipolar extremity leads in every case. 
While these differences are readily visible in most 
instances, it was considered advisable for more accurate 
comparison to measure the deflections in the various leads 
Measurements were made to the nearest 0.2 mm. In 
obtaining the value for the QRS complex the algebraic sum 
of the constituent deflections was determined. The 
values of the unaugmented leads were multiplied by 3/2 
to make them comparable to the augmented leads. 
Measurements of the standard leads were also made and by 
use of the appropriate formulae the theoretical values 
for the augmented extremity potentials were calculated. 
These theoretical values were then used to assess the 
accuracy of the observed values obtained by the W, 
aW and aG methods. This was considered justifiable since 
with correct standardisation, bipolar leads are not
affected by ordinary variations in skin resistance.
The individual measurements for each case are shown in 
tables 1 to 8. The theoretical value is given first 
in red type.
The results are analysed in two ways, (a) 
the observed values of the different types of lead are 
compared with each other and (b) the observed values 
are compared with the theoretical value.
(a): The W leads from the distal electrodes are in
every case significantly smaller in amplitude than the 
corresponding W leads from the proximal electrodes.
The aW leads from the distal electrodes are 
identical in every case with the corresponding aW leads 
from the proximal electrodes.
The aW leads from the proximal and distal 
electrodes and the W leads from the proximal electrodes 
satisfy the theoretical relationship which should exist 
between them i. e. aW = 3/2 W.
The aG leads from the distal electrodes 
frequently show considerable differences in amplitude 
from the corresponding aG leads from the proximal 
electrodes. Sometimes the one and sometimes the other
is the greater.
The relationship of the aG leads to the G lead
is variable and the theoretical equation is seldom 
satisfied.
Differences ‘between the aW leads and the aG 
leads are evident in almost every case. On the whole 
the deflections in the aG leads tend to he larger than 
those in the corresponding aW leads. Obvious differences 
in configuration may occur as in case 6 where VL in all 
the W and aW leads has an rs pattern whereas in the G 
and aG leads it has a QS pattern.
(b): The observed values in the W leads frpm the
distal electrodes are in every case significantly smaller 
than the theoretical values.
The observed values in the two aW leads and in 
the W leads from the proximal electrodes are constantly 
close to the theoretical values.
The observed values in the two aG leads and 
in the G leads are in most cases significantly different 
from the theoretical values.
It is clear in some cases that the aG leads 
tend unduly to resemble one of the standard leads, either 
upright or inverted. Thus in VB the aG lead may.resemble 
an inverted lead 1 or an inverted lead 11; in VL it may 
resemble an upright lead 1 or an inverted lead 111; in 
VF it may resemble an upright lead 11 or an upright 
lead 111. This possibility is considered further in 
sections 5 and 7.
Conclusions.
The original Wilson method of recording the 
unaugmented extremity potential using a common electrode 
for the central terminal and exploring connections is 
unsatisfactory, as it usually registers only a fraction 
of the actual potential.
Ordinary and augmented potentials recorded 
with a Goldberger terminal frequently fail to satisfy 
the theoretical relationship which should obtain between 
them. They also differ significantly in many cases 
from the theoretical values calculated from the 
standard leads.
The most consistent results are achieved by 
using the Wilson terminal with an additional exploring 
electrode for the ordinary extremity potential, or by 
adopting the Goldberger principle of augmentation and 
retaining the resistances of 5,000 ohms in the branches 
of the terminal.
SECTION 5.
Further Comparison of the W, aW and aG Extremity
Potentials.
Since in practice it is inconvenient to 
employ an extra electrode to record the extremity 
potential it was decided to investigate in a larger 
group of cases the three types of lead which can he 
obtained from the customary three electrodes.
Method.
A series of forty cases was studied of 
which twenty-six were normal and fourteen abnormal.
The three standard leads were recorded first. Each 
extremity potential was then taken by the three 
different methods, W, aW and aG as described in 
section 4.
Results.
Tracings from seven representative cases 
are shown in plates 14 to 20, with their accompanying 
descriptions. The other cases are included amongst. 
those illustrated in plates 29 to 88.
The measurements of the extremity potentials 
and the calculation of their theoretical value from 
the standard leads were made in the manner already 
described in section 4. The detailed results for 
each case are shown in tables 9 to 48. The 
theoretical value is again given first in red type.
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The values of the W leads have heen multiplied "by 
3/2 to make them directly comparable with the aW 
and aG leads.
The results are analysed in two ways,
(a) the observed values of the three types of lead 
are compared with each other and (b) the observed
i
values are compared with the theoretical value 
obtained by calculation from the standard leads.
(a). In practically every case the value of 
3/2 W is significantly smaller than the value of aW.
In eight cases there are no significant 
differences between the aW and aG leads. In 
the remaining thirty-two cases the differences 
are significant. In some cases all three 
extremity potentials are affected; in others only 
two are affected. Of the three potentials aVL 
shows the greatest and most freguent differences.
(b). The value of 3/2 W is in most cases 
significantly smaller than the theoretical aV 
value.
The value of aG differs significantly from the 
theoretical aV value in thirty cases. In most instances 
the aG value is greater than the theoretical. All 
three extremity potentials may show differences but often 
only two of them are affected. Lead aVL tends to show
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the error most clearly. It is possible in many 
instances to show that the error in the aG lead is 
due to its resemblance to one of the standard leads 
either upright or inverted, and that this in turn 
depends upon a disparity of the resistances in the 
branches of the central terminal (e.g. cases 1 to Vll).
These findings apply "both to the normal and abnormal 
cases.
Over the whole series the value of aW 
corresponds closely to the theoretical aY value.
In the few cases where there is a significant 
difference between the aW and theoretical aY values, 
the corresponding aG value is usually more erroneous 
still. Occasionally in cases of this type where the 
aW value is greater than the theoretical aY value it is 
found that 3/2 W is closer to the theoretical value.
This is due to a combination of two errors. The first 
error affects only 3/2 W and reduces its value; the 
second error affects both 3/2 W and aW and increases 
their values. The final result therefore is that aW is 
greater than the theoretical aY value while 3/2 W is 
approximately equal to it. The converse of this is 
seen in a few cases where aW is significantly smaller 
than the theoretical aY value, for in these cases 3/2 W 
is smaller still.
It may be noted that the method of obtaining 
the QRS value by algebraic summation of its component 
deflections sometimes tends to lessen the actual 
differences between aW and aG. For example in an 
RS type of complex both the R wave and the S wave in 
aG may be larger than the corresponding waves in aW.
When these are added however the resulting values in 
the two types of lead may show little difference.
Statistical Analysis.
Statistical tests were applied to the values 
of the QRS and T waves to assess the accuracy of the 
three methods W, aW and aG. In each case the 
deviations (d) of the observed from the theoretical 
values were found by subtracting the numerical values 
of 3/2 W, aW and aG from the theoretical value obtained 
from the standard leads. The mean value of d for the 
forty cases (d) and s, the standard error of d, were 
found. The value of t = d/s was then used to test 
whether the mean deviations were significantly different 
from zero. The results are shown in table A.
For 3/2 W, the values of both QRS and T waves 
are significantly different from zero at the one per 
cent level in all three leads. The values are all positive 
indicating that the values of the waves obtained by 
this method are numerically smaller than the theoretical 
values.
For aG, the values of both QRS and T waves
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are significantly different from zj/o at the per
cent level in lead a“VL and at the fivesper cent level 
in lead aVF. The value of the T wave in lead aVR 
is significantly different from zero at the five per 
cent level "but the value of the QRS wave is not 
significantly different from zero. The values are 
all negative indicating that the values of the waves 
obtained by this method tend to be numerically larger 
than the theoretical values.
For aW, none of the values is significantly 
different from zero except that of the T wave in lead 
aYF which is significant at the; one per cent level.
It can be concluded therefore that aW is by 
far the most accurate of the three methods. Of the 
other two methods W is most consistently inaccurate 
and aG- is also inaccurate particularly with respect to 
lead aVL and to a lesser extent with respect to leads
aVF and aVR.
The fact that the error in the aG- method is
greatest in lead aVL and least in lead aVR suggests that
it may be at least partly due to current flow from points
of high potential to points of low potential through the
central terminal. Since the right arm is usually at a
«
negative potential with respect to the central terminal 
while the left arm and leg, particularly the latter, 
are at a positive potential, such a flow is most likely
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to occur when the right arm and left leg are connected 
i.e. when lead aVL is heing recorded, less likely to 
occur when the left arm and right arm are connected 
i.e. when lead aVF is heing recorded,and least likely 
to occur when the left arm and left Iwg are connected 
i.e. when lead aVR is heing recorded.
It should also he stated that the spread of the 
deviations in aW is significsntly small compared with those 
in W and aG. Since the theoretical values of the extremity 
potentials calculated from the standard leads necessarily 
satisfy the equation aVR + aVL + a¥F-== 0, it can he concluded 
that in aW also the value of aVR+ aVL + aVF does not differ 
significantly from.zero.
Conclusions.
Considerable differences are found in many 
cases between the three types of lead.
The W lead almost invariably records only 
a fraction of the actual extremity potential and is 
therefore unsatisfactory.
The aG lead frequently shows a significant 
error. The explanation lies partly in its tendency 
to he converted to a bipolar lead due to current flow 
through the galvanometer between the exploring electrode 
and one of the limbs of the central terminal and partly 
perhaps to current flow between the two limbs of the 
central terminal itself. These effects are due to
inequalities of resistance in the branches of the 
central terminal, particularly If one oi5 more of the 
resistances Is lorn
The most consistent results are obtained 
with the alT lead. Xn practice the retention of the 
5,000 ohm resistances In the branches of the central 
temisal elis.Iria.tes the distorting effect of any 
Inequalities in resistance nhich are likely to be 
encountered. On. both theoretical and practical 
grounds therefore it Is the method of choice for 
recording the extremity potentials with the string 
.galvanometer.
These conclusions are supported by the 
results of a statistical analysis of the data.
SECTION 6. 73
Comparison of the Wilson and Goldberger Methods of 
Recording the Unipolar Precordial Leads#
The obrjeet of* tlie experiments described in 
tills section was to determine whether there were any 
differences in the precordial leads recorded by the 
Wilson and Goldberger technique.
Method.
Seven cases were studied of which two were 
normal and five were abnormal. In each case the 
unipolar precordial leads were taken first with the 
Goldberger and, then with the Wilson central terminal 
from positions 1 to 8. In one of the abnormal cases 
tracings were also taken frosa position 7.
Results.
The complete series of tracings from the
seven, cases are shown in plates 21 to 23* with their 
accompanying descriptions.
In every case except one differences of 
varying degree were found between the two types of 
lead. In two cases (A and F) the P wave, QRS complex 
and T wave were all affected; in three cases (B, D 
nnfi m ) the QPS complex and T wave were affected; in 
one case (G) only the T wave was affected. The
differences were mainly in the amplitudes of the various 
waves and in each case they remained constant through
all the precordial positions. Differences in 
configuration were also found in some cases. Thus 
in case A the P wave was uniformly upright in the 
V(W) leads hut was diphasic, negative or flat in the 
V(G) leads; in cases D and E differences in 
configuration of the QRS complex occur in the 
transitional zone; in case P the T wave in position 
6 is negative in V(G) and diphasic in V(W); in case 
G the T wave in position 3 is upright in Y(G) and 
inverted in T(W).
Conclusion.
The frequency of the differences between 
the two types of lead in this unselected group of 
seven cases is significant and indicates that the 
choice of central terminal is of practical importance. 
The differences are variable and unpredictable and 
are presumably due to unequal skin-electrode 
resistances in the three branches of the central 
terminal. Such inequalities are minimised by the 
retention of the 5,000 ohm resistances in the central 
terminal.
SECTION 7.
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The effect of external resistances on the unipolar leads.
As it was suspected that the differences 
between the Goldberger and Wilson unipolar leads were 
mainly due to inequalities in skin-electrode resistance, 
it was decided to study the effects on the unipolar 
limb and chest leads of introducing external resistances 
into the branches of the central terminal*
Method*
The switch-box was used as previously described 
to introduce resistances of varying magnitude into any 
desired combination of the limb connections. Two 
subjects were studied in detail, one with particular 
reference to the standard and unipolar limb leads, and 
the other with reference to the chest leads*
CASE 1*
(a) Standard limb leads*
The three standard leads were recorded in 
the usual manner* Equal resistances of 5,000 ohms 
were then introduced into each of the limb wires and 
the three leads were again recorded* The process was 
repeated with resistances of 10,000 ohms and 20,000 ohms 
respectively* Since the two limb wires for any standard 
lead are in series this procedure had the effect of 
increasing the total resistance in the lead circuit
by 10,000, 20,000 and 40,000 ohms respectively*
The galvanometer string had of course to be slackened 
appreciably at each stage to obtain the correct 
standardisation. By the time the fourth stage was 
reached it was obvious that it was becoming too slack 
for accuracy, so no further resistances were added.
(b) Unaugmented unipolar limb leads.
Unaugmented extremity potentials were recorded 
using a central terminal of the Wilson type with 5,000 
ohm resistances in each of its branches. Serial 
tracings were then taken of the same leads with equal 
resistances of 10,000, 20,000 and 50,000 ohms 
respectively in the central terminal branches. Since 
the branches of the central terminal are connected in 
parallel the equivalent resistances in the galvanometer 
circuit were approximately 1,600, 3,300, 6,600 and
16,600 ohms respectively. The wire to the exploring 
electrode was left at no resistance throughout. Again 
the string required to be slackened a little at each 
stage but not nearly so much as with the standard leads. 
At the fourth stage however the string became too slack 
for accurate recording.
(c) Augmented unipolar limb leads*
The aVR lead was recorded by the Goldberger 
method with no resistances in either of the two branches 
of the central terminal. Equal resistances of 5,000 
ohms were then introduced into the central terminal
and aVR was again taken. The same process was 
repeated with equal resistances of 10,000, 20,000, 
50,000, 100,000 and 200,000 ohms. The equivalent 
resistances thus placed in the galvanometer circuit 
were 2,500, 5,000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000 and 100,000 
ohms respectively. Again slight slackening of the 
string was required in the earlier stages and by the 
fourth stage accuracy was being lost.
The left arm wire of the central terminal 
was now put at no resistance and the left leg wire 
was put at 5,000 ohms. A tracing of aVR was then 
recorded* With the left arm wire remaining at no 
resistance the whole series of increasing resistances 
(10,000, 20,000, etc. up to 5 megohms) was thrown 
successively into the left leg wire and tracings were 
recorded at each stage. The process was then reversed, 
the left leg wire being fixed at no resistance and the 
serial resistances being added to the left am. No 
compensatory slackening of the string was required in 
either of these experiments after the first stage.
Identical experiments were carried out with 
respect to leads aVL and aVF.
Results.
The complete sets of tracings from these 
experiments are shown in Plates 24 to 27.
(a) Standard leads.
The results in the standard leads were as 
might he expected. At stage 2 (10,000 ohms total) 
there Y/as no obvious difference from the control.
Xn the subsequent stages 3 and 4 however there was 
a uniform reduction in the amplitude of all waves 
and a tendency to slurring of the various functions.
These changes were due partly to reduction in the 
current flow, and partly to slackening of the string.
The critical resistance was in the region of 20,000 
ohms.
(b) Unaugmented unipolar limb leads.
In these leads no obvious change occurred 
at stages 2 and 3 with the lower order of resistances.
At stage 4 however when the total resistance was
16,600 ohms, there was diminution in amplitude of the 
deflections and some slurring as in the equivalent 
standard leads.
(c) Augmented unipolar limb leads.
In contrast to the results in the standard 
and unaugmented unipolar leads striking changes were 
observed in the experiments in the augmented unipolar 
limb leads.
Lead aVR: experiment A.
The tracing obtained at stage 1 with the 5,000
ohm resistances showed slight reduction in the amplitude
of the deflections as compared with the control Goldberger
lead with no resistance. The tracings at stages 
2 and 3, where the total circuit resistance was still 
relatively small, were identical with that of stage 1.
In the subsequent stages 4, 5 and 6, where the total 
resistance was increasingly greater than 20,000 ohms, 
the tracings showed a progressive decrease in amplitude 
and slurring due to the causes previously mentioned.
Lead aVR; experiment B.
When the left a m  wire was at no resistance 
and 5,000 ohms were added to the left leg wire the 
tracing was immediately altered so as to he identical 
with an inverted lead 1. This pattern was retained 
through the subsequent series of resistances.
Lead aYRi experiment C.
When the left leg wire was at no resistance 
and 5,000 ohms were added to the left a m  wire, the 
resulting tracing was identical with an inverted lead 11, 
and this pattern was retained through the subsequent 
series of resistances.
Lead aVL; experiment A.
The results were the same as for the aTO lead.
Lead aVL: experiment B.
When the right a m  wire was at no resistance 
and 5,000 ohms were added to the left leg wire, the 
tracing immediately resembled lead 1, and with 10,000 
ohms it was Identical with lead 1. This pattern was 
retained through the subsequent series of resistances.
Lead aVL; experiment C«
When the left leg wire was at no resistance
i
and 5,000 ohms were added to the right arm wire, the 
tracing became identical with an inverted lead 111.
This pattern was retained through the subsequent series 
of resistances.
The changes in lead aVL were particularly 
obvious as they entailed a reversal in polarity of 
the P and T waves.
Lead aVF: experiment A.
The results obtained were the same as for 
aVR and aVL.
Lead a VP: experiment B.
When the right arm wire remained at no 
resistance and 5,000 ohms were added to the left a m  
wire, the tracing became identical with lead 11 and 
this pattern was retained throughout the subsequent 
series of resistances.
Lead aVF: experiment 0.
When the left arm wire remained at no 
resistance and 5,000 ohms were added to the right arm 
wire, the tracing became identical with lead 111.
This pattern was retained throughout the subsequent 
series of resistances.
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Conclusions*
With the string galvanometer a total 
external resistance of approximately 15,000 ohms can 
be added to the circuit without affecting the accuracy 
of the tracing. With greater resistances than this 
accuracy is rapidly lost.
With the three point central terminal for 
recording unaugmented extremity potentials, equal 
resistances of approximately 30,000 ohms can he added 
to each limb without impairment of accuracy as the 
total equivalent resistance is still only 10,000 ohms. 
The original value of 5,000 ohms chosen bjr Wilson 
gives an eatiivalent total resistance of 5,000/3 ohms
i.e. 1,600 ohms approximately, which is well within 
the safety limit.
For the two point terminal used in recording 
the augmented unipolar extremity potentials, equal 
resistances of 20,000 ohms may he added to each limb 
without loss of accuracy as the total increase of 
external resistance is now 20,000/2 ohms i.e. 10,000 
ohms. When values of *5,000 ohms are chosen the 
equivalent external resistance is 2,500 ohms which is 
again well within the accuracy margin.
From the results of experiments B and C 
however, it is obvious that differences in the 
resistances in the two branches of the central terminal
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can have a very significant effect on the augmented 
unipolar extremity leads. These differences are 
predictable on theoretical grounds as follows
aVB is converted to an inverted lead 1 or
an inverted lead 11 depending on whether the left leg
or left arm branch of the terminal respectively is 
blocked.
aVL is converted to an upright lead 1 or 
an inverted lead 111 depending on whether the left 
leg or right arm branch of the terminal respectively 
is blocked.
aVF is converted to an upright lead 11 or
an upright lead 111 depending on whether the left
arm or right arm branch of the terminal respectively 
is blocked.
The reason for some of the leads being 
upright while others are inverted lies in the different 
connections to the galvanometer of the actual standard 
leads and those produced as a result of the experiments.
It had originally been thought that relatively 
large resistances would be required to produce such 
results, but actual experiment shows that a difference 
of only 5,000 ohms is required in an average case.
It can therefore be deduced that differences considerably 
less than 5,000 ohms may also produce significant
alterations.
Differences in skin resistance of the order 
of 1,000 to 5,000 ohms are not uncommonly encountered 
in ordinary practice. Such differences are of no 
great moment in bipolar leads euch as the standard 
limb leads, as the resistances are in series and 
uniformity of results is obtained by appropriate 
standardisation for each lead. With a two point 
leading system however, such as the central terminal 
for augmented extremity leads, these different 
resistances are in parallel and distortion of the 
tracing is immediately produced. The important 
factor is the difference in the resistances and not 
whether the resistances themselves are actually low 
or high. In fact the higher they are the less 
chance is there of distortion if the difference 
remains constant.
Such considerations lead to the conclusion 
that the apparently vagarious discrepancies in the 
augmented extremity leads obtained with and without
5,000 ohm resistances in the central terminal are 
actually due to differences in skin electrode resistances 
Such differences are minimised and may even be eliminated 
by inclusion of suitable resistances in the central 
terminal and experimentally it would seem that 5,000 
ohms is adequate for this purpose.
It may be noted that discrepancies of the type
;
described are usually more obvious in the aVL lead than
in the aVR and aVP leads. This is because lead aVL 
tends to be converted to an upright lead 1 or an 
inverted lead 111. Thus in normal cases at least 
the two aberrant leads tend to have oppositely directed 
P and T waves and even QRS complexes. In aVP on the 
other hand the two aberrant leads are unaltered in 
polarity and in aVR they are both reversed in polarity. 
Distortions are therefore usually less noticeable.
No doubt similar differences also occur in 
the three point terminal as used for the unaugmented 
extremity potentials but in this case they are rather 
more difficult to predict and interpret as three 
variables are involved instead of only two.
CASE 2.
In this case leads CRI and CPI were first 
taken. Lead VI using a Goldberger central terminal 
with no resistance in its branches was then recorded. 
Thereafter the right arm branch of the central terminal 
was kept at no resistance while the series of equal 
resistances was added to the left arm and left leg 
branches. These resistances were as follows:
5.000 ohms (A)", 10,000 ohms (B), 20,000 ohms (C),
100.000 ohms (D), 500,000 ohms (E) and 1 megohm (P). 
Tracings were taken at each stage. The left leg branch 
was then put at no resistance while the right aim and 
left arm branches were put at 5,000 ohms and a further
tracing (G) was taken.
Similar experiments were repeated for 
precordial positions 5 and 5.
Results.
The complete series of tracings from these 
experiments is shown in Plate 28.
The effect of adding equal resistances to 
the left a m  and left leg branches of the central 
terminal was to convert the Y lead in each case to the 
CR lead. It was found that 5,000 ohms was sufficient 
to accomplish this and the pattern remained unaltered 
through the subsequent series of resistances.
Similarly the addition of 5,000 ohms to the 
right a m  and left a m  branches of the teminal 
sufficed to convert the Y lead to the corresponding 
OF lead. The differences in this instance were 
particularly obvious in the P wave which was altered 
from upright to inverted.
Conclusions.
From this experiment it can be seen that 
relatively small differences in the resistances in the 
branches of the central teminal can produce significant 
alterations in the form of the unipolar chest leads.
In practice therefore It can be concluded that similar 
discrepancies may occur due to differences in skin 
electrode resistance in the limbs. Such discrepancies
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however will usually "be less obvious than in the case 
of the unipolar extremity leads because (l) the 
precordial deflections are relatively so much larger 
and therefore less liable to noticeable distortion 
and (2) three possible variables are involved instead 
of two.
As with the unipolar extremity potentials 
the inclusion of 5,000 ohm resistances in the branches 
of the central terminal will minimise the effect of 
any inequalities in skin resistance.
General conclusions.
When the string galvanometer is employed 
the method- of choice for recording the unipolar 
precordial leads is a central terminal of the origins.! 
Wilson type with 5,000 ohm resistances included..
For the extremity potentials, the augmented 
method on the principle of Goldberger is to be 
recommended but here it is even more important to retain 
the 5,000 ohm resistances in the branches of the 
terminal.
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SECTION 8.
Comparison of the V, OR, CL and CF Preeordial Leads*
The object of the investigations described 
in the present section was to determine the significance 
of the differences between the unipolar and the three 
bipolar types of chest lead.
Method,
A total of sixty cases was studied, of which 
thirty were normal subjects and thirty were abnormal.
Unipolar leads and bipolar leads CK, CL and 
CP were taken from each of the precordial positions 
1 to 6,* The electrode holder and switching device 
were used to facilitate the recording of these leads.
All the records were taken with the subject in the 
recumbent posture.
Results.
The complete series of tracings from these 
cases are shown in plates 29 to 88 with their accompanying 
descriptions.
The cases in both the normal and the abnormal 
groups have been arranged according to the electro­
cardiographic position of the heart. Thus in the 
normal group, cases 1 to 8 are vertical, cases 9 to 17 
are semi-vertical, cases 18 to 21 are intermediate, cases 
22 to 25 are semi-horizontal, and cases 26 and 27 are
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horizontal* The other three normal hearts are cases 
1 to 3 of section 9, cases 1 and 2 heing semi-vertical 
and case 3 semi-horizontal*
In the abnormal group, cases 28 to 32 are 
vertical, cases 33 to 38 are semi-vertical, cases 39 
and 40 are intermed.iate, cases 41 to 43 are semi-horizontal, 
cases 44 to 48 are horizontal, and. case 49 is ind.e terminate. 
The other eight abnormal hearts are cases 4 to 11 of 
section 9, case 4 being vertical, cases 5 to 7 being 
semi-ve'rtical, .cases 8 and 11 being intermediate, and 
cases 9 and 10 being horizontal*
^Differences between the various types of lead 
are evident in all cases* These differences can affect 
any of the constituent parts of the tracing - P wave,
QRS complex, S-T segment, T wave or U wave* In some 
cases minor features of the tracing, such as notching of 
the QRS complex, are also affected.
In each individual case the differences remain 
constant through all the precordial positions* In the 
normal cases therefore the effect is usually most obvious 
in the extreme right (l and 2) or left (5 and 6) positions 
where the amplitude of the deflections tends to be 
smallest and therefore most liable to noticeable 
distortion. In many of the abnormal cases however the 
differences a.re most obvious in the transitional zone 
(3, 4 and 5) where the polarity of the deflections is 
changing. This is well seen in the cases of bundle
"branch block and left ventricular strain (e.g. cases 
32, 39, 45 and 46). In the cases of myocardial 
infarction the differences are most obvious at the 
edges of the infarct where again the polarity of the 
waves is changing (e.g. cases 43 and 47).
In the normal cases the P wave, QRS complex 
and T wave are invariably most positive in the OR 
leads. The P wave and T wave are usually most 
negative in the CP leads. The QRS complex is most 
negative in either the CL or CP leads depending on 
the position of the heart. Thus with a vertical 
heart dnd right axis deviation the QRS complex is 
most negative in the CP leads; with a horizontal 
heart and left axis deviation it is most negative 
in the CL leads.
In the abnormal cases the differences 
between the CR, CL and CP leads are influenced by the 
nature and site of the cardiac lesion, as well as by 
the position of the heart. The deflections in the 
CR leads are not necessarily the most positive as 
can be seen in the cases of bundle branch block and 
essential hypertension with left ventricular strain 
(e.g. cases 32, 39, 44, 45 and 46). The P and T 
waves are usually most negative in the CP leads but 
there are frequent exceptions.
In every case the Y leads are intermediate 
"between the extremes of the CR, CL and CP leads.
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This applies to all component deflections, namely
the P wave, QRS complex, S?T segment, T wave and U wave.
The amplitudes of the deflections in the four 
types of lead were measured in each case to the nearest
0.2 millivolts. For each deflection the mean of the 
CR, Cl and CF values was obtained. This was found to 
he ver^ r close to the observed value of the corresponding 
deflection in the V lead. The detailed measurements 
for each case are shown in Tables 49 to 108 (Appendix 1). 
Statistical Analysis
To ascertain whether the value of (CR+CL+CF)/3 
differed significantly from that of V, statistical tests 
were applied to the values of the P,R,S and T waves in 
the same group of twenty-six normal cases included in the 
statistical analysis already given in Section 5.
In Table B, mean values and standard deviations 
of measures d re d =7 -(CR+CL+CF)/3 are shown. The 
results of the t-tests indicate that the mean values 
differ significantiy from zero at the five per cent level 
in only three instances namely the P wave in position I, 
the Twwave in position 2 and the S wave in position 4.
From these findings it is justifiable to conclude that the 
values of V and (CR+CL+CF)/3 do not differ significantly 
for any of the waves in any of the six positions.
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Conclusions.
In "both normal and abnormal cases the site 
of the remote electrode may have a considerable effect 
on the form of the precordial electrocardiogram.
The OR leads tend to be the most positive; 
either the CL or OF leads may be the most negative 
depending on the position of the heart. These 
relationships may be altered by various types of cardiac 
lesion.
In every case the V leads represent the mean 
of the three bipolar leads. They are not affected to 
any extent by the position of the heart in normal cases. 
In abnormal cases they give a truer picture of the 
nature and site of the underlying cardiac'lesion.
These conclusions are supported by a 
statistical analysis of the data in the normal cases.
SECTION 9.
Comparison of the V, CR, CL and CF Leads from 
Additional Chest Positions.
Though the results described in Section 8 
■were significant as regards the general relationship 
of the four types of chest lead it was considered that 
further information might be derived from additional 
leads encircling the chest. In particular it was 
hoped by this method to obtain a comprehensive view 
of the various electrocardiographic patterns from 
leads facing not only the anterior but also the lateral 
and posterior surfaces of the heart.
Method.
The V, CR, CL and CF leads were taken from 
a series of fifteen positions encircling the chest as 
follows:- Positions 1 and 2; Positions 3 to 8 on the 
left side of the chest; Positions 3R to 8R on the right 
side of the chest; and Position 9 in the vertebral line 
at the same level as Position 8. All the tracings were 
made in the recumbent position, the electrodes being 
applied to the back of the chest through the window in 
the examining table described in Section 2, Part IT.
Ten cases were studied in this way, three normal and 
seven abnormal. „ An additional case of left-sided 
pleurisy with effusion was examined on three separate 
occasions with leads from Positions 1 to 6 ana 3E to
6R; two paracenteses were carried out and tracings 
were taken "before and after the first paracentesis 
and after the second*
In all of these cases standard leads and 
unipolar limb leads were also taken.
Results.
The complete series of tracings from the 
first ten cases are shown in plates 78 to 87, with 
their accompanying descriptions. Each plate has 
two parts, (a) containing the standard and unipolar 
limb leads and chest leads from Positions 1 to 6 
and (b) containing the chest leads from Positions 
7 to 3R.
In general the differences between the 
four types of chest lead are similar to those already 
described in Section 8. The differences in Positions 
7 to 3R are much more obvious however. This is due 
to two factors, (a) the relatively small size of the 
deflections which renders them more liable to 
distortion and (13) the changing QRS and T wave patterns 
which are encountered.
Normal QRS patterns.
The QRS complex is most positive in the CR 
leads and this prevents the development of any 
significant Q or QS pattern in these leads. In two 
of the three cases in fact Q is absent throughout 
(cases 1 and 3).
The QRS complex is most negative in the CP 
leads and Qr, QR and QS patterns are present in leads 
from the hack of the chest.
The QRS patterns in the Y leads are intermediate 
"between these two extremes.
In the three cases studied the patterns in the 
CL leads resemble those in the Y leads fairly•closely. 
Hormal T wave patterns.
These are most positive in the CR leads and 
a negative T wave does not occur in any position.
They are least positive in the CF leads and 
negative or flat T waves occur in practically every 
position.
The T waves in the Y leads are intermediate 
between the extremes of the CR and CF leads.
The T waves in the CL leads resemble fairly 
closely those in the Y leads.
In the region of positions 7R to 6R the CF 
lead is an almost exact inversion of the CR lead.
Abnormal QRS patterns.
These are influenced considerably by the 
nature and site of the cardiac lesion.
The QRS complex is usually most positive in 
the CR leads and this prevents the development of any 
significant Q or QS pattern., A notable exception may 
occur in posterior myocardial infarction where the CF 
leads can be most positive (case 10).
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The QRS complex is usually most negative in 
the CF leads and Qr, QR and QS patterns are therefore 
frequently encountered. A notable exception is 
posterior myocardial infarction where the CL leads tend 
to be most negative (cases 9 and 10).
In every case the QRS patterns in the Y leads 
are intermediate between the extremes of the other leads. 
Abnormal T wave patterns.
These are influenced considerably by the 
nature and. site of the cardiac lesion.
Thus in the case of combined, heart strain 
(case 6) the T wave is most positive in the CF leads 
and an inverted T wave does not occur after position 7; 
it is least positive in the CR leads and is inverted in 
positions 7 to 6R.
In the case of anterior myocardial infarction 
(case 7) the T wave is most positive in the CL leads and 
is not inverted in any position; it is least positive 
in the CF leads and is inverted in positions 8 to 3R.
Tn the two cases of posterior myocardial 
infarction (cases 9 and 10) the T wave is most positive 
in the CF leads and an inverted T wave does not occur 
in any position; it is least positive in the CL leads 
and is inverted in all positions.
The T wave in the Y leads in every case is 
intermediate between the extremes of the other leads.
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Similar differences occur "between the various 
types of lead with respect to deviation of the S-T segment.
Another interesting finding is that in the 
region of positions 8R to 6R the CP lead is an almost 
exact inversion of the CR lead.
Conclusions.
The differences between the V, CR, CL and CP 
leads from positions 7 to SR are in general similar to 
those already described for positions 1 to 6* They are 
however much more obvious due to (a) the smaller size of 
the deflections and (b) the changing patterns which are 
encountered.
In the normal cases the CR leads are most 
positive and either the CL or CP leads are least positive 
depending on the position of the heart.
In the abnormal cases the nature and site of 
the cardiac lesion play an Important part in determining 
the differences between the various patterns.
The V leads in every case are intermediate 
between the extremes of the other leads. In the normal 
cases they are not unduly influenced by the position of 
the heart; in the abnormal cases they give a truer 
picture of the nature and site of the cardiac lesion.
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Serial tracings on a case of Left-sided Pleural Effusion. 
with displacement of the heart to the right.
In this case standard leads, unipolar limb 
leads and chest leads of the Y, CR, CL and CP types 
from positions 1 to 6 and 5R to 6R wrere taken. The 
first series was recorded immediately before and the 
second series immediately after removal of two pints 
of fluid from the left pleural cavity; the third series 
was taken three days later after removal of a further 
two pints. The tracings were all made in the semi- 
recumbent position.
Results.
The three sets of tracings from this case 
are shown in plates 88 to 90. In each set the 
differences between the four types of chest lead remain 
constant. The P ?/ave, QRS complex and T wave are all 
most positive in the CR leads, least positive in the 
CL and CF leads and intermediate in the Y leads.
The standard leads and unipolar limb leads 
show little or no change after the paracenteses apart 
from slight increase in voltage of the T waves.
The leads over the right side-of the chest 
show some decrease in voltage after the paracenteses.
Leads over the left side of the chest show a considerable 
increase in voltage of both the QRS complex and the T 
wave, particularly after the second paracentesis.
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The changes after paracentesis may he due 
partly to a slight shift of the heart to the left# It 
is more likely however that they are mainly due to a 
reduction in the short-circuiting activity of the fluid 
in the left pleural sac.
I
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SECTION 10.
Correlation of the V, CR, QL and CF Chest Leads with 
the Unipolar Extremity Potentials.
In the previous sections the chest leads and 
the unipolar limb leads have "been treated separately and 
the differences between the V, CR, CL and CF leads have 
been considered on an empirical basis. Theoretically 
however it should be possible to predict the differences 
between the four types of chest lead from a consideration 
of the unipolar chest and extremity leads. Thus the 
leads should satisfy the following equations:-
CR » 'V - 7R .................... (1)
GL « V - VL  ................. (2)
CF = y - VF ....................(3)
It has also been shown that theoretically the sura of the 
three extremity potentials should be zero:-
VR + yL + VF = 0 ........... (4)
Therefore, y - Q& + CL ....... ... (5)
3
The validity in practice of equations (4) and (5) has 
been discussed in sections 5 and 8 respectively.
The object of this section was to determine 
whether the relationships expressed in equations (1),
(2) and (3) existed in practice.
/
Method.
The subjects of this analysis were the sixty 
cases already described in Section 8. In all of them 
the augmented unipolar extremity leads and chest leads 
of the V, CR, CL and CF type from positions 1 to 6 
were recorded.
The amplitude of the deflections in each lead 
was measured to the nearest 0.2 mm# The value for the 
QRS complex was obtained by algebraic summation of its 
constituent deflections. Where diphasic P and T waves 
occurred the resultant value was obtained again by 
algebraic summation. The values of the augmented 
extremity potentials were multiplied by 2/3 to obtain the 
actual extremity potential. The values of CR, CL and CF 
were then calculated from the observed values of V and 
the appropriate extremity potential. These were 
compared with the observed values of CR, CL and CF.
Results.
The complete series of tracings from these 
cases are shown in plates 29 to 88, with their accompanying 
descriptions.
On examination of the tracings it is obvious 
in every case that the differences between the bipolar 
CR, CL and CF leads and the unipolar V leads are 
determined by the unipolar extremity potentials. Thus 
in the normal cases the deflections in the CR leads are
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invariably more positive than those in the V leads due 
to the uniformly negative potentials of VR.
With regard to CL and CF the differences 
depend on normal variations in the position of the heart 
as follows2-
(a) Vertical position.
The CL leads are more positive than the V leads 
due to the negative potentials in VL.
The CF leads are less positive than the V leads 
due to the positive potentials in VF.
(b) Semi-vertical position.
The CL leads closely resemble the V leads 
due to the small potentials in VL.
The CF leads are less positive than the V leads 
due to the positive potentials in VF.
(c) Horizontal position.
The CL leads are less positive than the V leads
/
due to the positive potentials in VL.
The CF leads are more positive than the V leads 
due to the negative potentials in VF.
(d) Semi-horizontal position.
The CL leads are less positive than the V leads 
due to the positive potentials in VL.
The CF leads closely resemble the V leads 
due to the small potentials in VF.
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The following general rule can he applied 
to every case:-
A positive extremity potential causes the 
corresponding bipolar chest lead to he less positive 
than the V lead; a negative extremity potential has 
the opposite effect.
This is in accordance with the equations 
(1), (2) and (3).
The same rule is applicable to the abnormal 
cases though the differences between the various types 
of lead are influenced by the nature of the cardiac 
lesion as well as by the position of the heart.
The calculated and observed values for the 
mean QRS and T deflections in the CR, CL and CP leads in 
the thirty normal cases are shown in table C along 
with the mean differences. Similar values for the 
thirty abnormal cases are shown in table D. A 
close agreement exists between the observed and 
calculated values of the bipolar chest leads.
Conclusions.
The differences between the unipolar chest leads 
and the bipolar CR, CL and CP leads are determined by the 
unipolar extremity potentials.
Prom a consideration of the unipolar limb and 
chest leads it is possible to predict accurately the 
' CR, CL and CF lead patterns.
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PART 11.
THE ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN HEALTH.
PART 11.
The Electrocardiogram In Health#
iiM.nMin   1—■ it —- ■ -i—i~ i n i ■ n. r r ■ ■ i wihwtm—~n
SECTION 1.
Historical review ana method of investigation.
Normal values for the three standard limb leads 
have "been well established by such investigators as Lewis 
and Gilder (1912), Jensen et al.(1932), Chamberlain and 
Hay (1939), Pardee (1941) anA Stewart and Manning (1944). 
Much work has also been done in the past on the normal 
patterns of certain of the bipolar chest leads, such as
i,
leads TVR and I VP, by Katz and Kiss in (1933), Master
(1934), Shipley and Hallaran (1936), Wood and Selzer 
(1939) and Ho skin and Jonescu (1940). Adequate studies 
of the normal unipolar limb and chest leads however are 
relatively few in number. Thus Kossmann and Johnston
(1935) described the appearances of the unaugmented 
unipolar limb leads and of chest leads VI to V5 in a 
series of thirty healthy young men. For the augmented 
unipolar limb leads Goldberger (1942b) gave average 
values based on an unspecified number of normal cases. 
More recently Myers et al.(l947) have listed their 
findings in a series of normal hearts for the standard 
leads, the augmented-unipolar limb leads and chest leads 
VI to V6. As theirs was primarily an autopsy 
correlation however the ages of the majority of their
t
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cases lay in the fourth to the seventh decades. In
their comparative studies, Dolgin et al.(1949a) and
Leatham (1950) have also included ranges and average
values for leads VI to W  in their normal series of *
44 and 100 cases respectively.
The normal patterns of unipolar leads in 
general have been classified by Goldberger (1949a) on 
theoretical grounds as follows
1. Leads which face the epicardial surface of the 
left ventricle.
These have a qR pattern and T is usually upright. 
They may occasionally have an R or a qRs pattern.
2. Leads which face the epicardial surface of the 
right ventricle.
These have an rS or RS pattern and T is usually 
upright but may sometimes be inverted. An rSrf 
pattern is occasionally found.
3. Leads which face the cavity of the right ventricle.
These have an rS pattern and T is inverted.
Sometimes a QS pattern may appear.
4. Leads which face the cavity of the left ventricle. 
These have a QS pattern and T is inverted.
5. Leads which face the back of the heart.
These have a QR pattern and T is inverted.
Sometimes a Qr or a qR pattern may appear.
The objects of the present work were (a) to
determine values for the standard leads, unipolar limb
leads and unipolar chest leads VI to V6 in a representative
series of normal cases and (b) to obtain practical
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confirmation of the theoretical unipolar lead 
patterns•
Method.
Standard limb leads, unipolar limb leads and 
unipolar chest leads 71 to 76 were recorded in 
sixty healthy adults of whom fifty-two were males 
and eight were females. The records were taken with 
the subject in the recumbent posture and at least 
two hours after the previous meal.
Age distribution of cases.
Age3 ranged from 15 to 62 years the average 
being 29 years. The age distribution by decades is 
shown in Table I.
TABLE I
Age distribution of sixty healthy adults
Decade 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th
Ho.of oases 15 24 II 6 2 2
Measurement.
The amplitudes of the various waves in each 
lead were measured to the nearest 0.2 mm. The
n o
individual measurements- for each case are shown in 
Tables 109 to 168 (Appendix D).
The nomenclature of the various waves and 
the method of measurement were as already described 
in Part I, Section 2. The results of the analyses are 
presented in the form of distribution tables in the text 
(Tables II to 2XVTII). In these tables zero values 
are treated as a separate class* Positive values for 
any particular class interval include those of its 
upper limit and negative values for any particular 
class interval include those of its lower limit. Thus 
if the class interval is I mm. a value of plus I mm, is 
included in the 0 to I class and a value of minus I mm. 
is included in the *e-I to 0 class.
5BCTI0H 2.
Standard Limb Leads♦
In this section the measurements and 
appearances of the waves in the standard limb leads 
are analysed. The results for the P,Q,R,S and 
T waves are shown in distribution tables.
P wave.
TABLE II
Height of P wave in sixty healthy adults
Height of P 
in mm.
I II III
1.5 to 2.0 0 5 0
1.0 to 1.5 I 21 2
0.5 to 1.0 33 27 27
0 to 0.5 26 6 23
0 0 I 3
-0.5 to 0 0 0 5
Mean height 0.54 0.94 0.41
The height of the P wave showed least 
variation in lead I and it was never diphasic, flat
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or inverted in this lead. In lead II the P wave 
was diphasic in two cases the resultant value being 
positive in one case and zero in the other; it was 
never flat or inverted in this lead. Both the height 
and the form of the P wave showed the most variation 
in lead III* In this lead it was diphasic in eight 
cases, flat in two cases and inverted in two cases* 
Four of the diphasic P waves had resultant positive 
values, one had a resultant zero value and three had 
resultant negative values*
Q, wave.
TABLE III
Depth of Q, wave in sixty healthy adults
Depth of Q, 
in mm*r
I II III
4 to 5 0 0 2
3 to 4 0 0 I
2 to 3 0 I 0
I to 2 2 8 4
0 to I 28 29 27
0 30 22 26
Mean depth 0.24 0.45 0.53
A Q, wave was present in all three leads 
in twelve eases; in leads I and II in nine cases; 
in leads II and III in seventeen cases; in lead I 
alone in nine cases and in lead III alone in five 
cases* It was absent in all three leads in eight 
cases*
R wave •
TABLE IV
Height of R wave in sixty healthy adults
Height of R 
in mm*
I II III
18 to 20 0 I I
16 to 18 0 3
- •
I
14 to 16 0 6 2
12 to 14 0 6 4
10 to 12 0 14 4
8 to 10 4 * 15 5
6 to 8 13 9 ~ 15
4 to 6 21 3 7
2 to 4 18 3 9
0 to 2 - 4 0 12
0 0 0 . 0
Mean height 4.83 10*23 6.43
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The'R wave was never absent in any of the 
three leads in any of the sixty cases.
S wave,
TABIE V
Depth of S wave in sixty healthy adults
Depth of S 
in mm.
I II III
4 to 6 3 2 3
2 to 4 8 13 II
0 to 2 39 35 25
0 10 10 21
Mean depth 1.22 1.45 1.19
An S wave was present in all three leads
in twenty-nine cases; in leads I and II in fourteen
oases; in leads II and III in seven eases; in leads 
I and III in one case; in lead I alone in six cases 
and in lead III alone in two cases. It was absent
in all three leads in one case.
Configuration of the QRS oomplex.
The only noteworthy feature was the 
presence of an RSR1 pattern in leads II and III in 
one case and in lead III alone in five cases.
T wave
TABLE VI
Amplitude of T wave in sixty healthy adults
Amplitude of T 
in mm.
I II III
6 to 7 0 2 0
5 to 6 0 I 0
4 to 5 3 8 0
3 to 4 I 20 I
2 to 3 19 16 10
I to 2 26 12 19
0 to I II I 25
0 0 0 I
-I to 0 0
/
0 4
Mean amplitude 1.82 3.05 1.13
The T wave was always upright in leads 
I and II. In lead III the T wave was inverted in 
three oases and diphasic in three cases. One of the 
diphasic T waves had a resultant positive value, 
one had a resultant zero value and one had a 
resultant negative value.
Comment.
In general the results agree fairly closely 
with those of previous observers* There are however 
two noteworthy differences*
(a) The amplitude of the P waves in leads II and III 
tends to be lower in the present series*
(b) The values of the T waves in leads II and III 
tend to be more positive in the present series. 
This is particularly obvious in lead III where 
in the present series of sixty cases only three 
have diphasic T waves and three have inverted
T waves, and the amount of inversion does not 
exceed I mm. This is in contrast to the fifty-, 
two cases of Lewis and Cilder (1912) of which 
six had diphasic T waves in lead III and eight 
had inverted T waves in lead III and the amount 
of inversion was as great as 2mm.
The explanation of these differences 
presumably lies in the fact that in the present series 
all the tracings were taken with the subject in the 
recumbent posture. Had the tracings been taken in the 
sitting or in the semi-recumbent posture the values 
of the P waves in leads II and III would have been more 
positive and those of the T waves in leads II and III
would have' been less positive. This is fully borne out
by the results of the postural experiments on normal 
subjects described in Part IV of this thesis.
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SECTION 3.
Unipolar Limb Leads.
In this section the measurements and 
appearances of the waves in the augmented unipolar 
limb leads are analysed# In forty-five of the sixty 
cases the augmented extremity potentials were recorded.
In the remaining fifteen cases the unaugmented extremity 
potentials were recorded and the values in these cases 
were multiplied by 3/2 to render them comparable.
QffS complex.
With regard to the QjRS complex, a preliminary 
survey of the data indicated that,in view of the variety 
of the patterns encountered, an analysis of these patterns 
was more likely to be of value than an analysis of the 
individual waves.
In describing the patterns the following 
arbitrary standard was adopted. In any complex the wave 
of greatest amplitude was assigned a capital letter.
Other waves if present were signified by capital or 
small letters depending on whether their values were 
30 per cent or more of the value of the wave of greatest 
amplitude or less than 30 per cent of this value 
respectively.' An exception to this rule was made where
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the value of the greatest wave was less than I mm,; in 
sueh cases small letters alone were used.
The heart was considered to he vertical or 
horizontal according to the appearances in leads aVL 
and aVF.
(a) Vertical.
The heart was considered to he vertical with 
forward rotation of the apex when an initial negative 
deflection succeeded hy a positive deflection was 
present in lead aVF but not in aVL.
The heart w^ ,s considered to he vertical wiih 
backward rotation of the apex when neither lead aVL nor 
lead aVF had an initial negative deflection succeeded hy 
a positive deflection.
(h) Horizontal.
The heart was considered to he horizontal 
with forward rotation of the apex when an initial 
negative deflection succeeded hy a positive deflection 
was present in hoth lead aVL and lead aVF*.
The heart was considered to he horizontal 
with backward rotation of the apex when an initial 
negative deflection succeeded hy a positive deflection 
was present in lead aVL hut not in lead aVF.
The distribution of cases according to this 
classification is shown in Table VII.
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TABLE ¥11
Distribution of vertical and horizontal hearts in sixty
healthy adults.
Vertical Horizontal
Forward rotation 
of apex 27 4
Backward rotation 
of apex 8 21
Total 35 25
The patterns in the individual leads are now 
considered separately#
Lead aVR.
In the vertical hearts irrespective of whether 
forward or backward rotation of the apex is present there 
are four main types of pattern.
(1) Three eases have an rS pattern.
(2) Eleven cases have an rSr1 pattern and one case has 
an rSR1 pattern.
(3) Six cases have a QS pattern.
(4) Ten cases have a Qr pattern and four eases have 
a QR pattern.
In the horizontal hearts irrespective of 
whether forward or backward rotation of the apex is 
present there are three main types of pattern#
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(1) Twelve eases have an rSr* pattern.
(2) Three cases have a QS pattern.
(3) Six oases have a Qr pattern and four eases have 
a QR pattern.
Lead aVL.
In the vertical hearts irrespective of whether 
forward or backward rotation of the apex is present 
there are three main ;bypes of pattern.
(I) Two cases have an R pattern; one case has an Rs
pattern; fourteen cases have an RS pattern; 
twelve cases have an rS pattern.
(S) Two cases have an rSr? pattern and one case has
an RSR1 pattern.
(3) Three cases have a QS pattern.
In the horizontal hearts irrespective of 
whether forward or backward rotation of the apex is 
present there are two main types of pattern.
(1) Seven cases have a qR pattern; five cases have 
a qRs pattern; three cases have a qRS pattern;
two cases have a qRsR1 pattern; one case has a
qrS pattern; one case has a qrs pattern.'
(2) One case has a QRS pattern; one case has a QRs
pattern; three cases have a QR pattern; one case 
has a Qr pattern.
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head aVF.
In the vertical hearts with forward rotation 
of the apex there is only one main type of pattern.
Thus eleven cases have a qR pattern and sixteen cases
have a qRs pattern.
In the vertical hearts with "backward rotation 
of the apex there is only one main type of pattern.
Thus three cases have an R pattern; four cases have an 
Rs pattern; one case has an RS pattern.
In the horizontal hearts with forward rotation
of the apex there is only one main type of pattern.
Thus two cases have a qRs pattern and two cases have a 
qRS pattern.
In the horizontal hearts with "backward rotation 
of the apex there are two main types of pattern.
(1) Five cases have an R pattern; one case has an 
Rs pattern; twelve cases have an RS pattern; one 
case has an rS pattern.
(2) One case has an Rsr* pattern and one case has an 
RsR1 pattern.
A noteworthy feature is that in the present 
series a Q, wave does not occur in any case i.e. an 
initial negative deflection if present never reaches 
30 per cent of the subsequent positive deflection#
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P wave.
The results for the P waves are shown in 
distribution tables.
TABLE Till
Amplitude of P wave in sixty healthy adults
Amplitude of P 
in mm.
aTH, aVL aYF
1.5 to 2.0 0 0 I
1.0 to 1.5 0 0 7
0.5 to 1.0 0 2 33
0 to 0.5 0 27 16
0 0 12 3
-0.5 to 0 15 18 0
i H • O to -0.5 42 I 0
-1.5 to -1.0 2 0 0
-2.0 to -1.5 I 0 0
-2.5 to -2.0 0 0 0
Mean amplitude j -0.72 0.05 0.70
An analysis of the results in the vertical and 
horizontal groups is shown in Table IX.
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TABIE II
Amplitude of P wave in sixty healthy adults
VERTICAL 
(35 cases)
1I
HORIZONTAL 
(25 cases)
Amplitude of P
in mm.
aVR aVL aVF
j
aVR aVL aVF
1.5 to 2.0 0 0 I 0 0 0
1.0 to 1.5 0 0 5 j 0 0 2
0.5 to 1.0 0 2 19 j 0 0 14
0 to 0.5 0 13 9 1 0 14 7
0 0 6 I | 0 6 2
-0.5 to 0 8 13 0 j 7 5 0
-1.0 to -Q.5 24 I 0 | 18 0 0
-1.5 to -1.0 2 0 0
)
0 0 0
-2.0 to -1.5 I 0 0
I
0 0 0
Mean amplitude
c-•o1 0.01 0.75
!
Ii m
i*
-0.66 O.II 0.61
In the present series the P wave is never 
negative in aVF and is always negative in aVR.
In aVR there is no significant difference 
■between the'vertical group and the horizontal group.
In aVL however the P wave tends to he less positive in 
the vertical group than in the horizontal group while
in aVF the reverse occurs.
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T wave.
The results for the T waves are shown in 
distribution tables. '
TABLE X
Amplitude of T wave in sixty healthy adults
Amplitude of T 
in mm.
aVR aVL aVF
4 to 5 0 0 2
3 to 4 0 0 9
2 to 3 0 I 17
I to 2 0 II 22
0 to I 0 30 9
0 0 2 I
-I to 0 4 15 0
-2 to -I 19 I 0
-3 to -2 23 0 0
-4 to -3 10 0 0
-5 to -4 3 0 0
-6 to -5 I 0 0
Mean amplitude
In the
-2.46 0.45
present series of sixty
2.10
cases the
T wave is 
in aVF.
always negat ive in aVR and never negative
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An analysis of the results in the vertical 
and horizontal groups is shown in Tahle XI*
TABLE XI
Amplitude of T wave in sixty healthy adults
.1 ......- ' —
j VERTICAL 
j (35 cases)
|
HORIZONTAL . 
(25 cases)
r
Amplitude of T|
in mm. I
1
aVR aVL aVF aVR aVL aVF
!
1
4 to 5 | 0 0 I 0 0 I
3 to 4 | 0 0 8 0 0 I
2 to 3 0 0 12 0 I 5
I to 2 0 8 10 0 3 12
0 to I 0 16 4 0 14 5
0 0 0 0 0 2 I
-I to 0 2 10 0 2 5 0
-2 to -I 7 I 0 12 0 0
-3 to -2 17 0 0 6 0 0
-4 to -3 6 0 0 4 0 0
-5 to -4 2 0 0 I 0 0
-6 to -5 I 0 0 0 0 0
Mean amplitude -2.66 0.42 2.37 -2.20 0.51 1.73
In aVR the T wave tends to he more negative
in the vertical group than in the horizontal group.
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in aVF the T wave tends to be more positive in the 
vertical group than in the horizontal group* In aVL 
though negative and positive values are found in both 
groups, the T wave tends to be more positive in the 
horizontal group.
SECTION 4
Precordial Leads.
In this sectioh the measurements and 
appearances of the waves in the unipolar precordial 
leads 71 to ¥6 are analysed. Far each wave a general, 
analysis of the sixty cases as a whole is given. The 
cases are then divided into three groups according to 
the amount of rotation around the longitudinal axis as 
assessed by the first appearance of a qR pattern in the 
precordial leads. In none of the cases did this pattern 
appear in 71 to 73. The three groups are therefore 
classified as follows.
(a) Moderate counter-clockwise rotation.
This is considered to be present when the 
qR pattern first appears in 74. There are nineteen cases 
in this group.
(b) Moderate clockwise rotation.
This is considered to be present when the qR- 
pattern first appears in 75 or 76. There are twenty-nine 
cases in this group.
(c) Marked clockwise rotation.
This is considered to be present when the
qR pattern fails to appear in any of the precordial leads.
There are twelve oases in this group.
P wave.
The results for the P waves are shown in 
distribution tables.
TABLE XII
Amplitude of P wave in sixty healthy adults
Amplitude of P 
in mm.
71 72 73 % 74 75 76
1.0. to 1.5 3 I 2 0 0 0
0.5 to 1.0 36 39 36 33 26 17
0 to 0.5 12 18 20 25 33 41
0 5 2 2 2 I 2
-0.5 to 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
Mean amplitude 0.58 0.63 0.62 0.56 0.51 0.45
The P wave is inverted in 71 in three cases 
and diphasic in eight cases. Pour of the diphasic 
P waves have a resultant positive value, three have 
resultant zero value and one has a negative value.
The P wave is never inverted in any of the other leads. 
It is diphasic in 72 in two cases and in 73 in one case 
in each instance it has a resultant zero value.
A comparison of the findings in the three
groups is shown in Table XIII*
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There are no obvious differences in the findings 
between the moderate counter-clockwise and moderate 
clockwise groups. In the marked clockwise group however 
there is a tendency for the P wave to be more positive 
than in the other two groups.
Q, wave. •
A Q wave is present in one or more of leads 
V4 to V6 in forty-eight cases. It is not present in 
leads VI to V3 in any of the cases though a QS pattern 
occurs in lead VI in one case. The distribution of 
the Q wave in the sixty cases is shown in Table XIV.
TABLE XIV
Depth of Q in sixty healthy adults
Depth of Q
in mm.
|
VI V2 V3 V4 V5 V6
2 to 3 0 0 0 0 2 3
I to 2 0 0 0 3 8 10
0 to I 0 0 0 16 30 33
0 60 60 60 41 20 14
As a general rule when the Q wave appears in 
any precordial lead it is present also in subsequent 
leads to the left. Two exceptions occur in the present
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series. In one case a Q, wave appears in leads 74 and 
75 "but not in 76; in another ease a Q, wave appears in
75 "but not in 76#
Relationship of depth of Q, wave to height 
of R wave (0,/R ratio)
The relationship of the depth of the Q, wave to 
the height of the R wave in the forty-eight cases where 
a qR pattern was present in one or more of leads 74 to
76 is shown in Table X7.
TABLE X7
Q,/R ratio in forty-eight healthy adults 
(Q, is expressed as a percentage of R)
0,/R ratio 74 75 76
15 to 20 0 0 3
10 to:15 0 4 10
5 to 10 2 10 12
under 5 17 26 23*
* This total includes two cases where 
the Q, wave was absent in 76 but present in 
74 and 75 and 75 respectively.
The Q,/R ratio tends to increase from right 
to left,In no case In the present series does it exceed 
20 per cent in any position.
The Q/R ratios in the moderate counter-clockwise
and moderate clockwise groups are shown separately in 
I1 ables XVI and XVII.
TABLE XVI
Q,/R ratio in moderate counter-clockwise group 
(19 cases)
0,/R ratio 74 ¥5 ¥6
15 to 20 
10 to 15 
5 to 10 
under 5
0
0
2
17
0
3
8
8
2
8
5
This includes one case where the Q, wave 
was absent in ¥6 but present in ¥4 and ¥5.
TABLE X¥II
0,/R ratio in moderate clockwise group 
(29 cases)
0,/R ratio ¥5 ¥6
15 to 20 0 I
10 to 15 I 2
5 to 10 2 7
under 5 18 19*
* This includes one case where the Q, wave 
was absent in ¥6 but present in ¥5.
In the moderate clockwise group there are 
eight cases in which the Q, wave is present in ¥6 alone
1-34
The Q/R ratio for this group is shown in Table XVIII.
TABLE XVIII
Q/R ratio in moderate clockwise group where Q 
first appears in V6 (8 cases)
Q/R ratio V6
15 to SO 0
10 to 15 0
5 to 10 I
under 5 7
From this analysis it Is clear that as regards 
the precordial leads any consideration of the Q/R ratio 
alone is of little value. The other factor which must 
he taken into account is the lead in which the Q wave 
first appears.
R wave.
An R wave is present in all cases in each of the 
precordial leads VI to V6 with one exception. In this 
case a small QS deflection appears in VI. This case is 
one of the marked clockwise group and the depth of the 
QS deflection is 6.6 mm.
-The distribution of the R wave in the sixty 
cases is shown in Tahle XIX.
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TABLE XIX
Height of R wave in sixty healthy adults
Height of R 
in ram. VI vs V3 V4 V5 V6
28 to 32 0 0 0 0 I
/
0
24 to 28 0 0 0 6 3 0
20 to 24 0 0 0 6 4 I
16 to 20 0 I 2 9 9 7
12 to 16 I 3 7 18 22 10
8 to 12 2 12 20 12 16 25
4 to 8 20 28 28 9 5 16
0 to 4 36 16 3 0 0 I
0 I 0 0 0 0 0
Mean height 3.68 6.47 8.50 14.7 14.0 10.9
The comparative distribution in the three 
groups of cases is shown in Table XX. Ho significant 
differences are apparent. It can be concluded therefore 
that in normal subjects the amount of rotation around 
the longitudinal axis has relatively little effect on 
the absolute height of the R wave in precordial leads 
VI to V6.
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S wave.
An S wave is present in every case in 
leads VI to 73 except in the one case previously mentioned 
where a QS pattern appears in lead 71. The S wave 
is absent in lead 74 in two cases, in lead 75 in six 
cases and in lead 76 in twelve cases. When the S wave 
disappears in any particular lead it remains absent 
in subsequent leads to the left.
The distribution of the S wave in the sixty 
cases is shown in Table XXI.
TABLE XXI
Depth of S wave in sixty healthy adult s
Depth of S
in mm. 71 72 73 74 Y5 76
36 to 40 0 I 0 0 0 0
32 to 36 0 I 0 0 0 0
28 to 32 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 to 28 I 2 0 0 0 0
20 to 24 0 4 3 , 0 0 0
16 to 20 0 20 10 I 0 0
12 to 16 18 20 II 3 0 0
8 to 12 24 9 16 10 2 0
4 to 14 2 12 22 6 I
0 to 4 2 I 8 22 46 47
0 I*- 0 0 2 6 12
Mean depth E0.5 16.1 10.3 5.53 2.29 1.25
X QS deflection in 71
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The comparative distribution of the S waves 
in the three groups of cases is shown in Tahle XXII.
The range of amplitude of the S wave is 
approximately the same in each lead for the three 
gr.oups. The distribution table however shows that 
in leads V3 to V6 the S wave tends to be smallest 
in the moderate counter-clockwise group and greatest 
in the marked clockwise group. Even taking into 
account the disparity in the numbers in the three 
groups it is evident that in leads V4 to V6 the 
S wave is most frequently absent in the moderate ' 
counter-clockwise group and least frequently absent 
in the marked clockwise group.
Relationship of height of R wave to 
depth of S wave (R/S ratio).
The relationship of the height of the 
R wave to the depth of the S wave is shown in 
Table XXIII.
TABLE XXIII 
R/S ratio in sixty healthy adults
R/S ratio VI * VE V3 V4 V5 V6
R >  S I 3 19 49 58 60
R = S 0 0 E 3 0 0
R <  S 58* 57 39 8 E 0
X One case with a QS deflection in 
lead VI is not included.
m 
-- 
•
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The R/S ratios for the three groups 
of oases are shown separately in Tables XXIV, XXV 
and XXVI.
TABLE XXIV •
R/S ratio in moderate counter-clockwise group 
(19 cases)
TABLE XXV
R/S ratio in moderate clockwise group 
(29 cases)
TABLE XXVI
R/sL ratio in marked clockwise group 
(12 cases)
R/S ratio VI V2 V3 V4 V5 V6
R > 8 0 I 3 8 II 12
R^=S 0 0 I 2 0 0
9 < s II* II 8 2 I 0
R/S ratio VI V2 V3 V4 V5 V6
R> S I 2 II 19 19 19
R = S 0 0 I 0 0 0
R< S 18 17 7 0 . 0 0
R/S ratio VI V2 V3 V4 V5 V6
R > S 0 0 5 22 28 29
R==S 0 0 0 I 0 0
R< S 29 29 24 6 I G
*
One-case with 
a QB deflectioxi 
in lead VI is 
not included.
J
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The change in the R/S ratio tends to occur in 
leads V2 and V3 in the moderate counter-clockwise group 
and in leads V4 and V5 in the moderate and marked clockwise 
groups.
Unusual patterns of the QRS complex.
An RSr1 pattern occurs in lead VI in two cases of 
the moderate counter-clockwise group. An RSR1 pattern occurs 
in lead VI in three cases of the moderate clockwise group.
An RSR1S’ pattern occurs in lead V4 in one case of the 
marked clockwise group.
T wave.
The results for the T waves are shown in 
distribution tables.
In Table XXVII the distribution in the sixty 
cases as a whole is shown. The T wave is inverted in 
lead VI in eleven cases; it is flat in lead VI in one case; 
it is diphasic in lead VI in seven cases. Five of these 
diphasic T waves have resultant positive values and two 
have resultant zero values.
The T wave is never inverted or flat in any other 
!}.ead in the present series. In one ease however it is slightly 
diphasic in leads VE and V3 the resultant value being positive 
in each instance. The T wave tends to have its maximum 
value in leads VE to V4.
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TABLE XXVII
Amplitude of T wave in sixty healthy adults
Amplitude of T 
in mm.
VI V2 V3 V4 V5 V6
14 to 16 0 I 0 0 0 0
12 to 14 0 3 2 I 0 0
10 to 12 0 9 9 2 0 0
8 to 10 0 10 9 II 3 0
6 to 8 I 10 13 15 5 2
4 to 6 4 13 15 12 23 9
2 to 4 17 10 6 12 22 29
0 to 2 24 4 6 7 7 20
0 3 0 0 0 0 0
-2 to 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
-4 to -2 3 0 0 0 0 0
Mean amplitude 1.48 6.97 6.70 5.80 4.27 2.87
The comparative distribution of the T waves in the 
three groups of cases is shown in Table XXVIII. The range 
of amplitude is approximately the same in each lead for the 
three groups. Some negafc ive values occur for lead VI in 
each group. The only significant difference is in leads 
V5 and V6 where the amplitude of the T waves in the marked
< clockwise group is smaller than in the other two groups.
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It would appear therefore that the amplitude of 
the T wave in preoordial leads YI to V6 in healthy adults 
is not influenced to any great extent by normal variations 
in the amount of rotation around the longitudinal axis 
of the heart*
PAST 111.
THE EFFECT OF RESPIRATION OH THE HTTMAW RT.-RCTBnnABTiTnP.PAM_
PART 111,
The effect of Respiration on the Human Electrocardiogram*
SECTION 1.
Historical review*
The method of electrocardiography had not long 
been established when it was noted that respiratory 
movements could be associated with definite alterations 
in the cardiac action potentials as recorded by the 
limb leads. Thus, even before the string galvanometer 
had come into general use, Samojloff (1908) working 
with the capillary electrometer was able to show that 
the excursions of the mercury column varied rhythmically 
with deep respiration. He found that as a rule the 
amplitude of the waves in lead 1 became smaller during 
inspiration and larger during expiration, while in lead 
11 the reverse changes occurred. These early observations 
were soon confirmed and extended by other investigators 
(Hoffmann, 1909; Kahn, 1909a and 1909b; Grau, 1909 and 
1910). The cause of the changes remained in doubt, 
however, as Samojloff (1908) and Grau (1910) thought that 
they were due to alteration in the position of the heart, 
while Kahir (1909b)who had taken electrocardiograms of 
subjects while they performed the Valsalva experiment 
suggested that direct pressure effects on the heart
146
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during respiration might he at least partly responsible.
A rational explanation of respiratory variations in the
electrocardiogram was first given by Einthoven et al •
(1913) in their classical paper in which the mathematical
analysis of the galvanometric curves was described on the
basis of the equilateral triangle theory. Actually the
main principles had been outlined a little earlier by
Einthoven (1912) himself, but the later article is fuller
and merits a detailed review, not only because of its
intrinsic value, but also because comparatively little
has subsequently been added to the ideas expressed
therein. By recording simultaneous electrocardiograms
and pneumograms, Einthoven and his associates studied
the effects of respiration in ten healthy men whose ages
ranged from 19 to 65 years and found that striking changes
occurred both in the form of the electrocardiogram and in
the heart rate. The maxima and minima of heart rate did
not necessarily coincide with the extremes of respiration
and there was in fact considerable variation in the
relationship of the heart rate to the pneumogram from
individual to individual. This was attributed to the
influence of vagal tone. Similar considerations applied
to the changes noted in the P wave, which seemed to be
related to the heart rate rather than to the phase of
respiration. Since it was known that the form of the
P wave was particularly susceptible to alteration by 
vagal effects (Ritchie, 1912), this finding was not
unexpected. With regard to the ventricular electro­
cardiogram, however, the position was quite different, 
for here the maxima and minima of the waves coincided 
exactly with the extreme respiratory positions in every 
case. Where the main QRS deflection was directed 
upwards in both lead 1 and lead 111, the R wave became 
larger with expiration and smaller with inspiration in 
lead 1, while on the other hand it became smaller with 
expiration and larger with inspiration in lead 111; 
where the main QRS was directed upwards in lead 1 and 
downwards in lead 111, the amplitudes of the waves in 
both leads became larger on expiration and smaller on 
inspiration. Thus it was obvious that the algebraic 
alterations in the QRS remained consistent irrespective 
of its form. The direction of the T waves in leads 
1 and 111 was affected in precisely the same manner as 
that of the QRS; but whereas in some cases QRS and T 
were altered in exact proportion.to their sizes, in 
others the change in QRS was relatively much greater 
than that in T. The application of the equilateral 
triangle theory to these findings was demonstrated and 
it was shown mathematically (a) that the axis of the 
QRS in every case was rotated in a counter-clockwise 
direction during expiration, though the actual amount 
of rotation was different in each case, and (b) that 
the manifest size of R remained constant during this 
rotation. This latter fact was of extreme importance
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and was considered to be a practical illustration of 
the validity of the equilateral triangle schema. When 
similar calculations were applied to the T wave, it was 
found (a) that T rotated in the same direction as E on 
expiration, but that the amount of rotation was usually 
less and (b) that the manifest size of T did not remain 
constant but was increased during expiration. Since 
according to the theory an alteration in the manifest 
size of a wave could not be produced by a rotation of 
the heart around its antero-posterior axis, it was 
concluded that during respiration T must also be 
influenced by vagal tone. This was confirmed by further 
study of electrocardiograms of five of the subjects taken 
before and after exercise. In these it was found that 
there was a definite clockwise rotation of T and an 
increase in its manifest size after exercise, whereas 
there was no alteration in either the direction or manifest 
size of Rm Measurements of the small and rather variable 
q and S waves was difficult, but where calculations were 
feasible these waves too showed a counter-clockwise 
rotation during expiration. The same was true of the 
P wave in those cases where the effect of vagal tone 
could be discounted. It was finally concluded that the 
cause of the rotations occurring in the same direction 
mast be a rotation of the heart around its antero-posterior
due to change in position of the diaphragm during 
respiration. This was in agreement with radiological
observations (Groedel, 1912). Furthemore, it was also 
concluded that during respiration there could be little 
or no rotation of the heart around its longitudinal axis, 
because S showed only slight change during respiration 
but very marked change on turning from left side to right 
side, which was supposed to be accompanied by such a 
rotation. The lack of noteworthy changes in many 
individuals during normal breathing (Einthoven, 1908) 
was attributed to the fact that the heart was merely 
displaced upwards and downwards parallel to itself without 
any rotation, and such a displacement within ordinary 
limits would exert little or no influence on the 
electrocardiogram according to the equilateral triangle 
theory, whereas a slight rotation of the heart such as 
might be produced by deep breathing would cause considerable 
change.
About the same time Waller (1915a) was also 
studying the effects of respiration on the electro­
cardiogram. In one normal subject with a vertical heart, 
he found that B in lead 111 increased with inspiration and 
decreased with expiration; B in lead 1 showed the opposite 
changes; while R in lead 11 showed changes similar to 
but much less than those in lead 1. In another normal 
case with"'a transverse heart where lead 111 had a negative 
QRS deflection, the algebraic change was again the same 
i.e. lead 111 became less negative with inspiration and 
more negative with expiration; R in lead 1 behaved as in
the first case, hut R in lead 11 now changed in the 
same way as lead 111, though as before the changes were 
much less in degree. By calculation (Waller, 1915b), 
it was shown that in both cases there had been a 
considerable counter-clockwise rotation of the electrical 
axis of the heart with expiration. Soon afterwards 
Waller (1914a) demonstrated that, in suitable normal 
subjects, an ordinarily negative QRS in lead 111 could be 
rendered positive by extreme inspiration, while an 
ordinarily positive QRS in lead 111 could be rendered 
negative by extreme expiration. Finally by a 
mathematical treatment of the problem (Waller, 1914b), 
he was able to explain and clarify these apparently 
inconsistent results. His method differed considerably 
from that of Einthoven et al.(1913), but his conclusions 
were practically identical, for he too found that the 
electrical axis of the heart in the frontal plane 
underwent a counter-clockwise rotation during expiration 
a nri a clockwise rotation during inspiration. In addition, 
he showed that the inter-relationship of the leads is such 
that for the normal range of the electrical axis (angle = 
0° to 90°), lead 1 must always decrease with inspiration; 
lead 111 must increase with inspiration, though the increase 
is often algebraic; while lead 11 will increase witn 
inspiration when oi is small i. e. in the transverse type 
of heart, but will decrease with inspiration when«< is 
more than 60° 1.e. in the vertical heart.
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A similar demonstration of the relationship of 
the three standard leads during rotation of the heart 
such as occurs in respiration was given by Lewis (1925b) 
on the basis of the equilateral triangle theory, though 
because of the different methods of calculation, the 
critical angles for some of the changes are slightly 
different. Lewis (1923) had also compared the rotation 
of the electrical and anatomical axes of the heart during 
respiration in a case in which a rifle bullet had been 
embedded in the heart. In the standing position, the 
amount of rotation of the two axes was exactly the same, 
but in the sitting position there was a wide divergence, 
the electrical axis being rotated very much more than 
the anatomical. It was noted however that in the sitting 
position, the left diaphragmatic dome moved more than the 
right, which was restricted compared with its movement 
in the standing position. Thus the bullet during expiration 
moved.a little towards the midline whereas in the standing 
posture it had moved a little away from the midline, 
although its upward movement remained approximately the 
same in the two postures. Lewis suggested therefore 
that the apparent discrepancy in the sitting posture 
might be due to rotation around the long axis, but 
* unfortunately this could not be confirmed radiologically 
owing to technical difficulties.
A somewhat similar case had been described
(Bond et al.,1918) in which there apparently was rotation
around the long axis with respiration, "but electro­
cardiographic study had not been done in detail.
The effect of forced respiration on the 
standard lead electrocardiogram was studied by Hermann 
and Wilson (1922). In a series of thirty normal cases, 
they found that deep inspiration usually converted 
curves in which lead 111 was of least amplitude, into 
curves in which lead 1 was of least amplitude; forced 
expiration on the other hand was only occasionally 
effective in converting curves of the latter type into 
curves of the former type. Again, forced expiration 
sometimes converted normal curves to curves which 
suggested left ventricular preponderance; but deep 
inspiration practically never converted a normal curve 
to one of right ventricular preponderance, because all 
the deflections in lead lfincluding an S if present, 
were reduced in amplitude by inspiration, even though 
this did not seem to be in accord with the equilateral 
triangle theory* The explanation for this apparent 
discrepancy was thought to be a concomitant rotation of 
the heart about its long axis. In abnormal cases, 
respiration had little or no effect on curves of right 
preponderance; in fact, inspiration for some unknown 
reason often rendered the right preponderance less 
conspicuous. On the other hand, curves of left 
preponderance were frequently converted to normal by 
deep inspiration.
The effect of respiration on the 
electrocardiogram was also studied by Jones and Roberts 
(1929). In a series of normal individuals they found 
that in the standing position the electrical axis 
underwent a considerable counter-clockwise rotation 
between extreme inspiration and expiration. The amount 
varied, the average being 40°, and it was greater in men
than in women. Respiratory rotation was also found to
a lesser degree in the right and left lateral recumbent 
postures, being more marked in the former than the latter
Radiologically, they failed to obtain any constant
correlation with possible rotation of an anatomical or 
geometrical axis of the heart. In contrast to their 
normal cases, a series of cases with fixation of the 
apex due to mediastino-pericardial adhesions showed 
practically no change in the electrocardiogram with 
respiration and this was considered to be a valuable 
diagnostic point. Some cases of true dextrocardia 
were also investigated and in them the respiratory 
movements were found to be of similar degree to the 
normal cases, but the rotation occurred in the opposite 
sense (i.e. the axis moved clockwise with expiration).
Changes in the form of the QRS as well as 
in its amplitude during different phases of respiration 
were emphasised by Woodruff (1953). These consisted 
in the appearance or disappearance of notching and
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slurring or in the alteration in position of such 
characteristics. They occurred most frequently in 
Lead III and could he independent of any change in 
amplitude, and were found in normal individuals as 
well as in patients with heart disease, particularly 
in the degenerative and arteriosclerotic group.
As it 7/as thought that they could not he explained 
entirely hy alteration in the position of the heart 
due to diaphragmatic movement, the influence of vagal 
and sympathetic stimulation and of respiratory 
variation in the coronary hlood flow were suggested 
as possible causal factors. Respiratory vagal effects 
on the P wave, PR interval and T wave haft of course 
been demonstrated by many earlier observers (Ritchie, 
1912, Einthoven et al., 1913, Wilson, 1915 and Jensen 
et al., 1932), but it had been uniformly accepted that 
QRS changes were due simply to rotation of the heart.
A further effect of respiration on the 
electrocardiogram was noted by Pardee (1930). In 
his description of the large Q, wave in Lead III which 
was so often associated with left ventricular disease, 
he stated that it usually tended to disappear on deep 
inspiration. This was thought to be due to the heart 
becoming more vertical. These observations were 
confirmed by several subsequent investigators including 
Kossmann et al,(I936-). The latter however made a more
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general study of the Q waves in all three standard 
leads and found that the response to respiration was 
rather variable.
The only systematic investigations of the 
possible effect of respiration on the unipolar extremity 
leads have also been associated with the elucidation of 
the deep Q in lead 111. Thus Lyle (1944) pointed out ' 
that a Q wave in lead 111 could be due to an R wave in 
lead VL, a Q wave in lead VP or a combination of both.
She found that in most cases where the Q in 111 was due 
to an R in VL it could be abolished by inspiration due 
to decrease in the R in VL. This was not invariable 
however. On the other hand, if the Q in 111 was due 
partly or wholly to a Q in VP, it might be decreased 
with inspiration but never became less than the Q in VP. 
Repeating these observations in a larger series of 
cases with the augmented unipolar limb leads, Myers and 
Oren (1945) reached somewhat similar conclusions, though 
they also stressed that respiratory alterations in Q wave 
in lead aVP were of no great value in assessing its 
pathological significance.
As regards the precordial leads little or 
nothing is known concerning the effects of respiration.
Tn a few normal cases Robinson et al.(1939) found that 
in lead 1VP inspiration caused a diminution in the R 
and T waves and could even cause inversion of the T wave. 
Somewhat similar changes have also been described in
157
lead 1VP by Master (1942).
Prom this survey it is obvious that though 
the effects of respiration on the standard leads have been 
studied intensively during the past, no comparable 
investigation has as yet been made on the unipolar limb 
and precordial leads. The observations to be described 
in this part of the thesis deal with the effects of 
respiration on the standard limb leads, unipolar limb leads 
and unipolar precordial leads, in a series of cases both 
normal and abnormal. Qne of the main objects was to 
determine whether the knowledge already gained from the 
standard leads could be correlated with the newer 
electrocardiographic theory of the unipolar lead patterns 
associated with varying positions of the heart.
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SECTION 2.
Method and scope of Investigation.
The general object of experiments described in 
this part of'the thesis was to assess the effect of 
respiration on the electrocardiogram and to determine 
whether the electrocardiographic -changes could be 
interpreted rationally by the unipolar method on the basis 
of rotation of the heart around its three axes.
Selection of Cases.
The total number of cases studied was forty 
of whom five were females.
As it was thought that the respiratory effects 
in health might differ from those in disease, it was 
decided to study two groups of subjects.
The first group comprised twenty healthy adults 
of whom two were females. The ages of the subjects ranged 
from 17 to 45 years. In the subsequent analysis and 
presentation of the results, this group is referred to 
as the normal group.
The second group comprised twenty subjects who 
were considered to be abnormal. The individual diagnoses 
are shown in the table on page 159 • Two main factors 
were considered in choosing these cases. In the first 
place, on clinical grounds, the ooject was to obtain a 
rewresentstive selection of respiratory ana. cardiovascular 
or related, syndromes. Secondly, a.n eno.ea.v'our ws.s made to
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include as many varieties as 508811)16 of abnormal QRS 
and T wave appearances in the standard limb leads. In 
the subsequent analysis and presentation of the results, 
this group is referred to as the abnormal group.
Method.
All the investigations were carried out with 
the subject in the dorsal recumbent posture and at least 
two hours after the previous meal. Multiple chest 
electrodes were used in conjunction with the electrode 
belt and switch box as already described in Part 1,
Section 2. This arrangement not only facilitated the 
technical process of recording the various leads but also 
ensured that the chest electrodes maintained their same 
position relative to the chest wall during the different 
phases of respiration. Three recordings of each lead 
were made In succession. The first was taken during 
quiet respiration and was regarded as the control 
observation. The subject was then instructed to breathe 
in, breathe out, breathe in as deeply as possible and 
hold the breath in; a second tracing was then taken in 
full inspiration. After a few minutes of quiet breathing, 
he was instructed to breathe, in, breathe out as far as , 
possible and hold the breath out; a third tracing was 
then taken in full expiration. This process was repeated
for each lead in turn.
In all eases, the following leads were reeorded;-
(a) the three standard limb leads.
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00 the three -unipolar limb leads.
(e) the six unipolar precordial leads VI to V6.
In most of the cases, the unipolar limb-leads were taken 
by the augmented Goldberger technique, but in six of the 
normal group the unaugmented method with additional 
exploring electrodes placed proximally on the limbs was 
employed. In one of the normal cases and in five of 
the abnormal cases additional extremity potentials using 
the unaugmented Wilson method were taken for comparison. 
Arrangement and Description of Illustrative Plates.
The tracings from the twenty normal cases are 
shown in plates 91 to 110 and those from the twenty abnormal 
cases in plates 111 to 130. Each case has one plate 
number but the plates have two parts, (a) containing the 
standard limb and unipolar limb leads and (b) containing 
the unipolar precordial leads. In every instance, two 
representative complexes are shown so that any changes in 
the heart rate may be seen.
The standard limb leads, unipolar limb leads 
and unipolar precordial leads are dealt with separately.
The appearances during quiet respiration are described 
first and are treated as control observations. The changes 
on full inspiration are then given, followed by the changes
on full expiration.
In both the normal and abnormal groups, the 
individual cases are arranged according to the electro­
cardiographic position of the heart in the control
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observation. Thus the vertical hearts are placed before 
the horizontal hearts and within these main divisions, 
the order is moderate counter-clockwise, moderate 
clockwise and marked clockwise depending on the amount 
of rotation around the longitudinal axis#
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SECTION-3.
The Effect of Respiration on the Heart Rate,
In each ease the heart rate was measured during 
quiet respiration, in full inspiration and in full 
expiration. During quiet respiration sinus arrhythmia was 
noted in twenty-four of the forty eases, and allowance was 
made for this by counting the rate over several representative 
complexes. With the breath held in full inspiration or in 
full expiration sinus arrhythmia did not occur.
Results,
Normal Cases.
During quiet respiration the heart rate in nineteen 
of the twenty cases in this group ranged from 53 to 88 beats 
per minute. The remaining case had a heart rate of 100 beats 
per minute,
With the breath held in full inspiration a 
significant decrease in the heart rate occurred in all of 
the-nineteen cases in which the initial heart rate was 88 
or less. In the remaining case in which the initial heart 
rate was 100 the rate remained unaltered. In the cases 
in which decrease occurred its amount bore no relationship 
to the initial heart rate and was independent of the presence
or absence of sinus arrhythmia.
With the breath held in full expiration 
the heart rate showed little change from its initial 
value in quiet respiration. Thus in fifteen of the 
twenty cases the heart rate was unaltered. Of the 
remaining five cases three showed a slight decrease 
and two a slight increase in rate.
Abnormal Oases.
During quiet respiration the heart rate in 
the twenty cases in this group ranged from 40 to 94 
beats per minute.
With the breath held in full inspiration a 
significant decrease in the heart rate occurred in 
eleven cases. In the remaining nine cases the heart 
rate was unaltered. As in the normal cases the 
amount of decrease bore no relationship to the initial 
heart rate, and was independent of the presence or 
absence of sinus arrhythmia. Among the cases showing 
no change was one of auricular fibrillation and one of 
sinus block due to digitalis.
With the breath held in full expiration the 
initial heart rate was unchanged in sixteen cases.
Of the remaining four cases three showed a slight 
increase in rate and one a decrease.
Conclusions.
* In normal subjects there appears to be a
■uniform tendency to slowing of the heart rata whon 
the "breath is held in full inspiration. The on# 
exception in this series was a case in which the 
initial heart rate was 100 "beats per minute and this 
remained unaltered.
In the series of abnormal cases, mainly 
suffering from cardiac and respiratory diseases, 
slowing of the heart rate is less frequent when the 
breath is held in full inspiration*
In both normal and abnormal cases the 
amount of decrease bears no relationship to the Initial 
heart rate, and is independent of the presence or 
absence of sinus arrhythmia*
In normal and abnormal eases alihs the 
heart rate shows little change when the breath is held 
in fall expiration*
SECTION 4.
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The Effect of Respiration on the Normal Electrocardiogram.
In this section the effects of respiration on 
the electrocardiogram in twenty normal cases are described. 
The control tracings were taken during guiet respiration 
and the changes ascribed to inspiration and expiration 
are those which occurred when the breath was held in 
full inspiration and in full expiration respectively.
The appearances in the standard limb leads, 
unipolar limb leads and precordial leads are described 
separately and an attempt is then made to correlate 
the changes in all three.
The complete sets of tracings from the twenty 
cases are shown in plates 91 to 110, with their 
accompanying descriptions. Each plate has two parts 
(a) containing the standard and unipolar limb leads, 
and (b) containing the unipolar precordial leads.
Standard Limb heads.
The changes in the standard limb leads are 
described under the three headings, QRS axis, P wave 
and T wave.
QRS axis.
The control tracings show that nine cases have- 
right axis deviation, five have left axis deviation and 
six have normal electrical axis.
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On inspiration the electrical axis shows a 
shift to the right in all twenty cases though in five 
of them the shift is of relatively slight degree.
In only one case is the shift sufficiently great to 
convert a frank left axis to a right axis deviation.
On expiration the electrical axis shows a shift 
to the left in ten cases hut is unaltered in the remaining 
ten. In seven cases the shift is of relatively slight 
degree and in no case is it sufficiently great to 
convert a frank right axis to a left axis deviation.
P wave.
The control tracings show that seventeen cases 
have upright P waves in all three leads, two cases have 
diphasic P waves in lead 111 and one case has diphasic 
P waves in leads 11 and 111.
On inspiration the P wave remains unchanged in 
six cases. It is diminished in lead 1 alone in seven 
cases, in leads 1 and 111 in two cases, in leads 1 and 
11 in one case and in leads 1, 11 and 111 in one case.
It is diminished in lead 1 and increased in lead 111 
in one case, diminished in lead 1 and increased in leads 
11 and 111 in one case and increased in lead 111 alone 
in one case. The changes in the P wave on inspiration 
are therefore very variable and the only common tendency 
is a diminution of the P wave in lead 1 which occurs 
either alone or in combination with changes in the other
leads in thirteen of the twenty cases.
On expiration no changes occur in the P wave 
in any of the cases.
T wave.
The control tracings show that eighteen cases 
have upright T waves in all three leads and two cases 
have upright T waves in leads 1 and 11 and diphasic 
T waves in lead 111.
On inspiration the changes in the T wave are 
frequent hut variable. In only one case does the T 
wave remain unchanged in all leads but in the other 
nineteen cases the following nine varieties of change 
occur. It is diminished in all leads in seven cases, 
in leads 1 and 11 in two cases, in leads 1 and 111 in 
one case, in lead 1 alone in one case, and in lead 11 
alone in one case. It is diminished in lead 1 and 
increased in lead 111 in two cases, diminished in leads
I and 11 and increased in lead 111 in three cases and 
diminished in lead 1 and increased in leads 11 and 111 
in one case. It is increased in lead 111 alone in 
one case. Considering the changes in each lead 
separately, in lead 1 the T wave is diminished in 
seventeen cases and unchanged in three cases; in lead
II It Is diminished in thirteen cases and increased in 
one ease; in lead 111 it is diminished in eight cases 
and increased in eight cases. There se^ss therefore 
to be a general tendency for diminution of the T w m e
to occur in leads 1 and 11.
On expiration changes in the T wave are much 
less frequent. Thus in thirteen cases no change 
occurs in any of the leads. In four cases the T wave 
is increased in lead 1 and diminished in lead 111, in 
one case it is increased in lead 1 alone, in one case 
it is diminished in lead 111 alone and in one case it 
is diminished in leads 1 and 11. On expiration 
therefore there is a slight tendency for the T wave 
to he increased in lead 1 and diminished in leadlll.
Unipolar Limb Leads.
The changes in the unipolar limb leads are 
described under the three headings, position of the 
heart, P wave and T wave.
Position of the Heart.
The heart is described as vertical when aVL 
has a QS or an rS or an rSrf pattern; aVP then has a 
qR or an RS pattern. The heart is considered to 
become more vertical if a"VL shows an increase in QS 
or S or a decrease in r, and aVP shows a concomitant 
increase in R or decrease in S. If the reverse changes 
occur the heart is considered to become less vertical.
The heart is described as horizontal when 
aVL has a qR, qRs or QR pattern; aVF then has an rS,
ES, Es or qE pattern. The heart is considered to 
become more horizontal when aVL showe an increase in R
and aVF shows a concomitant decrease in R or increase 
in S. If the reverse changes occur the heart is 
considered to become less horizontal*
Clockwise rotation around the long axis of 
the heart is considered to occur if aVR changes from 
an rS to a QR, Qr or qR pattern, and counter-clockwise 
rotation if the reverse change occurs*
Rotation of the apex of the heart around the 
transverse axis is described as forward when aVF has a 
qR pattern and as backward when aVF has an rS or RS 
pattern.
The control tracings show that in twelve 
cases the heart is vertical, in seven cases it is 
horizontal and in one case it is intermediate in 
position. This last case is so classified because 
both aVL and aVF have R patterns and the heart is 
therefore neither vertical nor horizontal. Of the 
twelve vertical hearts, nine show right axis deviation 
in the standard limb leads and three show no axis 
deviation. Of the seven horizontal hearts, five 
show left axis deviation and two show no axis deviation. 
The one intermediate heart shows no axis deviation.
On inspiration, with regard to rotation 
around the antero-posterior axis, nine of the vertical 
hearts become still more vertical and three show no 
significant change; one of the horizontal hearts 
becomes vertical, five become less horizontal and one
shows no change; the intermediate heart tends to 
become vertical. With regard to rotation around the 
long axis, four vertical hearts and one horizontal 
heart show evidence of some clockwise rotation and 
in two of the vertical hearts this is the only change 
which occurs. With regard to rotation of the apex 
around the transverse axis, two of the horizontal 
hearts show minor changes which could be due to 
backward rotation of the apex; the remaining eighteen 
cases show no evidence of any rotation around this axis.
On expiration five of the vertical hearts 
become less vertical and seven show no significant 
change; six of the horizontal hearts become more 
horizontal and one shows no change; the intermediate 
heart shows no change. In none of the cases is there 
any evidence of rotation around the long or transverse 
axes.
P wave.
The control tracings show that in aVR the 
P wave is negative in all twenty cases. In aVL it is 
positive in twelve cases, negative in seven cases and 
flat in one case; the proportion of positive to 
negative is six to five in the vertical hearts and 
five to two in the horizontal hearts. In aVF it is 
positive in eighteen cases, flat in one case and 
diphasic in one case; the flat and diphasic P waves 
occur in vertical hearts.
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On inspiration the changes are relatively 
slight. In fourteen cases no significant change occurs.
In the remaining six cases the P wave becomes less 
negative in aVR and less positive or more negative in 
8-YL. In aVF changes occur in only two cases the P 
wave becoming more positive in one and less positive 
in the other.
On expiration no significant changes occur 
in any case*
T wave.
The control tracings show that in aVR the 
T wave is negative in all twenty cases. In aVL it is 
positive in thirteen cases, flat in two cases, negative 
in four cases and diphasic in one case; in the vertical 
hearts it is positive in seven cases, negative in four 
cases and diphasic in one case, while in the horizontal 
hearts it is positive in five cases and flat in two*cases. 
In aVF the T wave is positive in all twenty, cases.
On inspiration changes occur in two or more 
of the unipolar limb leads in fourteen cases which 
include seven vertical, six horizontal and one intermediate. 
In aVR the T wave becomes less negative in all fourteen 
cases. In aYL the T wave becomes less positive when its 
original Yalue is positive and more negative when its 
original value is negative in the fourteen cases.
This is particularly obvious in the horizontal group 
where the T wave from being upright or flat becomes flat
or inverted respectively. In aVF the changes are 
more variable, the T wave becoming more positive in 
six cases, less positive in six cases and showing no 
change in two cases.
On expiration significant changes occur in 
only six cases, comprising five horizontal and one 
vertical. In aVR the T wave becomes more negative 
in three cases and shows no change in three cases.
In aVL the T wave becomes more positive in six cases.
4
In aVF the T wave becomes less positive in five cases
and is unchanged in one case, this last being one of
the horizontal group.
Precordial Leads.
The changes in the precordial leads are
i
described under the three headings, position of the 
heart, P wave and T wave.
Position of the heart.
The precordial leads are used to decide the
amount of rotation around the long axis of the heart.
The determining characteristic is the first appearance 
of an initial q in the ventricular pattern. The 
complete pattern may be either qRs or qR. The heart 
is described as having marked counter-clockwise 
rotation if q first appears in Y2, moderate counter­
clockwise rotation if q appears first in V3 or V4, 
moderate clockwise rotation if q first appears in V5
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or 76 and marked clockwise rotation if q fails to 
appear in any of the precordial leads. The following 
changes are considered to he evidence of further 
clockwise rotation:-
Shift of q one or more places to the left.
Reduction in amplitude of q.
Reduction in amplitude of R or r.
Increase in amplitude of S or s.
Appearance of s in qR or R patterns.
Change of pattern from RS to rS.
Change of pattern from Rs to RS.
The control tracings show that of the vertical 
hearts four have moderate counter-clockwise rotation, 
six have moderate clockwise rotation and two have 
marked clockwise rotation. Of the horizontal hearts 
two have moderate counter-clockwise rotation, three 
have moderate clockwise rotation and two have marked 
clockwise rotation. The intermediate heart shows 
marked clockwise rotation.
On inspiration eighteen of the twenty cases 
show evidence of clockwise rotation; the remaining two 
show no change. The eighteen cases include eleven 
vertical hearts and seven horizontal hearts. The two 
cases showing no change are one vertical heart with 
moderate counter-clockwise rotation and the intermediate
heart with marked clockwise rotation. A shift of the 
q wave occurs in seven cases, five vertical hearts and
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two horizontal hearts. It should he noted that as 
five of the twenty cases show marked clockwise rotation 
in the control tracings, shift of the q wave is possible 
only in the remaining fifteen cases. Pour of the 
vertical hearts have moderate clockwise rotation and two 
of these are converted to marked clockwise rotation.
The remaining vertical heart has moderate counter­
clockwise rotation and this is converted to moderate 
clockwise rotation. One of the horizontal hearts has 
moderate counter-clockwise rotation and this is converted 
to moderate clockwise rotation. The other has moderate 
clockwise rotation with the q first appearing in V5 and 
this is still classed as moderate clockwise rotation but 
with the q now appearing first in V6.
On expiration the changes are less obvious 
and less frequent. Eleven cases show evidence of 
some counter-clockwise rotation. These include five 
vertical, five horizontal and one intermediate heart.
The other nine cases show no change. Shift of the q 
wave does not occur in any case.
P wave.
No significant changes occur in the P wave 
with either inspiration or expiration.
T wave.
In the cases showing changes in the QRS 
complexes with respiration, minor changes are 
present in the T waves in keeping with the clockwise
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or counter-clockwise rotation which occurs. On 
inspiration however several cases show more reduction 
in the amplitude of the T waves in 74 to V6 than might 
be expected. This might be due to a recession or 
backward displacement of the apex from the anterior 
chest wall on inspiration.
Correlation of the Changes in the Standard Limb, Unipolar 
Limb and Precordial Leads.
Prom the detailed results presented in this 
section it is evident that on full inspiration consistent 
changes occur in the three types of lead in every case. .
On full expiration the changes are less frequent but 
again they are consistent and are the reverse of those 
which occur on full inspiration. As regards the 
standard limb leads the findings are in agreement with 
those of previous observers. With the aid of the 
unipolar limb and precordial leads however it is now 
possible to obtain a rational explanation of these changes. 
Inspiration.
The standard limb leads in every case show a 
shift of the QRS axis to the right.
The unipolar limb leads show that in sixteen 
cases the heart becomes more vertical or less horizontal 
or even changes from horizontal to vertical; in three 
of these cases there- is also evidence of some clockwise 
rotation. In two cases there is evidence of clockwise
rotation alone. The remaining two cases show no 
change in the unipolar limb leads hut there is evidence 
of clockwise rotation in the precordial leads.
The precordial leads show evidence of 
clockwise rotation in eighteen cases. The remaining 
two cases show no change in the precordial leads "but 
the unipolar limb leads show that the heart has become 
more vertical in each case.
In two cases the unipolar limb leads show 
evidence of backward rotation of the apex around the 
transverse axis.
With inspiration therefore the heart usually 
undergoes clockwise rotation around both its antero­
posterior and longitudinal axes. Occasionally 
clockwise rotation around one or other of these axes 
occurs alone. Therd is little or no tendency to 
rotation around the transverse axis but when it does 
occur it takes the form of backward rotation of the 
apex, presumably in association with the clockwise 
rotation around the longitudinal axis. The effect of 
the combined rotation is evident in the standard limb 
leads in all cases, where it produces a shift of the 
QRS axis to the right.
Expiration. 1
The standard limb leads show a shift of the 
QRS axis to the left in ten cases and no change in the 
remaining ten.
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The unipolar limb leads show that in eleven 
cases the heart becomes less vertical or more horizontal, 
while in nine cases there is no change.
The precordial leads show evidence of counter­
clockwise rotation in eleven cases and no change in the 
other nine.
Changes in both unipolar limb and precordial 
leads are present in six cases; changes in unipolar 
limb leads alone are present in five cases; changes in 
the precordial leads alone are present in five cases.
Of the twenty cases therefore sixteen show evidence of 
change in the unipolar limb leads or the precordial 
leads or both, while four cases show no change in either 
the unipolar limb or precordial leads.
The sixteen cases showing evidence of change 
in the unipolar leads include nine cases which show a 
shift of the QRS axis to the left in the standard limb 
leads and seven cases which show no change in the 
standard limb leads. The four cases showing no evidence 
of change in the unipolar leads include three cases which 
show no change in the standard limb leads and one case 
which shows a slight shift of the QRS axis to the left 
in the standard limb leads. No explanation can be 
given for this one exception although it could possibly 
be due to a minor error in standardisation.
With expiration therefore the heart may undergo 
some degree of counter-clockwise rotation around both its
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antero-posterior and longitudinal axes, Frequently 
however counter-clockwise rotation around one or other 
of these axes occurs alone. There is no evidence of 
any rotation of/the heart around its transverse axis. 
The effect of the combined rotation is evident in the 
standard limb leads in just over half of the cases 
where it produces a shift of the Q£S axis to the left. 
In the remaining cases the amount of rotation appears 
to be insufficient to produce any obvious changes in 
the standard limb leads.
SECTION 5
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The Effect of Respiration on 'the Abnormal Electrocardiogram.
In this section the effects of respiration on 
the electrocardiogram in twenty abnormal cases are 
described* The control tracings were taken during quiet 
respiration and the changes ascribed to inspiration and 
to expiration are those which occurred v/hen the breath 
was held in full inspiration and in full expiration 
respectively.
The appearances in the standard limb leads, 
unipolar limb leads and precordial leads are described 
separately, and an attempt is them made to correlate the 
changes in all three.
The complete sets of tracings from the twenty 
cases are shown in plates 111 to 130, with their 
accompanying descriptions. Each plate has two parts,
(a) containing the standard and unipolar limb leads, and
(b) containing the unipolar precordial leads.
Standard Limb Leads.
The changes in the standard limb leads are 
described under the three headings, QRS axis, P wave 
and T wave. _
QRS axis.
The control tracings show that five cases have 
' right axis deviation, four have left axis deviation and
eleven have no axis deviation.
On inspiration the electrical axis shows a 
shift to the right in all twenty cases though in three 
of them the shift is of relatively slight degree. In 
no case is the shift sufficiently great to convert a 
frank left axis to a right axis deviation.
On expiration the electrical axis shows a 
shift to the left in thirteen cases though in two of 
them the shift is of relatively slight degree. In no 
case is the shift sufficiently great to convert a frank 
right axis to a left axis deviation. The remaining 
seven cases show no shift in the electrical axis.
P wave.
The control tracings show that sixteen cases 
have upright P waves in all three leads, two cases have 
diphasic P waves in lead 111 and one case has a flat P 
wave In lead 1. The remaining case is one of 
auricular fibrillation.
On inspiration the P wave remains unchanged 
in nine cases. In the remaining ten cases it shows 
changes in two or three leads. Thus it is diminished 
in lead 1 and increased in leads 11 and 111 in three 
cases, diminished in lead 1 and increased in lead 111 
in three cases, diminished in leads 1 and 11 in one case 
diminished in leads 1 and 111 in one case, diminished 
in leads 11 and 111 in one case and increased in leads 
11 and 111 in one case. The changes in the P wave on
inspiration are therefore somewhat variable though 
there is a common tendency for diminution to occur 
in lead 1.
On expiration no significant changes occur 
in the P wave in any of the cases.
T wave.
The control tracings show that ten cases 
have upright T waves in all three leads, one case has 
upright T waves in leads 1 and 11 and a diphasic T 
wave in lead 111, two cases have upright T waves in 
leads 1 and 11 and an inverted T wave in lead 111, 
four cases have upright T waves in lead 1, diphasic 
T waves in lead 11 and inverted T waves in lead 111, 
and one case has an upright T wave in lead 1 and 
inverted T waves in leads 11 and 111. One case has 
an inverted T wave in lead 1 and upright T waves in 
leads 11 and 111, and one case has an inverted T wave 
in lead 1, diphasic T wave in lead 11 and upright T 
wave in lead 111.
On inspiration changes occur in the T waves 
in fifteen cases. Considering changes in amplitude 
alone it is found that the T wave is diminished in all 
three leads in six cases, it is diminished in leads 11 
and 111 in two cases and is diminished in leads 1 and 
11 in one case. It is diminished in lead 1 and 
increased in lead ill in two cases, it is diminished 
in leads 1 and 11 and increased in lead 111 in two cases,
it is diminished in lead 1 and increased in leads 11
and 111 in one case, and diminished in leads 1 and 111
and increased in lead 11 in one case. When the
original direction of the T wave is taken into account
it is found that in lead 1 out of a total of thirteen
changes the T wave becomes less positive in twelve
%
cases and less negative in one case; in lead 11 out 
of a total of thirteen changes the T wave becomes less 
positive in ten cases, more positive in two cases' and 
less negative in one case; in lead 111 out of a total 
of fourteen changes the T wave becomes less positive 
in five cases, more positive in three cases, less 
negative in four cases and more negative in two cases.
There is therefore a uniform tendency for reduction in 
the amplitude of the T wave to occur in lead 1 whether 
it be originally upright or inverted. In lead 111 however 
either increase or reduction in amplitude can occur with 
both upright and inverted T waves. The changes in lead 
11 are in general similar to those in lead 1 but are liable 
to be affected by the type of change in lead 111.
On expiration changes in the T wave are less 
frequent. Thus in twelve cases no change occurs in any 
of the leads. In one case the T wave is increased in 
amplitude in all three leads, in two cases it is 
increased in lead 1 and diminished in lead 111, and in 
one case it is increased in leads 1 and 111 and
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diminished in lead 11. In one case it is diminished 
in lead 1 and increased in lead 11, in one case it is 
diminished in lead 1 and increased in lead 111, in on© 
case it is diminished in lead 11 and increased in lead 
111, and in one case it is diminished in leads 11 and
111. When the original direction of the T wave is
taken into account it is found that in lead 1 out of 
a total of six changes the T wav© hecomes more positive 
in three cases, less positive in two cases and more 
negative in one case; in lead 11 out of a total of
five changes it hecomes more positive in one case,
less positive in two cases, more negative in one case 
and less negative in one casej in lead 111 out of a 
total of seven changes it hecomes more positive in 
three cases, less positive in two cases, more negative 
in one case and less negative in one case# There is 
therefore no tendency for a constant change to occur 
in any of the leads.
Unipolar Limb Leads#
The changes in the unipolar limb leads are 
described under the three headings, position of the 
heart, P wave and T wave#
Position of the heart#
The criteria for determining the position of 
the heart are the same as those employed in Section 4#
The control tracings show that in twelve cases the
heart is vertical and in eight cases it is horizontal.
Of the twelve vertical hearts, four show right axis 
deviation in the standard limb leads, one shows left 
axis deviation and seven show no axis deviation. Of 
the eight horizontal hearts, three show left axis 
deviation, one shows right axis deviation and four 
show no axis deviation.
On inspiration with regard to rotation around 
the antero-posterior axis, ten of the vertical hearts 
become still more vertical and two show no significant 
change; two of the horizontal hearts become vertical, 
five become less horizontal and one shows no change.
Thus seventeen of the twenty hearts show evidence of 
rotation around the antero—posterior axis of varying * 
degree but in the same sense in all cases, while three 
show no change. With regard to rotation around the 
long axis, one of the horizontal hearts shows evidence 
of some clockwise rotation as its only change in position. 
The remaining nineteen hearts show no evidence of 
rotation around this axis. With regard to rotation of 
the apex around the transverse axis, two of the vertical 
hearts and one of the horizontal hearts show minor 
changes which could be due to backward rotation of the 
apex; the remaining seventeen cases show no evidence 
of any rotation around this axis.
On expiration with regard to rotation around 
• the antero-posterior axis, eight of the vertical hearts
become less vertical and four show no significant 
change; five of the horizontal hearts become still 
more horizontal and three show no change. Thus 
thirteen of the twenty hearts show evidence of 
rotation around the antero-posterior axis of varying 
degree but in the same sense in all cases, while 
seven show no change. With regard to rotation 
around the long axis, one of the horizontal hearts 
Shows evidence of some counter-clockwise rotation 
as its only change in position. The remaining 
nineteen hearts show no evidence of rotation around 
this axis. With regard to rotation of the apex 
around the transverse axis, one of the vertical 
and one of the horizontal hearts show evidence of 
forward rotation of the apex. The remaining 
eighteen hearts show no evidence of rotation around 
this axis.
P wave.
The control tracings show that in aVR the 
P wave is negative in all nineteen cases. In aVL it 
is positive in five cases, negative in eight cases, 
flat in five cases and diphasic in one case; the 
proportion of positive to negative is three to five 
in the vertical hearts and two to three in the 
horizontal hearts. In aVF it is positive in eighteen
cases and diphasic in.one case.
On inspiration no significant changes occur
in twelve eases. In the remaining seven eases, four 
of which are vertical and three horizontal hearts, 
significant hut rather variable changes occur, Thus 
in two cases the P wave becomes less negative in aVR 
and less positive in aVL, in two cases it becomes less 
negative in aVR and more negative in aVL, in one case 
it becomes more negative in a VI and more positive in 
aVF, in one case it becomes more negative in aVR and 
more positive in aVP, and in one case it becomes less 
negative in aVR and more positive in aVL and aVP, 
Considering the changes in each lead separately, in 
aVR out of a total of six changes, the P wave becomes 
less negative in five cases, four of which are vertical 
and one horizontal; it becomes more negative in one 
case which is horizontal. In aVL out of a total of 
six changes, it becomes less positive in two cases 
one of which is vertical and the other horizontal; it 
becomes more negative in three cases, two of which are 
vertical and one horizontal; it becomes more positive 
in one case which is vertical. In a VP it becomes more 
positive in three cases, one of which is vertical and 
two horizontal. There is therefore some tendency for 
the P wave to become less negative in aVR, less positive 
or more negative in aVL and more positive in aVP 
irrespective of whether the heart is vertical or
horizontal*
On expiration no significant change occurs
• Im  any case.
T wave.
The control tracings show that in aVR the 
T wave is negative in eighteen cases, positive in one 
case and diphasic in one case. In aVL it is negative 
in nine cases, positive in eight cases, flat in two 
cases and diphasic in one case; in the vertical 
hearts it is positive in six cases, negative in four 
cases and flat in two cases, while in the horizontal 
hearts it is positive in two cases, negative in five 
cases and diphasic in one case. In aVF the T wave is 
positive in twelve cases, negative in four cases and 
diphasic in four cases; in the vertical hearts it is 
positive in seven cases, negative in three cases and 
diphasic in two cases, while in the horizontal hearts 
it is positive in five cases, negative in one case 
and diphasic in two cases.
On inspiration, changes occur in the T waves 
in twelve cases of which six are vertical and six 
horizontal. Considering changes in amplitude alone 
it is found that a large number of possible combinations 
can occur. Thus the T wave is diminished in all leads 
in two cases, one vertical and one horizontal; it is 
diminished in aVR and aVF in two cases, one horizontal 
and one vertical; it is diminished in aVR and increased 
in a*VL in one vertical case; it is diminished in aVR 
-and aVF and increased in a'VL in one horizontal case,
it is diminished in aVR and aVL and increased in aVF 
in one vertical case; it is diminished in aVR and 
increased in aVL and a VP in one vertical case; it is 
increased in aVR and diminished in aVL in one 
horizontal case; it is increased in aVR and aVP and 
diminished in aVL in one horizontal case; it is 
diminished in aVL and aVP in one horizontal case; it 
is increased in aVL and aVP in one vertical case.
When the original direction of the T wave is taken 
into account it is found that in aVR, out of a total 
of ten changes, the T wave becomes less negative in 
eight cases of which five are vertical and three 
horizontal; it becomes more positive in one 
horizontal case; it becomes more negative in one 
horizontal case. In aVL out of a total of ten changes* 
the T wave becomes less positive in four cases of which 
two are vertical and two horizontal; it becomes more 
negative in four cases of which three are vertical and 
one horizontal; it becomes less negative in two 
horizontal cases. In aVP, out of a total of ten changes, 
the T wave becomes less positive in four cases of which 
one is vertical and three are horizontal; it becomes
f
more negative in two cases of which one is vertical 
and one horizontal; it becomes more positive in two 
vertical cases; it becomes less negative in two cases 
of which one is vertical and one horizontal.
Irrespective of whether the heart is vertical or
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horizontal therefore, there seems to he a tendency for 
^he T wave in aVR to become less negative or more 
Positive and for the T wave in aVL to become more 
negative or less positive* In aVP however there is 
no uniform trend and irrespective of whether the heart 
is vertical or horizontal the T wave may become on the 
one hand more positive or less negative, or on the 
other hand it may become less positive or more negative#
On expiration changes occur in the T wave in 
nine cases of which five are vertical and four 
horizontal# Considering changes in amplitude alone 
it is found again that a large number of possible 
combinations can occur# Thus the T wave is increased 
in all leads in two cases, one vertical and one 
horizontal; it is increased In aVR and diminished in 
aVL in two cases, one vertical and one horizontal; it 
is increased in aVB and diminished in a VP in one 
vertical case; it is diminished in aVR and aVP in one 
horizontal case; it is increased in aVL and aVP In one 
horizontal case; it is diminished in aVL and, aVP in one 
vertical case; it is increased in aVL and diminished in 
a VP in one vertical case# When the original direction 
of the T wave is tahen into account it is found thav in 
aVR, out of a total of six changes, the T wave becomes 
more negative in five eases of which three are vertical 
ana. two horizontal; it becomes less negative in one 
horizontal case. In aYL, out of a total of seven changes,
the T wave becomes more positive in two cases, one 
vertical and one horizontal; it becomes less negative 
in two cases, one vertical and one horizontal; it 
becomes less positive in one vertical case; it becomes 
more negative in two cases, one vertical and one 
horizontal. In aVF, out of a total of seven changes, 
it becomes more positive in two cases, one vertical 
and one horizontal; it becomes less negative in two 
vertical cases; it becomes less positive in two cases, 
one vertical and one horizontal; it becomes more 
negative in one horizontal case. The trend of the 
T wave changes in aVR and aVL is therefore the reverse 
of that on inspiration and again there is the same 
lack of uniformity with respect to the T wave changes 
in a VP.
Precordial Leads.
The changes in the precordial leads are 
described tinder the three headings, position of the 
heart, P wave and T wave.
Position of the heart.
The criteria for determining the amount of 
rotation of the heart around its long axis are the same
as those employed in Section 4..
The control tracings show that of the twelve 
vertical hearts, one has-moderate counter-clockwise 
rotation, two have moderate clockwise rotation and nine
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have marked clockwise rotation. Of the eight 
horizontal hearts, two have moderate counter-clockwise 
rotation, four have moderate clockwise rotation and 
two have marked clockwise rotation.
On inspiration nineteen of the twenty cases 
show evidence of clockwise rotation. The remaining 
case, a vertical heart with marked clockwise rotation, 
shows no change. A shift of the q wave occurs in four 
cases. It should he noted that as eleven of the cases 
show marked clockwise rotation in the control tracings 
shift of the q is possible only in the remaining nine 
cases. The four cases showing shift of the q wave 
include two vertical and two horizontal hearts. One 
of the vertical hearts has moderate clockwise rotation 
and this is converted to marked clockwise rotation; 
the other has moderate counter-clockwise rotation and 
this is converted to moderate clockwise rotation.
One of the horizontal hearts has moderate clockwise 
rotation and this is converted to marked clockwise 
rotation; the other has moderate counter-clockwise 
rotation and this is converted to moderate clockwise 
rotation.
On expiration the changes are less frequent.
Ten cases show evidence of some counter-clockwise 
rotation. These include six vertical and four 
horizontal hearts. Shift of the q. wave to the right
occurs in one case. This is a vertical heart with
moderate clockwise rotation which is converted to 
moderate counter-clockwise rotation. The remaining 
eleven cases show no change.
' P wave.
Wo significant changes occur in the P wave 
with either inspiration or expiration.
T wave.
In the cases showing changes in the QRS 
complexes with respiration, minor changes in the 
amplitude of the T waves also occur in keeping with 
the clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation produced. 
Otherwise there are no significant alterations.
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Correlation of the Changes in the Standard limb.
TJnlpolar Limb and Precordial Leads.
Prom the detailed results presented in this 
section it is evident that on full inspiration consistent 
changes occur in the three types of lead in all cases.
On full expiration the changes are less frequent "but 
again they are consistent and are the reverse of those 
which occur on full inspiration. As regards the 
standard leads the findings are in general agreement 
with those of previous observers. With the aid of the 
unipolar limb and precordial leads, however, it is now 
possible to offer a rational explanation of these changes 
particularly with respect to the QRS complex.
Inspiration.
The standard limb leads in every case show 
a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
The unipolar limb leads show that in seventeen 
cases the heart becomes more vertical or less horizontal 
or changes from horizontal to vertical. In one case 
there is evidence of clockwise rotation alone. The 
remaining two cases show no change in the unipolar 
limb leads but there is evidence of clockwise rotation
in the precordial leads.
The precordial leads show evidence of clockwise
rotation in nineteen cases. The remaining case shows 
no change in the precordial leads but the unipolar limb
leads show that the heart becomes more vertical.
In three cases the unipolar limb leads show 
evidence of backward rotation of the apex around the 
transverse axis.
With full inspiration therefore the abnormal 
heart usually undergoes clockwise rotation around both 
its antero-posterior and longitudinal axes. Occasionally 
clockwise rotation around one or other of these axes 
occurs alone. There is little or no tendency to 
rotation around the transverse axis but when this does 
occur it takes the form of backward rotation of the 
apex in association with clockwise rotation around the 
longitudinal axis. The effect of the combined 
clockwise rotation around the antero-posterior and 
longitudinal axes is evident in the standard limb leads 
in all cases, where it produces a shift of the QRS axis 
to the right.
Expiration.
The standard limb leads show a shift of the 
QRS axis to the left in thirteen cases and no change in
the remaining seven cases.
The unipolar limb leads show that in thirteen
cases the'heart becomes less vertical or more horizontal 
and in two of these cases there is also evidence of 
forward rotation of the apex; in one case counter-clockwise 
rotation occurs as the only change. In the remaining
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six cases the unipolar limb leads are unaltered.
The precordial leads show evidence of counter­
clockwise rotation in ten cases and no change in the 
remaining ten cases.
Changes in both unipolar limb and precordial 
leads are present in six cases; changes in the 
unipolar limb leads alone are present in eight cases;
changes in the precordial leads alone are present in
four cases. Of the twenty cases therefore eighteen 
show evidence of changes in the unipolar limb leads or 
the precordial leads or both, while two cases show no 
changes in either the unipolar limb leads or precordial 
leads.
The eighteen cases showing evidence of 
changes in the unipolar leads include thirteen cases
which show a shift of the QRS axis to the left in the
standard limb leads and five cases which show no changes 
in the standard limb leads. The two cases showing no 
evidence of changes in the unipolar leads show no changes 
in the standard limb leads.
With full expiration therefore the abnormal 
heart may undergo some degree of counter-clockwise 
rotation around both its antero—posterior and longitudinal 
axes. Frequently, however, counter-clockwise rotation 
around one or other of these axes occurs alone. There 
is little or no tendency to rotation around the transverse 
axis hut when it does occur it takes the form of forward
rotation of the apex. The effect of the combined 
counter-clockwise rotation around the antero-posterior 
and longitudinal axes is evident in the standard limb 
leads in approximately two-thirds of the cases, where 
it produces a shift of the QRS axis to the left. In 
the remaining one third the amount of rotation appears 
to be insufficient to produce any obvious changes in 
the standard limb leads.
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THE EFFECT OF POSTURE 01 THE HUMAN ELEOTROOARDIOGRAM.
"Die herzlage beeinflusst die Form des E.K.G..
Es 1st tins jedoch bei der elektrokardiographischen 
TTntersuchung haupts&chlich darum zu tun, die TStigkeit 
des Herzens besser zu ermitteln, und man sieht leieht 
ein, dass wenn sehon durch eine Lageabweiehung dieses 
Organs eine Ver&nderung in die Form der Kurve 
hervorgerufen wird, eine Schwierigkeit entstehen muss, 
um mittels dieser Form aueh Hber die TStigkeit des 
Herzens zu urteilen.
Diese Schwierigkeit kann am besten geldst 
werden, wenn man den Elnfluss der Lage vor her genau 
kennen gelernt hat.”
"The position of the heart influences the form 
of the E.G.G.. Our main purpose in electrocardiography, 
however, is to acquire a better understanding of the 
activity of the heart and it is obvious that if an 
alteration in the form of the curve has been produced 
by a mere change in the position of the organ, then 
difficulty must arise in forming any opinion on cardiac 
activity from the appearance of this tracing. This 
difficulty can best be overcome if one has previously 
learned to recognise accurately the influence of position."
Einthoven et al., 1913.
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PAST IV.
The effect of Posture on the Human Electrocardiogram.
SECTION 1.
Historical review.
It is a fundamental principle in electro­
cardiography that the form of the tracing depends firstly 
on the size and direction of the cardiac action potentials, 
and secondly on the position of the recording electrodes 
in relation to the heart. If certain fixed leads are 
chosen, then it is only to he expected that an alteration 
in the position of the heart will produce changes in the 
form of the curves obtained from these several leads.
This was first demonstrated clinically by Waller (1889) 
in one of his early papers on the electrocardiogram.
Using a variety of leads, including those subsequently 
termed Leads 1, 11 and 111, he compared the tracings 
obtained from a normal individual with those from two 
subjects with situs viscerum inversus. As he anticipated, 
differences of varying degree were present in many of 
the leads; but in Lead 1^  and only in that lead, the 
direction of all the deflections in the dextrocardiac 
patients was exactly opposite to that in the normal.
He explained this correctly by pointing out that in 
dextrocardia the electrode points for Lead 1 were simply 
reversed with respect to the heart, while this of course
did not apply to the other leads. These observations
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were amply confirmed later by Einthoven et al. (1915) 
and Lewis (1925a). Apart from the obvious example of 
transposition of the heart, it was soon recognised that 
even relatively slight changes in its position, such as 
might he produced by alterations in posture, could have 
significant effects on the electrocardiogram. Thus 
Einthoven and Lint (1900), still working with the 
capillary electrometer, found in three normal subjects 
that turning from the right side to the left side caused 
the S wave in Lead 1 to become much larger, while P, Q, R 
and T all tended to become slightly smaller. Postural 
changes were also noted by G-rau (1909, 1910) and by 
Hoffmann (1909).
With the introduction of the string galvanometer ' 
(Einthoven, 1905), more exact observations were made 
possible, and a- systematic investigation by Einthoven et al. 
(1915) of the influence on the electrocardiogram of change 
in position of the body soon folloYred. They studied ten 
normal individuals and found that in five cases the S wave 
in Lead 1 became greater on turning from the left side to 
the right side; in three others it was absent in both 
postures; in the remaining two, an 8 wave was present in 
Lead 1 but remained unaltered. The change was considered 
to be due to a rotation of the heart around its long axis, 
though in which direction was not explicitly stated, and it 
was further concluded that the S wave in Lead 1 was due to 
a cardiac potential acting in the sagittal direction,
i.e. at right angles to the frontal plane. The P, R 
and T waves remained practically unchanged and it was 
therefore concluded that they were produced by potential 
changes occurring in approximately the frontal plane. 
Furthermore since this postural change was thought of 
necessity to be accompanied by some degree of lateral 
shift of the heart, the lack of obvious change in the 
P, B and T waves was accepted as confirmation of their 
view that within limits a total displacement of the 
heart parallel to itself had practically no effect on 
the standard lead electrocardiogram.
A change from the supine to the prone posture 
caused a counter-clockwise rotation of the heart around 
its antero-posterior axis, similar to that in expiration, 
in all ten cases. This was attributed to increased 
abdominal pressure in the prone posture with consequent 
upward displacement of the diaphragm. There was also 
evidence in some cases of a slight rotation around the 
long axis, as shown by alteration in the S wave.
The differences between the sitting and the 
supine postures in all ten cases were relatively slight.
In some, there was evidence of counter-clockwrise rotation 
around the antero-posterior axis in the sitting posture 
(as in expiration) and of a clockwise rotation in the 
recumbent posture (as in inspiration); in others however, 
there was no significant change.
Waller (1915c) also studied mathematically the
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effect of various postures on the electrocardiogram and 
found that the most obvious alteration occurred when 
lying on the left side. In this posture, according to 
him, the electrical axis became much more vertical, 
whereas in the right lateral posture it tended to become 
more horizontal though the change was relatively much 
less. He also noted the effect of respiration in 
various postures and stated that in general the electrical 
axis became more horizontal with expiration; this change 
was most marked in the upright posture and was 
progressively less in the sitting, dorsal recumbent, 
right lateral and left lateral postures. The effect 
in the left lateral posture was practically negligible. 
Later observers, however, have failed to confirm these 
findings (Lieuaide, 1925, Jones and Roberts, 1929).
All the observations so far described have 
been concerned with an actual or presumed alteration in 
the position of‘ the heart with respect to certain fixed 
leads from the body. The reverse procedure however is 
also feasible, whereby a suitable system of leads may be 
rotated around the heart as a fixed point; thus, for 
example, a certain measured clockwise rotation of the 
leads around the antero-posterior axis of the heart 
would produce the same effect as an equivalent counter­
clockwise rotation of the heart round this axis. Using 
this principle, Herrmann and Wilson (1922) demonstrated 
in a very simple manner the theoretical effect on the
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three standard leads of rotation of the heart about its 
antero-posterior axis in successive stages of 60°. The 
effect of a counter-clockwise rotation of the heart through 
60° (or a clockwise rotation through 300°) is given by- 
substituting Lead 11 for Lead 1, Lead 111 for Lead 11 and 
-Lead 1 for Lead 111. Similar substitutions can be 
worked out for 120°, 180°, 240° and 300° rotations as 
shown in fig. 16 . These calculations of course depend on 
the validity of the equilateral triangle hypothesis.
When normal electrocardiograms were considered in this way, 
it was found that counter-clockwise rotation of the heart 
appeared to produce a QRS pattern of left, and clockwise 
rotation one of right, ventricular preponderance. They 
summarised the differences betv/een the effects of 
preponderance and the effects of rotation as follows 
(l) Rotation produces changes in the P and T waves 
similar to those in the QRS complex; preponderance does 
not affect the P wave and it affects the T wave differently.
(.2) Preponderance can produce changes in the QRS 
complex which demand a much greater degree of rotation 
than is conceivable in the body under ordinary conditions; 
this had previously been stressed by Einthoven et al. (1913) 
and Lewis (1914).
(5) Rotation of the heart cannot materially increase 
the amplitude of the tallest deflection of the three 
leads, because it cannot increase the manifest potential 
(Einthoven et aL, 1913) and the tallest deflection
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represents at least 85 per cent (cos 30°) of this; 
preponderance on the other hand is often associated with 
very large deflections in one or more leads.
(4) In normal curves, with rotation, corresponding peaks 
remain in phase; in preponderance curves, corresponding 
peaks are seldom in phase.
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From a consideration of these facts and from 
their correlation of autopsy findings with electro­
cardiograms, Herrmann and Wilson (1922) finally concluded 
that the form of the normal electrocardiogram was 
determined not hy the relative weights of the two 
ventricles hut hy (a) the position of the heart and' (h) 
the arrangement of the ventricular conducting system.
A practical attempt to simulate rotation of 
the heart around its antero-posterior axis was made hy 
Cohn and Raisheck (1922a). In two normal individuals 
they constructed the largest equilateral triangle which 
could he laid on the chest with its centre over the 
mid-sternum approximately at the level of the third rih, 
and its apices at the shoulders and the epigastrium.
Curves taken in the usual manner from these points 
closely resembled the three standard limb leads and 
satisfied the equation Lead 11 = Lead 1 + Lead 111.
The triangle was then rotated around its centre in stages, 
of 40° and equivalent curves were recorded from the apices 
in each successive position. From the results obtained 
it was concluded that moderate counter-clockwise rotation 
of the heart produced QRS curves of left preponderance, 
while moderate clockwise rotation produced curves of 
right preponderance; the P and T waves however pointed 
in the same direction as the QRS complexes unlike those 
of typical preponderance curves. These findings are in 
fairly close agreement with the theoretical curves
obtained from the standard leads hy the procedure 
suggested hy Wilson and Herrmann (1922). Similar 
experiments were performed hy Cohn and Raisheck (1922b) 
on two cases of definite ventricular preponderance, one 
right-sided and the other left-sided. The results, 
however, were rather.anomalous and difficult to interpret, 
though it seemed that normal curves could he obtained 
from these abnormal hearts with certain degrees of 
rotation. In criticism of this method, it may he pointed 
out that the curves from any triangular system of leads 
taken correctly hy the convention of the three standard
limb leads will of necessity obey the equation Lead 11 =
Lead 1 +Lead 111, hut it does not follow that such curves
can he analysed hy the equilateral triangle method.
This method of analysis is only justifiable when the 
apices of the triangle, as well as being equidistant 
from each other, are also equidistant from the heart, or 
so remote from it as to he practically so. In many 
positions of Cohn and Raisheckfs triangle, certain apices, 
particularly on the left side of the chest, were much 
nearer the heart than others. This would presumably he 
even more noticeable in the enlarged hearts and in all 
probability accounted for the anomalous results in 
these cases*
' One important fact which emerges from a study 
of these early articles is that although it had been 
pointed out hy Einthoven et al.(1913) that a rotation
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of the heart around its longitudinal axis could produce 
striking changes in the electrocardiogram hy projection 
of a sagittal potential on the frontal plane, no real 
allowance had heen made for the possible effects of 
such a rotation in considering the problem of axis 
deviation and ventricular preponderance. Presumably 
this was because such effects cannot he calculated by the 
equilateral triangle theory as applied to the three 
standard leads, since this only holds for events in the 
frontal plane. Nevertheless in theory at least such a 
rotation could, account for all the differences listed, hy 
Herrmann and Wilson (1922) between the effects of rotation 
around the antero-posterior axis and the observed findings 
in ventricular preponderance and particularly for the 
amount of rotation required to produce such curves, and 
for the alterations in the size of the manifest potential.
Variations in the amplitude and direction of 
the QRS complex and notching of the R and. S waves on 
shifting from the dorsal recumbent to the right or left 
lateral posture were noted hy Garter and Dieuaide (1921). 
In normal persons these changes were usually found in 
leads 1 and 111, while in patients with heart disease 
they were often most obvious in leads 1 and 11. As had 
already been suggested hy Dieuaide (1921), alteration in 
the direction of the electrical axis was held to he 
responsible. In accordance with the equilateral triangle 
theory, the lead most affected, was that which was most
nearly perpendicular to the line of the axis, and in 
the normal heart this was usually lead 111, whereas in 
ventricular preponderance it was more likely to he 
lead 11. It also followed from the relationship of 
the sides of the triangle to each other, that in any 
given case, one of the lead.s would he obviously affected, 
another one somewhat less so and the remaining one would 
he practically unchanged. Further observations on 
changes in the electrocardiogram on turning the reclining 
subject from the right side to the left side were made 
hy Dieuaide (1925). Changes were found in all the 
normal cases studied, though the actual number is not 
stated; and in most cases of heart disease the changes 
were even more striking. All the waves were affected 
to some extent, hut especially the QRS complex. The 
type of change was not specified, hut all the illustrative 
tracings show a tendency to right axis deviation when 
lying on the left side. It was also noted that respiration 
had a very obvious effect on the tracings in the lateral 
1 positions. In his series of fifty cases of heart disease, 
a small number showed no shift and in this group those 
who came to autopsy had mediastino-pericardial adhesions; 
a larger number had clinical signs of Madherent pericardium1 
hut a marked shift in the electrocardiogram, and none 
of the post-mortem cases in this latter group had adhesions 
of both the pericardium and mediastinum. On these 
findings, he suggested that such fixation of the electrical
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axis might he useful as a test for this lesion.
This conclusion was questioned hy Jones and 
Roberts (1929), who found that even in normal individuals, 
the shift of the electrical axis on changing from the 
right lateral to the left lateral posture was both slight 
and variable. Thus in some cases, the right lateral 
posture was associated with curves of right-sided 
preponderance, and the left lateral posture with left­
sided preponderance as described by Einthoven et al.(1913), 
while in others the reverse was the case as had been 
found by Dieuaide (1925). Deep respiration in these 
postures, however, produced more obvious changes, the 
amount of movement of the electrical axis being greater 
in the right lateral than in the left lateral posture.
It was suggested that the apparent discrepancies were 
due to the records being taken in different respiratory 
phases. In cases of adherent pericardium, respiratory 
axis shifts in any posture were negligible, and as this
was particularly striking in the standing posture as
\
compared with the findings in normal individuals it was 
considered that this respiratory test was much more 
reliable than the postural one already described by 
Dieuaide (1925).
Similar criticism of Dieuaide1s test was made 
by Sampson and Rosenblum (1934). In a series of normal 
cases they found the shift in axis to be 5° to 55° in 
range on changing from right to left lateral posture;
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in four out of five cases of proved mediastino- 
pericarditis, there was also a considerable shift of 
axis and only in one case with widespread involvement 
of the diaphragm was the axis fixed. They agreed with 
Dieuaide (1925) that the electrical axis shifted to the 
right in the left lateral recumbent posture.
This question was also studied by France 
(1938). In an analysis of thirty-eight cases with 
autopsy reports and electrocardiographic tests in the 
right and left lateral postures, he failed to find any
i
correlation between fixation of the electrical axis
and adhesive pericarditis.
*
An important contribution to the subject was 
made by Nathanson (1931) who recorded the standard leads 
in the dorsal recumbent, left lateral and right lateral 
postures in a series of sixty cases, some of whom were 
normal, and the others cardiac cases without fixation 
of the apex. In approximately 90 per cent there were 
definite changes particularly in the QRS complexes in 
leads 1 and 111; the other waves in these leads 
sometimes showed slight changes. In no case was there 
a significant alteration in any of the waves in lead 11.
The most consistent changes occurred on shifting from 
the recumbent to the left lateral posture, which caused 
right axis deviation in 83 per cent of cases, left axis 
deviation in 6 per cent and no change in 11 per cent. 
Shifting from the recumbent to the right lateral posture
produced more variable results, namely, left axis 
deviation in 35 per cent, right axis deviation in 35 
per cent, and no change in 30 per cent. He stated 
that in view of the findings in the left lateral 
posture, a pure rotation of the heart around its 
antero-posterior axis could not account for all the 
changes observed. A possible clockwise rotation of the 
heart to the right around its antero-posterior axis due 
to upward movement of the diaphragm in the left lateral 
posture was also eliminated by radiological examination.
It was concluded therefore that in the lateral postures, 
rotation of the heart around both its longitudinal and 
antero-posterior axes could occur. In the left lateral 
posture longitudinal rotation usually predominated 
though occasionally antero-posterior rotation might have 
the greater effect, while in about 10 per cent the two 
types neutralised each other. In the right lateral 
posture, however, there was an approximately even 
distribution of effects, for each variety of rotation 
predominated in about one third of cases and neutralisation 
occurred in the remaining one third. From his arguments 
it would appear that he considered that the left lateral 
posture caused counter-clockwise rotation about the 
antero-posterior axis and clockwise rotation about the 
longitudinal axis, while the right lateral posture 
produced exactly opposite rotations. This is in 
agreement with the ideas of Meek and Wilson (1925) which
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are discussed later in this section "but is contrary to 
the findings of Einthoven et al.(1913).
The effect of changes in posture on the standard 
leads in bundle branch block was investigated by Kissin 
et al.(1933). They found some alteration in the direction
it
of the electrical axis in all the six cases studied and in 
two of them there was an obvious change. This consisted in 
a reversal of the QRS complex in lead 111 from negative to 
positive and a decrease in amplitude of the QRS complex in 
lead 1 on shifting from the sitting or recumbent postures 
to the left lateral posture. As this converted the 
pattern from one of right bundle branch block (old 
terminology) to one of indeterminate type, they concluded 
that the position of the heart was a potent factor in 
deciding the standard lead appearances of human bundle 
branch block.
A fairly comprehensive study of postural effects 
on the standard leads in seven normal individuals was made 
by Katz and Robinow (1936). They found that shifting 
from the supine to the left lateral posture always 
produced a right axis shift, while from the supine to the 
right lateral or to the prone posture produced variable 
results. A change from the right lateral to the left 
lateral posture almost invariably caused a right axis 
shift and never a left shift. A change from the right 
lateral to the prone posture might cause left, right or 
no axis shift, whereas a change from the left lateral 
to the prone posture always caused a left axis shift.
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Finally, the change from the supine to the sitting 
posture usually caused a left axis shift. Many of the 
results seemed to he in disagreement with the eguilateral 
triangle theory and therefore though the underlying 
cause was admitted to he a change in the position of the 
heart, due to rotation around one or more of its axes, 
this was thought to produce its effect on the electro­
cardiogram mainly hy a reorientation of the heart with 
respect to the differing electrical resistances of the 
various tissues surrounding it. A similar explanation 
was offered hy Sigler (1938) to account for the 
differences which he observed in the standard leads on 
shifting from the recumbent to the sitting or standing 
postures. In his series the normal cases showed a 
tendency for the QRS axis to move to the right and the 
axis of the T wave to move to the left on adopting the 
sitting or standing posture, while the reverse occurred 
in the cases with diseased hearts*
s A few observations have been made with regard 
to the effect of posture on the bipolar chest leads*
Thus, Sigler (1938), in the article already referred to, 
noted some minor changes in lead 1VF in many of his cases 
but no detailed analysis was given. Lead 1VF was also 
studied in five normal cases by Robinson et al.(1939) in 
the supine, sitting and lateral postures. It was stated 
that while slight changes occurred in all cases, there 
were only two instances of significant alteration, once
when a subject moved from the right to the left lateral 
posture, and in another case on moving from the recumbent 
to the sitting posture. In each case there was an 
increase in the R wave and disappearance of the S wave 
in lead 1VF. Stewart and Bailey (1939) recorded three 
chest leads with the indifferent electrode on the hack 
in a series of sixteen cases in’the supine, sitting and 
left lateral postures. They found a progressive decrease 
in the R and T waves and sometimes also in the S wave as 
the subject changed from the supine to the sitting and 
to the left lateral posture in that order. In some 
instances an upright T wave became diphasic and a diphasic 
T wave became negative. The changes occurred in both 
normal and abnormal cases and were most obvious in the 
apical lead. The effect of passive tilting from the 
horizontal to the 75° head up position was studied in a 
series of ten normal individuals by Mayerson and Davis 
(1942), using the three standard leads and lead 1VF.
The main changes were found to be an increase of the 
P waves in leads 11 and 111, a decrease of the T waves 
in the three standard leads and in lead 17F, a shift of 
the QRS axis to the right in the standard leads and a 
decrease in the amplitude of the QRS complex in lead 1VF. 
These changes were thought to be due partly to alteration 
in position of the heart and partly to increased 
sympathetic activity caused by a diminished venous return 
in the 75° head up posture.
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As regards the unipolar leads, the only- 
postural study so far reported has been that of Jones 
and Feil (1948). They have demonstrated that 
considerable shifts of the electrical axis in the 
standard leads can occur in some cases of bundle branch 
block, particularly of the left type, on turning from 
the supine to the lateral posture and that the electrical 
position of the heart as judged from the unipolar limb 
leads may also be changed. The unipolar precordial 
leads, however, show no appreciable alteration in 
pattern.
Other factors known to Influence the -position
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of the heart.
Although not directly related to the subject 
of postural changes, several other factors known to 
influence the electrocardiogram through a change in the 
position of the heart may now he considered briefly.
(a) Bodily habitus.
• It has long been known (Waller, 1913d) that 
the thin asthenic type of individual usually has a 
vertical heart which is associated with a tendency to 
right axis deviation in the standard lead electro­
cardiogram. .In contrast, the stocky, sthenic type of 
individual usually has a more transversely-lying heart 
which is associated with a tendency to left axis deviation.
(b) Obesity.
Uncomplicated obesity is usually associated 
with a high position of the diaphragm and a transversely 
disposed heart, which results in a tendency to left axis 
deviation with frequent flattening or inversion of the 
P and T waves in lead 111 (Master and Oppenheimer, 1929; 
Proger, 1931; Bland and White, 1931). With reduction 
in weight, the electrical axis in many cases shows a 
subsequent shift to the right.
(c) Pregnancy. ,
Numerous studies of the standard lead electro­
cardiogram in pregnancy have shown that in the later
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months, with elevation of the diaphragm by the gravid 
uterus and consequent transverse position of the heart, 
a tendency to left axis deviation manifests itself 
(Smith, 1922; Carr and Palmer, 1932; Landt and Benjamin,
1936). Many cases in addition develop a large Q wave 
and flattened or inverted P and T waves in lead 111 
(Pardee, 1930; Carr et ah, 1933; Feldman and Hill, 1934; 
Hollander and Crawford, 1943). In every case the 
electrocardiogram rapidly returns to normal immediately 
after delivery.
(d) Displacement of the heart by thoracic
and spinal deformities.
Investigations of the electrocardiogram in cases 
with deformity of the thoracic cage such as kypho-scoliosis 
and Mfunnel” chest have shown that though there may be 
radiological evidence of displacement of the heart, there 
is usually little or no concomitant disturbance in the 
standard lead electrocardiogram (Edeiken and Wolferth,
1932; Edeiken, 1933; Adorno and White, 1945). This has 
been attributed to such displacement of the heart occurring 
as a whole without any rotation, or to the mutually 
antagonistic effects of simultaneous rotation around both 
the antero-posterior and longitudinal axes.
(e) Intra-thoracic lesions and operative procedures.
It has been noted that right-sided pleural effusion
•may be associated with a more transverse position of the 
heart and consequent tendency to complete inversion of
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lead 111 (Bland and White, 1931)* On the other hand 
Lewis (1925b) has stated that neither pleural effusion 
nor artificial pneumothorax has any significant effect 
on the standard leads. Electrocardiographic 
investigations before and after various intra-thoracic 
operations including thoracoplasty, phrenicectomy and 
artificial pneumothorax have been carried out but have 
yielded no information o^ any import (Bettman and 
Priest, 1930; Hansen and Maly, 1933 and 1934).
(f) Intra-abdominal lesions and operative 
procedures.
Inversion of all the waves in lead 111 
attributable to a high position of the diaphragm with 
transverse heart has been found in such intra-abdominal 
conditions as ascites, splenomegaly, hepatomegaly and 
fibromyoma (Bland and White, 1931). Elevation of the 
diaphragm by therapeutic pneumoperitoneum is associated 
with the development of a deep Q wave and inversion.of 
the T wave in lead 111, with subsequent reversion to 
normal on descent of the diaphragm (Benatt and Berg, 1945). 
These changes seem to be due mainly to counter-clockwise 
rotation of the heart around its antero-posterior axis 
although there is also thought to be some degree of 
forward rotation of the apex around the transverse axis.
Conclusion.
A consideration of the above factors leads to
the general conclusion that counter-clockwise rotation 
of the heart around its transverse axis is associated 
with left axis deviation and with the not infrequent 
development of a deep Q wave and inversion of the 
P and T waves in lead 111.
Animal and Cadaveric Studies.
From time to time various experimental 
procedures "have "been devised with. s. view to elucidating 
the influence of the position of the heart on the 
electrocardiogram. The earliest work of this kind was 
carried out "by Baden and Neuklrch (1918). Isolated 
perfused canine and human hearts were placed in a vessel 
of saline solution to which were attached three electrod.es 
arranged according to the equilateral triangle schema.
It was then possible to alter the position of the heart 
relative to the leads in any desired direction. Minor 
displacements of the heart as a whole were found to 
produce little or no effect, hut any rotation was 
invariably accompanied by obvious changes in the electro­
cardiogram. Using modern terminology counter-clockwise, 
rotation around either the antero-posterior or longitudinal 
axis resulted in left axis deviation, and clockwise 
rotation in right axis deviation. Owing to the highly 
artificial nature of these experiments, however, the 
conclusions were not generally acceptable (Herrmann and 
Wilson, 1922), Some time later Meek arid Wilson (1925) 
by the use of suitable surgical procedures were able to 
study the effect of rotation of the dog’s heart in situ 
around the antero-posterior and longitudinal axes. Hot 
only did they fully corroborate the findings of Boden and 
Ueukirch (1918), but they also demonstrated that the effect
of a rotation around one of these axes could be 
neutralised by an appropriate counter-rotation around 
the other axis. They further stated that their 
observations did not seem to be in agreement with the 
explanation given by Einthoven et al (1915) for the 
frequent increase in the S wave in lead 1 with change 
of posture from the left lateral to the right lateral, 
in so far as such a manoeuvre should be accompanied by 
a counter-clockwise rotation of the heart around its 
longitudinal axis. Experimentally however, this type 
of rotation produced precisely the opposite changes in 
the 3 wave in lead 1, namely a diminution or 
disappearance. This criticism is not valid however, 
for in the first place Einthoven and his colleagues 
did not actually specify the direction in which the 
longitudinal rotation was supposed to occur, and secondly 
simple clinical observation supplies grounds for believing 
that the postural rotation is more likely to be in a 
clockwise direction. Thus it is recognised that when a 
normal person lies on his left side the apex impulse is 
not only displaced to the left but also becomes more 
obvious and forceful, whereas when he turns on to his 
right side it may be displaced slightly to the right, 
but it also becomes at the same time much less obvious 
and forceful. This would suggest that in turning from 
the left side to the right side the apex tends to recede 
from the chest wall, I.e. that there is a clockwise
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rotation of the heart around its longitudinal axis.
It may he noted that this interpretation is also borne 
out hy a consideration of the effect of this particular 
change of posture on the chest leads, as will he shown 
in a subsequent section of this thesis. If this is 
the correct explanation, then of course the clinical 
findings of Einthoven and his colleagues, and the 
experimental results of Meek.and Wilson, are in complete 
accord.
The first reference to the effect of rotation
of the heart around its transverse axis seems to have
been made by Otto (1928). He maintained that the
voltage in all three standard limb leads should diminish
in proportion to the angle of inclination between the
plane of the leads and the electrical axis, and he was
able to illustrate this by tilting the exposed canine
heart around its transverse axis. His statement is
however much too catagorical, for such diminution
will necessarily occur only if the actual resultant
potential of the heart lies in or parallel to the frontal
plane. Otherwise at some stage in the rotation there
will be an increase in the voltage due to an increase in
the manifest potential in the frontal plane.
In a series of experiments on dogs, Katz and 
Ackerman (1932) studied the effects of rotation of the 
heart around its three axes on the appearances in the limb 
leads of extra-systoles produced by artificial stimulation
of fixed points on the ventricles. Rotation around 
the transverse axis, which had to he limited necessarily 
to 50° upwards from the horizontal, was associated with 
diminution in the size of the complexes. Rotation 
around the antero-posterior axis caused a shift of the 
electrical axis in the same direction as the anatomical 
axis, and in some instances resulted in reversal of the • 
QRS complex. The most profound effect however was due 
to rotation around the longitudinal axis, for in this 
case reversal of the QRS complex was practically always 
produced. Furthermore, when clockwise rotation around 
the longitudinal axis was combined with counter-clockwise 
rotation around the antero-posterior axis or vice versa, 
the effect of the antero-posterior rotation was over­
shadowed and the electrical axis shifted in the opposite 
direction to the anatomical axis. Similar studies in 
experimental bundle branch lesions in dogs (Ackerman and 
Katz, 1933) gave analagous results. Thus reversal of the 
direction of the QRS complex in leads 1 or 111 could occur 
with uncomplicated antero-posterior rotation but was 
invariable when this was combined with an appropriate 
longitudinal rotation i.e. when both rotations were made in 
the clockwise or counter-clockwise directions respectively. 
It was therefore suggested that the terms right and left as 
applied to bundle branch block curves should be abandoned.
Similar experiments on artificially produced 
bundle branch block in dogs and monkeys were performed by
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Foster (1935) who also found that rotation of the heart, 
particularly round its longitudinal axis, could cause 
alterations in the ventricular deflections in the 
standard leads, including reversal of the direction of 
the QRS complex in leads 1 or 111. With the amount of 
rotation employed however one type of pattern was not 
transformed to the other type hut was merely rendered 
!,discordant,f, the direction of the electrical axis still 
remaining the same. He pointed out that theoretically 
the electrical axis would have to he displaced more than 
180° for complete metamorphosis to occur and he showed 
that this was possible experimentally by reversing the 
positions of the ventricles. Since such extreme degrees 
of rotation were unlikely to occur naturally, he disagreed 
with the conclusion of Ackerman and Katz (1933) regarding 
the unsuitability of the right and left terminology.
In a series of experimental studies, Kountz 
et al (1935 and 1935a,b) investigated the standard lead 
curves in humans, dogs and monkeys with respect to induced 
extra-systoles, experimental bundle branch block and 
changes in position of the heart. With reyived perfused 
human hearts in normal position (Kountz et al, 1935) they 
confirmed the results of Barker et al (1930) with regard 
to induced extra-systoles and also the predictions of 
the latter with regard to the curves of bundle branch 
block. They also found that in the dog clockwise rotation 
of the heart around its longitudinal axis caused right axis
deviation and counter-clockwise rotation left axis 
deviation. By placing a perfused canine heart in the 
human pericardial cavity in exactly the same position 
with regard to ventricles and septum as the original 
heart had been, they obtained tracings of induced 
extra-systoles and experimental bundle branch block 
similar to those obtained with the revived human heart 
(Kountz et al, 1935a). They also showed that owing 
to the shape of the canine chest with its relatively 
deep antero-posterior diameter, there was a very 
considerable backward displacement of the heart with 
some degree of clockwise rotation when the animal was 
placed in the usual dorsal experimental position with 
the chest opened. This was held, to account for the 
apparent discrepancy between the human and canine 
standard lead curves. In experiments with monkeys in 
the dorsal decubitus the tracings of induced extra­
systoles and bundle branch block closely resembled those 
obtained from the human heart (Kountz et al, 1935b).
This was because the configuration of the chest in the 
monkey is more or less the same as in man and therefore 
no appreciable displacement of the heart occurs in the 
dorsal experimental position.
Conclusion.
From this experimental work the following 
inferences may be drawn with regard to the standard leads
(a) Within reasonable limits a displacement of the
heart without rotation has no significant effect.
(b) Rotation of the heart around any of its 
three axes invariably produces striking changes
1. Antero-nosterior axis.
Clockwise rotation is associated with right axis 
deviation.
Counter-clockwise rotation is associated with 
left axis deviation.
2. Longitudinal axis.
Clockwise rotation is associated with right axis 
deviation.
Counter-clockwise rotation is associated with 
left axis deviation.
3. Transverse axis.
Rotation around this axis may be associated with 
decrease in voltage in all leads but there is no 
definite relation to axis deviation.
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The electrocardiographic position of the heart#
From a consideration of the unipolar limb leads, 
Wilson et al (1944) have described six possible positions 
of the heart as follows:-
1. Vertical position.
The ventricular complexes of VL resemble those 
of VI and V2, while those of VF resemble V5 and V6.
2. Semi-vertical position*
The ventricular complexes of VF resemble those
of V5 and V6, while those of VL are small*
3. Intermediate position*
The ventricular complexes of both VL and VF 
are similar and resemble those of VB and V6.
4* SemL-horizontal position*
The ventricular complexes of VL resemble those
of V5 and V6, while those of VF are small.
5. Horizontal position*
The ventricular complexes of VL resemble those 
of V5 and V6, while those of VF resemble VI and V2*
6* Indeterminate position*
' Ho obvious relationship exists between the
ventricular complexes of the unipolar limb leads and those 
of the precordial leads.
It is pointed out that a fairly close correlation between 
the anatomical position of the heart and its electro­
cardiographic position as defined above exists in the 
normal heart, in bundle branch block and in preponderance 
of the right or left ventricles.
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Rotation of the heart and its effect on the 
unipolar patterns*
The theoretical effects on the standard leads 
of rotation of the heart around three axes, (a) the 
antero-posterior, (h) the longitudinal and (c) the 
transverse, were discussed "by Gardberg and Ashman (1945)# 
These ideas have "been applied to the unipolar leads hy 
Goldberger (I949h), whose conclusions may he summarised 
as follows
(a) Antero-posterior axis.
Clockwise rotation around this axis causes the 
heart to become more vertical in position, while counter­
clockwise rotation causes it to become more horizontal#
In a vertical heart, lead aVL has a QS or an rS 
pattern. In a horizontal heart, lead al/L has a qR or a 
QR pattern.
(b) Longitudinal axis.
Clockwise rotation of the heart around this axis 
causes the right ventricle to lie more anteriorly and the 
left ventricle more posteriorly* Counter-clockwise 
rotation causes the reverse changes#
Moderate clockwise rotation is associated with 
an rS pattern in lead aVR#
Marked clockwise rotation is associated with a 
QR, Qr or qR pattern in lead aVR.
Moderate counter-clockwise rotation is 
associated with commencement of a oh pattern in leads
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V3 or V4, while leads ¥1 and V2 show an rS pattern.
Marked counter-clockwise rotation is associated 
with commencement of qR pattern in lead VS, while lead VI 
shows an rS pattern.
(c) Transverse axis.
Forward or backward rotation of the apex of the 
heart can occur round this axis.
With forward rotation of the apex, lead aVF 
shows a qR pattern.
With backward rotation of the apex, lead aVF 
usually shows an rS or RS pattern*
The combinations usually encountered are listed 
as follows :-
, 1. The normal vertical heart.
A. The normal vertical heart with moderate counter­
clockwise rotation and with forward rotation of the apex*
B. The normal vertical heart with moderate clock­
wise rotation and with forward rotation of the apex.
C. The normal vertical heart with marked clock­
wise rotation and with forward rotation of the apex.
D. The normal vertical heart with marked clockwise 
rotation and with backward rotation of the apex.
11. The normal horizontal heart.
A. The normal horizontal heart with moderate counter­
clockwise rotation and with forward rotation of the apex.
B. The normal horizontal heart with marked counter-
S31
clockwise rotation.
(This type is relatively rare).
C. The normal horizontal heart with moderate 
clockwise rotation.
D. The normal horizontal heart with marked clock­
wise rotation and with forward rotation of the apex.
E. The normal horizontal heart with marked clock­
wise rotation and with "backward rotation of the apex.
In recent years, therefore, the position of the 
heart has come to "be regarded as of paramount importance 
in the interpretation of the various patterns of the 
unipolar limb and chest leads. Many of the concepts 
are based on purely theoretical grounds and it seemed 
desirable that some practical confirmation of these 
should be obtained. It was decided that one of the 
most feasible clinical approaches to the problem would 
be a comprehensive study of the effect of postural 
variations on the unipolar leads. It was also hoped 
that some light might be shed, on the conflicting reports 
of previous observers on the effects of posture on the 
standard leads.
SECTION 8,
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Method and scope of investigation*
The general object of the experiments described 
in this part of the thesis was to assess the effect of 
alteration of posture on the electrocardiogram and to 
determine whether the electrocardiographic changes 
could be interpreted rationally by the unipolar method on 
the basis of rotation and displacement of the heart. 
Selection of Cases.
The total number of cases studied was fifty- 
six of whom seven were females.
As it was considered that postural effects 
in health might differ from those in disease, it was 
decided to investigate two groups of subjects.
The first group comprised thirty-six healthy 
adults of whom three ?irere females. The ages of the 
subjects ranged from 15 to 45 years. In the subsequent 
analysis and presentation of the results this group is 
referred to as the normal group.
The second group comprised twenty subjects 
who were considered to be abnormal. The individual 
diagnoses are show in the table on page 233. Two main 
factors were considered in choosing these cases. In 
the first place, on clinical grounds alone, the object 
was to obtain a representative selection of cardio­
vascular or related syndromes. . Secondly, since the
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investigations on the normal group had aroused particular 
interest in the T wave changes, an endeavour was made to 
include as many varieties as possible of abnormal T wave 
appearances in the standard leads. In the subsequent 
analysis and presentation of results, this group is 
referred to as the abnormal group.
Method.
The following seven postures were studied in
all cases.
A. Sitting.
B. Standing.
G. Lying on the back in the 45° head up position.
L. Lying on the back in the horizontal position (supine).
E. Lying on the right side in the horizontal position.
P. Lying on the left side in the horizontal position.
G-. Lying face down in the horizontal position (prone).
In twenty-three of the normal cases, an additional 
posture (H) was studied, with the subject lying on his back 
in the 45° head down position. It was considered 
inadvisable to study the abnormal cases in this last 
posture.
In all cases the following leads were recorded 
in each posture
(a)‘ The three standard limb leads.
t
(b) The three unipolar limb leads.
(c) The six unipolar precordial leads VI to V6.
In the sub-group of twenty-three normal cases
already referred to, the unipolar liirfb leads were recorded 
by the unaugmented Goldberger method; in all the other 
cases, they were taken by the augmented Goldberger method.
In four of the abnormal cases, additional unipolar limb 
leads were taken by the unaugmented Wilson method.
To facilitate the recording of all these leads, 
the electrode belt and the multiple switch box were 
employed as described in Part 1, Section 2.
A suitably designed tilting table was used to 
obtain uniformity of the postures.
Description of Tilting Table.
This was a manually operated tilting table 
( fig. 17 ). It had adjustable supports for the feet and 
shoulders, and also a retaining abdominal belt, so that 
the subject would be securely held in the desired positions. 
The part of the table underlying the chest was constructed 
of several strips, each three inches in breadth, which 
could be removed so as to form a gap at any required level. 
The objects of this arrangement were (a) to accommodate 
the chest electrodes when the subject was lying in the 
lateral or prone postures and (b) to allow electrodes to 
be applied to the posterior aspect of the chest when the 
subject was lying in the supine posture.
The table could be fixed in the following positions
1. Vertical position.
2. 45° head up position.
3. Horizontal position.
t
4. 45° head down position.
■Vertical
45 head up  ^v ' %
x. ' x
X  X
Horizontal
45 head down
a. Side elevation of table
b. Plan of top of table
Pig. 17
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837Procedure.
In each case, the investigation was commenced 
after the subject had been sitting at rest in a chair for 
about fifteen minutes and at least two hours after his 
last meal. A brief explanation of the general purpose 
and method of examination was given* The subject then 
lay on his back on the table, adjustments of the supporting 
pieces were made for his size and he was tilted into the 
experimental positions to accustom him to the procedure.
He then resumed the sitting posture while the limb and 
chest electrodes were fitted on and the lead connections 
to the switch box were made as described in Part 1,
Section 2.
The twelve leads already detailed were recorded 
with the subject still sitting in the chair (sitting posture). 
He then lay on the table and the same series of leads was 
taken in the following successive postures:-
1. Standing posture (vertical).
2. 45° head up posture.
3. Recumbent posture (horizontal).
4. 45° head down posture (in twenty-three normal
cases only).
5. Right lateral posture (horizontal).
©. Left lateral posture (horizontal).
7. Prone posture (horizontal).
The average time required for the investigation 
of each posture was fifteen minutes. The order of the
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postures was originally decided on theoretical grounds 
to eliminate or at least minimise any possible effects 
of postural hypotension. It proved satisfactory as no 
case of this was encountered in the entire series though 
the subjects were all instructed beforehand to report at 
once any premonitory symptom such as giddiness or 
faintness.
For the 45° head down posture, the leads were 
recorded in groups of three at a time and the subject was 
returned to the horizontal posture for a .'few minutes 
between each stage. No untoward symptoms were experienced 
by any individual during this process. In this same 
group of twenty-three normal cases, the order of taking 
the lateral postures was reversed as compared with the 
rest of the series, the left lateral posture being 
investigated before the right lateral. The reason for 
this was to exclude any possible effect of prolonged lying 
on one side. It was considered advisable to do this in 
view of the contradictory reports in the literature 
regarding the appearances in the standard limb 'leads on 
changing from one lateral posture to the other. Care 
was also taken to ensure that in the lateral postures the 
transverse axis of the chest was perpendicular to the 
horizontal plane of the table and that the subject was 
not inclined either forwards or backwards.
Arrangement and Description of Illustrative Plates*
   ■■ i ■!■ ■■! fcrt i ■■■■ w    .-i ... ,p I. - ■ ■   - .—  h »
The tracings from the thirty-six normal cases
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are shown in plates 131 to 166 and those from the twenty 
abnormal cases.in plates 167 to 186. Each case has one 
plate number, hut most of the plates have two parts,
(a) containing the standard limb leads and (b) containing 
the unipolar limb and precordial leads. In the four 
abnormal cases where additional unipolar limb leads were 
taken, the plates have three parts, (a) containing the 
standard limb leads, (b) the unipolar limb leads and
(c) the unipolar precordial leads (plates 167, 173, 177 
and 182). In every case, two representative complexes 
are shown in the standard limb leads for each posture so 
that any changes in the heart rate may be seen.
The standard limb leads, unipolar limb leads 
and unipolar precordial leads are dealt with separately.
The appearances in the recumbent posture in each instance 
are described first and are treated as control observations. 
Then the changes are given for the postures involving 
’Vertical rotation’1 of the subject, namely the sitting, 
standing and 45° head up postures and the 45° head down 
posture where applicable. Finally, the changes are 
described for the postures involving ’’horizontal rotation” 
of the subject, namely the two lateral postures and the 
prone posture.
The first twenty-three normal cases (plates 131 
to 153) are those in whom the additional 45° head down 
posture was studied and in whom the unaugmented unipolar 
limb leads were recorded. In these cases also, the left
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lateral posture was investigated before the right lateral, 
in contrast to the other thirteen normal and the twenty 
abnormal cases* The lettering of the tracings in these 
twenty-three cases differs therefore from that in the 
other thirty-three cases, but the accompanying descriptions 
are appropriately lettered to avoid any ambiguity.
In each of the groups, the individual cases are 
arranged according to the electrocardiographic position of 
the heart in the recumbent posture. Thus the vertical 
hearts are placed, before the horizontal hearts and. within 
these main divisions the order is moderate counter­
clockwise, moderate clockwise and marked clockwise depending 
on the amount of rotation around the longitudinal axis.
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SECTION 5,
The Effect of Posture on the Heart Kate.
In this section the effect of posture on the 
heart rate in thirty-six normal and twenty abnormal cases 
is described* Seven postures were studied in every case, 
namely, sitting (A), standing (B), 45° head up (C), 
supine (D), right lateral (E), left lateral (P), prone (G). 
In twenty-three of the normal cases the 45° head down 
posture (H) was also studied. For comparative purposes 
the rate in the supine posture was taken as the control. 
Differences exceeding plus or minus ten heats per minute 
were considered significant*
Results.
Normal Cases.
D: Supine.
The heart rate in thirty-five of the cases ranged 
from 52 to 90 heats per minute. The remaining case had a 
heart rate of 130 per minute for which no pathological 
cause could he found.
A: Sitting.
In eighteen cases there was no significant change
i
in the heart rate. The other eighteen cases showed an 
increase in the heart rate ranging from 11 to 25 heats per 
minute with an average increase of 16 heats per minute.
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B: Standing.
Only one case showed no significant change in 
the heart rate. The remaining thirty-five showed an 
increase ranging from 12 to 55 heats per minute with an 
average increase of 24 heats per minute.
0: 45° head up.
Five cases showed no significant change. The
remaining thirty-one showed an increase ranging from 11 to 
36 heats per minute with an average increase of 18 heats 
per minute.
E: Right Lateral.
One case showed an increase of 15 heats per
minute and one case showed a decrease of 13 heats per
minute. The r#maining thirty-four cases showed no 
significant change.
F: Left Lateral.
One case showed an increase of 15 heats per
minute and one case showed a decrease of 12- heats per
minute. The remaining thirty-four cases showed no 
significant change.
Qz Prone.
Six cases showed an increase of 13 to 15 heats 
per minute with an average increase of' 14 heats per minute. 
The remaining thirty cases showed no significant change.
H: 45° head down.
Seven cases showed a decrease in the heart rate 
ranging from 11 to 19 heats per minute, with an average
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decrease of 1-3 heats per minute. The remaining sixteen 
cases showed no significant change.
Where increase or decrease in the heart rate 
occurred it hore no relationship to the initial heart rate.
Abnormal cases.
D: Supine.
The heart rate in the twenty cases ranged from 
-53 to 94 heats per minute.
A: Sitting.
In nine cases there was no significant change in 
the heart rate. The remaining eleven cases showed an 
increase in rate ranging from 11 to 42 heats per minute 
with an average increase of 18 heats per minute.
B: Standing.,
Five cases showed no significant change in the 
heart rate. The remaining fifteen cases showed an 
increase ranging from 11 to 42 heats per minute with an 
ftverstge Increase of 23 heats per minute.
0; 45° head up.
Eight cases showed no significant change. The 
remaining twelve cases showed an increase ranging from 11 
to 32 heats per minute with an average increase of 18 
heats per minute.
E: Right lateral.
One case showed an increase of 11 heats per 
minute. The remaining nineteen cases showed no
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significant change.
F: Left Lateral.
Hone of the twenty oases showed a significant 
change, in the heart rate.
G: Prone.
Four cases showed an increase in the heart rate 
ranging from II to 20 beats per,minute with an average 
increase of 14 heats per minute. The remaining sixteen 
cases showed no significant change,
Where increase in the heart rate occurred it bore 
no relationship to the initial heart rate.
One case of auricular fibrillation under 
treatment with digitalis showed no change in the heart rate 
in any of the postures.
One case with sinus block due to digitalis 
showed a significant increase in the heart rat© in the 
standing and prone postures.
Conclusions.
Hormal Cases.
In normal subjects when the heart rate in the 
supine posture is taken as the control, the sitting posture 
causes a significant increase in the heart rate in about 
half of the cases.
The standing posture is associated with an 
even greater increase in heart rate in practically every 
case .
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The 45° head up posture also causes an lncr» ,,o<*
In the heart rate in most cases though the Increase is
usually less than in the standing posture.
In the right and left lateral postures there is
no alteration in the heart rate.
In a small number of cases the prone posture is 
associated with a moderate increase in heart rate.
In about one third of the cases the 46° head 
down posture causes a decrease in heart rate.
These changes are all independent of the value 
of the heart rate in the control posture.
Abnormal Cases.
%
In the abnormal cases the results in the sitting 
posture are similar to those in the normal cases.
In the standing and 45° head up postures increase 
in the heart rate seems to occur less frequently than in 
the normal cases, but when it does occur it is of the same 
order of magnitude.
In the right and left lateral and prone postures 
the results are similar to those in the normal series.
As in the normal cases the changes are all 
independent of the value of the heart rate in the control 
posture.
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SUCTION 4.
The Effect of Posture on the Normal Electrocardiogram.
1. Standard L-imb heads.
In this section the effects of alteration of 
posture on the standard limb leads in thirty-six normal 
cases are described* For comparative purposes the 
appearances in the supine posture (D) are taken as the 
control. The changes are described under the three 
headings QRS axis, P wave and T wave.
QRS axis.
The control tracings (D) show that eighteen 
cases have right axis deviation, six have left axis /
deviation and twelve have no axis deviation.
In the sitting posture (A) twenty-eight cases 
show a shift of the QRS axis to the right though in 
fourteen of them the shift is of relatively slight degree. 
Two cases show a slight shift of the QRS axis to the left. 
Six cases show no change.
In the standing posture (B) thirty-three cases 
show a shift of the QRS axis to the right though in eight 
of them the shift is of relatively slight degree. One 
case shows a shift of the QRS axis to the left. Two 
cases show no change.
In the 45° head up posture (0) thirty-three 
cases show a shift of the QRS axis to the right though in
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eleven of them it is of relatively slight degree. One 
case shows a slight shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Two cases show no change.
In the 4-5° head down posture (H) all except one 
of the twenty-three cases show a shift of the QRS axis to 
the left though in six of them it is of relatively slight 
degree. The remaining case shows no change.
In the right lateral posture (E) twenty-five 
cases show a shift of the QRS axis to the left though in 
ten of them it is of relatively slight degree. Six cases
show a shift of the QRS axis to the right though in four
of them it is of relatively slight degree. Five cases 
show no change.
In the left lateral posture (F) thirty-one cases
show a shift of the QRS axis to the right though in three
of them it. is of relatively slight degree. One case 
shows a slight shift of the QRS axis to the left. Four 
cases show no change.
In the prone posture (G) thirty-three cases 
show a shift of the QRS axis to the left though in thirteen 
of them it is of relatively slight degree. Three cases 
show no change.
P wave.
The control tracings (D) show that twenty-nine
cases have upright P waves in all three leads, six cases
have upright P waves in leads 1 and. 11 and diphasic P 
waves in lead 111 and one case has an upright P wave in
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lead 1 and diphasic P waves in leads 11 and 111.
In the sitting posture (A) twenty-four ease @ 
show no change in the P waves* Eleven cases show an
increase of the P waves in leads 11 and 111; in two of 
these the P wave in lead 111 is changed from diphasic to 
upright* In one case there is diminution of the P 
waves in leads 1 and 11.
In the standing posture (B) twenty-eight eases 
show an increase of the P waves in leads 11 and 111; in 
four of these the P wave in lead 111 is changed from 
diphasic to upright and in one case the P waves in leads 
11 and 111 are changed from diphasic to upright. light 
cases show no change in the P waves.
In the 45° head up posture (0) the change® are 
very similar to those in the standing posture. Thus the 
same twenty-eight eases show increase of the P waves in 
leads 11 and 111; in four of these the P wave in lead 111 
is changed from diphasic to upright and in on© ease the 
P waves in leads 11 and 111 are changed from diphasic to 
upright. The same eight eases show no change in the 
P waves.
In the 45° head down posture (H) twenty cases 
show no change in the P wares* Two cases show diminution 
of the P waves in leads 11 and. 111; in one of these the 
P wave in lead 111 is changed from diphasic to inverted 
and in the other from upright to flat. One case show® 
diminution of the P wave in lead 111 alone.
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In the right lateral posture (E) twenty-seven 
cases show no change in the P waves. The remaining nine
cases show a variety of changes. Thus in four cases the
P wave is increased in leads 11 and 111; in two cases it 
is increased in leads 1 and 11; in two cases it is 
increased in lead 11 alone; and in one case it is 
increased in lead 1 and diminished in lead 111.
In the left lateral posture (F) twenty-nine 
cases show no change in the P waves. The remaining seven
cases show a variety of changes. Thus in four cases the
P wave is increased in leads 11 and 111; in on© case it 
is increased in lead 111 alone; in one case it is 
diminished in all three leads; and in one case it is 
diminished in lead 1 and increased in lead 111.
In the prone posture (G) thirty-one cases show 
no change in the P waves. The remaining five cases show 
a variety of changes. Thus in two cases the P wave is 
increased in leads 11 and 111; in one case it is increased 
in lead 11 alone; and in two cases it is diminished in 
lead 111 alone.
T wave.
The control tracings (D) show that thirty cases 
have upright T waves in all three leads; five cases have 
upright T waves in leads 1 and 11 and diphasic T waves in 
lead 111; one case has upright T waves in leads 1 and XI 
and inverted T wave in lead 111.
Sitting posture (A).
Changes in the T waves occur in thirty-three
of the thirty-six cases. , The type of change may he
classified as follows:
(1) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 11 and 111 
in seventeen cases. These include one case in which 
an upright T in lead 111 becomes inverted, two eases 
in which an upright T in lead 111 becomes diphasic 
and one case in which a diphasic T in lead 111 
becomes more negative.
(2) The T wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less 
positive in leads 11 and 111 in four cases. These 
include one case in which upright T waves in leads 
11 and 111 become inverted, one case in which an 
upright T wave in lead 111 becomes diphasic and one 
case in which a diphasic T wave in lead 111 becomes 
more negative.
(5) The T wave becomes more positive in leads 1 and 11 
and less positive in lead 111 in four cases. These 
include one case in which an inverted T in lead 111 
becomes more negative.
(4) The T wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less 
positive in lead 111 in four cases. These include 
one case in which an upright T in lead 111 becomes 
diphasic.
(5) The T wave becomes less positive in all leads in 
three cases. These comprise one case in which an
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upright T wave in lead 111 becomes inverted, one 
case in which a diphasic T wave in lead 111 becomes 
inverted and one case in which a diphasic but mainly 
positive T wave in lead 111 becomes flat.
(6) The T wave becomes more positive in leads 11 and 111
in one case.
From this detailed analysis it is evident that 
changes in polarity of the T waves occur in nine cases. 
These comprise one case in which an upright T wave in 
leads 11 and 111 becomes inverted in both, two cases in 
which an upright T wave In lead 111 becomes inverted, 
four cases in which an upright T wave in lead 111 becomes 
diphasic, one case in which a diphasic T wave in lead 111 
becomes flat and one case* in which a diphasic T wave in 
lead 111 becomes inverted. The changes in polarity are 
therefore all consistent.
Standing posture i n .
Changes in the T waves occur in all thirty-six 
cases. The types of change are classified as follows:
(i) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 11 and 111
in sixteen cases. These include two cases in which 
upright T waves in leads 11 and 111 become inverted, 
one case In which upright T waves in leads 11 and 111 
become flat in lead 11 and inverted in lead 111, one 
case In which an upright T wave in lead 11 becomes 
flat and a diphasic T wave in lead 111 becomes
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inverted, two cases in which \ip right T wave© in It?ad 
111 hecome flat, one case in which an upright T wav© 
in lead 111 becomes diphasic, three case® In which 
upright T waves in lead 111 become inverted and on© 
case in which an inverted T wav© in lead 111 becomes 
more negative.
(2) The T wave becomes less positive in all leads in 
nineteen eases. Thee© Include on© ease in which 
upright T waves in leads 11 and 111 become inverted, 
one case in which upright T waves in lead© 11 and 111 
become flat in lead 11 and Inverted in lead 111, four 
cases in which upright T waves in lead 111 become 
flat, one case in which an upright T wav® in l®ad. 111 
becomes diphasic, two cases in which upright T w m m  
in lead 111 become inverted and three oases in which 
diphasic T waves in lead 111 become inverted,
(5) The T wave becomes less positive in lead® 1 and 11 
and more positive in lead 111 in on© case. In this 
case a diphasic T wave in lead 111 becomes less 
negative.
From this detailed analysis it is evident that 
changes in polarity of the T waves occur In twenty-two cases. 
Xn six of than both lead 11 and lead 111 are affected; 
these comprise three cases in which upright T waves In leads 
11 and 111 become inverted,, two cases in which an upright 
T wave in lead 11 becomes flat and an upright T wave in 
lead 111 becomes inverted, wad one case in which an
S53
upright T wave in lead 11 becomes flat and a diphasic 
T wave in lead 111 becomes inverted. In the remaining 
sixteen cases lead 111 alone is affected; these oomprist 
six cases in which upright T waves in lead 111 become 
flat, two cases in ‘which upright T waves in lead 111 
become diphasic, five cases in which upright T waves in 
lead 111 become inverted and three oases In which diphasic 
T waves in lead 111 become Inverted, The changes in 
polarity are therefore all consistent,
45° head up posture ifil*
Changes in the T waves occur in all thirty-six 
cases. The types of change may be classified as follow®$
(1) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 11 and 111
in seventeen cases. These include on© cast in which 
upright T waves in leads 11 and 111 become flat In 
lead 11 and inverted in lead 111, two cases in which 
upright T waves in lead 111 become- inverted, on© 
case in which a diphasic T wave in lead 111 becomes 
more negative and one case in which an Inverted T 
wave in lead 111 becomes more negative. Of the
seventeen cases in this group fifteen show a similar
type of change in the standing posture; the remaining 
two cases show less positive I waves in all lead#.
(2) The T wave becomes less positive in all lead# in 
fifteen cases. Those include on©' case in which am 
upright T wave ■ in lead 111 becomes inverted, one case 
in. which an upright T wave in lead 111 become#
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diphasic, two cases in which diphasic T waves in 
lead 111 become inverted and one case in which a 
diphasic T wave in lead 111 becomes less positive.
All the fifteen cases in this group show a similar 
type of change in the standing posture.
(s) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 1 and 11 
in two cases.
(4) The T wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less 
positive in lead 111 in one case.
(5) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 1 and 11 
and more positive in lead 111 in one case. In this
case a diphasic T wave in lead 111 becomes less
negative. This case shows a similar type of change 
in the standing posture.
From this detailed analysis it is evident that 
changes in polarity of the T waves occur in seven cases. 
These comprise one case in which upright T waves in leads 
11 and 111 become flat in lead 11 and inverted in lead 111,
one case in which an upright T wave in lead 111 becomes
diphasic, three cases in which upright T waves in lead 111 
become inverted and two cases in which diphasic T waves 
in lead 111 become inverted. The changes in polarity 
are therefore all consistent. They are considerably 
less frequent and less marked than in the standing posture 
but are similar in type.
45° head down posture (H).
Changes in the T waves occur in fifteen of the
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twenty-three cases. The types of change may he 
classified as follows:
(1) The T wave becomes more positive in lead X and Its© 
positive in lead 111 in six cases. These inolud©
one case in which an upright T wav® in lead 111
\
becomes flat and two cases in which diphasic T 
waves in lead 111 become more negative,
(2) The T wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less 
positive in leads 11 and 111 in three cases, Thtit 
include one case in which an upright T wave in lead 
111 becomes flat.
(5) The T wave becomes more positive In leads 1 and 11 
in three cases.
(4) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 11 and 111 
in one case.
(5) The T wave becomes more positive in all loads In 
two cases.
From this detailed analysis it is evident that 
changes in polarity of the T waves occur in only two eases, 
In both,upright T waves in lead 111 become fist.
Right lateral posture (B).
Changes in the T waves occur in thirty-on© of 
the thirty-six cases. The types of change may be 
classified as follows;
(l) The T wave becomes more positive In all leads In 
nine cases. These include one case in which a 
diphasic T wave In. lead 111 become© upright#
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(2) The T wave becomes more positive in leads 11 and 
111 in seven cases.
(5) The T wave becomes less positive in lead 1 and 
more positive in leads 11 and 111 in six cases.
These include one case in which, a diphasic T wave 
in lead 111 becomes upright.
(4) The T wave becomes less positive in lead 1 and more 
positive in lead 111 in three cases. These include 
one case in which a diphasic T wave in lead 111 
becomes upright and one case in which a diphasic
T wave in lead 111 becomes more positive.
(5) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 1 and 11 
and more positive in lead 111 in one case.
(6) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 1 and 11 
in one case.
(7 ) The T wave becomes more positive in leads 1 and 11 
in three cases.
(8) The T wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less 
positive in leads 11 and 111 in one case.
From this detailed analysis it is evident that 
changes in polarity of the T waves occur in only three 
cases; in each case a diphasic T wave in lead 111 
becomes upright. It is also clear that the changes in 
the T waves fall ihto three groups. (a) In nine cases 
the T wave becomes more positive in axi leans. (®) bn 
eighteen cases there is a shift of the axis of tne T wave
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to the right. (c) In four cases there is a shift of
the axis of the T wave to the left.
Left lateral posture (F).
Changes in the T waves occur in twenty-two of
the thirty-six cases. The types of change may he
classified as follows:
(1) The T wave becomes less positive in lead 1 and more 
positive in lead 111 in seven cases. These include 
one case in which a diphasic T wave in lead 111 
becomes upright.
(2) The T wave becomes less positive in lead 1 and more 
positive in leads 11 and 111 in two cases.
(S) The T wave becomes more positive in leads 11 and 111 
in five- cases. These include two cases in which 
diphasic T waves in lead 111 become upright.
(4) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 1 and 11 
and more positive in lead 111 in one case.
(5) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 1 and 11 
in one case.
(6) The T wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less 
positive in lead 111 in three cases. These include 
one case in which a diphasic T wave in lead 111 
becomes more negative.
(7) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 11 and 111 
in two cases.
(8) The T wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less 
■positive in leads 11 and 111 in one case.
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From this detailed analysis it is evident 
that changes in the polarity of the T waves occur in only 
three cases; in each case a diphasic T wave in lead 111 
becomes upright. It is also clear that the changes in 
the T waves fall into two groups, (a) In sixteen cases 
there is a shift of the axis of the T.wave to the right.
(b) In six cases there is a shift of the axis of the 
T wave to the left.
Prone posture (G).
Changes in the T waves occur in thirty-two of 
the thirty-six cases* The types of change may be 
classified as follows: .
(1) The T wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less 
positive in lead 111 in fourteen cases. These include 
three cases in which positive T waves in lead 111 
become flat, two cases in which diphasic T waves in 
lead 111 become more negative and one case in which
a diphasic T wave in lead 111 becomes inverted.
(2) The T wave becomes more positive in leads 1 and 11 
and less positive in lead 111 in seven cases. These
include two cases in which upright T Y/aves in lead
111 become diphasic and one case in which a diphasic 
T wave in lead 111 becomes less positive.
(3) Tue T wave becomes more positive in leads 1 and 11 
in four cases.
(4) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 11 and. Ill 
in three cases.
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(»5) The T wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less 
positive in leads 11 and 111 in one case.
(6) The T wave becomes less positive in all leads in 
one case. In this case a diphasic T wave in lead 
111 becomes inverted.
(7) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 1 and 11 
in one case.
(8) The T wave becomes more positive in leads 11 and 111 
in one case.
From this detailed analysis it is evident that 
changes in polarity of the T waves occur in seven cases. 
These comprise three cases in which upright T waves in 
lead 111 become flat, two cases in which upright T waves 
in lead 111 become diphasic, and .two cases in which 
diphasic T waves in lead 111 become inverted. The 
changes in polarity are therefore all consistent.
It is also clear that the changes in the T waves 
fall into two groups. (a) In thirty cases there is a 
shift of the axis.of the T wave to the left. (b) In two 
cases there is a shift of the axis of the T wave to the 
right.
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SECTION 5.
The Effect of Posture on the Normal Electrocardiogram#
11. Unipolar Limb Leads*
In this section the effects of alteration of 
posture on the unipolar limb leads in the thirty-six 
normal cases are described. For comparative purposes 
the appearances in the supine posture (D) are taken as 
the control. The changes are described under the three 
headings, position of the heart, P wave and T wave. 
Position of the heart.
The criteria for determining the position of 
the heart are the same as those already detailed in 
Part 111, Section 4.
The control tracings (D) show that in twenty-six 
cases the heart is vertical, in nine cases it is 
horizontal and in one case it is Intermediate in position* 
This last case is so classified because both aVL and aVF 
have R patterns and the heart is therefore neither 
vertical nor horizontal. Of the twenty-six vertical 
hearts, eighteen show right axis deviation in the 
standard limb leads and eight show no axis deviation.
Of the nine horizontal hearts six show left axis deviation 
and three show no axis deviation. The one intermediate 
heart shows no axis deviation.
Sitting posture (A).
Changes occur in thirty-three of the thirty-six 
cases. Twenty-five vertical hearts become still more 
vertical; six horizontal hearts become less horizontal; 
two horizontal hearts become vertical. The three cases 
showing no change comprise one vertical, one horizontal 
and one intermediate heart.
Standing posture
Changes occur in thirty-three of the thirty-six 
cases. Twenty-five vertical hearts become still more 
vertical and one of them also shows evid.ence of clockwise 
rotation around the long axis; three horizontal hearts 
become less horizontal; five horizontal hearts become 
vertical and. one of them shows evidence of backward 
rotation of the apex. The three cases showing no change 
are the same as those in posture A*
45° head up posture j&).
Changes occur in thirty-three of the thirty-six 
cases. Twenty-five vertical hearts become more vertical; 
three horizontal hearts become less horizontal; five 
horizontal hearts become vertical. The three cases 
showing no change are the same as those in postures A 
and B.
45° head down posture (H).
Changes occur in twenty of the twenty-three 
cases. Fifteen vertical hearts become less vertical; 
five horizontal hearts become more horizontal. Three
vertical hearts show no change*
Right lateral -posture (S).
Changes occur in thirty-three of the thirty-six 
cases* The changes fall into three groups*
(a) Three vertical hearts become horizontal; ten vertical 
hearts become less vertical and one of them shows evidence 
of backward rotation of the apex; five horizontal hearts 
become more horizontal and one of them shows evidence .of 
backward rotation of the apex*
(b) One vertical and one horizontal heart show evidence 
of backward rotation of the apex alone.
(c) Ten vertical hearts become more vertical and three 
horizontal hearts become less horizontal.
The three cases showing no change comprise one vertical, 
one horizontal and one intermediate heart.
Left lateral posture (ff).
Changes occur in all of the thirty-six cases.
The changes fall into three groups.
*
(a) Twenty-two vertical hearts become more vertical and 
three of them also show evidence of forward rotation of 
the apex; eight horizontal hearts become less horizontal 
and one of them also shows evidence of forward rotation 
of the apex; one intermediate heart tends to become 
vertical and also shows evidence of forward rotation of 
the apex.
(b) One horizontal heart shows evidence of forward 
rotation of the apex alone.
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(c) Four vertical hearts.become less vertical.
Prone posture (G-).
Changes occur in thirty-five of the thirty-six 
cases. The changes fall into two groups.
(a) Three vertical hearts become horizontal; nineteen 
vertical hearts become less vertical and one of them also 
shows evidence of forward rotation of the apex; nine 
horizontal hearts become more horizontal; one intermediate 
heart tends to become horizontal.
(b) Three vertical hearts show evidence of forward 
rotation of the apex alone.
The one case showing no change is a vertical heart.
P wave.
The control tracings (D) show that in s.VR the 
P wave is inverted in all thirty-six cases. In a“VL it 
is upright in twenty-three cases of which fifteen are 
vertical, seven are horizontal and one is intermediate; 
it is flat in five cases of which four are vertical and 
one horizontal; it is diphasic in one vertical heart; 
it is inverted in seven cases of which six are vertical 
and one is horizontal. In aVF it is upright in thirty- 
three cases, flat in two cases and diphasic in one case; 
the flat and diphasic P waves occur in vertical hearts. 
Sitting posture (A).
Changes in the P waves occur in ten of the 
thirty-six eases. The types of change may be classified 
as follows.
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(1) The P wave "becomes less positive in aVL and more 
positive in aVP in four cases. These comprise one 
vertical heart in which an upright P wave in aVL becomes
inverted and a flat P wave in aVF becomes upright, one
vertical heart in which an upright P wave in aVL becomes
diphasic and a diphasic P wave in aVP becomes upright,
one horizontal heart in which an upright P wave in aVL 
becomes inverted, and one horizontal heart in which an 
inverted P wave in aVL becomes more negative.
(2) The P wave becomes less positive in aVL in one case. 
This is a vertical heart in which an upright P wave in 
aVL becomes inverted.
(3) The P wave becomes more positive in aVP in five cases. 
These comprise four vertical hearts in one of which e. flat 
P wave in aVP becomes upright, and one horizontal heart.
The twenty-six cases showing no change comprise
nineteen vertical hearts, six horizontal hearts and one 
intermediate heart.
Changes in polarity of the P wave occur in five
cases. In one case an upright P wave in aVL becomes
inverted and a flat P wave in aVP becomes upright; in 
one case an upright P wave in aVL becomes diphasic and a 
diphasic P wave in aVF becomes upright; in two cases an 
upright P wave in aVL becomes inverted; and in one case 
a flat P wave in aVP becomes upright.
It is evident therefore that changes in the 
P waves are consistent.
Standing posture (B).
Changes in the P wave occur in twenty-four of 
the thirty-six cases. The types of change may he 
classified as follows.
(1) The P wave becomes less positive in aVR and aVL and . 
more positive in aVF in one case. This is a horizontal 
heart where an inverted P wave in aVR and aVL becomes more 
negative.
(2) The P wave becomes less positive in aVL and more 
positive in aVF in nine cases, of which six are vertical 
and three are horizontal hearts. The six vertical hearts 
comprise one case in which an upright P wave in aVL 
becomes inverted and a flat P wave in aVP becomes upright, 
one case in which an upright P wave in aVL becomes 
inverted and.* a diphasic P wave in aVF becomes upright,
one case in which an upright P wave in aVL becomes inverted,
one case in which an upright P wave in aVL becomes diphasic,
one case in which a diphasic P wave in aVL becomes inverted
and one case in which an inverted P wave in aVL becomes
more negative. The three horizontal hearts comprise one 
case in which an upright P wave in aVL becomes inverted, 
one case in which an upright P wave in aVL becomes diphasic
and one case in which a flat P wave in aVL becomes inverted.
(3) The P wave becomes less positive in aVL in two cases. 
They are both vertical hearts in which an upright P wave 
in aVL becomes flat.
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(4) The P wave becomes more positive in a VP in twelve 
cases. These comprise eleven vertical hearts in one of 
which a flat P wave in aVP becomes upright and one 
horizontal heart.
The twelve cases showing no change comprise 
seven vertical hearts, four horizontal hearts and. one 
intermediate heart. These cases also show no change 
in posture A.
Changes in polarity of the P wave occur in 
eleven cases. These comprise one case in which an 
upright P wave in aVL becomes inverted and a flat P 
wave in aVF becomes upright, one case in which ah upright 
P wave in aVL becomes inverted and a diphasic P wave in 
aVP becomes upright, two cases in which an upright P wave 
in aVL becomes inverted, two cases in which an upright 
P wav® in aVL becomes flat, two cases in which an upright
P wave in aVL becomes diphasic, one case in which a flat
P wave in aVL becomes inverted, one case in which a
diphasic P wave in aVL becomes inverted, and one case in-
which a flat P wave in aVP becomes upright.
Tt is evident therefore that the changes in 
the P waves are consistent.
45° head up posture (C).
Changes in the P waves occur in twenty-two of the 
thirty—six cases.■ The twenty—two cases are the same as 
those described in groups (x),  (2) and (4) of the standing 
posture (B) and the individual changes in each case are
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identical. The two cases described in group (3) of 
posture B show no change in posture C.
45° head down posture (H).
Changes in the P wave occur in three of the 
twenty-three cases. Xn one vertical heart an inverted 
P wave in aVL becomes flat, in one vertical heart the 
P wave in aVP becomes less positive and in one 
horizontal heart the P wave in aVF becomes more positive. 
Right lateral posture (g).
Changes in the P waves occur in eleven of the 
thirty-six cases. The types of change may be classified 
as follows.
(1) The P wave becomes less positive in aVR and more
positive in aVL in two vertical hearts. In one of these
an ' inverted. P wave in aVL becomes less negative.
(2) The P wave becomes less positive in aVR in three cases, 
one vertical, one horizontal and. one intermediate heart.
(3) The P wave becomes more positive in aVL in one vertical
heart. In this case an inverted P wave in aVL becomes less
negative.
(4) The P wave becomes less positive in aVR and more
positive in aVP in one horizontal heart.
(5) The P wave becomes more positive in aVL and aVP in
one vertical heart. In this case a flat P wave in aVL
becomes upright.
(6) The P wave becomes more positive in a VP in two 
vertical hearts.
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(7) The P wave becomes more positive in aVR and less 
positive in al/L in one vertical heart. In this case 
an upright P wave in aVL becomes flat.
The twenty-five cases showing no change comprise 
eighteen vertical and seven horizontal hearts.
The changes are difficult to interpret and do 
not conform to any general pattern.
Left lateral posture (F).
Changes in the P waves occur in nine of the 
thirty-six cases. The types of change may be classified 
as follows.
(1) The P wave becomes more positive in aVR in three 
cases of which two are vertical hearts and one an 
intermediate heart.
(2 ) The P wave becomes less positive in aVL in three 
vertical hearts. In one of these an upright p  wave 
becomes flat and in one a flat P wave becomes inverted.
(3) The P wave becomes more positive in aVF in two 
vertical hearts.
(4) The P wave becomes more positive in aVL in one 
vertical heart.
The twenty—seven cases showing no change 
comprise eighteen vertical and nine horizontal hearts.
The changes are too few and too variable to 
allow of any definite conclusions.
Prone posture Cg).
Changes in the P waves occur in nine of the
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thirty-six cases. The types of change may "be classified 
as follows.
(1) The P wave becomes less positive in aVR and aVP
and more positive in aVL in one vertical heart.
(2) The P wave becomes less positive in aVR in t?/o cases,
one vertical and one intermediate heart.
(3 ) The P wave becomes more positive in aVL in three 
cases, of which two are vertical hearts and one a 
horizontal heart. In one of the vertical hearts an 
inverted P wave in aVL becomes upright and in the other 
two cases inverted P waves in aVL become flat.
(4 ) The P wave becomes less positive in aVP in one 
horizontal heart.
(5) The P wave becomes less positive in aVL in one 
vertical heart.
(6) The P wave becomes more positive in aVF in one
horizontal heart.
The twenty-seven cases showing no change 
comprise twenty vertical and seven horizontal hearts.
The changes are too few and too variable to 
allow of any definite conclusions.
T wave.
The control tracings (P) show that in aVR the 
T wave is inverted in all thirty—six cases. In aVL the 
T wave is upright in twenty—eight cases of which twenty 
are vertical hearts, seven are horizontal hearts and one 
is an intermediate heart; it is flat in two horizontal
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hearts; it is diphasic in one vertical heart; it is 
inverted in five vertical hearts. In aVP the T wave 
is upright in all thirty-six cases.
Sitting posture (A).
Changes in the T waves occur in twenty-nine 
of the thirty-six cases. The types of change may he 
classified as follows.
a) The T wave hecomes more positive in aVR and aVL 
and less positive in a VP in nine cases of which eight 
are vertical hearts and one is a horizontal heart.
In one of the vertical hearts a diphasic T wave in aVL 
becomes upright, in one an inverted T wave in aVL becomes 
flat, and in one an.inverted.T wave in aVL becomes less 
negative. In the horizontal heart a flat T wave, in aVL 
becomes upright and an upright T wave in aVP becomes flat.
(2) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR and less 
positive in aVF in six cases of which two are vertical 
hearts and four are horizontal hearts. In one of the 
horizontal hearts an upright T wave in aVP becomes inverted.
(3) The T wave becomes more positive in aVL and less 
positive in aVP in eight cases of which seven are vertical 
hearts and one is a horizontal heart. In three of the 
vertical hearts an inverted T wave in aVL becomes flat.
(4) The T wave becomes less positive in aVF in one 
horizontal heart.
These four types of change are consistent.
(b) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR, aVL ana. aVP
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in one vertical heart.
(6) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR and more 
positive in aVF in one vertical heart.
(?) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR in two 
vertical hearts.
(8) The T wave becomes less positive in aVL in one 
vertical heart.
The seven cases showing no change comprise four 
vertical hearts, two horizontal hearts and one intermediate 
heart.
Changes in polarity of the T wave occur in 
seven cases. In one case a flat T wave in aVL becomes 
upright and an upright T wave in aVF becomes flat-, in four 
cases an inverted T wave in aVL becomes flat, in one case 
a diphasic T wave in aVL becomes upright, and in one case 
an upright T wave in aVF becomes inverted. These changes 
are all consistent.
Standing posture (B).
Changes in the T waves occur in all thirty-six 
cases. The types of change may be classified as follows.
(1) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR and aVL and 
less positive in aVF in fifteen cases of which thirteen 
are vertical and two are horizontal hearts. The thirteen 
vertical hearts include one in which an inverted T wave
in aVR becomes flat and an upright T wave in aVF becomes
inverted, one in which an inverted T wave in aVL becomes
upright, four in which an inverted T wave in &VL becomes
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flat, one in which a diphasic T wave in aVL becomes
upright and an upright T wave in aVP becomes inverted
and three in which an upright T wave in aVP becomes
inverted. In one of the horizontal hearts an Inverted
T wave in aVR becomes upright, a flat T wave in aVL 
becomes upright and an upright T wave in aVP becomes 
inverted; in the other an upright T wave in aVP ' 
becomes diphasic.
(2) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR and less 
positive in aVF in thirteen cases of which seven are 
vertical and six are horizontal hearts. In one of the 
vertical hearts an upright T wave in aVP becomes inverted. 
In two of the horizontal hearts an upright T wave in aVP 
becomes inverted and. in another an upright T wave in a VP 
becomes flat.
(3 ) The T wave becomes more positive in aVL and less 
positive in aVP in one vertical heart.
u) The T wave becomes less positive in aVP in two cases, 
one of which is a vertical and the other an intermediate 
heart*
These four types of change are consistent.
(5) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR and less
positive in aVL and aVP in three vertical hearts. In
one of these an upright T wave in s.VP becomes inverted.
(6) The T wave becomes less positive in aVL in two cases,
one of which is a vertical and the other a horizontal 
heart.
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Changes in polarity of the T wave occur in 
seventeen cases. In one case an inverted T wave in aVR 
and a flat T wave in aVL become upright and an upright 
T wave in aVP becomes inverted, in one case an inverted
T wave in aVR becomes flat and an upright T wave in aVF
becomes inverted, in one case an inverted T wave in aVL 
becomes upright, in four cases an inverted T wave in aVL 
becomes flat, in one case a diphasic T wave in aVL 
becomes upright and an upright T wave in aVF becomes 
inverted, in seven cases an upright T wave in a VP becomes 
inverted, in one case an upright T wave in aVP becomes 
diphasic, and in one case an upright T wave in aVP 
becomes flat. These changes are all consistent.
45° head up posture (C).
Changes in the T wave occur in thirty-five of the 
thirty-six cases. The types of change may be classified 
as follows.
(i) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR and aVL 
and less positive in aVP in fourteen cases of which twelve 
are vertical and two are horizontal hearts. The twelve 
vertical hearts include one in which an inverted T wave 
in aVL becomes upright, three in which an inverted T wave 
in aVL becomes flat, one in which a diphasic T wave in 
aVL becomes upright, one in which an inverted T wave in 
aVL becomes less negative, one in which an upright T wave 
in a VP becomes inverted, and two in -which an upright T 
wave in aVF becomes flat. In one of the horizontal
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hearts an inverted T wave in aVR becomes flat, a flat 
T wave in aVL becomes upright and an upright T wave in 
aVP becomes inverted; in the other an upright T wave 
in aVP becomes diphasic.
(2) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR and less 
positive in aVP in fourteen cases of which eight are vertical 
and six are horizontal hearts. In one of the vertical 
hearts an upright T wave in a VP becomes flat. In one of 
the horizontal hearts an upright T wave in aVP becomes 
inverted and in another an upright T wave in aVP becomes 
flat.
(3) The T wave becomes more positive in aVL and less 
positive in aVP in two vertical hearts.
(4) The T wave becomes less positive in aVP in two cases, 
one of which is a vertical and the other an intermediate 
heart.
These four types of change are consistent.
(5) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR and less 
positive in aVL and a VP in two vertical hearts. In one 
of these an upright T wave in a VP becomes inverted.
(6) The T wave becomes less positive in aVL and a VP in 
one vertical heart.
The one case showing no change is a horizontal
heart.
Changes in polarity of the T wave occur in 
fourteen cases. In one case an inverted T wave in aVR 
and a flat T wave in aVL become upright and an upright
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T wave in a VP becomes inverted, in one case an inverted 
T wave in aVL becomes upright, in three cases an inverted 
T wave in aVL becomes flat, in one case a diphasic T wave 
in aVC* becomes upright, in three cases an upright T wave 
in a VP becomes inverted, in one case an upright T wave 
in a VP becomes diphasic and in four cases an upright T 
wave in a VP becomes flat. These changes are all 
consistent.
It is evident that the changes in this posture 
are similar to those in posture B though they are less 
frequent and less obvious.
45° head doym posture (H).
Changes in the T waves occur in twenty-two of 
the twenty-three cases. The types of change may be 
classified as follows.
a) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR and a VP 
and more positive in aVL in three vertical hearts.
(2) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR and more
positive in aVL in two cases,one of which is a vertical
and the other a horizontal heart.
(3) The T wave becomes more positive in aVL and less
positive in a VP in four cases of which three are vertical
hearts and one is a horizontal heart. In one of the 
vertical hearts an inverted T wave in aVL becomes flat.
(4) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR in one 
vertical heart.
(s) The T wave becomes more positive m  aVL m  five cases
of which four are vertical hearts and one is a 
horizontal heart. In one of the vertical hearts an 
inverted T wave in aVL becomes upright.
(6) The T wave becomes less positive in aVP in two 
vertical hearts.
These six types of change are consistent*
(7) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR and more 
positive in aVL and aVP in one horizontal heart.
(8) The T wave becomes more positive in aVL and a VP
in one vertical heart. In this case an inverted T
wave in aVL becomes upright.
(9) The T wave becomes more positive in a VP in two
cases of which one is a vertical and the other a
horizontal heart. f
These three types of change are consistent.
(10) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR, aVL and 
aVP in one vertical heart.
The one case showing no change is a vertical
heart.
Changes in polarity of the T wave occur in 
three eases; in two of them an inverted T wave in aVL 
becomes upright and in the third an inverted T wave in
aVL becomes flat.
It is evident that the changes in the T wave
in this posture fall into three groups.
(a) In seventeen cases the T wave tends to become less
positive in aVR and aVP and more positive in aVL.
(b) In four cases the T wave tends to become less 
positive in aVR and more positive in aVL and aVP.
(c) In one case the T wave becomes more positive in 
aVR, aVL and aVP.
Right lateral posture (E).
Changes in the T waves occur in thirty-five 
of the thirty-six cases. The types of change may be 
classified as follows.
(1) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR and aVL 
and more positive in aVP in six cases of which five 
are vertical hearts and one is an intermediate heart* 
The five vertical hearts include one in which an 
upright T wave in aVL becomes inverted, one in which 
an upright T wave in aVL becomes diphasic and one in 
which an inverted T wave in aVL becomes more negative.
(2) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR and more
positive in aVP in eight cases of which four are '
vertical and four are horizontal hearts.
(3) The T wave becomes less positive in aVL and more
positive in aVP in nine cases of which six are vertical
and three are horizontal hearts. The vertical hearts 
include one in which an upright- T wave in aVL becomes 
inverted and one in which an upright T wave in aVL 
becomes flat. The horizontal hearts include one in 
which an upright T wave in aVL becomes flat and one in 
which a flat T wave in aVL becomes inverted.
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(4-) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR and aVL 
in two vertical hearts. In one of these an inverted 
T wave in aVL becomes more negative.
(5) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR in two 
vertical hearts.
(6) The T wave becomes less positive in aVL in two 
horizontal hearts. In one of these an upright T wave 
in aVL becomes flat.
These six types of change are consistent.
(7) The T wave becomes more positive in aVL and less 
positive in aVP in one vertical heart.
(8) The T wave becomes more positive in aVL in one 
vertical heart.
(9) The T wave becomes less positive in aVP in one 
vertical heart.
These three types of change are consistent.
(10) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR and more 
positive in aVL and aVF in one vertical heart.
(11) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR and a VP 
and less positive in aVL in two vertical hearts. In 
one of these an upright T wave in aVL becomes flat.
The one case showing no change is a vertical
heart.
Changes in polarity of the T wave occur in 
eight cases. In two cases an upright T wave in aVL 
becomes inverted, in four cases an upright T wave in 
aVL becomes flat, in one case an upright T wave in aVL
becomes diphasic and in one case a flat T wave in aVL 
becomes inverted. These changes are all consistent.
It is evident that the changes in the T wave 
in this posture fall into four groups.
(a) In twenty-nine cases the T wave tends to become
less positive in aVR and aVL and more positive in a VP.
(b) In three cases the T wave tends to become more 
positive in aVL and less positive in aVF.
(c) In t?/o cases the T wave becomes more positive in 
aVR and aVP and less positive in aVL.
(d) In one case the T wave becomes less positive in
aVR and more positive in aVL and aVF.
Left lateral posture (F).
Changes in the T v/aves occur in thirty of 
the thirty-six cases. The types of change may be 
classified as follows.
a) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR and aVF
and less positive in aVL in four cases of which three
are vertical hearts and one Is a horizontal heart.
The vertical hearts include one in which an upright 
T wave in aVL becomes inverted. In the horizontal 
heart an upright T wave in aVL becomes flat.
(2) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR and less
positive in aVL in five cases of which four are vertical 
hearts and one is an intermediate heart. The vertical 
hearts include one in which an upright T wave in aVL 
becomes inverted and one in which an upright T wave
in aVL becomes flat.
(3) The T wave becomes less positive in aVL and more 
positive in aVF in four cases of which one is a vertical 
heart and three are horizontal hearts. In the vertical 
heart an upright T wave in aVL becomes inverted. The 
horizontal hearts include one in which an upright T 
wave in aVL becomes flat and one in which a flat T wave 
in aVL becomes inverted.
(4) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR in two 
vertical hearts.
(5) The T wave becomes less positive in aVL in four- 
cases of which three are vertical hearts and one is a 
horizontal heart. The vertical hearts include one in 
which an upright T wave in aVL becomes inverted and one 
in which an inverted T wave in aVL becomes more negative
(6) The T wave becomes more positive in aVF in two 
vertical hearts.
(7) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR and aVF 
in one vertical heart.
These seven types of change are consistent.
(8) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR and less 
positive in aVL and aVP in three vertical hearts. In 
two of these an inverted T wave in aVL becomes more 
negative.
(9) The T wave becomes less positive in aVP in three 
cases of which two are vertical hearts and one is a 
horizontal heart.
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These two types of change are consistent.
(10) The T wave "becomes less positive in aVR and more 
positive in aVF in one vertical heart.
(11) The T wave "becomes less positive in aVR in one 
vertical heart.
These tviro types of change are consistent.
The six cases shov/ing no change comprise three 
vertical and three horizontal hearts.
Changes in polarity of the T wave occur in 
eight cases. In four cases an upright T wave in aVL 
becomes inverted, in three cases an upright T wave in 
aVL becomes flat, and in one case a flat T wave in aVL 
becomes inverted. These changes are all consistent.
It Is evident that the changes in the T wave 
in this posture fall into three groups.
(a) In twenty-two cases there is a tendency for the
T wave to become more positive in aVR and a VP and less 
positive in aVL.
(b) In six cases there is a tendency for the T wave to 
become more positive in aVR and less positive in aVL 
and aVF.
(c) In two cases there is a tendency for the T v/ave to 
become less positive in aVR and more positive in aVF.
Prone posture (g ).
Changes in the T wave occur in thirty-three 
of the thirty-six cases. The types of change may be 
classified as folloY/s.
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(1) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR and a VP and
more positive in aVL in three cases of which two are
vertical hearts and one is a horizontal heart.
(2) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR and more
positive in aVL in eight cases of which seven are 
vertical hearts and one is a horizontal heart. The 
vertical hearts include three cases in which an inverted 
T wave in aVL becomes flat.
(3) The T wave becomes more positive in aVL and less 
positive in aVP in four cases of which two are vertical 
and two are horizontal hearts.
(4 ) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR and a VP 
in two cases of which one is a vertical and the other 
an intermediate heart.
(5) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR in one 
vertical heart.
(6) The T wave becomes more positive in aVL in six cases 
of which four are vertical and two are horizontal hearts.
The vertical hearts include one in which a diphasic T 
wave in aVL becomes upright and one in which an inverted 
T wave in aVL becomes less negative.
(7) The T wave becomes less positive in aVP in one 
vertical heart. In this case an upright T wave in aVP 
becomes inverted.
These seven types of change are consistent.
(8) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR and more 
positive in aVL and aVP in one vertical heart.
(9) The T wave "becomes less positive in aYR and more 
positive in aYF in tv/o cases of which, one is a vertical 
and one a horizontal heart.
(10) The T wave "becomes more positive in a"VL and aVF 
in one vertical heart.
These three types of change are consistent.
(11) The T wave "becomes more positive in aVR and less 
positive in a"VL in one vertical heart.
(12) The T wave "becomes less positive in a"VL and more 
positive in aVF in one horizontal heart. In this case 
a flat T wave in a"VL "becomes inverted.
These two types of change are consistent.
(13) The T wave "becomes more positive in aYR and aYL 
in two cases one of which is a vertical and the other a 
horizontal heart.
The three cases showing no change are all 
vertical hearts.
From this detailed analysis it is evident that 
the changes in the T wave in this posture fall into four 
groups.
(a) In twenty-five cases there is a tendency for the T 
wave to "become less positive in aYR and aVF and more 
positive in aYL.
(h) In four cases there is a tendency:for the T wave to 
become less positive in aYR ana. more positive in aYL
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(c) In two cases there is a tendency for the T wave to 
"become more positive in aYR and aYF and less positive 
in aYL.
(d) In two cases the T wave becomes more positive in 
aYR and aYL.
SECTION 6.
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The Effect.of Posture on the Normal Electrocardiogram*
Hi. Precordial Leads.
In this section the effects of alteration of 
posture on the precordial leads in the thirty-six normal 
cases are described. For comparative purposes the 
appearances in the supine posture (D) are taken as the 
control. The changes are described under the three 
headings, position*of the heart, P wave and T wave. 
Position of the heart.
The criteria for determining the position of 
the heart with regard to rotation around its long axis 
are the same as those already detailed in Part 111, 
Section 4. The changes encountered in some of the' 
postures however could obviously not be explained by the 
effect of this type of rotation alone. It was finally 
considered that three other types of movement of the 
heart could be recognised.
a) Lateral displacement of the heart: This is evident
in the two lateral postures. The determining feature in 
assessing this type of movement, is a uniform shift of the 
patterns in 71 to 73 or 74 to the right or left but with 
no evidence in 75 and 76 of an accompanying counter­
clockwise or clockwise rotation respectively. In the 
case of a pure displacement to the .right the size of the
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deflections in 75 and 76 tends to diminish, due to the
increased distance of the electrodes from the heart hut
the reduction affects the amplitude of each wave
proportionately and there is therefore no alteration in
pattern. The reverse type of change in 75 and 76
should occur in a pure displacement to the left hut in
actual practice it is usually overshadowed by the second 
\
type of movement.
(2) Forward or backward displacement of the apex:
Forward displacement or rotation of the apex is considered 
to occur in the left lateral and prone postures. In the 
left lateral posture there is almost invariably an 
increase in amplitude of the ventricular deflections in- 
74 to 76, the q, S and T waves being particularly affected. 
Furthermore, this is in most cases so conspicuous that 
the absolute size of these deflections is greater than 
the maximum comparable deflection in 74 to 76 in any of 
the other postures. There is also frequently evidence 
of change in pattern such as the appearance of a q wave 
or the disappearance of an s wave or the relative 
reduction in amplitude of an S wave. The final appearance 
in many cases is as if there has been clockwise rotation 
in positions 71 to 73 and counter-clockwise rotation in 
positions 74 to 76. The explanation for this is
considered to be a displacement of the heart to the left 
with an accompanying forward displacement or rotation of 
the apex so that the surface of the left ventricle is in
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closer proximity to positions V4, Y5 and V6. In the 
prone posture changes of the kind described are also of 
fairly frequent occurrence in V4 to V6 but are usually 
less marked. In this posture however there is no 
evidence of alteration of VI to V3. It is considered 
therefore that forward displacement or rotation of the 
apex has occurred alone. In the right lateral posture 
in some cases a considerable reduction in the amplitude 
of the ventricular deflections in V4 to V6 occurs without 
any indication in VI to VS of gross displacement to the 
right. In these cases it is considered that a backward 
displacement or rotation of the apex away from the 
anterior chest wall has occurred.
(3) An upward or downward movement of the heart as a 
whole so that it lies more "horizontally” or "vertically" 
respectively: The evidence for this is not very
conclusive and is mainly based on the fact that in the 
45° head down posture there is in many cases a tendency 
for the amplitude of the ventricular deflections in V4 
to V6 to diminish without any other obvious change in 
pattern. This is considered to be due to an upward 
displacement of the heart causing it to lie more 
horizontally. In the sitting-, standing and 45w head up 
postures in some cases there is also a tendency for the 
size of the deflections in V5 and V6 to diminish but this 
is usually accompanied by evidence of clockwise rotation. 
Setting aside the changes in the right and left lateral
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and prone postures therefore, it would appear that in 
74 to 76, the maximum deflections are registered in the 
supine posture. When an upward displacement of the 
heart such as may be produced by the 45° head down 
posture or a downward displacement of the heart such as 
may be produced by the standing, sitting or 45° head up 
posture occurs, the size of the deflections in 74 to 76 
tends to diminish. This is presumably due to the 
movement of the main muscle mass of the heart away from 
these electrode positions in the one direction or the 
other.
With these considerations in mind the changes^ 
in the individual postures are now described.
The control tracings (D) show that moderate 
counter-clockwise rotation is present in eleven cases of 
which eight are vertical, and three are horizontal hearts. 
Moderate clockwise rotation is present in nineteen cases 
of which fifteen are vertical and four are horizontal 
hearts. Marked clockwise rotation is present in six 
cases of which three are vertical hearts, two are 
horizontal hearts and one is an intermediate heart.
Sitting posture JA1.
Clockwise, rotation occurs in twenty-six cases 
of which eighteen are vertical and eight are horizontal 
hearts. Two of these vertical hearts also show evidence 
of becoming more vertical and one of the horizontal hearts 
shows evidence of becoming less horizontal.
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One vertical heart shows evidence of "becoming 
more vertical as its sole change.
The nine cases showing no change comprise seven 
vertical hearts, one horizontal heart and one intermediate 
heart.
A shift of the q wave to the left occurs in 
seven cases of which six are vertical hearts and one is 
a horizontal heart. Five of the vertical hearts show 
moderate clockwise rotation in the control and one of 
these is converted to marked clockwise rotation; the 
remaining one shows moderate counter-clockwise rotation 
in the control and this -is converted to moderate clockwise 
rotation. The one horizontal heart shows moderate 
counter-clockwise rotation in the control and this is 
converted to moderate clockwise rotation.
Standing posture (B).
Clockwise rotation occurs in twenty-nine cases 
of which twenty-one are vertical and eight are horizontal 
hearts. ■ Three of these vertical hearts also show evidence 
of "becoming more vertical and two of the horizontal hearts 
show evidence of "becoming less horizontal.
Four vertical hearts show evidence of becoming 
more vertical as their sole change.
One vertical heart shoYfs evidence of becoming 
more vertical and also shows an anomalous shift of the 
q wave one position to the right from V5 to V4. The
cause of this Is obscure.
The two cases showing no change are one
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intermediate and one horizontal heart,
A shift of the q wave to the left occurs in 
eight cases of which seven are vertical hearts and one 
is a horizontal heart. Three of the vertical hearts 
show moderate counter-clockwise rotation in the control 
and these are all converted to moderate clockwise rotation. 
The remaining four show moderate clockwise rotation in the 
control and two of these are converted to marked clockwise 
rotation. Tire one horizontal heart shows moderate 
counter-clockwise rotation in the control and this is 
converted to moderate clockwise rotation.
45° head up posture (O).
Clockwise rotation occurs in twenty-seven cases 
of which nineteen are vertical and eight are horizontal 
hearts. Two of these vertical hearts show evidence of 
"becoming more vertical and. two of the horizontal hearts 
show evidence of "becoming less horizontal.
Three vertical hearts.show evidence of "becoming 
more vertical as their sole change.
One vertical heart shows evidence of "becoming 
more vertical and. also shows an anomalous shift of the 
q wave one position to the right from "75 to V4. This 
ca.se shows the same change in -the standing posture.
The five cases showing no change comprise three 
vertical hearts, one horizontal and one intermediate heart.
A shift of the q wave to the left occurs in 
seven cases of which six are vertical hearts and one is a
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horizontal heart. Three of the vertical hearts show 
moderate counter-clockwise rotation in the control and 
these are all converted to moderate clockwise rotation.
The remaining three show moderate clockwise rotation in 
the control and two of these are converted to marked 
clockwise rotation. The one horizontal heart shows 
moderate counter-clockwise rotation in the control and 
this is converted to moderate clockwise rotation.
45° head down posture (H).
Counter-clockwise rotation occurs in eight 
cases of which six are vertical, and two are horizontal 
hearts. Four of the vertical hearts also show evidence 
of "becoming less vertical and one of the horizontal 
hearts "becomes more horizontal. In one case a shift 
of the a wave to the right occurs converting a marked 
clockwise rotation to a moderate clockwise rotation.
Twelve cases,of which eleven are vertical 
hearts and one is a horizontal heart,show evidence of 
"becoming more horizontal as their sole change.
One case shows evidence of "becoming more 
horizontal and at the same time shows a shift of the 
a wave to the left from 74 to 75. This may "be due to 
the more horizontal position of the heart as there is no 
other evidence of clockwise rota.tion.
The two cases showing no change are "both
horizontal hearts.
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Right lateral posture Jfil-
All thirty-six cases show evidence of 
displacement of the heart to the right. Eleven cases 
show in addition evidence of some backward displacement 
of the apex.
A shift of the q wave occurs in eight cases 
in four of which it is to the right and in four to the 
left. The cases showing a shift to the right include 
three in which the shift is from-74 to 73 and this is 
obviously due to the lateral displacement of the heart.
In the remaining case which showrs marked clockwise 
rotation in the control, q waves appear in 75 and 75 in 
the right lateral posture. This can only be explained 
on the assumption that there has been counter-clockwise 
rotation.
The four cases showing a shift of the q wave 
to the left Include one in which the shift is from 74 
to 75 and two In which it is from 75 to 76; in the 
remaining case a q wave present in 76 in the control 
disappears in the right lateral posture. These four 
changes can be explained by a backward displacement or 
rotation of the apex.
heft lateral posture' (F).
Thirty-four cases show evidence of displacement 
of the heart to the left. Twenty-seven of these also 
show evidence of forward rotation of the apex, two show 
evidence of forward rotation of the apex and counter-
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clockwise rotation and one shows evidence of counter­
clockwise rotation.
One vertical heart shows evidence of forward 
rotation of the apex as its sole change.
One vertical heart shows evidence of counter­
clockwise rotation as its sole change.
A shift of the q wave occurs in six cases.
In four cases the shift is to the left from 74 to 75 
and these are all obviously due to lateral displacement 
of the heart. In the remaining two the shift is to the 
right, one being from 76 to 75 and the other being the 
appearance of a q wave in 76 where it was absent in the' 
control. These two changes can be explained by 
forward rotation of the apex.
Prone posture (G-).
Changes occur in thirty-three of the thirty-six 
cases. Twenty cases show evidence of forward rotation 
of the apex, sixteen being vertical and four horizontal 
hearts. Five of the vertical hearts also show evidence 
of becoming less vertical and two of the horizontal 
hearts show evidence of becoming more horizontal.
Two vertical hearts show evidence of forward 
rotation of the apex and counter-clockwise rotation.
In one of these showing marked clockwise'rotation in the 
control, a q wave appears in 76.
Five cases of which three are vertical and two
horizontal hearts show evidence of counter-clockwise
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Four vertical hearts show, evidence of "becoming 
less vertical as their sole change.
One horizontal and one intermediate.heart show 
evidence of becoming more horizontal as their sole change.
P wave.
Ho noteworthy changes occur In the P waves In 
any of the postures, apart from some increase in the P 
waves in 74 to 76 in a few cases in the sitting, standing 
and 45° head up postures.
T wave.
The control tracings 0>) show that in all 
thirty-six cases the T waves in 72 to 76 are upright.
In 71 the T wave is upright in twenty-four cases, flat 
in one case, diphasic in four cases and inverted in seven 
cases.
Sitting posture (A).
Changes in the T waves occur in twenty-two of 
the thirty-six cases.
The main change is a reduction in amplitude of 
the T waves particularly over the.left side of the 
precordium. Thus the T Y/ave becomes less positive in 
71 to 76 in five cases, in 72~to 76 in two cases, in74
to 76 in five cases, in 75 to 76 in five cases and in 76
alone in tiro cases; in one case the f wave becomes less
positive in 71 alone and in two cases it becomes less
positive in 71 to 74.
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In four of these cases showing decrease of 
the T wave over the left precordium the T wave in VI 
becomes more positive.
Standing posture (B).
Changes in the T wave occur in thirty-two of 
the thirty-six cases. Again the changes mainly consist 
in decrease of the T waves particularly over the left 
precordium. Thus the T wave becomes less positive in 
VI to V6 in twelve cases, in Y2 to V6 in seven cases, in 
V3 to V6 in four cases, in. V4 to VS in six cases, in V5 
to V6 in two eases and in V6 alone in one case.
In seven of these cases showing decrease of 
the T wave over the left side of the precordium the T 
wave in VI becomes more positive and in other two cases 
the T waves in VI and V2 become more positive.
In one of the cases showing reduction of the T 
wave in all six leads, the T wave in V5 and V6 becomes 
flat.
45° head up posture (C).
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Changes in the T waves occur in twenty-nine of 
the thirty-six cases and are similar to those in posture 
(B). Thus the T wave becomes less positive in VI to V6 
in twelve cases, in V2 to V6 in five cases, in V3 to V6 
in three eases, in V4 to V6 in six cases, in V5 to V6 in 
two cases and in V6 alone in one case. In nine of those 
cases the changes are less marked than in posture (B) and in 
the other twenty they are the same as those in posture (B).
In six of the cases showing decrease of the
T waves over the left side of the precordium'the T wave 
in "71 becomes more positive and in one case the T waves 
in 71 and V2 become more positive.
4-5°. head down posture (H).
Changes in the T wave occur in thirteen of the 
twenty-three cases. The individual leads affected vary 
considerably from case to case but the general tendency 
is for the T wave in VI to V3 to become less positive 
and in V4 to V6 to become more positive. Only one 
exception occurs in a case where the T waves in VI and 
V2 become more positive and the T wave in V6 becomes 
less positive.
In one case an inverted T wave in VI becomes
upright.
Right lateral posture (E).
Changes in the T wave occur in thirty-three 
of the thirty-six cases. The individual leads affected 
vary considerably from case to case but the general 
tendency is for the T waves in VI and V2 or VI to VS to 
become more positive and for the T waves in V4 or V5 to 
V6 to become less positive. The T wave in VI never 
becomes less positive and the T wave in V6 never becomes 
more positive.
Of the seven cases with inverted T waves in VI 
in the control, two show upright T waves, one shows a flat 
T wave and four show less negative T waves in the right
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lateral posture. Three of the cases with diphasic T waves 
in VI in the control have upright T waves in the right 
lateral posture.
Left lateral posture (g).
Changes in the T waves occur in all thirty-six 
cases. The individual leads affected vary considerably 
from case to case but the general tendency is for the T 
waves in VI and V2 or VI to VS to become less positive 
and for the T waves in VS or V4 to V6 to become more 
positive. The T wave in VI never becomes more positive 
except in two cases where an inverted T wave in the 
control becomes slightly less negative. In both these 
cases the T wave in V2 becomes less positive and it seems 
likely that the apparently anomalous change in VI is due 
to the lateral displacement so increasing the distance 
of the electrode from the heart that the absolute 
amplitude of the T wave is reduced. The T wave in V6 
never becomes less positive.
In VI eight cases with upright T waves in the 
control show inverted T waves in the left lateral posture; 
four cases with diphasic T waves in the control shovr 
inverted T waves in the left lateral posture; one case 
with flat T waves in the control shows inverted T waves 
in the left lateral posture and one case with an upright 
T wave in the control shows a flat T waive in the left 
1 ateral posture. Of the seven cases with inverted T
waves in 71 in the control, four become more negative
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in the left lateral posture, one remains unaltered and 
two as described above become slightly less negative.
Prone posture (G).
Changes in the T waves occur in thirty of the 
thirty-six cases.
The individual leads affected vary considerably 
from case to case but the general tendency is for the T 
waves in VI and V2 or VI to VS to become less positive 
and for the T waves in VS or V4 to V6 to become more
positive. Exceptions occur however in three cases.
In one case the T wave becomes less positive in VI to V6,
in one case the T wave becomes less positive in VI and VS
to V6 and in one case the T wave becomes less positive 
in V5 and V6.
The T wave in VI never becomes more positive.
Three cases with upright T waves in VI in the 
control show inverted T waves in the prone posture; one 
case with an upright T wave in the control shows a diphasic 
T wave in the prone posture and one case with a flat T wave 
in the control shows an inverted T wave in the prone 
posture. Of the seven cases with inverted T waves in VI 
in the control, three show more negative T waves in the 
prone posture and four remain unaltered; of the four cases 
with diphasic T waves in VI in the control, two show 
inverted T waves in the prone posture and two remain 
unaltered.
The changes in general therefore tend to resemble
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those in the left lateral posture hut they are less 
frequent and less ohvious.
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SECTION 7.
The Effect of* Posture on the Normal Electrocardiogram*
IV. Correlation of Standard Limb, Unipolar Limb and
Precordial Leads.
In this section the individual changes which 
have "been described in the three types of lead in the 
thirty-six normal cases are correlated.
Sitting posture JA1.
In this posture the heart tends to undergo 
clockwise rotation around both its antero-post'erior and 
long axes. Evidence of rotation around the antero­
posterior axis is present in practically every case as 
shorn by changes in the unipolar limb leads. In most 
cases there is also evidence of clockwise rotation 
around the long axis as judged by changes in the 
precordial leads. In a small number of cases, however, 
it would appear that rotation around one or other of 
these axes occurs alone.
The shift of the QRS axis io the right which 
is frequently seen in the standard leads is explained by 
the occurrence of these two types of rotation.
Changes in the P waves occur in about one third 
of the cases. The P wave tends to become more positive 
in aVF and less positive in aVL and these changes explain 
the increase in the P wave seen in standard leads 11 and
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111. The exact cause of these changes is unknown, and 
the precordial leads throw no light on the problem.
Changes in the T wave are of frequent 
occurrence. The unipolar limb leads show that the 
tendency is for the T wave to become more positive in 
aVR and aVL and less positive in aVF. These changes 
explain the tendency for the T wave to become more 
positive in standard lead 1 and less positive, in standard 
leads 11 and 111. Consideration of the precordial leads 
indicates that the decreased positivity of the T wave in 
aVF is due to a general decrease in positivity of the T 
wave over the antero-lateral ventricular surface. The 
increased positivitjr in aVR and aVL may also be due to , 
this factor when these leads are facing the ventricular 
cavity.
Standing posture (B).
In this posture the changes discussed under 
posture (A) become still more obvious. Thus in 
practically every case the unipolar limb leads show evidence 
of clockwise rotation around the antero-posterior axis and 
the precordial leads show evidence of clockwise rotation 
around the long axis. In a small number of cases 
rotation around one or other of these axes occurs alone. 
There is also evidence of a total downward displacement 
of the heart in.many cases so that it comes to lie more
vertically.
The shift of the QRS axis to the right in the
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standard leads is explained by the rotations around the 
antero—posterior and long axes either singly or in 
combination.
Changes in the P waves occur much more frequently 
than in posture (A) and are in fact present in two-thirds 
of the cases. The type of change is however exactly the 
same, the P wave "becoming less positive in aVR and aVL 
and more positive in a VP. As "before this explains the 
increase in the P waves seen in standard leads 11 and 111. 
Again the P wave in the precordial leads shows no 
significant change.
Changes in the T waves occur in every case.
They are of the same type as occur in posture (A) "but are 
much more obvious and lead to even more striking changes 
in the standard leads including several cases in which 
the T waves in leads 11 and 111 become inverted. The 
appearances in the unipolar limb leads again appear to be 
determined by the decreased positivity of the T waves in 
the precordial leads particularly over the antero-lateral 
aspect. In one case where the changes are particularly . 
obvious the T waves in V5 and V6 actually become flat.
45° head up posture _l2l-
The changes in this posture are very similar 
both in frequency and in type to the changes in posture (3). 
There is however a definite quantitative rela.i*ionship in 
many cases between the changes in tne owo postures, so
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are less obvious or even absent in posture (C). This 
finding may be of some importance in assessing the 
relative parts played by the two possible causative 
factors in the production of the electrocardiographic 
changes in the sitting, standing and 45° head up postures, 
namely, alteration in the position of the heart and 
autonomic nervous influences* The autonomic nervous 
influence is supposed to be due to diminished venous 
return in the vertical posture which results in sympathetic 
stimulation. The venous return is unlikely to be 
influenced to any great extent by change from the standing 
to the 45° head up posture. On the other hand such a 
change in posture causes the heart to become less vertical 
in most cases and also to undergo some counter-clockwise 
rotation.
45° head down posture (H).
In this posttire the heart tends to undergo 
counter-clockwise rotation around both its antero-posterior 
and long axes. There is also evidence in many cases of 
a total upward displacement of the heart so that it comes 
to lie more horizontally. Of the twenty-three cases 
studied,fifteen show evidence of counter-clockwise rotation 
around the antero—posterior axis; seven show evidence of 
counter-clockwise rotation around both the antero-posterior 
and loner axes; and one shows counter-clockwise rotation 
around the long axis alone,
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The shift of the QRS axis to the left which is 
almost invariably seen in the standard leads is explained 
bj' the occurrence of these two types of rotation either 
singly or in combination.
Eighteen out of the twenty-three cases also 
show evidence of a total upward displacement of the heart 
as judged by changes in the precordial leads.
Changes in the P wave in this posture are 
infrequent and occur in only three cases. The P wave 
in aYL becomes more positive and in aYE less positive.
These changes are the reverse of those which occur in 
postures A, B and C and are associated with decrease of 
the P wave in standard leads 11 and 111. The P wave in 
the precordial leads shows no change.
Changes in the T waves are of frequent occurrence. 
The unipolar limb leads show that the tendency in most 
cases is for the T wave to become less positive in aYR 
and aYE and more positive in aYL though in a few cases it 
becomes less positive in aYR and more positive in both aYL 
and aYE. These changes account for the increase of the 
T wave in standard lead 1 and the decrease in standard 
lead 111. In the precordial leads the T wave tends to 
become less positive in Y1 to Y3 and more positive in Y4 
to Y6. The changes in Y1 to Y3 account for the increased 
negativity of the T wave in aYR. The increased positivity 
of the T wave in- aYL is probably due to a combination of 
three factors, (l) the increased positivity of the T waves
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in Yd- to Y3, (s) the counter-clockwise rotation of the 
heart around its antero-posterior and long axes and (13) 
the total upward displacement of the ventricular mass of 
the heart. The final result is that the left ventricular 
mass faces more directly and is in closer proximity to 
the left arm and shoulder region which determines the 
potentials in aYL. These same factors in conjunction 
with the decreased positivity of the T waves in the Y2 to 
Y4 region cause the T wave in aYP to "become less positive 
in most cases. Occasionally, however, where the amount 
of rotation and displacement is less,the increased 
positivity in the Y4 to Y6 region outweighs the decrease 
in the Y2 to Yd region and the T wave in aYP "becomes 
more positive.
Eight lateral posture (E).
In this posture the changes in the three types 
of lead are difficult to correlate. Furthermore, the 
changes in the standard and unipolar limb leads are 
inconsistent.- Thus from the unipolar limb leads It 
would appear that In eighteen cases counter-clockwise 
rotation around the antero-posterior axis occurp, in 
thirteen cases clockwise rotation around the antero­
posterior axis occurs and in five cases there is no 
appreciable change. These findings are in approximate 
agreement with the appearances in the standard leads where 
twentv— five cases show s. shaft of the QES axis to tne lefc, 
six show a shift- to the right and. five show no change*
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The precordial leads in all cases show 
evidence of displacement of the heart to the right and 
in about one-third of the cases there is also evidence 
of backward displacement or rotation of the apex. There 
is no evidence of counter-clockwise rotation around the 
long axis except perhaps in one case. On the other hand 
the cases showing backward rotation of the apex may also 
have some degree of clockwise rotation. No satisfactory 
explanation of the two apparently contradictory types of 
change in the standard and unipolar limb leads can be 
given. From the findings in the precordial leads, 
however, it seems justifiable to conclude that rotation 
around the long axis is not a major factor in the 
production of the changes in this posture.
Changes in the P wave occur in the standard 
and unipolar limb leads in rather less than one-third 
of the cases. These changes however are too slight and 
variable for any definite conclusion to be drawn. No 
significant changes occur in the precordial leads.
Changes in the T wave occur in the standard limb, 
unipolar limb and precordial leads in practically every 
case. Here again the changes are not constant.
In the majority of cases however the unipolar limb leads 
show that the T wave becomes less positive in aVR and aVL
and more positive in aVF. This accounts for the two
main types of change found in the standard leads, namely,
an increase in the T waves in all three leads or a shift
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of tie axis of the T wave to the right. In a small 
group of cases hOti/eeer the T wave becomes more positive 
in aYL and less positive in aTP. This accounts for the
third type of change found in the standard limb leads 
namely a shift of the axis of the T wave to the left.
The precordial leads show a uniform tendency to increase 
in the T waves in 71 to Y3 and. decrease in the T waves 
in V4 to 76. This is in keeping with the displacement 
to the right hut it is difficult to see how it can account 
for the common type of change in the T waves in the 
unipolar limb leads. One possible explanation is that 
the backward displacement of the.apex may cause the 
increased positivity in the VI to VS region to be reflected 
in aVF and the decreased positivity in the V4 to V6 region 
to be reflected in aVL and- aYR. 
heft lateral posture (F).
In this posture the changes in the three types 
of lead are difficult to correlate though they are more 
consistent than in posture (S). Thus from the unipolar 
limb leads it would appear that in thirty-one cases 
clockwise rotation around, the antero-posterior axis occurs, 
in four cases counter-clockwise rotation occurs and in one 
case there is no evid.ence of rotation. These findings 
are in fa.ir agreement with the appearances in the standard 
limb leads where thirty—one C8.s.es show a shift of the QRS 
axis to the right, one case shows a shift to the left 
and four show no -change.
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The precordial leads show evidence of 
displacement of the heart to the left in thirty-four 
cases; in twenty-nine of these there is also evidence 
of forward rotation of the apex and in' " other three 
there is evidence of counter-clockwise rotation around the 
long axis. Of the remaining two cases one has forward 
rotation of the apex alone and the other shows counter­
clockwise rotation around the long axis alone. In no 
case is there any definite.evidence of clockwise rotation 
around the long axis. It seems justifiable to conclude 
therefore that, rotation around the long axis plays little 
or no part in the production of the changes in this posture.
Changes in the P wave occur in the standard and 
unipolar limb leads in about one quarter of the cases.
These changes however are too slight and too variable • 
for any definite conclusions to be drawn. No significant 
changes in the P waves occur in the precordial leads.
Changes in the T waves occur in thirty cases 
in the unipolar limb leads and in twenty—two cases in the 
standard limb leads. The changes fall into two main 
groups. In the majority of cases the T wave becomes 
more positive in aYR and aVF and less positive in aYL; 
this accounts for the common type of change found in the 
standard limb leads namely a shift of the axis o± the T 
wave to the right. In a small group of cases the T wave 
becomes more positive in aYR and less positive in &.JL» &nd 
aVF; this accounts for the less frequent type of change
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found in the standard limb leads namely a shift of the 
axis of the T wave to the left. The precordial leads 
show a uniform tendency to decrease in the T waves in 
71 to V3 and increase in the T waves in V4 or Vo to Y5.
This is partly due to displacement of the heart to the 
left and partly to forward rotation or displacement of 
the apex. The displacement of the heart to the left 
and increased positivity of the T wave in the V4 to V6 
region would seem to account for the common increase in 
positivity of the T wave in aVF which now faces more 
directly the left ventricular mass and it also accounts 
for the decreased positivity of the T wave in aVL which 
now tends to face more towards the cavity of the ventricle. 
The increased positivity of &VR however is more difficult 
to explain. It is possible that the forward rotation of 
the apex may cause the increased positivity in V4 to VS 
to be reflected in aVR but a more likely cause may be the 
increased distance between the left ventricular mass of 
the heart and the right arm attachment caused by the lateral 
displacement of the heart. This would tend to diminish 
the absolute amplitude of the T wave in aVR and render 
It apparently less negative. The decreased positivity 
in aVF found less frequently in this posture might be due 
to extreme forward displacement of the apex causing the 
left ventricular mass to turn away from this lead.
Prone posture (G-).
' In this posture the heart tends to undergo
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cotinter-clockwise rotation around its antero-posterior 
axis. Evidence of this change is present in the unipolar 
limb leads in thirty-two cases* In three other cases the 
unipolar limb leads show evidence of forward rotation of 
the apex and in one case they show no change. Changes 
are present in the precordial leads in all cases*
Eighteen cases show forward rotation of the apex and an 
■upward displacement of the heart, five cases show counter­
clockwise rotation and an upward displacement of the heart, 
two cases show forward rotation of the apex, counter­
clockwise rotation and upward displacement of the heart, 
two cases show forward rotation of the apex alone and 
nine cases show upward displacement of the heart alone*
In this posture therefore the heart may undergo counter­
clockwise rotation around both its antero-posterior and 
long axes in association with forward rotation of the apex* 
These changes' may occur separately or in combination.
The heart is also liable to a total upward displacement*
The frequent shift of the QRS axis to the left in the 
standard leads is explained by the counter-clockwise 
rotation around the antero-posterior and long axes.
Changes in the P waves occur in about a quarter 
of the cases in the unipolar and standard limb leads.
These changes however are too slight and too variable for 
any definite conclusions to be drawn.
Changes in the T waves occur in practically all 
cases in the three types of lead. In the unipolar limb
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leads in most cases the T wave becomes less positive 
in a7R and aVF and more positive in aTL; in a small 
number of cases however the T wave becomes less positive 
in a7R and more positive in both aTL and aTF. These 
two types of change account for the common alteration 
in the standard leads namely a shift of the axis of the 
T wave to the left. In two cases the T wave becomes 
more positive in aTR and aTF and less positive in aTL.
This accounts for the shift of the axis of the T wave to 
the right .which occurs in two cases in the standard leads. 
The precordial, leads show a uniform tendency tb decrease 
in the T waves in "VI to 73 and to increase in the T waves 
in 74 to 76. The changes in 71 to 73 account for the 
common increase in negativity of the T waves in aTR.
The increased positivity of the T wave in aVL is probably 
due to a combination of three factors, (l) the increased 
positivit3r of the T waves in 74 to 76, (2) the counter­
clockwise rotation of the heart around its antero-posterior 
and long'axes and (3) the total upward displacement of the 
ventricular mass of the heart. These same factors 
usually cause the T wave in aTF to become less positive.
The occasional occurrence of increased positivity in aTR 
may be due to extreme forward rotation of the apex.
In conclusion it is apparent that the electro­
cardiographic changes in postures A, B, C, H and G can be 
interpreted fairly satisfactorily by the unipolar method.
In the two lateral postures E and F however the changes
are not consistent and discrepancies occur which are 
difficult to explain. It-is just possible that the 
lateral displacement of the heart which occurs in these 
two postures so disturbs the electrics.1 relationships 
within the body that- the fundamental assumptions of the 
Binthoven equilateral triangle theory, upon which the 
unipolar theory depends, cease to be strictly valid.
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SECTION 8.
The Effect of Posture on the Abnormal Electrocardiogram.
1. Standard Limb Leads.
In this' section the effects of alteration of 
posture on the standard limb leads in twenty abnormal 
cases are described. For comparative purposes the 
appearances in*the supine posture (D) are taken as the 
control. The changes are described under the three 
headings, QRS axis, P wave and T wave.
QRS axis.
The control tracings (D) show that five cases 
have right axis deviation, four cases have left axis 
deviation and eleven cases have,no axis deviation.
In the sitting posture (A) sixteen cases show 
a shift of the QRS axis to the right though in five of . 
them the shift is of relatively slight degree. Two cases 
show a slight shift of the QRS axis to the left. Two 
cases show no change.
In the standing posture (B) seventeen causes 
show a shift of the QRS axis to the right though in four 
of them the shift is of relatively slight degree. Two 
cases show a slight shift of the QRS axis to the left.
One case shows no change. :
In the 45° head up posture (C) sixteen cases
show a shift of the QRS axis to the right though in six
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of them it is of relatively slight degree. Two cases 
show a slight shift of the QRS axis to the left. Two 
cases show no change.
In the right lateral posture (E) seventeen cases 
show a shift of the QRS axis to the left though in seven 
of them it is of relatively slight degree. Two cases 
show a shift of the QRS axis to the right, in one of them 
the shift "being of relatively slight degree. One case 
shows no change.
In the left lateral posture (F) nineteen cases 
show a shift of the QRS axis to the right though in seven 
of them the shift is of relatively slight degree. One 
case shows a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
In the prone posture (G) eighteen cases show a 
shift of the QRS axis to the left though in eight of them 
the shift is of relatively slight degree. One case shov/s 
a shift of the QRS axis to the right. One case shows 
no change.
P wave.
The control tracings (D) show that sixteen cases 
have upright P waves in all three leads; two cases have 
upright P waves in leads 1 and 11 and diphasic P waves in 
lead 111; and one case has a flat P wave in lead 1 and 
upright P waves in leads 11 and 111. The remaining case 
is one of auricular fibrillation. :
In the sitting posture (A) ten cases show no 
change in the P waves. Six cases show increase of the
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P waves in leads 11 said 111. Two cases show increase 
of the P waves in all three leads. One case shows an 
increase of the P wave in lead 1 alone.
In the standing posture (B) thirteen cases show 
an increase of the P waves in leads 11 and 111. Six 
cases show no change.
In the 45° head up posture (C) the changes are 
very similar to those in the standing posture. Thus 
twelve cases show an increase of the P waves in leads 11 
and 111 and these are included in the thirteen cases 
showing a similar change in the standing posture. Seven 
cases show no change.
In the right lateral posture (E) sixteen cases 
show no change in the P waves. The remaining three cases
show a variety of changes. Thus in one case the P wave
is increased in leads 1 and, 11; in one case it is 
increased, in leads 11 and 111; and in one case it is 
increased in lead 1 alone.
In the left lateral posture (P) fourteen Cases 
show no change in the P waves. The remaining five cases
show a variety of changes. Thus in two cases the P wave
is diminished in leads 1 and 11; in one case•it is 
diminished in lead 11 alone; "in one case it is diminished 
in lead 1 and increased in leads 11 and 111; and in one 
case it is increased in leads 11 and- 111.
In the prone posture (G) thirteen cases show no 
change in the P waves. The remaining six cases show a
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variety of changes. Thus in two cases the P wave is 
increased in leads 11 and 111; in two cases it is 
diminished in leads 11 and 111; in one case it is 
diminished in leads 1 and 11; and in one case it is 
diminished in lead 111 alone.
T wave.
The control tracings (D) show that ten cases 
have upright T waves in all three leads;, one case has 
upright T waves in leads 1 and 11 and a flat T wave in 
lead 111; three cases have upright T waves in leads 1 
and 11 and inverted T waves in lead 111; four cases have 
upright T waves in lead 1, diphasic T waves in lead 11 
and inverted. T waves in lead 111; one case has an 
upright T wave in lead 1 and- inverted. T waves in leads 11 
and. Ill; one case has an inverted T wave in lead 1 and
upright T waves in leads 11 and 111.
Sitting posture AAh.
Changes in the T waves occur in fourteen of the 
twenty cases. The types of change may "be classified as 
follows:
(l) The T wave "becomes less positive in leads 11 and 111 
in eleven cases. These include one case in which 
upright T waves in leads HI and 111 become flat, one
case in which an upright T wave in lead 11 becomes
diphasic and a flat T wave in lead 111 becomes 
inverted, one case in which an upright T wave in lead 
11 becomes flat and an inverted T wave in lead 111
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becomes more negative, one case in which a diphasic 
TT wave in lead 11 becomes More negative and an 
inverted T wave in lead 111 becomes more negative 
and -two cases in which inverted T waves in lead ill 
became more negative.
(S)  She 1 wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less 
positive in lead 111 in three cases. These include 
cose cane in vrMch an upright T wave in lead 111 
becomes inverted and one case in which an inverted T 
vrave in lead lllbecomes more negative.
T?rom this detailed analysis it is evident that 
changes in the polarity of the T wave occur in four cases. 
Ihese comprise one ease in which upright T waves in leads 
11 and 111 become flat, one case in which an upright T 
-wave in lead 11 becomes diphasic and a flat T wave in 
lead 111 becomes inverted, one case in which an upright 
1  wave in lead 11 becomes flat, and one case in which an 
upright T wave in lead 111 becomes inverted. The changes 
in polarity are therefore all consistent.
it is also clear that in all fourteen cases there 
is a shift of the axis of the T wave to the left.
Standing posture (B).
Changes in the T waves occur in nineteen of the 
twenty cases. The types of change pay he classified as 
follows:
(l) The T wave becomes less positive in-leads 11 .and 111 
in thirteen cases. These include one case in which
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an upright T wave in lead 11 becomes diphasic and 
a flat T wave in lead 111 becomes inverted, one case 
in which an upright T wave in lead 11 becomes flat 
and an inverted T wave in lead 111 becomes more 
negative, one case in which an upright T wave in 
lead 11 becomes inverted and an inverted T wave in 
lead 111 becomes more negative, two cases in which 
diphasic T waves in lead 11 become more negative 
and inverted T waves in lead 111 become more negative, 
two cases in which upright T waves in lead 111 become 
diphasic, and one case in which an inverted T wave in 
lead 111 becomes more negative.
The T wave becomes less positive in all leads in four 
cases. These include one case in which an upright 
T wave in lead 1 becomes flat, one case in which 
upright T waves in leads 11 and 111 become flat, and 
one case in which a diphasic T wave in lead 11 becomes 
inverted and an inverted T wave in lead 111 becomes 
more negative*
The T wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less 
positive in lead 111 in one case. In this case an 
inverted T wave in lead 111 becomes more negative.
The T wave becomes less positive in leads 1 and 11 
and more positive in lead 111 in one case. In this 
case inverted T waves in leads 11 and 111 become more 
negative in lead 11 and less negative in lead 111.
From this detailed analysis it is evident that
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changes in polarity of the T waves occur in eight cases. 
These comprise one case in which an upright T wave in 
lead 1 "becomes flat, one case in which upright T waves in 
leads 11 and 111 "become flat, one case in which an upright 
T wave in lead 11 "becomes diphasic and a flat T wave in 
lead 111 becomes inverted, one case in which an upright 
T wave in lead 11 becomes flat, one case in which an 
upright T wave in lead 11 becomes inverted, one case in 
which a diphasic T wave in lead 11 becomes inverted, and 
two cases in which upright T waves in lead 111 become 
diphasic.
It is also clear that the changes in the T waves 
fall into three groups. (a) In four cases the T wave 
becomes less positive in all leads. (b) In fourteen cases 
there is a shift of the axis of the T wave to the left.
(c) In one case there is a shift of the axis of the T wave 
to the right.
45° head up posture (0).
Changes in the T waves occur in fifteen of the 
twenty cases. The types of change may be classified as 
follows:
a) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 11 and 111 
in twelve cases. These include one case in which
an upright T wave in lead 11 becpmes diphasic and a 
flat T wave in lead 111 becomes inverted, one case in 
which an upright T wave in lead 11 becomes flat and 
an inverted T wave in lead 111 becomes more negative,
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one case in which a diphasic T wave in lead 11 
becomes more negative and an inverted T wave in 
lead 111 becomes more negative, one case in which 
an upright T wave in lead 111 becomes diphasic, and 
one case in which an inverted T wave in lead 111 
becomes more negative. Of the twelve cases in this 
group eleven show a similar type of change in the 
standing posture; the remaining case shows less
positive T waves in all leads.
(2) The T wave becomes less positive in all leads in one
case. In this case an upright T wave in lead 1 
becomes flat. A similar type of change occurs in 
this case in the standing posture.
(3) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 1 and 11
in one case. In this case a diphasic T wave in lead 
11 becomes more negative. In the standing posture 
this case shows less positive T waves in all leads.
(4 ) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 1 and 11
and more positive in lead 111 in one case. In this
case inverted T waves in leads 11 and 111 become more 
negative in lead 11 and less negative in lead 111.
A similar type of change occurs in this case in the 
standing posture.
From this detailed analysis it is evident that
changes in polarity of the T waves occur in four cases.
These comprise-one case in which an upright T wave in lead
1 becomes flat, one case in which an upright T wave in
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lead 11 becomes diphasic and a flat T wave in lead 111 
becomes inverted, one case in which an upright T wave in 
lead 11 becomes flat, and one case in which an upright T 
wave in lead 111 becomes diphasic. The changes are 
considerably less frequent and less marked than in the 
standing posture but are similar in type.
It is also clear that the changes in the T waves 
fall into three groups. (a) In one case the T waves are 
less positive in all leads. (b) In twelve cases there
is a shift of the axis of the T wave to the left.
(c) In two cases there is a shift of the axis of the T 
wave to the right.
Right lateral posture (E)« ,
Changes in the T waves occur in fourteen of the 
twenty cases. The types of change may be classified as 
follows:
a) The T wave becomes more positive in all leads in two 
cases. In one of these a flat T wave in lead 111 
becomes upright.
(2) The T wave becomes more positive in leads 11 and 111
in seven cases. These include one case in which a
diphasic T wave in lead 11 becomes upright and an
inverted T wave in lead 111 becomes less negative,
one case in which a diphasic T wave in lead 11 and 
an inverted T wave in lead 111 become less negative, 
and two cases in which inverted T waves in lead 111 
become diphasic.
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(s) The T wave becomes less positive in lead 1 and more
positive in lead 111 in one case* In this case an
inverted T wave in lead 111 becomes less negative*
(4) The T wave becomes more positive in leads 1 and 11
in one case* 
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(5) The T wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less 
positive in leads 11 and 111 in one case.
(6) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 11 and 111 
in one case. In this case an upright T wave in 
lead 11 becomes flat and an inverted T wave in lead 
111 becomes more negative.
(7) The T wave becomes less positive in all leads in one 
case.
Prom this detailed analysis it is evident that 
changes in polarity of the T waves -occur in five cases.
These comprise one case in which a diphasic T wave in lead
II becomes upright, one case in which a flat T wave in lead
III becomes upright, two cases in which inverted T waves in 
lead 111 become diphasic and one case in which an upright
T wave in lead 11 becomes flat*
It is also clear that the changes in the T waves 
fall into four groups. (a) In two cases the T wave 
becomes more positive in all leads. (b) In one case the 
'T wave becomes less positive in all leads. (c) In eight 
cases there is a shift of the ax!is of the T wave to the 
right. (d) In three cases there is a shift of tne axis 
of the T wave to the left.
Left lateral -posture (F).
Changes in the T waves occur in eleven of the
twenty cases. The types of change may he classified as
follows:
(1) The T wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less
positive in lead 111 in three cases. These include
two cases in which inverted T waves in lead 111 
become more negative.
(2) The T wave becomes less positive in leads 11 and 111
in three cases. In one of these a diphasic T wave 
in lead 11 and an inverted T wave in lead 111 become 
more negative.
(s) The T wave becomes more positive in leads 1 and 11
and less positive in lead 111 in one case. In this
case an inverted T wave in lead 111 becomes more 
negative.
U) The T wave becomes less positive in all leads in two 
cases. In one of these an upright T wave in lead 1 
becomes inverted.
(5) The T wave becomes less positive in lead 1 and more
positive ""In lead 111 in one case.
(6) The T wave becomes more positive in leads 11 and 111
in one case. In this case a diphasic T wave in lead 
11 becomes upright and an inverted T wave in lead 111
becomes less negative.
From this detailed analysis it is evident that
changes in polarity of the T waves occur in two cases.
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In one of* these an upright T wave in lead 1 becomes
inverted and in the other a diphasic T wave in lead 11
becomes upright.
It is also clear that the changes in the T
waves fall, ii^ to three groups. (a) In two cases the T
wave becomes less positive in all leads. (b) In seven 
cases there is a shift of the axis of the T wave to the 
left. (c) In two cases there is a shift of the axis of 
the T wave to the right.
Prone posture (G-).
Changes in the T waves occur in seventeen of the 
twenty cases. The types of change may be classified as
follows:
(1) The T wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less 
positive in lead 111 in six cases. These include 
one case in which an upright T wave in lead 111 
becomes flat, one case in which a flat T wave in lead 
111 becomes inverted and two cases in which inverted 
T waves in lead 111 become more inverted.
(2) The T wave becomes more positive in leads 1 and 11 
and less positive in lead 111 in three cases. These 
include one case in which a diphasic T wave in lead 
11 becomes flat and an inverted T wave in lead 111 
becomes more negative and one case in which an inverted 
T wave in lead 111 becomes more negative.
(3) The T wave becomes more positive in lead 1 and less 
positive in leads 11 and 111 in one case.
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(4) The T wave "becomes less positive in leads 11 and 111
in one case,
(5) The T wave "becomes more positive in all leads in
two cases.
(6) The T wave "becomes less positive in all leads in one
case. In this case an upright T wave in lead 1
"becomes flat.
(V) The T wave "becomes more positive in leads 11 and 111
in two cases. In one of these a diphasic T wave in
lead 11 and an inverted T wave in lead 111 "become 
less negative.
(8) The T'wave "becomes less positive in lead 1 and more 
positive in lead 111 in one case. In this case an 
inverted T wave in lead 111 "becomes less negative.
From this detailed analysis it is evident that 
changes in polarity of the T waves occur in four cases.
These comprise one case in which a diphasic T wave in 
lead 11 "becomes flat, one case in which an upright T wave 
in lead 111 becomes flat, one case in which a flat T wave 
in lead 111 "becomes inverted and one case in which an up­
right T wave In lead 1 "becomes flat.
It is also.clear that the changes in the T wave 
fall into four groups. (a) In eleven cases there is a 
shift of the axis of the T wave to the left. (b) In 
three cases there is a shift of the axis of the T wave to 
the right. (c) In two cases the T wave becomes more 
positive in all leads. (d) In one casse the T wave becomes 
less positive in all leads.
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SECTION 9.
The Effect of Posture on the Abnormal Electrocardiogram.
11, Unipolar Limb Leads,
I
In this section the effects of alteration of 
posture on the unipolar limb leads in the twenty abnormal 
cases are described. For comparative purposes the 
appearances in the supine posture (B) are taken as the 
control. The changes are described under the three 
headings, position of the heart, P wave and T wave. 
Position of the heart.
The criteria for determining the position of 
the heart are the same as those described in Part 111, 
Section 4.
The control tracings (B) show that in eleven 
cases the heart is vertical and in nine cases it is 
horizontal. Of the eleven vertical hearts, four show 
right axis deviation in the standard limb leads, six show 
no axis deviation and one shows left axis deviation.
Of the nine horizontal hearts, three show left axis 
deviation, five show no axis deviation and one shows 
right axis deviation.
Sitting posture (A)
Changes occur In fifteen of the twenty cases. 
Nine vertical hearts become more vertical and. three of 
them also show evidence of clockwise rotation around the.
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long axis; six horizontal hearts become less horizontal.
The five cases showing no change comprise two vertical 
and three horizontal hearts.
Standing posture (B).
Changes occur in nineteen of the twenty cases. 
Eleven vertical hearts become more vertical; six 
horizontal hearts become less horizontal; two horizontal 
hearts become vertical. The one case showing no change 
is a horizontal heart, and also shows no change in posture A. 
45° head up posture J2l-
Changes occur in seventeen of the twenty cases.
Ten vertical hearts become more vertical and three of them 
also show evidence of clockwise rotation around the long 
axis; five horizontal hearts become less horizontal; two 
horizontal hearts become vertical and these two hearts show 
the same change in posture B. The three cases showing no 
change comprise one vertical heart and two horizontal hearts 
and they also show no change in posture A.
Right lateral posture Jll*
Changes occur in eighteen of the twenty cases.
The changes fall into three groups.
(a) One vertical heart becomes horizontal; four vertical 
hearts become less vertical and one of them also shows 
evidence of backward rotation of the apex; six horizontal 
hearts become more horizontal and three of them also show 
evidence of backward rotation of the apex.
(b) One horizontal and two vertical hearts show evidence
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of backward rotation of the apex alone.
(c) Four vertical hearts become more vertical and one of 
them also shows evidence of backward rotation of the apex. 
The two cases showing no change are both horizontal hearts. 
Left^ lateral posture (F).
Changes occur in seventeen of the twenty cases.
The changes fall into three groups.
(a) Seven vertical hearts become more vertical and two 
of them also show evidence of forward rotation of the apex; 
three horizontal hearts become less horizontal and two of 
them also show evidence of forward rotation of the apex.
(D) Two vertical and four horizontal hearts show evidence 
of forward rotation of the apex alone.
(c) One horizontal heart becomes more horizontal.
The three cases showing no change comprise two vertical 
hearts and one horizontal heart.
Prone posture J2l-
Changes occur in sixteen of the twenty cases.
The changes fall into two groups.
(a) One vertical heart becomes horizontal; seven vertical 
hearts become less vertical and two of them also show 
evidence of forward rotation of the apex; seven horizontal 
hearts become more horizontal and two of them also show 
evidence of forward rotation of the apex.
(b) One vertical heart shows evidence of forward rotation 
of the apex alone.
The four cases showing no change comprise two vertical and
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two horizontal hearts.
F wave.
Only ninteeen of the twenty cases are available
for this analysis as. the remaining case is one of
auricular fibrillation.
*
The control tracings (D) show that in aVR the 
P wave is inverted in all nineteen cases. In a'VL it is 
upright in five cases of which three are vertical and two 
are horizontal; it is flat in five cases of which three 
are vertical and two are horizontal; it is inverted in 
nine cases of which five are vertical and four are 
horizontal. In aVF it is upright in all nineteen cases. 
Sitting posture (A).
Changes in the P wave occur in seven of the 
nineteen cases. The-types of change may he classified 
as follows.
(1) The P wave becomes less positive in aYR and aVL and
more positive in aVP in three cases of which two are
vertical hearts and one a horizontal heart. In these 
three cases inverted P waves in aVL become more negative.
(2) The P wave becomes less positive in aVL and more
positive in aVP in two vertical hearts. In one of these
an upright P wave in aVL becomes inverted and in the other 
P°
a flat^wave in aVL becomes inverted.
(S) The P wave becomes less positive in aVL in one 
horizontal heart. In this case an upright P wave in aVL 
becomes inverted.
(4 ) The P w a v e  becomes more positive in-aVP in one
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vertical heart.
The twelve cases showing no change comprise 
six vertical and six horizontal hearts.
Changes in polarity of the P wave occur in 
three cases, 4two in which upright P waves in aVL become 
inverted and one in.v/hich a flat P wave in aVL becomes 
inverted.
It is evident that the changes in the P waves 
are consistent.
Standing posture (B).
Changes in the P waves occur in thirteen of the 
nineteen cases. The types of change may be classified 
as follows.
(1) The P wave becomes less positive in aVR and aVL and 
more positive in aVP in five cases of which three are 
vertical and two are horizontal hearts. In one of the 
vertical hearts a flat P wave in aVL becomes inverted and 
in the other two inverted P waves in aTL become more 
negative. In one of the horizontal hearts an upright
P wave in aVL becomes inverted and in the other an 
inverted P wave in aVL becomes more negative.
(2) The P wave becomes less positive in aVL and more
positive in aVF in three cases of which two are vertical 
hearts and one a horizontal heart. In one of the vertical 
hearts an upright P wave in aVL becomes inverted; in the 
other two cases flat P waves in aVL become inverted.
(3) The P wave becomes less positive in aVR and more
positive in aVF in two horizontal hearts.
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(4 ) The P wave "becomes more positive in aVF in three 
cases of which two are vertical hearts and one is a 
horizontal heart.
The six cases showing no change comprise four 
vertical and two horizontal hearts and these also show 
no change in posture A.
Changes in polarity of the P waves occur in 
five cases. In two of them upright P waves in aVL 
"become inverted and in the other three, flat P waves in 
aVL "become inverted.
It is evident that the changes in the P waves 
are consistent.
45° head up posture J£l-
Changes in the P waves occur in thirteen of 
the nineteen cases. The types of change may "be classified 
as follows.
(1) The P wave "becomes less positive in aVR and aVL and 
more positive in aVF in four cases of which two are 
vertical and two horizontal hearts. In one of the vertical 
hearts a flat P wave in aVL "becomes inverted and in the 
other an inverted P wave in aVL becomes more negative.
In one of the horizontal hearts an upright P wave in aVL 
becomes inverted and in the other an inverted P wave in 
aYL becomes more negative.
(2) The P wave becomes less positive in aVL and more 
positive in aVF in three cases of which two are vertical 
hearts and one a horizontal heart. In one of the vertical
other two cases flat P waves in aVL become inverted.
(3) The P wave becomes less positive in aVR and more 
positive in aVF in two horizontal hearts.
(4-) The P wave becomes less positive in aVR and aVL in 
one vertical heart. In this case an inverted P wave in 
aVL becomes more negative.
(5) The P wave becomes more positive in aVF in three 
cases of which two are vertical hearts and one is a 
horizontal heart.
The six cases showing no change are the same 
as those in posture B.
Changes in polarity of the P waves occur in the 
same five cases as in posture B and are of the same type. 
It is evident that' the changes in the P wave 
are consistent and are very similar to those in posture B. 
Right lateral posture j j i -
Changes in the P waves occur in thirteen of the 
nineteen cases. The types of change may be classified 
S. s follows.
(1) The P wave becomes less positive in aVR and aVL
and more positive in aVP in one vertical heart. In this 
case an inverted P wave in aVL becomes more negative.
(2) The P wave becomes less positive in aVR and more 
positive in aVP in four cases of which three are vertical 
hearts and one is a horizontal heart.
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(5) The P waves become less positive in aVR in six cases 
of which two are vertical and four are horizontal hearts*
(4) The P wave becomes less positive in aVL in one 
vertical heart. In this case an inverted P wave in aVL 
becomes more ^ negative.
i
(5) The P wave becomes less positive in aVF in one 
horizontal heart*
The six cases showing no change comprise four 
vertical and two horizontal hearts.
Apart from the one case in type (5) the changes 
in the P wave are consistent.
Left lateral posture (P).
Changes in the P waves occur in five of the 
nineteen cases. The types of change may be classified 
as follows.
(1) The P wave becomes less positive in aVR in one 
vertical heart.
(2) The P wave becomes more positive in aVL in one 
horizontal heart. In this ease an inverted P wave in 
aVL becomes upright.
(3) The P wave becomes more positive in aVF in one 
horizontal heart.
(4) The P wave becomes less positive in aVF in two cases of 
which one is a vertical and one a horizontal heart.
The fourteen cases showing no change comprise 
nine vertical and five horizontal hearts.
The changes are too few and too variable to 
allow of any definite conclusions.
, * ' 334Prone posture (G).
Changes in the P waves occur in five of the 
nineteen cases. The types of change may "be classified 
as follows.
a) The P wave ‘becomes less positive in aYR and a VP and 
more positive in aVL in one horizontal heart. In this
case an inverted P wave in aVL becomes flat.
(2) The P wave becomes less positive in aVR and more 
positive in aVL in one horizontal heart. In this case
an inverted P wave in aYL becomes flat.
(3) The P wave becomes more positive in aYL in one 
horizontal heart. In this case a flat P wave in aYL 
becomes upright.
(4) The P wave becomes less positive in aVF in one 
vertical heart.
(5) The P wave becomes more positive in aYR in one 
horizontal heart.
The fourteen cases showing no change comprise 
ten vertical and four horizontal hearts.
The changes are too few and too variable to 
allow of any definite conclusions, though apart from 
type (5) they are- consistent.
T wave.
The control tracings (L) show that in aYR the 
T wave is inverted in nineteen cases of which eleven are 
vertical and eight are horizontal hearts; it is diphasic 
in one horizontal heart. In aYL the T wave is upright
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in nine cases of which five are vertical and four are 
horizontal hearts; it is flat in two vertical hearts; 
it is diphasic in one horizontal heart; it is inverted 
in eight cases of which four are vertical and four are 
horizontal hearts. In aVF the T~wave is upright in 
twelve ca^es of which six are vertical and six are 
horizontal hearts; it is flat in one horizontal heart; 
it is diphasic in three cases of which two are vertical 
hearts and one is a horizontal heart; it is inverted in 
four cases of which three are vertical hearts and one is 
a horizontal heart.
Sitting posture _[Al.
Changes in the T waves occur in sixteen of the 
twenty cases. The types of change may "be classified as 
follows.
(l) The T wave "becomes more positive in aYR and aYL and 
less positive in a VP in six cases of which four are vertical 
hearts and two are horizontal. The four vertical hearts 
comprise one in which an inverted T wave in aVR "becomes 
flat and a diphasic wave in a VP "becomes more negative, 
one in which a flat T wave in aYL "becomes upright and an 
upright T wave in a VP becomes d-iphasic, one case in wmch 
an inverted. T wave in aYL becomes upright, and one case 
in which an inverted T wave in aYL oecomes flao. Xn one 
of the horizontal hearts an inverted T wave in aYL becomes 
uoright and in the other a flat T wave in aVP becomes 
inverted.
(2) The T wave becomes more positive in aYR and less 
positive in aVP in one horizontal heart. In this case 
an upright T wave in aVP becomes inverted.
(3) The T wave becomes more positive in aVL and less
positive in aVP in five cases of which three are vertical
hearts and two are horizontal. In one of the vertical 
hearts an inverted T wave in aVL becomes less negative, 
in one a diphasic T wave in aVP becomes inverted and in 
one an inverted T wave in'aYP becomes more negative.
In one of the horizontal hearts an inverted T wave in aVL 
becomes less negative.
(4 ) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR in one 
vertical heart.
(5) The T wave becomes more positive in aVL in one
vertical heart. In this case a flat T wave in aYL
becomes upright.
These five types of change are consistent.
(6) The T wave becomes more positive in aYR and aVP
and less positive in aYL in one vertical heart. In this 
case an inverted T wave in aYR becomes upright and an 
inverted T wave in aVP becomes less negative.
(7) The T wave becomes less positive in aYR and aYL and 
more positive in aVP in one horizontal heart. In this 
case an inverted T wave in aYL becomes more negative.
The four cases showing no change comprise one 
vertical heart and three horizontal hea.rts.
Changes in polarity of the T waves occur in ten
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cases. In one case an inverted T wave in aYR becomes 
upright, in one case an inverted T wave in aYR becomes 
flat, in two cases an inverted T wave in aYL becomes 
upright, in one case an inverted T wave in aYL becomes 
flat, in one case a flat T wave in aYL becomes upright, 
in one case a flat T wave in aYL becomes upright and an 
upright T wave in aYP becomes diphasic, in one case an 
upright T wave in aYP becomes inverted, in one case a 
flat T wave in aYP becomes inverted, and in one case a 
diphasic T wave in aYF becomes inverted. These changes 
are all consistent.
Standing posture (B).
Changes in the T waves occur in eighteen of the 
twenty cases. The types of change may be classified as 
follows.
(1) The T wave becomes more positive in aYR and aYL and 
less positive in aYP in nine cases of which four are 
vertical and five are horizontal hearts. The four vertical 
hearts comprise one in which an inverted T wave in aYR 
becomes flat and a diphasic T wave in aYP becomes more 
negative, one in -which an inverted T wave in aYL becomes 
flat, one in which an inverted T wave in aYL becomes less 
negative, and one in which an inverted T wave in aYP 
becomes more negative. The five horizontal hearts include 
one in which an inverted T wave m  aYR becomes xlst and an 
upright T wave m  aYP becomes inverted, one m  which an 
inverted T wave in aYR becomes flat and a flat T wave in
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aVF becomes inverted, one in which an inverted T wave 
in aYL becomes flat and one in which an inverted T wave
in aYL becomes less negative.
(2) The T wave becomes more positive in aVR and less 
positive in aYP in three vertical hearts. In one of 
these an ^ inverted T wave in aYR becomes diphasic and an 
upright T wave in aYP becomes diphasic and in one an 
inverted T wave in aYP becomes more negative.
(3) The T wave 'becomes more positive in aYL and less 
positive in aYP in three cases of which two are vertical
hearts and one is a horizontal heart. In one of the
vertical hearts an inverted T wave in aYL becomes upright 
and in the other a diphasic T wave in aYP becomes inverted. 
In the horizontal heart an inverted T wave in aYL becomes 
less negative.
(4 ) The T wave becomes less positive in aVF in one 
horizontal heart. In this case an inverted T wave in aYP
becomes more negative.
These four types of change are consistent.
(5) The T wave becomes more positive in aYR and aYP and 
less positive in aYL in one vertical heart. In this case 
an inverted T wave in aYR becomes upright and an inverted 
T wave in aYP becomes less negative.
(6) The T wave becomes less positive in aYR and aYL and 
more positive in aVF in one horizontal heart. In this 
case an inverted T wave in aYL becomes more negative.
The two cases showing no change are one vertical
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and one horizontal heart and they also show no change in 
posture A*
Changes in polarity of the T wave occur in nine
cases. In one case an inverted T wave in aVR "becomes
upright, in one case an inverted T wave in aYR "Deccrr.es
flat, irg one case an inverted T wave in aVR "becomes flat
and an upright T wave in aYF "becomes inverted, in one case 
an inverted T wave in aYR "becomes flat and a flat T wave 
in aYF "becomes inverted, in one case an inverted T wave in 
aYR "becomes diphasic and an upright T wave in aYF "becomes 
diphasic, in one case an inverted T wave in aYL "becomes 
upright, in two causes an inverted T wave in aYL "becomes 
flat and in one case a diphasic T wave in aYF "becomes 
inverted* These changes are all consistent,
45° head up posture Jo),
Changes in the T waves occur in eighteen of the 
twenty cases. The types of change may "be classified as 
follows,
(l) The T wave becomes more positive in.aYR and aYL and 
less positive in aYF in seven cases of which four are 
vertical hearts and three are horizontal. The four 
vertical hearts comprise one in which an inverted T wave 
in aYR "becomes flat and a .diphasic T wave in aYF becomes 
more negative, one in which an inverted T wave in aYL 
becomes flat, one in which an inverted T wave in aYL 
becomes less negative, and one in which an inverted T wave 
in aYF becomes more negative. In one of the horizontal
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hearts an inverted T wave in aYR becomes flat and a flat 
T wave in aYF becomes inverted and'in another an inverted 
T wave in aYL becomes less negative,
(2) The T wave becomes more positive in aYR and less 
positive in aYF in five cases of which three are vertical 
hearts arid two are horizontal. In one of the vertical 
hearts an inverted T wave in aYR becomes upright and an 
inverted T wave in aYF becomes more negative, in another 
an inverted T wave in aYR becomes diphasic and an upright 
T wave in aYF becomes diphasic,
(3) The T wave becomes more positive in aYL and less 
positive in aVF in three cases of which two are vertical 
hearts and one is a horizontal heart. In one of the 
vertical hearts an inverted T wave in aYL becomes upright 
and in the other a diphasic T wave in aYF becomes inverted. 
In the horizontal heart an inverted T wave in aYL becomes 
less negative.
(4) The T wave becomes more positive in aYR in one 
horizontal heart.
These four types of change are consistent.
(5) The T wave becomes more positive in aYR and aYF and
less positive 'in aYL in one vertical, heart* In this case 
an inverted T wave in aYR-becomes upright and an inverted 
T wave in aYF becomes less negative. A similar type of 
change occurs in this case in postures A and B,
(6) The T wave becomes less positive in aYR and aYL ana
more positive in aYF in one horizontal heart. In this
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case an inverted T wave in aYL becomes more negative.
The same type of change occurs in this case in postures 
A and B.
The two cases showing no change comprise one 
vertical and one horizontal heart and they also shov/ no 
change n^ postures A and B.
Changes in polarity of the T wave occur in 
eight cases. In two cases an inverted T wave in aYR 
becomes upright, in one case an inverted T wave in aVR 
becomes flat, in one case an inverted T wave in aVR 
becomes flat and a flat T wave in aYF becomes inverted,
in one case an inverted T wave in aYR becomes diphasic
and an upright T wave in aYF becomes diphasic, in one 
case an inverted T wave in aYL becomes upright, in one
case an inverted T wave in aYL becomes flat and in one
case a diphasic T wave in aYF becomes inverted. These 
changes are all consistent.
It is evident that the changes in this posture
are similar to those in posture 3 though they are less
freouent and less obvious.
Right lateral posture (F)«
Changes in the T waves occur in fourteen of the 
twenty cases. The types, of change are classified as 
follows.
(i) The T wave becomes less positive in aYR and aYL and
more positive in aYF in six cases of which three are
vertical and three are horizontal hearts. In one of the
vertical hearts an upright T wave in aYL becomes flat 
.and a diphasic T wave in aYF becomes upright, in the 
other two cases an inverted T wave in aYL becomes more 
negative. In one of the horizontal hearts an upright 
T wave in aYL becomes flat and a flat T wave in aVF 
becomes upright, in one an upright T wave in aYL becomes 
flat, and in one an inverted T wave in aYL becomes more 
negative.
(2) The T wave becomes less positive in aYR and more 
positive in aYF in three cases of which two are vertical 
hearts and one is a horizontal heart. In one of the 
vertical hearts a diphasic T wave in aYF becomes more 
positive.
(3) The T wave becomes less positive in aYL and more 
positive in.aYF in one vertical heart. In this case 
an inverted T wave in aYF becomes less negative.
These three types of change are consistent.
(4) The T wave becomes less positive in aYR and aVF 
in one horizontal heart. In this case an inverted T 
wave in aYF becomes more negative.
(5) The T wave becomes more positive in aYL and less 
positive in aYF in one vertical heart. In this case an 
inverted T wave in aYL becomes less negative*
(6) The T wave becomes more positive in aYL in one 
horizontal heart. In this case an inverted T wave in
aYL becomes flat.
These three types of change are consistent.
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(?) The T wave "becomes less positive in aYR and more 
positive in aYL and aYF in one vertical heart. In this 
case an inverted T wave in aYF "becomes flat.
The six cases showing no change comprise three 
vertical and three horizontal hearts.
From this detailed analysis it is evident that 
the changes in the T wave fall into three groups.
(a) In ten cases there is a tendency for the T wave to 
"become less positive in aYR and aYL and more positive 
in aYF.
(h) In three cases there is a tendency for the T wave to 
"become less positive in aYR and aYF and more positive in 
aYL.
(c) In one case the T wave becomes less positive in 
aYR and more positive in aYL and aYF.
Left lateral posture J£l
Changes in the T waves occur in fifteen of the 
twenty cases. The types of change may be classified as 
follows.
(1) The T wave becomes less positive in aYR and aYF and 
more positive in aYL in one horizontal heart. In this 
case an inverted T wave in aYL becomes upright.
(2) The T wave becomes more positive in aYL and less 
positive in aYF in six cases of which four are vertical 
hearts and two are horizontal. In one of the vertical 
hearts a flat T wave in aYL becomes upright, in one a 
diphasic T wave in aYF becomes invented and in two an
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inverted T. wave in aYF "becomes more negative. In one 
of the horizontal hearts a diphasic T wave in aYL "becomes 
more positive and a diphasic T wave in aYF "becomes more 
negative, and in the other an inverted T wave in aYL becomes 
less negative.
(3) Tipe T wave becomes more positive in aYL in one 
vertical heart.
(4) The T wave becomes less positive in aYR in one 
horizontal heart.
These four types of change are consistent.
(5) The T wave becomes more positive in aYR and less 
positive in aYL and aVF in one vertical heart. In this 
case an inverted T wave in aYL becomes more negative.
(6) The T wave becomes more positive in aYR and less 
positive in aYF in one horizontal heart.
(7) The T wave becomes less positive in aYL in two 
horizontal hearts. In one of these an upright T wave in 
aYL becomes flat and in the other an inverted T wave in 
aYL becomes more negative.
These three types of change are consistent.
(8) The T wave becomes less positive in aYR and more 
positive in aYL and aVF in one horizontal heart.
(9) The T wave becomes less positive in aVR and more 
positive in aVF in one vertical heart.
These two types of change are consistent.
The five cases showing no change comprise four 
vertical hearts and one horizontal heart.
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From this detailed analysis it is evident that 
the changes in the T wave fall into three groups.
(a) In nine cases there is a tendency for the T wave to 
"become less positive in aVR and aVF and more positive in aVL.
(b) In four cases there is a tendency for the T wave to 
become more positive in aVR and less positive in aVL and 
aVF.
(c) In two cases there is a tendency for the T wave to 
become less positive in aVR and more positive in aYL and 
aVF.
Prone posture (G). .
Changes occur in the T waves in thirteen of the 
twenty cases. The types of change may be classified as 
follows.
(1) The T wave becomes less positive in aYR and aVF and 
more positive in aYL in one horizontal heart. In this 
case an inverted T wave in aVL becomes upright.
(2) The T wave becomes less positive in aYR and more 
positive in aYL in five cases of which two are vertical 
hearts and three are horizontal. In one of the vertical 
hearts a flat T wave in aVL becomes upright and in another 
an inverted T wave in aYL becomes less negative. In one 
of the horizontal hearts an inverted T wave in aYL becomes 
less negative.
(3) The T wave becomes more positive in aYL and less 
positive in aYF in two vertical hearts. In one of these 
a diphasic T wave in aYF becomes inverted and in the other
an inverted T wave in aYF "becomes more inverted,*
(4) The T wave becomes more positive in aYL in one 
vertical heart.
These four types of change are consistent#
(5) The T wave becomes less positive in aYR and more,
positive in aYL and aYF in one horizontal heart.
(6) Tie T wave becomes less positive in aYR and more
positive in aVF in one vertical heart.
These two types of change are consistent.
(7) The T wrave becomes less positive in aYL and more 
positive in aVF in one horizontal heart. In this case - 
an inverted T wave in aYL becomes more negative.
(8) The T wave becomes more positive in aYR and- aYL 
and less positive in aYF in one horizontal heart. In 
this case a flat T wave in aYF becomes diphasic.
The seven cases showing no change comprise 
five vertical and two horizontal hearts.
From this detailed analysis it is evident that 
the changes in the T 'wave fall into four groups.
(a) In Mne cases there is a tendency for the T wave 
to become less positive in aYR and aYF and more positive 
in aYL.
(t>) In .two cases there is a tendency for the T wave to 
become less positive in aYR and, more positive in aYL and 
aYF.
(c) In one case the T wave becomes less positive in aYL 
and more positive in aYF.
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(d) In one case the T wave becomes more positive in 
aYE and aYL and less positive in
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SECTION 10.
The Effect of Posture on the Abnormal Electrocardiogram*
111, Precordial heads.
In this section the effects of alteration of 
posture on the precordial leads in the twenty abnormal 
cases are described. For comparative purposes the 
appearances in the supine posture (D) are taken as the 
control. The changes are described under the three 
headings, position of the heart, P wave and T wave.
Position of the heart.
The criteria for determining changes in the 
position of the heart are the same as those already 
detailed in Section 6.
The control tracings (D) show that moderate 
counter-clockwise rotation is present in one horizontal 
heart. Moderate clockwise rotation is present in eight 
cases of which three are vertical and five are horizontal 
hearts. Marked clockwise rotation is present in eleven 
cases of which eight are vertical and three are horizontal 
hearts.
Sitting posture a i m
Changes occur in all twenty cases.
Clockv/ise rotation occurs in sixteen cases of 
which eight are vertical and eight are horizontal hearts.
One of these vertical hearts also shows evidence of
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becoming more vertical and four of the horizontal hearts 
show evidence of becoming less horizontal.
Two vertical hearts show evidence of becoming 
more vertical as their sole change.
One horizontal heart shows evidence of becoming 
less horizontal as its sole change. •
} One vertical heart with marked clockwise rotation 
showrs evidence of becoming more vertical and at the same 
time a g wave appears in 76. The explanation for this 
is obscure.
Standing posture (B).
Changes occur in all twenty cases.
Nineteen cases show evidence of clockwise 
rotation. These comprise ten vertical hearts of which 
six also show evidence of becoming more vertical and nine 
horizontal hearts of which four show evidence of becoming 
less horizontal. One of the horizontal hearts with 
moderate clockwise rotation in the control shows a shift 
of the g wave to the left and is converted to marked 
clockwise rotation.
One vertical heart with marked clockwise rotation 
shows evidence of becoming more vertical and at the same 
time a g wave appears in 75, This case shows the same 
change in posture (A).
45° iiee.a up -posture (C).
The changes are identical with those in
posture (B).
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Right lateral posture (B).
Changes occur in nineteen of the twenty cases*
eighteen cases show evidence of displacement 
of the heart to the right. In addition five cases of 
which three are vertical and two are horizontal show 
evidence of "backward rotation of the apex and two cases 
of which one is a vertical and the other a horizontal 
heart show evidence of "backward rotation of the apex 
and clockwise rotation.
One horizontal heart shows "backward rotation 
of the.apex as its sole change.
The case showing no change is a vertical heart.
A shift of the g wave occurs in three cases.
In each instance it is to the right, in one case from V5 
to V4. In the other two cases marked clockwise rotation 
is present in the control and a g wave appears in V6 in 
the right lateral posture. This can only he explained 
on the assumption that counter-clockwise rotation has 
occurred.
Left lateral posture (P).
In all twenty cases there is evidence of 
displacement of the heart to the left. In addition, 
nineteen cases show forward ‘rotation of the apex and one 
case shows forward rotation of the apex with counter­
clockwise rotation.
A shift of the g wave occurs in five cases and
in each case it is to the right. Pour of these are
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vertical hearts; three of them with marked clockwise 
rotation in the control show a q wave in V6 in' the left 
lateral posture while the fourth case has a shift of the 
q wave ±rom V6 to V5* The one horizontal heart has marked 
clockwise rotation in the control and shov/s a q wave in 
V6 in the left lateral posture. All these changes can 
he explained by forward rotation of the apex.
Prone posture (G-).
Changes occur in all twenty cases.
Nine cases show evidence of forward rotation 
of the apex, five "being vertical and four horizontal 
hearts. Three of the vertical hearts also show evidence 
of "becoming less vertical and three of the horizontal 
hearts show evidence of becoming more horizontal.
Two vertical hearts and one horizontal heart 
show evidence of forward rotation of the apex and counter­
clockwise rotation.
One vertical and one horizontal heart show 
evidence of counter-clockwise rotation alone.
Three vertical hearts show evidence of becoming 
less vertical as their sole change.
Three horizontal hearts show evidence of 
becoming more horizontal as their sole change.
A shift of the q wave occurs in four cases and 
in each case it is to the right. Three of these are 
vertical hearts with marked clockwise rotation in the 
control and all show a q wave in V6 in the prone posture.
The remaining case is a horizontal heart and it shows a 
shift of the g wave from 75 to 75. All these changes 
are probably due to a combination of forward rotation of 
the apex and counter-clockwise rotation.
P wave.
ho noteworthy changes occur in the P wave in 
amr of the postures apart from an increase in the P waves 
in 74 to 76 in one case in the sitting, standing and 45° 
head up postures and alteration of upright to diphasic 
P waves in 71 and 72 in two cases in the left lateral 
posture.
T wave.
The control tracings (D) show that in fourteen 
cases the T waves in 71 to 76 are upright. Of the 
remaining six cases, one has a flat T wave in 71, one has 
flat T waves in 71 to 73 and diphasic T waves in 74 to 76, 
one has diphasic T waves in 71 to 75, one has diphasic T 
waves in 72 to 74, one has an inverted T wave in 71 and 
diphasic T waves in 72 to 76 and one has diphasic T waves 
in 75 and 76.
Sitting posture JAI
Changes in the T waves occur in fifteen of the
twenty cases.
The main change is that the T waves particularly 
over the left side of the precordium become less positive. 
Only two exceptions occur. In one, the T wave becomes 
more positive in 71 to 73 and less positive in 74 to 76
and in one it "becomes more positive in 74 to 76. 353
wo cases with upright T waves in 71 in the
control snow inverted T waves in the sitting posture; 
one case with a diphasic T wave in 71 in the control 
shows an inverted T wave in the sitting posture and 
one case with a diphasic T wave in 71 in the control 
shows a less positive though still diphasic T wave in 
the sitting posture. In one of the exceptions already 
mentioned a flat T wave in 71 in the control "becomes 
upright in the sitting posture.
Standing posture ii).
Changes in the T waves occur in nineteen of 
the twenty cases.
The main change is that the T waves particularly 
over the left side of the precordium "become less positive. 
Only two exceptions occur. In one the T wave "becomes 
more positive in 73 and 74 and less positive in 76 and in 
one the T wave "becomes more positive in 74 to 76.
One case with an upright T wave in 71 in the 
control has an inverted T wave in 71 in the standing posture 
one case with a diphasic T wave in 71 in the control has an
inverted T wave in 71 in the standing posture; one case
with an upright T wave in 71' in the control has a diphasic
T wave in 71 in the standing posture; one case with an
upright T wave in 71 in the control has a flat T wave in 
71 in the standing posture; one case with an upright T 
wave in 76 in the controJL has a diphasic T wave in 7o in
one standing posture; and one case with upright T waves 
in all leads an the control has diphasic T waves in VI 
ana V4 to V6 in the standing posture,
45° head up posture (C).
Changes in the T waves occur in nineteen of the 
twenty cases. The one case showing no change also shows 
no change in posture (B).
Again as in posture (B) the main change is that 
the T waves particularly over the left side of the 
precordium become less positive. The two exceptions are 
the same as in posture (B).
One case with an upright T wave in VI in the 
control has an inverted T wave in VI in the 45° head up 
posture; one case with a diphasic T wave in VI in the 
control now has an inverted T wave in VI; one case with 
an upright T wave in VI in the control now has a diphasic 
T wave in VI; and one case with an upright T wave in V6
in the control now has a diphasic T wave in V6.
It is evident therefore that the changes in this 
posture are similar to those in posture (B) "but are less 
obvious.
Bight lateral posture ill-
Changes in the T wave occur in eighteen of the 
twenty cases. The individual leads affected vary 
considerably from case to case but the general tendency 
is for the T waves in VI and Y2 or VI to V5 to become more
positive and for the T waves in V4 or V5 to V6 to become
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less positive* There are five exceptions however*
In two cases the T wave "beconies more positive in all leads; 
m  one case it becomes less positive in all leads; in one 
case it "becomes more positive in 73 to 76; and in one case 
it "becomes more positive in 76.
Left lateral posture (F)* 
v Changes in the T waves occur in all twenty cases*
The individual leads affected vary considerably from case 
to case but the general tendency is for the T, waves in 71 
and 72 or 71 to 73 to become less positive and for the T 
waves in 73 or 74 to 76 to become more positive. There 
are five exceptions however* In one case the T wave 
becomes less positive in all leads; in one case it becomes 
less positive in 71, 72 and 76; in one case it becomes ■ 
less positive in 76; in one case it becomes less positive 
in 71 and 76 and more positive in 72 and 73; and in one 
case it becomes more positive in 71 and less positive in 
72 to 76*
Three cases with upright T waves in "VI in the 
control have inverted T waves in 71 in the left lateral 
posture; one case with a diphasic T wave in 71 in the 
control now has s.n inverted T wave in 71; one case with 
an upright T wave in 71 in the control now has a diphasic 
T wave in 71; and one case with a fi.at T wave in 71 in 
the control now has an inverted T wave in 71.
Prone posture
Changes in the T waves occur in nineteen of the
twenty cases. The individual leads affected vary
considerably from case to case "but the general tendency
is for the T waves in VI and V2 to become less positive
and for the T waves in V3 or^  74 to Y6 to become more
positive. There are five exceptions however* In one
case the T wave becomes less positive in all leads; in
one case it becomes less positive in VI and V2 and in V5 
\
and 76; in one case it becomes less positive in VI and 
76; in one cage it becomes less positive in V5 and 73; 
and in one case it becomes bens positive in 76.
Three cases with upright T waves in VI in the
control have inverted T waves in the prone posture and
one case with a diphasic T wave in 71 in the control now 
has an inverted T wave in-VI*
The changes in general therefore tend to
resemble those in the left lateral posture but they are
less obvious*
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SECTION 11.
ghejgrcect of Posture on the Abnormal Electrocardiogram.
— Qorrelatlon of Standard Limb, Unipolar Limb and 
Precordial Leads. -
In this section the individual changes which 
''have been described in the three types of lead in the 
twenty abnormal cases are correlated.
The results are very similar to those obtained 
in the normal cases and are therefore dealt with more 
briefly.
Sitting, Standing and 45° head up postures (A, B and C).
In these postures the changes in the QRS 
complex, P wave and T wave in the three types of lead 
are similar in nature and frequency to those in the 
nomal series, and the same conclusions are applicable.
Right lateral posture (S)«
In this posture the changes are on the whole 
similar to those in the normal series. There are two 
points of difference^ however. (l) The changes in the 
QRS complexes in the standard and unipolar limb leads tend 
to be more consistent. Thus in the standard leads 
seventeen cs.ses show a shift of the QRS axis to tne ±efc 
and only two cases show a shift to the right; the remaining 
case shows no change. In the unipolar limb leads fourteen 
cases show evidence of counter1 clockwise rotation around
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b.ae antero-posterior axis-and only four cases show 
clockwise rotation; the remaining two cases show no 
change. (2) Changes in the T waves in the precordial 
leads are complicated in some cases by pre-existing 
abnormality in these waves due to the cardiac lesion.
Thus, though in most cases the T wave still tends to be 
sincreased in VI to V3 and decreased in V4 to V6, 
exceptions to this rule occur in five of the twenty cases. 
This probably also accounts for the greater diversity of 
change in the T waves in the standard and unipolar limb 
leads.
Left lateral posture (F).
In this posture the changes in the QRS
complexes in the three types of lead are similar in
frequency and nature to those in the normal series.
As in posture (E) however, the T wave changes in the
precordial leads are exceptional in five of the twenty 
cases.
Prone posture
In this posture the changes in the QRS
complexes in the three types of lead are similar in
fr.eauency and nature to those in the normal series but
again as in postures (E) and (p) the T wave changes in
the.precordial leads are exceptional in five of tne 
twenty cases.
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In conclusion, it would appear that the 
postural changes in the normal and abnormal groups are 
very much alike ho'th in frequency and type. This 
applies particularly to the effects of rotation and 
displacement as .assessed hy changes in the QRS complexes. 
The uniformity of the T wave changes in postures A, B and 
C in hoth groups as opposed to the discrepancies 
encountered in postures E, F and G may well he due to 
the fact that in the former set of postures the T wave 
changes are due in part to a common neurogenic factor 
whereas in the latter set of postures the changes are 
purely due to the effect pf rotation and displacement.
PART V.
POSTURAL INVERSION OP THE T WAVE TO STANDARD T.BAng n _jwn m .
PART V,
POSTURAL INVERSION OF THE T WAVE IN STANDARD LEADS 11 AND 111.
SECTION 1.
Historical Introduction.
One of the most interesting effects of posture 
on the electrocardiogram is the phenomenon of flattening 
or inversion of the T waves in leads 11 and 111 in 
apparently normal subjects on changing from the recumbent 
to the sitting or standing position. This seems to have 
"been noted first hy Jensen et al (1932). Since then 
various investigations have been carried out with a view 
to determining the cause and significance of these 
changes. The effect was at one time attributed to 
latent heart disease (Leimdorfer, 1955) but subsequent 
observers have agreed that the main cause is an 
alteration in the position of the heart with perhaps a 
contributory autonomic nervous influence (Sigler, 1938;
White and Chamberlain, 1938; Ylvisaker and Kirkland, 1940; 
Scherf and Weissberg, 1941; White et al, 1941). Pull 
inspiration may enhance the effect while full expiration 
tends to abolish it (Scherf and Weissberg, 1941; White 
et al, 1941)* Although it occurs most commonly in 
young slimly built individuals (White et al, 1941) it 
does not seem to be unduly frequent in so-called neuro- 
circulatory asthenia (Logue et al, 1944). It has been
noted, however, that in normal individuals displaying
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the characteristic limb lead changes, the chest leads 
CF2, CP3 and CP4 are unaffected, while in the emotionally 
unstable subjects the T waves in these leads are also 
lowered or inverted (Wendkos, 1944).
Similar depression of the T waves in leads 11 
and 111 is known to occur in normal individuals after the 
administration of nitro-glyeerine (Scherf and Weissberg, 
1941) and after inhalation of amyl nitrite (Goldberger, 
1945b). It has been suggested that the inversion of the 
T wave in lead 111 in these cases is due to inversion of 
T in lead aVF and that the standing posture, inspiration 
and amyl nitrite all produce this effect by the same 
mechanism, namely, clockwise rotation around the 
longitudinal axis and forward rotation of the apex around 
the transverse axis in a vertical heart (Goldberger and 
Schwartz, 1946). More recently, however, Goldberger 
(1949c) has admitted that in some of these cases a 
concomitant lowering or inversion of the T waves in the 
unipolar chest leads may occur in the standing posture 
which cannot be attributed to any change in position of 
the heart and is therefore presumably due to sympathetic 
stimulation consequent on a diminished venous return.
It was considered that further study of this 
problem with the unipolar leads might yield information 
of value and the results of these investigations are 
described in the following sections of this thesis.
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SECTION 2.
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General Description of the Cases Studied.
Two cases showing postural inversion of the 
T waves in leads 11 and 111 were selected for detailed 
study*
CASE 1* A.R. Age 18 years.
This was a healthy male subject. There was 
no previous history of illness and clinical examination 
revealed no abnormality. There was no evidence of 
emotional instability. Radiological examination of 
the chest and heart was negative.
The electrocardiogram in the recumbent 
posture showed the following appearances:
Standard Limb Leads.
Lead 1 has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. 
Lead 11 has upright P and T waves and a tall 
R pattern.
Lead 111 has upright P and T waves and a small 
splintered R pattern.
Unipolar Limb Leads.
aVR has inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern. 
aVL has low upright P and T waves and a
qRS pattern.
a VP has upright P and T waves and a slightly
splintered R pattern.
Precordial Leads*
VI and V2 have rS patterns.
V3 to V5 have Rs patterns.
V6 has an R pattern.
The P and T waves are upright in all leads.
The heart is horizontal with marked clockwise 
rotation.
CASE 2. A>McL. Age 17 years.
This was a healthy male subject. There was 
no previous history of illness and clinical examination 
revealed no abnormality. There was no evidence of 
emotional instability. Radiological examination of 
the chest and heart was negative.
The electrocardiogram in the recumbent 
posture showed the following appearances:
Standard Limb Leads.
Lead 1 has upright P and T waves and a gRs pattern. 
Lead 11 has upright P and T waves and a tall R 
pattern.
Lead 111 has upright P and T waves and a slightly 
splintered R pattern.
Unipolar Limb Leads.
aVR has inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern. 
aVL has diphasic or slightly inverted P waves and
low upright T waves and a qrS pattern.
aVF has upright P ana T waves ana a slightly
splintered R pattern.
Precordial Leads.
VI to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 has an RS pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns.
The heart is horizontal with moderate clockwise 
rotation.
It can he seen that the electrocardiographic 
patterns in the two cases are similar. On standing, 
inversion of the T wave in leads 11 and 111 occurred - 
in both cases, hut was less marked in Case 1 than in 
Case 2.
SECTION -3.
The Effect of Repeated Lying and Standing.
The objects of this experiment were to 
determine, firstly, whether the alterations in the 
electrocardiogram occurred immediately after the 
change from the lying to the standing posture or 
vice versa, and secondly, whether they were 
reproduced consistently with repeated changes in 
posture.
Method.
Eight recordings of each lead were made 
with the subject alternately lying and standing, the 
whole procedure being carried out as quickly as 
possible.
In Case 1 the three standard leads were 
investigated in this way. In Case 2 the three unipolar 
limb leads were investigated in addition to the standard 
leads.
Results.
The complete sets of tracings from the two 
cases are shown in plates 187 to 189.
CASE 1.
The electrocardiographic patterns in the 
lying posture are all identical.
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The patterns in the standing posture are 
all identical. The alterations which occur on 
standing are as follows:
The heart rate is increased from 80 per 
minute to 100 per minute.
The P wave is increased in leads 11 and 111.
There is a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
The T wave is reduced in all leads and becomes 
inverted in lead 111.
CASE 2.
The electrocardiographic patterns of the 
standard leads in the lying posture are all identical.
The patterns in the standing posture are all 
identical. The alterations which occur on standing 
are as follows:
The heart rate is increased from 70 per 
minute to 100 per minute.
The P wave is increased in leads 11 and 111.
There is a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
The T wave is reduced in all leads and becomes 
inverted in leads 11 and 111.
The electrocardiographic patterns of the 
unipolar limb leads in the lying posture are all identical.
The patterns in the standing posture are all 
identical. The alterations which occur on standing 
are as follows:
The heart rate is increased from 70 per 
minute to 100 per minute.
The P wave is more negative in aVL and more 
positive in aVF.
The S wave is increased in aVL; 1?he R wave 
is increased in aVP.
The T wave is less inverted in aVR; it is 
increased in aVL and becomes inverted in aVF.
Conclusions.
Alterations in the standard and unipolar 
limb leads occur Immediately after changing from the 
lying to the standing posture and are immediately 
reversible on resuming the lying posture.
These alterations appear consistently on 
rapid repeated change from the one posture to the 
other.
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SECTION 4.
The Effect of Prolonged Standing,
The object of this experiment was to 
determine whether the alterations in the electro­
cardiogram due to the change from the lying to the 
standing posture persisted when the standing posture 
was maintained for some time.
Method.
The standard and unipolar limb leads were 
studied in two cases. A control set of tracings 
was taken with the subject in the lying posture.
The subject then stood at ease and another set of 
tracings was taken. This posture was maintained 
for a period of one hour and further sets of tracings 
were taken at five minute intervals during the first 
half hour and at ten minute intervals during the 
second half hour. At the end of this period the 
subject resumed the lying posture and a final set of 
tracings was taken.
Results.
The complete sets of tracings from the two 
cases are shown in plates 190 to 193.
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CASE 1.
On adoption of the standing posture the 
following alterations in the electrocardiogram 
immediately occur.
Standard Limb Leads.
The heart rate is increased from 84 per 
minute to 115 per minute.
The P wave is increased in leads 11 and 111.
There is a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
The T wave is reduced in all leads and becomes
flat in lead 11 and inverted in lead 111.
Unipolar Limb Leads.
The heart rate is increased from 84 per 
minute to 115 per minute.
The P wave becomes inverted in aVL and is 
increased in aVP.
The pattern in aVL changes from qRS to rS 
with increase in 3; R is increased in aVP.
The T wave becomes much less negative and 
indeed is practically flat in aVR; it is increased in 
aVL and becomes inverted in a VP.
During the next hour these alterations in
the heart rate, QRS patterns and P wave patterns 
persist. The alterations in the T wave patterns 
persist for 15 to 20 minutes. Thereafter the patterns 
tend to revert to the appearances in the lying posture. 
Thus after one hour T is upright again in lead 111 and
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in aVF. The T wave in the standard leads does not 
become as tall as in the lying posture. In aVL the 
T wave becomes identical with that in the lying 
posture but this does not occur in aVR or aVR.
On resuming the lying posture at the end 
of one hour the patterns in all the leads immediately 
become identical with those of the original control 
series.
CASE 2.
On adoption of the standing posture the 
following alterations in the electrocardiogram 
immediately occur.
Standard Limb Leads.
The heart rate is increased from 74 per 
minute to 115 per minute.
The P wave is increased in leads 11 and 111.
There is a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
The T wave is reduced in all leads and becomes 
inverted in leads 11 and 111.
Unipolar Limb Leads.
The heart rate is increased from 74 per 
minute to 115 per minute.
The P wave becomes inverted in aVL and is 
increased in aVE.
The pattern in aVL changes from qRS to rS 
with increase in S; R is increased in aVF.
The T wave becomes upright in aVR; it is
increased in aVL and becomes deeply inverted in aVE.
During the next hour these alterations in 
the heart rate, P wave patterns and QRS patterns 
persist. The alterations in the T wave patterns 
persist for 30 to 35 minutes. Thereafter the 
patterns tend to show some reversion towards their 
appearances in the lying posture. At the end of 
one hour, however, the T wave is still inverted in 
leads 11 and 111 and in aVF.
On resuming the lying posture after one 
hour the patterns in all the leads immediately 
become identical with those of the original control 
series, apart from slight increase of the T wave in 
leads 11 and 111 and in aVE, and increased inversion 
of the T wave in aVR.
Conclusions.
The alterations in the electrocardiogram 
due to the change from the lying to the standing 
posture are at their maximum immediately after assuming 
the standing posture, and show no tendency to develop 
further when the standing posture is maintained.
The alterations in the heart rate, P waves 
and QRS complexes persist for at least an hour.
The alterations in the T waves appear to be 
more transient. They persist for 20 to 30 minutes 
and thereafter show some tendency to regress. Even
after one hour, however, the alterations are still 
obvious.
A comparison of the two cases described 
shows that the effect on the T waves of the change 
in posture is quantitative as well as qualitative.
On resuming the lying posture after 
prolonged standing the patterns revert at once to 
their original form.
SECTION 5.
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The Effect of Exercise on the Electrocardiographic 
Patterns produced by Standing,
The object of this experiment was to 
determine whether the electrocardiographic patterns 
in the standing posture are affected by exercise.
Method.
The standard and unipolar limb leads were 
studied in two cases. A control set of tracings 
was taken with the subject in the lying posture.
A further set of tracings was taken with the subject 
standing. He then hopped fifty times on each foot 
and a further set of tracings was then taken in the 
standing posture. Two sets of tracings were taken 
at five minute intervals thereafter. The subject 
then lay down and a final set of tracings was taken.
Results.
The complete sets of tracings from the two 
cases are shown in plates 194 and 195.
CASE 1.
The standard and unipolar limb leads before 
and after exercise in the standing posture are identical. 
The differences between the patterns in the
f
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lying and standing postures are as already described 
in Sections 3 and 4.
CASE 2.
The standard and unipolar limb leads before 
and after exercise in the standing posture are very 
similar* The only difference is in the T waves which 
are slightly more positive in lead 1 and less inverted 
in leads 11 and 111 after exercise* This is 
associated with a slightly more negative T wave in 
aVE and less negative T wave in aVE.
The differences between the patterns in the 
lying and standing postures are as already described 
in Sections 3 and 4.
Conclusion*
Exercise has practically no effect on the 
electrocardiographic changes due to standing.
SECTION 6
A Comparison of the Effect of Respiration on the 
Electrocardiogram in the Lying and Standing 
Postures.
The objects of this experiment were to 
determine firstly whether there was any difference 
between the effects of respiration on the electro­
cardiogram in the lying and standing postures, and 
secondly, whether deep respiration in the standing 
posture counteracted or exaggerated the postural 
effect.
Method.
The standard and unipolar limb leads were 
studied in two cases.
With the subject in the lying posture a 
control tracing was taken during quiet breathing. 
Tracings were then taken with the breath held in 
deep inspiration and in forced expiration. This 
procedure was then repeated in the standing posture.
Results.
The complete sets of tracings from the 
two cases are shown in plates 196 and 197.
CASE 1.
Lying Posture.
The standard leads show a shift of the 
QRS axis to the right on inspiration and a shift to 
the left on expiration.
The unipolar limb leads show the following 
changes. On inspiration, the pattern in aYL changes 
from qRS to qrS; in aVE $ is increased; the T wave 
is less inverted in aVR and is reduced in aYL and aVF. 
On expiration, aYL has a qRs pattern with increase in 
R; in aVE R is reduced.
Standing Posture.
The control series of standard limb leads 
show the following postural effects:
The heart rate is increased from 82 per 
minute to 115 per minute.
The P wave is increased in leads 11 and 111. 
There is a shift of the QRS axis to the
right.
The T wave is reduced in all leads and 
“becomes inverted in lead 111.
On inspiration the heart rate is unchanged 
but most of the other postural effects are exaggerated. 
Thus the P wave is further increased in leads 11 and 
111; there is a further shift of the QRS axis to 
the right; the T wave becomes inverted in lead 11 
anfl more deeply inverted in lead 111. The one
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exception is the T wave in lead 1 which is increased 
slightly.
On expiration, the heart rate remains 
unaltered hut the other postural effects are partially 
counteracted. Thus the P wave is reduced in leads 
11 and 111; there is a shift of the QRS axis to the 
left; the T wave is increased in leads 1 and 11 and 
becomes diphasic in lead 111.
The control series of unipolar limb leads 
show the following postural effects:
The heart rate is increased from 82 per 
minute to 115 per minute.
The P wave is inverted in aYL and increased
in aVF.
The pattern in aYL changes from qRS to rS 
with increase in S; in aVE R is increased.
The T wave is less inverted in aVR and is 
reduced in aVE.
On inspiration, the heart rate is unchanged 
but the other postural effects are exaggerated. Thus 
the T wave is flattened in aVR, increased in aYL and 
becomes inverted in aYE.
On expiration, the heart rate remains 
unaltered but the other postural effects are partially 
counteracted. Thus the P wave becomes upright in aYL 
and is reduced in aYE. The pattern in aYL changes to 
qRs; in aVE R is reduced. The T wave becomes inverted
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in aVR and upright in aVF.
CASE 2.
Lying Posture.
The standard leads show a shift of the QRS 
axis to the right on inspiration with some reduction 
of the T waves in leads 1 and 11. On expiration
no significant changes occur.
The unipolar limb leads show no significant 
changes with either inspiration or expiration.
Standing Posture.
The control series of standard limb leads 
show the following postural effects:
The heart rate is increased from 74 per 
minute to 100 per minute.
The P wave is increased in leads 11 and 111.
There is a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
The T wave is reduced in all leads and becomes
flat in lead 11 and inverted in lead 111.
On inspiration, the heart rate is practically 
unchanged but most of the other postural effects are 
exaggerated. ThUs the P wave is further increased in 
leads 11 and 111; there is a further shift of the QRS 
axis to the right; the T wave becomes slightly inverted
in lead 11. The one exception the T wave in lead 1
which remains unaltered.
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On expiration, the heart rate is unchanged 
hut the other postural effects are partially counteracted. 
Thus the P wave is reduced in leads 11 and 111; there is 
a shift of the QRS axis to the left; the T wave is 
increased in lead 1 and becomes flat in lead 11.
The control series of unipolar limb leads show 
the following postural effects:
The heart rate is increased from 74 per minute 
to 100 per minute.
The P wave is inverted in aVL and increased
in aVF.
S is increased in aVL and R is increased in
aTO.
The T wave is less inverted in aVR, increased 
in aVL and inverted in aVP.
On inspiration, the heart rate is unchanged 
but the other postural effects are exaggerated. Thus 
the P wave is further inverted in aVL and increased in 
aTO; the pattern in aTL changes to rS and R is increased 
in aVF; the T wave becomes flat in aVR, and is more 
inverted in aTO.
On expiration, the heart rate remains unaltered 
but the other postural effects are partially counteracted. 
Thus the P wave is less inverted in aVL and reduced in 
aVP. The pattern in aVL reverts to qrS and R is 
reduced in a m  The T wave becomes inverted in aVR, 
increased in aVL and less inverted in a m
Conclusions.
Deep inspiration tends to exaggerate the 
alterations in the electrocardiogram due to change 
from the lying to the standing posture. The increase 
in the heart rate however is unaffected.
Deep expiration tends to counteract the 
postural effects, hut again the increase in the heart 
rate is unaffected.
Prom these two observations it is clear that 
the postural changes in the electrocardiogram are not 
entirely due to the associated tachycardia.
SECTION 7.
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A Comparison of the Effect of Respiration on the 
Electrocardiogram in the Right and Left Lateral Postures#
The object of this experiment was to determine 
whether respiration had any effect on the electro­
cardiogram in the right and left lateral postures.
Method.
Two cases were studied. In case 1 the 
standard leads were recorded during quiet "breathing, 
in full inspiration and in forced expiration with the 
subject lying first in the right lateral posture and 
then in the left lateral posture. For comparative 
purposes the effect of respiration in the standing 
posture was similarly studied.
m  case 2 the standard and unipolar limb leads 
were recorded during quiet breathing, in full inspiration 
and in forced expiration with the subject lying first in 
the right lateral posture and then in the left lateral 
posture.
Besults.
The complete sets of tracings from the two 
cases are shown in plates 198 and 199.-
CASE 1.
Standing Posture.
The effects of respiration are similar to 
those already described in Section 6.
Right Lateral Posture.
Compared with the standing posture the 
control tracings show reduction of R in all leads; 
the T wave is upright and of increased amplitude in 
all leads.
On inspiration the QRS axis shifts slightly 
to the right. There are no significant changes in 
the T waves.
On expiration the QRS axis shifts slightly 
to the left. There are no significant changes in 
the T waves.
Left Lateral Posture.
The control patterns are similar to those in 
the right lateral posture but the P wave is reduced in 
lead 11 and inverted in lead 111; the T wave is 
reduced in leads 11 and 111.
On inspiration the QRS axis shifts slightly 
to the right; the P wave in lead 111 becomes diphasic 
gnri the T wave in lead 111 is slightly diphasic.
On expiration no significant change occurs.
CASE 2.
Right Lateral Posture.
On inspiration the standard leads show a
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shift of the QRS axis to the right with reduction, of 
the T wave in leads 1 and 11. The unipolar limb leads 
show a change of pattern in aVL from qRS to qrS and 
increase of R in aVF; the T wave is less inverted 
in aVR and reduced in aVF.
On expiration the standard leads show no 
significant change. The unipolar limb leads show 
slight decrease of S in aVL and of R in aVF.
Left Lateral Posture.
The control standard and unipolar limb lead 
tracings are similar to those in the right lateral 
posture.
On inspiration the changes are similar to 
those in the right lateral posture.
On expiration the standard leads show slight 
reduction of the T waves in leads 11 and 111. The 
unipolar limb leads show slight increase of the T 
wave in aVL and slight reduction of the f wave in aTO.
Conclusion.
Respiration has no significant effect on 
the standard and unipolar limb lead electrocardiogram 
in either the right or left lateral postures.
SECTION 8.
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Effect of Alteration of Position in the 45° head up
Posture*
The object of this experiment was to determine 
whether alteration of "bodily position in the 45° head up 
posture produced any change in the electrocardiogram.
Method.
The standard and unipolar limb leads were 
studied in one case (case l). The subject remained in 
the 45° head up posture throughout. A control set of 
tracings was taken lying on the back (A). Further sets 
of tracings were then taken lying on the right side (B), 
lying on the left side (C) and lying face down (D).
Results.
The complete set of tracings is shown in
plate 200.
A. Lead 1 has a qRs, lead 11 an R and lead 111 a
splintered R pattern; P and T waves are upright 
in all leads.
aVR has inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern. 
aVL has diphasic P and upright T waves and a qRS 
pattern. aVF has upright P and T waves and a 
splintered R pattern.
B. The standard limb leads are similar to those in 
A but the T wave is slightly increased in lead 1 
and reduced in lead 111.
The unipolar limb leads show no significant change.
C. The standard limb leads are similar to those in
A but the T wave is increased in lead 1 and 
reduced in lead 111.
The unipolar limb leads have patterns similar to 
those in A but the T wave is less inverted in aVR 
and is reduced in aVF.
D. The standard limb leads are similar to those in
A but the T waves are slightly increased in leads 
1 and 11 and reduced in lead 111.
The unipolar limb leads are similar to those in A.
Conclusion.
Minor differences are present in the electro­
cardiogram in the various positions but there is no 
really significant change.
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STUDIES Dff ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
APPEUDIX A 
Plates I to 90
PART I.
Section 3.
Plates I to 5#
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CASE 10.I PLATE I.
J.M.
Age 62 years.
The four sets of tracings A,B,G and L were 
taken at half-hourly intervals, the electrodes 
being left in position throughout. The electro 
cardiograph was switched off between each 
recording.
The four sets of tracings are identical.
CASE m .  2
A.C.
Age 25 years.
The two sets of tracings A and B were taken 
in this normal subject at the beginning and end 
of a two-hour period during which the electrodes 
were left in position and the electrocardiograph 
was in continuous action.
The two sets of tracings are identical.
CASE SO. 3
J.S.
Age 38 years.
The two sets of tracings A and B were taken 
in this case of auricular fibrillation with 
digitalis effect at the beginning and end of a 
two and a half-hour period during which the 
electrodes were left in position and the 
electrocardiograph was in continuous action, 
xhe two sets of tracings are identical.
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CASE HO.4 PLATE 2a.
W.A.
Age 33 years.
The six sets of tracings A,B,C,D,E and F were 
taken in this normal subject at half-hourly 
intervals. The limb electrodes were left in position 
throughout. The precordial leads were recorded by 
means of the chest electrodes and the electrode 
belt described in Section 2 and these also remained 
in position throughout.
The six sets of tracings are identical.
PLATE 2b. CAST? HO.4
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CASE 10.5 PLATE 3a.
Effect of Food. P.M.
Age 36 years.
The five sets of tracings in this case were 
taken immediately "before food (A) , immediately 
after food (B) and at subsequent half-hourly 
intervals (C,D and E).
The standard limb leads and unipolar limb 
leads show no significant differences.
The precordial leads show a very considerable 
reduction in the amplitude of the T waves particularly 
in 72 to 75 immediately after food with gradual 
return to their original height after rj- hours.
PLATE 3t). CASE HO.5
PRECORDIAL LEADS
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CASK HO.6 PLAT
Effect of Iced and 
Tepid Pater.
The tracings in this case we re taken iramea lately 
before (A) and immediately after (.o) drinking 
500 c.c. of iced water. A third series (C) was 
taken half an hour later after drinking 500 c.c. of 
tepid water.
The T leaves in leads r± and III are lowered 
after drinking the iced water and at the same time 
the I wave in VL is changed from negative to flat.
rhe only change in the precordial leads is an 
increase in the amplitude of the a wave in V2 after 
drinking the iced water.
The tracings after drinking the tepid water 
are identical with the control series.
A. C •
Age 30 years.
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CASE m . 7 PLATE
Effect of Gold Water. W.A.
Age 33 years.
The tracings in this case were taken immediately 
hefore \A) and after (B and C) drinking 500 c.c. of 
ordinary cold tap water.
The tracings in series B show no differences 
from the control series.
In series C there is slight flattening of the 
T xvave in lead III and an increase in amplitude of 
the ! wave in YE.
NORMAL. Miss H.F.
Age 15 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
A: tracings from distal set of electrodes.
B: tracings from proximal set of electrodes.
The two'sets of tracings are identical.
UNIPOLAR Lli'.m jjEADS .
A:leads from distal electrodes only.
The W leads are smaller in amplitude than they 
should he theoretically.
The aW and aG leads are identical with the exception 
of the P wave in VL, 'which is low upright in aW and flat 
in aG.
B: leads from proximal exploring electrodes and distal 
central terminal.
There is a fairly close correlation between the 
theoretical and observed values in the four types of 
lead. The main difference again is in the P wave in VL, 
which is low upright in W and aW but flat in G and aG.
The aW leads in A and B are identical.
The aG leads in A and B are also practieallv 
identical.
AUNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
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IQRMAL. J.W,
Age 35 years.
5TALI)ARP LIMB LEALS.
A: tracings from distal set of electrodes,
B: tracings from proximal .set of electrodes.
The two sets of tracings are -practically identical, 
apart from slight differences in amplitude in the ? and 
T waves in lead III.
UNIPOLAR LL . LEAPS.
A: leads from distal electrodes only.
The T leads particularly VR and YL are much 
smaller in amplitude than they should, be theoretically.
The aW and aG- leads show definite differences 
particularly in VR' and YL. All the deflections in the 
aG leads are greater than those in the corresponding 
aW leads.
3: leads from proximal exploring electrodes and distal 
central terminal.
A close correlation exists between the theoretical 
and observed values of the h and ah leads. This is not 
so in t he ease of the G ana aG leads. This a ••.plies 
particularly to VR ana YL.
The aW leads in A and B are almost identical though 
there are minor differences in the P waves.
The aG leads in A and B have a fairly close 
resemblance also but the differences in the P waves 
are more obvious.
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NORMAL. T.R.
Age 19 .years .
oTABLARI) LIMB LEADS.
These were recorded from the distal electrodes
only.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
A: tracings from distal electrodes only.
The 7 leads are much smaller in amplitude than 
they should be theoretically.
The aW and aG leads show minor differences 
particularly in the P wave of >/L which is less inverted 
in a7 than in aG.
B: leads from proximal exploring electrodes and distal 
central terminal.
There is a close correspondence between the 
theoretical and observed values of the » and aW leads. 
The G and aG leads do not have such a close corresponden 
The a>v and ae leads show minor differences particularly 
in the amplitude of the complexes in "VR and VF.
The aW leads in A and B are identical.
The aG leads in A and B show minor differences 
in the amplitude of the QRS complexes and also of the 
r wave in «L.
S T A N D A R D  L I M B  LEADS
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS 
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IORMAL. J . S .
Age 46 years
ST AIT DARI) jjIMB LEADS.
These were recorded from the distal electrodes
onljr.
UNIPOLAR LIMB L E A D S .
A: tracings from distal electrodes only.
The 7! leads are slightly smaller in amplitude 
than they should he theoretically,
rhe aW and ah leads show differences in the
amplitude of the r wave, wRS complex and T wave in
wR and «-L,
R: leads from proximal exploring electrodes and distal 
central terminal.
There is a close correspondence between the 
theoretical and observed values of the A and ah' leads. 
The G- and aG leads do not have such a close correspond­
ence as can be seen readily in VF where the deflections 
are almost three times as great in aG as they are in G.
The a'V leads in A and B are identical.
The aG leads in ji and h resemble each other fairly
closely but there are minor differences in amplitude.
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GASS NO. 5 LATE 10
ABNORMAL.
Diagnosis: Essential hypertension
Mrs.M.M
Age 52 years.
STANDARD LII-iB LEALS.
A: tracings from distal set of electrodes.
B: tracings from proximal set of electrodes.
The two sets of tracings are identical.
A: tracings from distal electrodes only.
The V leads are smaller in amplitude than they 
should he theoretically particularly in VR and VL.
The aV and aG- leads resemble each other fairly 
closely though there are minor differences particularly 
in VF where there is an initial q in aW hut not in aG-.
A consideration of the standard leads proves that this 
q should theoretically he present.
B: leads from proximal exploring electrodes and distal
central terminal.
rhere is a close correspondence between the 
theoretical and observed values of the W and aW leads. 
The G- and aG leads fail to show such a relationship 
particularly with respect to the P wave in VR, the 
R wave in VL and all the deflections in VF.
The aW leads in A and B are identical. The aG 
leads are practically identical but there are minor 
discrepancies,e.g. the S wave in vL is smaller in A 
than in B and a tinjr initial q in VF appears in B but 
not in A.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
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AMORHAIi. Mlaa M.O.
Diagnosis: Post-haemorrhagic Anaemia. Age 52 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
A: tracings from distal set of electrodes,
B: tracings from proximal set of electrodes.
The two sets of tracings are identical.
Uir°0LAR LI,..3 LEADS.
A: tracings from distal electrodes only.
The A leads are smaller in amplitude than they should 
he theoretically.
The ah and aG- leads show definite differences in VL 
where the P and 1 waves are much smaller in aW than in aG and 
there is an rs pattern in aW hut a OS pattern in aG.
B: leads from proximal exploring electrodes and distal central
terminal.
A close correspondence exists between the theoretical 
and observed values of the W and ah leads. There is no such 
relationship between the G and aG leads. Differences are presen 
between the ah and aG leads. Thus in VR all the deflections in
a are slightly smaller than those in aG; in VL the ? and T
T~7aves <~re much smaller in ah than in aG and there is an rs 
pattern in ah and a Q,S pattern in aG.
The at/ leads in A and B are identical.
differences between the Wilson and Goldberger 
derivations in this case can be explained by the undue resemb­
lance ^ of the latter to one of the standard leads. Thus in VR 
-ne aG lead resembles an inverted lead II while in VL it 
resembles an inverted lead III.
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CASE NO.7 PLATE 12
ABNORMAL.
Diagnosis: Obesity.
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
A: tracings from distal set of electrodes.
B: tracings from proximal set of electrodes.
Allowing for the effect of respiratory variation 
in lead ill the two sets of tracings are practically 
identical.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEA IS .
A: tracings from distal electrodes only.
The W leads are slightly smaller in amplitude than 
they should he theoretically.
The aW and aG leads show differences particularly in 
YR where the S wave is deeper in a',7 than in ah and in 
YF where the 0, wave is much more prominent in aG- than 
in aW.
B: leads from proximal exploring electrodes and distal 
central terminal.
There is a close correspondence between the theor­
etical and observed values of the vv and aW leads.
The C and aG leads also have a fairly close correspondence. 
The aW and aG leads again show some differences especially 
in the Q, wave of VF.
The aE leads in A and B are identical. The 
aG leads in A and b show differences in amplitude 
particularly of the QjRS complexes.
R.P.
Age 28 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
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CASE xwO .8 PLATE I
AB10MAL. J.S.
Diagnosis: Aortic Incompetence. Age VO years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
These were recorded from the distal electrodes
only.
URIPOEAR LIMB LEADS.
A: tracings from distal electrodes only.
The "/ leads are smaller in amplitude than they 
should be theoreti cally.
The ah and au- leads show differences in amplitude 
of the ■■■•RS complex and T wave particularly in VR and VF.
B: leads from proximal exploring electrodes and distal 
central terminal.
There is a close correspondence between the 
theoretical and observed values of the V and as leads.
There is no such relationship between the 0 and aG- leads.
The aW leads in A and 3 are practically identical.
T h e  aG- leads in A and 3 show considerable differences 
in the amplitude of the QRS complexes and T waves.
PART I. 
Section 5. 
Plates 14 to 20.
A B
A : WITH 5 0 0 0  OHM RESISTANCES
B : WITHOUT RESISTANCES
aVR RESEMBLES LEAD II INVERTED 
aVL RESEMBLES LEAD III INVERTED
LOW RESISTANCE IN LEFT LEG
ABNORMAL. Miss M . C .
Diagnosis :Post-haemorrhagic Age 52 years.
Ana’emia.
I,II and III are the three standard limb leads.
A: the augmented extremity potentials recorded with the 
"" Wilson terminal closely resemble the theoretical values
calculated from the standard leads.
B: the augmented extremity potentials recorded with the 
~ Goldberger terminal show differences in aVR and aVL.
aVR resembles lead II inverted. 
aVL resembles lead III inverted.
These differences can be explained by a low resistance 
in the left leg.
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a VR
a V L
aVF
A:  WITH 5 0 0 0  OHM RESISTANCES
B : WITHOUT RESISTANCES
aVR RESEMBLES LEAD H  INVERTED 
a VL RESEMBLES LEAD HT INVERTED
LOW RESISTANCE IN LEFT LEG
CASE II. PLATE 15.
NORMAL. D«W.
Age 42 years.
I,II and III are the three standard limh leads.
A: the augmented extremity potentials recorded with the
Wilson terminal closely resemble the theoretical 
values calculated from the standard leads.
B: the augmented extremity potentials recorded with the
Goldberger terminal show differences in aVR and a VL.
aVR resembles lead II inverted.
aVL resembles lead III inverted.
These differences can be explained by a low
resistance in the left leg.
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A : WITH 5 0 0 0  OHM RESISTANCES
B : WITHOUT RESISTANCES
aVR RESEMBLES LEAD H  INVERTED 
aVL RESEMBLES LEAD IE  INVERTED
LOW RESISTANCE IN LEFT LEG
CASE III PLATE
ABNORMAL* J*A*
Diagnosis; Rheumatic Heart Disease, Age 14 years.
I,II and III are the three standard limb leads.
A: the augmented extremity potentials recorded with
the Wilson terminal closely resemble the theoretical 
values calculated from the standard limb leads.
B: the augmented extremity potentials recorded with the 
~ Coldberger terminal show differences in aVR and aVL.
aVR resembles lead II inverted. 
aVL resembles lead III inverted.
These differences can be explained by a low
resistance in the left leg.
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A : WITH 5 0 0 0  O H M  R ESISTAN CE S
B : W ITHOUT RESISTANCES
aVR R E S E M B L E S  LEAD I IN VER TED  
a VL R ESEM B LES LEAD I UPRIGHT
HIGH RESISTANCE IN LEFT LEG
FORMAL.
Age 38 years.
I,II and III are the three standard limb leads.
A: the augmented extremity potentials recorded with the 
"* Wilson terminal closely resemble the theoretical values
calculated from the standard limb leads.
B: the augmented extremity potentials recorded with the 
~ Goldberger terminal show differences in aVR and aVL.
aVR resembles lead I inverted. 
aVL resembles lead I upright.
Tfcese differences can be explained by a high
resistance in the left leg.
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A  : WITH 5 0 0 0  OHM RESISTANCES
B : WITHOUT RESISTANCES
aVR RESEMBLES LEAD I INVERTED  
aVF RESEMBLES LEAD III UPRIGHT
LOW RESISTANCE IN LEFT ARM
CASE V PLATE IS
ABNORMAL.
Diagnosis: Obesity.
R.P
Age 28 years.
I,II and III are the three standard limb leads.
A: the augmented extremity potentials recorded with the 
Wilson terminal closely resemble the theoretical values 
calculated from the standard limb leads.
B: the augmented extremity potentials recorded with the 
Goldberger terminal show differences in aVR and aVF.
aVR resembles lead I inverted. 
aVF resembles lead III upright.
These differences can be explained by a low resistance
in the left arm.
A B
A : WITH 5 0 0 0  OHM RESISTANCES
B : WITHOUT RESISTANCES
aVR 'RESEMBLES LEAD II INVERTED
aVL RESEMBLES LEAD III INVERTED
aVF RESEMBLES LEAD II UPRIGHT
RESISTANCE IN L. ARM >  R. ARM >  L. LEG
CASE VI PLATE 19
NORMAL* R.S.
Age1 50 years*
I,II and III are the three standard limb leads.
A: the augmented extremity potentials recorded with 
“the Wilson terminal closely resemble the theoretical 
values calculated from the standard limb leads.
B: the augmented extremity potentials recorded with the
Goldberger terminal show differences in aVR,aVL and aVF.
aVR resembles lead II inverted. 
aVL resembles lead III inverted. 
aVE resembles lead II upright.
These differences can be explained by an order of 
resistances such that the resistance in the left arm 
is greater than that in the right arm and each in turn 
is greater than that in the left leg.
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A :  WITH 5 0 0 0  OHM RESISTANCES
B: WITHOUT RESISTANCES
aVR RESEMBLES LEAD II INVERTED
aVL RESEMBLES LEAD III INVERTED
aVF RESEMBLES LEAD II UPRIGHT
RESISTANCE IN L. ARM >  R. ARM >  L.LEG
CASE VII PLATE 20
ABNORMAL. G-.F.
Diagnosis: Rheumatic Heart Disease. Age 41 years.
I,II and III are the three standard limb leads.
A: the augmented extremity potentials recorded with the
Wilson terminal closely resemble the theoretical values 
calculated from the standard limb leads.
B: the augmented extremity potentials recorded with
the G-oldberger terminal show differences in aVR,aVL 
and aVF.
aVR resembles lead II inverted. 
aVL resembles lead III inverted. 
aVF resembles lead II upright.
These differences can be explained by an order of 
resistances such that the resistance in the left arm is greate 
than that in the right arm and each in turn is greater than 
that in the left leg.
PART I. 
Section 6. 
Plates 21 to 23.
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In this case the '.Tilson and (ioldberger precordial 
leads show the following differences:
P wave: this is uniformly upright in the V(W) leads
btit is diphasic, negative or flat in the V(G-) leads
(i,RS complex: R is slightly taller and S smaller in the 
V(7/) 'leads .
T wave: this is slightly taller in the ?(W) leads.
CASS B.
NORMAL. D.L.
Age 31 years•
In this case the Wilson and G-oldherger precordial 
leads show the following differences:
Q/i'3 complex: R is slightly taller and S sli ghtly
smaller in the V(W) leads.
1 wave: this is slightly taller in the Y(W) leads.
CASE C.
NORMAL. L.McK.
Age 38 years.
In this case there is no difference between the 
Nilson and Ooldberger precordial leads.
PLATE 88.
CASE D.
ABEOEEAL. M.H.
Magnosis: Congenital Heart .Disease. Age 14 years.
In this case the .filson and Goldberger precordial
leads show the following differences:
QR3 complex: differences in the amplitude and con­
figuration of the various waves can be seen
particularly in positions 3,4 and 5. ihe small 
initial deflections tend to be absorbed in the 
main deflection somewhat earlier in the 
leads.
T wave: differences in amplitude and configuration can 
be seen particularly in positions 4 and 5 in 
the transitional zone where the wave is changing 
in direction.
ABEOaiiAL. G.E.
hiagnos is: Aheumat ic Heart Dise ase. Age 41 years.
In this case the Pilson and Goldberger precordial 
leads show the following differences:
Qfto complex: differences in amplitude and configuration 
can be seen particularly in positions 3 and 4 in 
the transitional zone and in position 7 where the 
smaller size of the deflection renders it more 
liable to obvious distortion.
f wave: slight differences in amplitude are present•
In no sitions I and 8,1 in the V(h) leads is 
more oositive while from position 3 onwards it 
tends to be less positive than in the V(G) leads, 
rhis is most apparent in position 7.
PRECORDIAL  LE A D S
VCG)
. 1 1 1
----
V cw) VCO) VcW)
PLATS
CASE F.
S.3L uKMAL • J.Y.
.diagnosis: myocardial Infarction;
(anterior)
Age 51 years.
In this case the Wilson and Golaberger pre cordial 
leads show the following differences:
P wave: this is more positive in the Y(W) leads•
QMS complex: this is more positive in the V(W) leads.
T wave: this is more positive in the Y(W) 
is particularly obvious in position 
of the infarct where the T wave is 
direction.
leads. This 
6 at the edge 
changing its
CASE G.
ABHOPMAI,. Mrs.C.P.
I)i agno sis: Pulmonary Tube r culos is . Age 29 years.
In this case the only difference between the 
Wilson and G-oldberger precordial leads is in the 1 wave. 
It is -slightly less positive in the V(W) leads than in 
the V(G-) leads. This is best seen in position 3 in 
the transition zone where the i wave is changing its 
direction: it is upright in the 7(G) lead and inverted
in the ?(¥) lead.
PART I. 
Section 7. 
Plates 24 to 28.
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Effect of External Resistances. A.¥.
Diagnosis: Myocardial Infarction Age 54 years
(Anterior)
pTALLAxiD LiMB LEALS.
The’four sets of tracings were taken as follows:
1. XIo external resistances.
2. 5000 ohms in each lead wire.
3. 10000 ohms in each lead wire.
4. 20000 ohms in each lead wire.
The tracings in series 3 and 4 show progressive 
slurring and decrease in amplitude of the deflect­
ions •
UBIpOLAR LIMB LEALS.
These "’"were taken with a three point central 
terminal and a common electrode for the exploring 
and terminal connect ions. rhe external resistances 
in the branches of the central terminal were as follows
1. 5000 ohms in each branch.
2. iOOOG ohms in each branch.
3. 200u0 ohms in each branch.
4. 50GU0 ohms in each branch.
The tracings in series 1,2 and 3 are identical. 
Series 4 shows slurring and decrease in amplitude 
of the deflections.
a V R c o
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CAGE 110. I (eontd.) PLATE
Effect of External Resistances.
Lead aV.a(Gr), .oead I and .uead II were controls. 
Series A .
The connections were for nead aVR with equal 
resistances in the two branches of the central 
terminal as follows:
1. 50uu ohms in each branch.
2. 10000 ohms in each branch.
3. 20GUG ohms in each branch.
4. 500uu ohms in each branch.
5. 100000 ohms in each branch.
6. 200000 ohms in each branch.
rhe tracings ±, 2 and 3 are identical and closely 
resemble aVR( G-) . Tracings 4, 5 and 6 show progressive 
slurring and decrease in amplitude of the deflections.
Series B.
The connections were for ^ead alTR with no 
resistance in the left arm wire and resistances in 
the left leg wire as follows:
1. 5000 ohms.
2. iOOOO ohms.
3. 20000 ohms.
4. SOOvjO ohms.
5. iOGuOO ohms,
6. 200000 ohms.
7. I megohm.
All the tracings are identical with an inverted 
Lead I.
Series C.
The procedure was similar to that for oeries £ 
with no resistance in the left leg wire and increasing 
resistanc.es added to the left arm wire.
All the tracings are identical with an inverted
Lead II.
a VLco>
inmftumi
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Case .0. I  v conta.) PLATE 26.
Effect of external Resistances.
Aiead aVL(G-), nead 1 and .uead xll were controls. 
Series A.
i-'tie' connections were for x<ead aVL with equal 
resistances in the two branches of the central terminal 
as already described.
The tracings 1,2 and 3 are identical and closely 
resemble aVL(G-). j . racings 4,5 and 6 show progressive 
slurring and decrease in amplitude of the deflections.
Series B .
The connections were for Lead aVL with no resist­
ance in the right arm wire and increasing resistances 
in the left leg as already described.
All the tracings are identical with an upright 
Lead I.
Series J.
The" procedure Twas similar to that for Series B 
with no resistance in the left leg wire and increasing 
resistances added to the right arm wire.
All the tracings are identical with an inverted 
Lead III.
fi
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CA3E 170. I (contd.j PLATE 27
Effect of External Resistances.
Lead awT(G), Lead II and nead III were controls. 
Oeries A .
The' connections were for .uead aVF with equal 
resistances in the two branches of the central terminal 
as already described.
ihe tracings 1,2 and 3 are identical and closely 
resemble aVF(G-). tracings 4,5 and 6 show progressive 
slurring and decrease in amplitude of the deflections.
Series B.
The' connections were for xiead aEF with no resistance 
in the right arm. wire and increasing resistances in the 
left arm wire as already described.
All the tracings are identical with an upright 
jjead II.
Series 0.
The procedure was similar to that for Series B 
with no resistance in the left arm wire and increasing 
resistances in the right arm wire.
All the tracings are identical with an upright 
nead III.

-0.2 PLATE 28.
effect of External Resistances H.McK.
o n" A he 'Tre c oFcTT a 1 T7e a d' s'.
Age 51 years.
Position 1.
Leads V,CA and GF were controls, 1 "being recorded 
with, a G-oldberger centra,! terminal.
Tracings A to F were obtained by keeping the right 
arm wire of the terminal at no resistance and adding 
equal resistances to the left arm ana left leg wires 
as follows:
5000 ohms(A): 100jO ohms(B): 20000 ohms(C): 100000 ohms(L): 
500000 ohms(E): I megohm(F).
All the tracings are identical with CR.
Tracing G- was obtained as follows: the left leg 
wire of the terminal was kept at no resistance and 
equal resistances of 5000 ohms were added to the right 
arm and left arm wires.
The tracing is identical with CF.
Positions g and 5.
Tracings were taken in the same way as for 
Position I.
Again it can be seen that the V lead is converted to 
the corresponding CR or GF lead.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
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PRECORDIAL LEADS 
V CR CL CF
CASS' HO. I PLATE
NORMAL. T.S.
Age 29 years.
STANDARD LE-G LEALS.
The standard Timb leads shorn? a tendency to 
R.A.L.
U1TP0LAR LII3 LEADb.
"" ' 'The YR leads ‘have inverted P and T waves and
an rSrT pattern.
The YL leads have practically flat P and T 
waves and a Qj3 pattern.
The YP leads have upright P and T waves and 
a gBs. -pattern.
Electrically the heart is vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the GR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the Cl and Y leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the GR leads, 
leas’Epositive in the CF leads and inter­
mediate in the CL and Y leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and Y leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions
1,5 and 6.
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qVR<g> aVLco
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PRECO RDIAL
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LEADS
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CASE 10.2 PLATE 30.
LORMAL. ' J.T.
Age 38 years.
STANDARD l IMB LEADS.
These show R.A.D• ■ ■ •
TXRIPOLAR LIIV3 .lEADS.
TTEe YR leads have inverteci P and T waves and 
an rSrT pattern.
The VL leads have low inverted P and T waves 
and a hS pattern.
The VF leads have upright P and T waves and a 
qR pattern.
Electrically the heart is vertical.
PRECQRDIAL LEADS.,
P wave: this is most nositive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and 7 leads.
Q,R3 complex; this is most positive in the CR leads , 
least positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and 7 leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and v leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions
I,5 and 6•
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CASE 10.g PLATE 31.
HOBMAL. W.McC.-
Age 45 years
hTAKDARD LILT LEADS._
These show R.A.D.
UPIPOLAR LIMB lEADC .
The Sftt leads have inverted P and T waves and an 
rSrT pattern.
The YL leads have inverted P waves, practically 
flat T waves and an rS pattern.
The 7P leads have upright P and T waves and 
a qR pattern.
Electrically the heart is vertical.
IRECORDIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the OR and CL leads, 
Least positive in the OF leads and intermediate 
in the Y leads.
Q,RS complex: this is most positive in the OR and 
CL leads, least positive in the CP leads and 
intermediate in the V leads. ' *
-T wave: this is most positive in the UR leads,least 
positive in the CP leads and intermediate in 
the CL and Y leads.
These differences particularly In the Q.RS 
complexes are obvious in all six positions.
VRcwi VLcw) VF(W)
aVRcw> a V L ( W )  a V F t w )
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS 
V R c o  a V L c o )
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PRECORDIAL LEADS
CASE 350.4 PLATE
HORMAL. T.J.
Age 20 years.
ST ASP ART) LIMB LEALS.
These show a tendency to R.A.D.
UlIPOhAR LIMB LEADS.
TTie'YlTTeadY "Eave inverted P ana T waves and 
an rSr’ pattern.
The YL leads have shallow inverted P and T 
waves and an rSrT pattern.
rhe’ YF leads have upright P and T waves, and a 
qRs pattern.
Electrically the heart is vertical.
PRECORLIAL LEAPS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CP leads and intermediate in 
the \j±j and \! leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
leasf positive in the oF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and Y leads.
IP wave: this is most positive in the CR leads ,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the uL and Y leads.
These differences are most ohvious in positions
5 and 6.
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CASE NO. 5 PLATE
EOEMAL. B.K.
Age 21 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
These show prominent S waves in all leads.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
The”VR leads have inverted p and T waves and 
a QR pattern.
The VL leads have practically flat P and slightly 
inverted T waves and an rSrT pattern.
The VF leads have upright P and T waves and 
an RS pattern.
Electrically the heart is vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEALd.
P wave; this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CL and 
CR leads,least positive in the CF leads and 
intermediate in the V leads. The S wave in 
leads over the left precoraium is deepest in 
CR and least in CF, due to the prominent R 
and S in VR and VF respectively.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
The differences are most obvious in positions
1,5 and 6.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
I  n  m
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
OVF
PRECORDIAL LEADS 
V CR CL
CASE HO.6 PLATE 34.
NORMAL. D.L.
Age 31 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
These" show a tendency to R.A.D.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
Lead aVR has'"inverted P and T waves and an 
fSr1 pattern.
Lead aVL has slightly inverted P and T waves 
and an rS pattern.
Lead aVF has upright P and T waves and a qR 
pattern.
Electrically the heart is vertical.
,PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave : this is most positive in the CR and CL leads,
least positive in the CF leads and intermediate
in the V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR and CL
leads,least positive in the CF leads and inter­
mediate in the V leads. Dote the absence of a 
Q, wave in CF5 and 6 due to the p in aVF»
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads•
The differences' are most obvious in positions
I and 6.
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CASE M3. 7 PLATE
EORMAL. R.F.
Age 58 years
STAKDARD LIMB LEALS.
These show no axis deviation,
BIPOLAR.LIMB LEADS,
The VR leads have inverted P and T waves and 
an rS pattern.
The VL leads have low upright P and T waves and 
an rS pattern.
The VF leads have practically flat P waves, 
upright T waves and a qR pattern.
Electrically the heart is vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEAPS.
P wavethis is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CL leads and intermediate in 
the CF and. Y leads,
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
least" positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the uL and Y leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the OR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
These differences are most obvious, in positions
1,2 and 8.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
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CASE NO. 8 PLATE 36.
NORMAL. Mis8 H.F.
Age 15 year
STALLARD LIME LEALS.
These show a deep Q, and shallow inverted T waves 
in lead III.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
The VR leads have inverted P and T waves and 
an rSr1 pattern.
The VL leads have practically flat P and upright 
T waves and an Rs pattern
The VF leads have upright P and low upright 
T waves and a qE pattern.
The deep Q, in lead III is due mainly to the 
tall R in the VL lead.
Electrically the heart is in an indeterminate 
posit ion,probably vertical with moderate clockwise 
rotation and forward rotation of the apex.
P RE CORDIAL LEAL6.
P w.-ve: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in th CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads,
least positive in the CL and CF leads ana inter­
mediate in the V leads. The R in CF is taller 
• than that in CL due to the q in VF; the 3 in 
CL is smaller than that in CF,wGR~and: V due 
to the s in VL.
Fave: this is most positive in the uH leads,least 
positive in the CL leads and intermediate in the 
CF and V leads.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
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CASE AO. 9 PLATE 37
NORMAL. - J.MoCr.
age 16 years.
STANDARD hlKB LEALS.
These show no axis deviation.
'u El POLAR hi.EE LE AD3 .
The VR leads have inverted P and T waves and 
a >,.r pattern.
The VL leads have upright P and shallow 
inverted 1 waves and a small vibratory qrs pattern.
The VP leads have flat P and upright T waves 
and an Rs pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEA3)3.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CL leads and intermediate in 
the CF and V leads.
C,Rs complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
least positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
• These differences are most marked in positions
1,5 and 6.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
aVR
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PRECORDIAL LEADS
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
CASE 10. IQ PLATE 38
RORMAL. A.MoL.
age 17 years.
STANDARD LILIB LEALS .
" These show no axis deviation.
UEI POLAR LIMB LEALS.
Lead aVR ha s "inverted P and T waves and a QS
pattern. There is a small inverted U wave.
Lead a¥L has praetieally flat P and ,T waves
and a small vibratory qrs pattern. There is no
U wave.
Lead aW has upright P and T waves and an 
R pattern. There is a small upright U wave.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QRS complex:- this is most positive in the CR leads,
least positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
U wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
The differences are most obvious in positions
I and 6.
STANDARD L IM B  L E A D S
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UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS 
a VRco  a V L c o  a V F c G )
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PRECORDIAL LEADS 
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CASE m.n PLATE 39.
FORMAL. A.C.
Age 25 years
STANDARD LIIvlB LEADS.
These show slight tendency to R.A.L.
OTIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
"The VR leads have inverted P and T waves and a 
Q,r pattern.
The VL leads have practically flat P and low 
upright T waves and an rs pattern.
The VF leads have upright P and T waves and an 
Rs pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the.CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
Q.RS complex: this is most 'positive in the CR leads,
least positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
the CL and V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
'The differences are most obvious in positions
I and 6.
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CASE NO.I3 PLATE 40
NORMAL. F.Q'R.
Age 30 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
These show 3 waves in leads II and III hut 
there is no axis deviation.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
The VR leads have inverted P and T waves and 
an rSrT pattern.
The VL leads have practically flat P and T 
waves, and a small vibratory qr pattern.
The VE leads have upright P and T waves and 
an Rs pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEAPS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
Q,R3 complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
lea'sf ”positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads. An exception is the 
S wave in the leads over the left precordium, 
which is present in CR and absent in CF due to 
the rT in VR and the s in VF respectively.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in
the CL and V leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions
1,5 and 6 •
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CASE EG. 13 PLATS 41
SO REAL. W.McGr.
A'ge 34 years.
STAHMRL LIMB LEADS.
Tbhse show' no axis deviation.
UHIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
¥'he VR leads" have inverted P and T waves and 
an rSrl pattern.
The VL leads have practically flat P and shallow 
upright T waves and an rs pattern.
ihe vF leads have upright P and T waves and 
an Rs pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and- intermediate in 
the uL and V leads.
QRC complex: this is most positive in trie CR leads, least 
positive in the OF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads . The S wave in leads over 
the left precordium is most prominent in CR and 
least prominent in CF due to the rT in VR and 
the s in VF respectively.
T wave: this is most positive in the OR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions
1 , 2 , 5 and 6 •
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CASE NO..a*' PLATE
FORMAL. I*S.
Age 35 years.
STALLARL LIMB LEALS.
' These show slight tendency to R.A.L.
ULIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
The" Vsi leads have in-verted r ana T waves and 
an rSrT pattern.
The VL leads have inverted P and upright T waves 
and a qrs pattern.
The' VE leads have upright P and T waves and a 
qRs pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
PRECORLIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
least positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads. The rT in position I is 
smallest in CR due to the rT in VR.
- T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermeaiate in 
the CL and V leads •
The differences are most obvious in positions
I and 6.
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CASE 10. 15 PLATE 43
NORMAL. ‘Mrs. C.H.
Age 38 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
These show a tendency to R.A.D.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
TTaiTTE leads have inverted’P and T waves and 
an rSrT pattern.
The VL leads have practically flat P and 
T waves and a qs pattern.
The VP leads have upright P and T waves and 
a qRs pattern. The P-R and 3-T segments are 
slightly depressed.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QRS complex; this is most positive in the CR leads, 
leasT "posit ive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the UR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions 
1,5 and 6.
The effect of the P-R and 3-T depression in 
VF is seen in position I where these segments are 
depressed in CR., CL and V hut not in CF.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
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CASE AO. 16 PLATE 44
NORMAL. D»W.
Age 42 years
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
T'lie'se "show no axis deviation.
UNIPOLAR nIMB juEADS .
The Vi-t 'leads Lave inverted P and T waves and 
an rSr’ pattern.
The ¥L leads have’ practically flat P waves, 
low upright T waves and an rs pattern.
The ¥F leads have upright P and 1 waves and 
a oRs pattern.
Electrically the heart iB semi-vertical. .
PRECORDIAL jjEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the OF leads and intermediate in 
CL and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
least positive in the CF leads and intermediate
in the CL and v leads.
There is notching of the xtS in all leads in 
position 3. In CR it occurs on the upstroke 
of the R wave; in CL it is at tie peak of the 
R wave, and in CF it is at the tip of the 3 wave • 
In the ¥ lead it occurs on the descending 
limb of the ii wave,i.e. intermediate between 
the other three.
T wave: this is most positive 
positive in the CF leads 
the v leads.
The differences apart from the splintering of 
t he 0.R3 c o rap lex are rn o s t o b v i ou s i n p o s i tions 1,5 
and 6.
in. the CR leads ,least 
and intermediate in
STANDARD LIMB
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U N I P O L A R  L I M B  L E A D S
q V R cg) q V L cg) q VF(G)
V R c w> V L c w> V F < w>
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P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
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PLATE 45
NORMAL E.S
Age 50 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
These show 3 waves in leads II and III hut 
there is no axis deviation,
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
The VR leads have inverted P and T waves and 
an rSrT pattern.
The YL leads have practically flat P and 
T waves and a qr pattern.
The YF leads have upright P and T waves and 
a qRs pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
?RECORDIAL LEALS.
? wave: this is most positive in'the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the uL ana V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads,
"" leasM'positive in the CF leads and intermediate
in the CL and Y leads. An exception is the 
3 wave in. the leads over the left precordium, 
which is present in OR ana ahsent in OF,due to 
the r1 in YR ana the s in YF respectively.
T wave: this is- most positive in the CR leads ,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
These differences are most obvious in nosit ions
T O p;
::: : : : :  : :: :
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
I
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
aVR(G) aVLco aVFco
V Lew; VFew)
a V R cwj a V Fc w)
VRcw)
PRECORDIAL LEADS
V CR CL CF
CASE 10. 18 PLATE
NORMAL. J.McG.
Age 15 years.
STAHLARL LIMB LEALS.
These show bifid P waves and small S waves in 
all leads. There is no axis deviation. There are 
fairly prominent U waves in all leads.
UETPOijAR LIMB LEADS.
The “TO leads "Hav e inverted P and T waves and a 
Q,r pattern. There is an inverted U wave.
The YL leads have upright, bifid P and low 
upright T waves and an us pattern. There is a 
small upright U wave.
The YF leads have flat P and upright T waves 
and an Rs pattern. There is an upright U wave.
Electrically the heart is in the intermediate 
posit ion.
PREOQRLIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CL leads and intermediate in 
the CF and V leads.
QBS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
Teast positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and Y leads. The S in leads over 
the left precordium is most prominent in CR 
due to the late r in VR.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in t 1b CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and Y leads •
U wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the yL ana \T leads •
i.he differences are obvious in all positions.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
I n m
IHIWI fHtfHrntitfHIH! IHtH-Hfl
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS 
oVPcc) aVLco> aVF(«j
VR (W> VL <w> VF (W>
aVL(W) a VFcw>
PRECORDIAL LEADS 
V CR CL CF
CASE 10.19 PLATE
FORMAL. . Mrs. E,D.
Age 81 years.
STANDARD LIL3 LEALS.
' These show no axis deviation.
UNIPOLAR LIM3 LEALS.
The YR lead's Lave inverted P ana T waves and 
an rSrf pattern.
The VL leads have upright P and T waves and 
a qRs pattern.
The vF leads have upright P and T waves and 
an R pattern.
Electrically the heart is in the intermediate 
position.
PRECORDIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CL and CF leads and inter­
mediate in the ¥ leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
least positive in the CL and CF leads and 
intermediate in the V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and ¥ leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions
1,8 and 6.
VF (W)
q VR(W)
IMKIMll iliU ttt ii tttii ttlii Uiii tttu j
a VL<w>
d V L  co>
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
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STANDARD LIMB LEADS
CASE m . 30 PLATE 48
HOMAL. Mrs . M.B.
Age 22 years
STANDARD L IM B  LEALS. ' ■
These show no axis deviation.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
The- YR leads have inverted P and T waves and 
a Q,r pattern.
The YL leads have practically flat P am low 
upright T waves and an Rs pattern.
The YF leads have upright P and T waves and 
a qR pattern*
Electrically the heart is in the intermediate 
position,
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave : this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
Q.RS complex; this is most positive in the CR leads, 
least' positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and Y leads. The S in leads over 
the left precordium.is most prominent in CR 
due to the rT in YR.
T wave: this is most positive in the uR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the oL and f leads.
The'differences are most obvious in Positions
I and 6.
U N I P O L A R  LIMB L E A D S  
Rcg> c j V L c g j  a V F ( G )
VRc w) L (W> VF< w;v
a V R ( W ) o V L c w ) a VFcw>
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S  
V CR CL CF
CASE HO .21 PLATE 49
NORMAL.
Age 54 years
STALLARD LIMB LEADS.
Lead III has an RSrT pattern and there is no 
axis deviation.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
TLe VR leads have inverted P and T waves and a
0,r pat tern.
The VL leads have.practically flat P and 
T waves and a qRs pattern.
The VF leads have upright P and T waves and an
R pattern.
Electrically the heart is in the intermediate 
position.
PEECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least
positive in the CF leads and intermediate
in the CL and V leads.
complex: this is most positive in the CR leads,
Tea st"" positive in the CF leads and inter­
mediate in the V leads. The CL leads are 
practically identical with the CF leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
-positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
The differences in this case are not very
striking and are most aooarent in positions 1,5 and
6.
M
l
oVRco)
VL <w>
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
i
UNIPOLAR LIMB L E A D S
V/ I r  f i i  a VF cg>
VRcw> VF cw)
a V L ( W ) a V F cw)
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PR E C OR D I A L  L E A D S
CR CL CF
CASS HO.aa PLAT
FORMAL. • A.B.
Age 19 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
R is splintered slightly at its hase in 
lead II; there is an rSRT pattern in lead III.
UIIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
““ "The VR leahs "have inverted P ana T waves,and 
an rSrT pattern.
The VL leads have practically flat P and 
T waves and a qRs pattern.
The VF leads have a flat P and upright 
T waves, and a splintered rs pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave; this is most positive in the UR leads,least 
positive in the CL leads and intermediate 
in the CF and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads,, 
intermediate in the CF and V leads ana least 
positive in the CL leads, apart from the 
S wave which is smallest in the CL leads be­
cause of the fairly prominent terminal S in VL.
T wave:this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the OF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions
1,2,5 and 6.
VLtw>
imiiHiiH
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
n  m
U N I P O L A R  LIMB L E A D S  
V R c o  aVLca>
aVR(W)
V F  <w>
PRECORDIAL LEADS
CR CL C F
CASE 10. 23 PLATE
gOMAL. Miss P.P.
Age 24 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
Lead lil has a small rsrT pattern. . There is a 
tendency to l.A.l.
UNIPOLAR Lilli LEALS.
The VR leads have inverted P and T waves and 
an rSrT pattern.
The VL leads have flat P and practically flat 
T waves and a qRs pattern.
The VF leads have upright P and T waves and an 
r pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the OR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
least positive in the CL leads and inter­
mediate in the CF and V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions
I and 6.
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CASE HQ. 24 PLATE 52
3J0HKAL. Mrs.A.G.
Age 36 years.
S T A H L  A R P  L I I v l B  L E A L G  .
These show a tendency to L.A.L.
U H I P O i A R  J j I i  u p  L E A L S  .
TKe YR leads have inverted P and T waves and 
an rSrT pattern.
The VL leads have flat P and upright I waves 
and a qR pattern.
The VF leads have upright P and t waves anddan 
RS pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-horizontal.
p r e Co r d ia l  l e a d s .
P wave: this is most positive in the GR leads,least 
positive in the CP leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V- leads.
Q,RS complex: this is most positive in the GR leads, 
least positive in the GL leads and intermediate 
in the CF and V leads. The 3 in leads over 
the left precordium is least prominent in GF 
due tp the S in VF.
T wave: this is most positive in the GR leads,least
positive in the CL and CF leads and intermediate 
in the V leads.
The differences are most ohvious in positrons
1,5 and 6.
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STANDARD LIMB LEADS
UNIPOLAR LIMB L
PRECORDI AL LEADS
CASE 10 >25 PLATS 53
FORMAL. J.M.
Age 62 years.
STANDARD LIM.3 LEALS.
These show L.l. D.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
Trie' VR'Leads Have inverted P and T waves and 
a pattern.
The VL leads have practically flat P and 
T waves and. a qR pattern.
The VF leads have upright P and T waves and 
an rs pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
least positive in the CL leads and intermediate 
in the CF and V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the OF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions
1,2 and 6.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
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CASE 10.26 PLATE 54
10 BEAL. ■ S J t
Age 47 years.
STAITLARL LIMS LEALS.
These show L.A.L. with shallow inverted 
T wave in lead III.
UhlPOLAR LI3VIL LEALS.
—  The VR leads" Have inverted P and T waves and • 
a Q,S, pattern.
The VL leads have practically flat P and 
upright T waves and a qR pattern.
The VF leads have upright F and practically 
flat ! waves and an rs pattern.
Electrically the heart is horizontal.
PRECORLIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in
the CL and V leads.
Q.R5 complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
least "positive in the CL leads and intermediate 
in the CF and V leads. The Q wave in leads 
over the left precordium is least obvious in 
CL due to the q in YL,
T wave: this is most positive in the uR leads,least 
positive in the CL leads and intermediate in 
the CF and V leads, necause of the low 
amplitude of the T waves in all the unipolar 
limb leads, the differences in the precordial 
leads are slight .
The differences are most obvious in positions
1,5 and 6.
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STANDARD L IM B  LEADS
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
a V L c o >  a V F ( S )
VFcw)
a V R ( W ) aV Lc w)  aVFcw)
L E A D SP R E C O R D I A L  
CR
CASE 10.27 PLATE 55
NORMAL. J.M.
Age 49 years.
STANLARL LIMB LEALS.
These show L.i.L. with slight inversion of 
- T in lead III.
UNIPOLAR LIKB LEALS.
The YR leads have inverted P and T waves and a 
Q.r pattern.
The YL leads have a flat P and upright T 
waves and a qR pattern.
The YP leads have an upright P and practically 
flat T waves and an rS pattern.
Electrically the heart is horizontal.
PREOORLIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the GR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads ana intermediate in 
the UL and Y leads •
Q.RS complex: this is most positive in the GR leads, 
least positive in the CL leads and inter­
mediate in the CF and Y leads’.
T wave: this is most positive in the GR leads,least 
positive in the CL leads and intermediate in 
the GF and Y leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions
1,4,5 and 6.
STANDARD L IM B  LEADS
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UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS  
aVRco) aVLco> a V F c o
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PRECORDIAL LEADS
V CR
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GAS E HQ . 28 PLATE 56
ABNORMAL M.H
Diagnosis: Congenital.
heart Diseases 
Inter auricular and Trit~er ventricular
Serial Lef e'ctT
Age 14 years
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
These' sEosTTHe appearances of right bundle 
branch block.
UhlPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
“IDhe VK lea’ai~'have inverted ? and T waves and 
a notched QJR pattern.
The FL leads have upright ? and f waves and an 
rS pattern.
The VF leads have flat P and diphasic T waves 
and. a notched qRs pattern.
Electrically the heart is vertical.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the GL leads and intermediate in
the CF and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the GL leads, 
~~ least' positive in the CF and CR leads and inte 
mediate in the 7 leads. The complexity of the 
initial ventricular deflections over the right 
precordium makes comparison difficult but it 
can be seen that the 7 leads have a pattern
• intermediate between the extremes of the CR,CL 
and OF leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the oR leads,least 
positive in the GL lead s and intermediate in 
the CF and 7 leads. This is best seen in 
position 6.
[iiliiiiiiiiiiaittfj
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
X  m
U N I P O L A R  L I M B  L E A D S
aVRco aVLco) o V F cg)
aVRcw) a VL cw) aV Few)
VLcw) VFew)
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
Vcw) Vco CR CL CF
VRcw>
CASE HO. £9 PLATE
ARIOHMAL. M r s . C . P .
Liagnos is: Pulmonary Tuberculosis. Age 29 years.
3TALLARL LIMB LEADS. ■
These show a tendency to R.A.L.
UPIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
The VR leads 'have inverted P and T waves and 
a Q3 pattern.
The VL leads have practically flat P and T waves 
and an rS pattern.
The YF leads have upright P and T waves and 
a qRs pattern.
Electrically the heart is vertical.
PRECOREIAL LEALS.
P wave: this .is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in
the CL and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR and CL
lead’s ,least positive in the CF leads and inter­
mediate in the Y leads.
T wave:this is most positive in the CR leads,least
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in the 
Cl and V leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions 
I, 2,.3 and 6.
There are slight differences between the V(W) 
and V(G) leads particularly in position 3.
d V L c o o V F cgj
liiliiiimiiilfiHIl
aVL(w)
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
UNIPOLAR L IMB LEADS 
a  V R c o
V R c w j  VLcw> V F < w >
a V R ( W ) a VFcw>
2
3
4
5
6
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P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
^
CASE PP. so PLAT
ABNORMAL. J.F.
Diagnosis:Chronic Bronchitis Age 49 years,
and 3£mp'hysema~
GTAITDARD LIKE LEAPT.
T'Ees'e show a Tendency to R.A.D.
TTITIPQLAR L 11.13 LEA 1)3.
The ~ Y'H 'leads ’have inverted P and T waves and 
an rS pattern.
The YL leads have slight inversion of P and 
T waves and an rS pattern.
-The YF leads have upright P and T waves and 
a qR pattern.
Electrically the heart is vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads, least- 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
CL and Y leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
I eawif "positive in the GF leads and inter­
mediate in the GL and Y leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the -CF leads and intermediate 
in the GL and Y leads.
•These differences are obvious in all positions.
S T A N D A R D  L I MB LEADS
VR( W) VL cw)
U N I P O L A R  L I M B  L E A D S  
a V R ( o  a V L c o  c i V F c g j
V F ( W)
a V F (W )aVRcw) aVL( W)
1 I S  HE jf l j  i i ii  Hi!
p r e c o r d i a l  l e a d s
ABNORMAL. Mrs ,M.M
Diagnosis : Essential hypertension. Age 52 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
These' show no axis deviation,
UNIPOLAR LIIIo LEADS.
The VR leads; have inverted P and low upright 
T waves and a Q,8 pattern.
The VL leads have practically flat P and upright 
T waves and an RS pattern.
The VF leads have upright P and inverted T waves 
and a qR pattern.
Electrically the heart is vertical,
PRECORDIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the GR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the GL and V leads,
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads,
~ I'easT positive in the GF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads •
T wave: this is most positive in the CF leads,least
positive in the CL leads and intermediate in 
the OR and V leads.
These differences are most ohvious in positions 
I, 5 and 6,
STANDARD LIMB L E A D S
i n m
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
o V P c c )  a V L c o  a V F < G )
VR <w > V F c w )V L c w >
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PRECORDIAL LEADS
V  C R  C L  C F
CASE 310,33 PLATE
ABNORMAL. K.C. '
Diagnosis: Essential Hypertension. Age 55 years
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
These show evidence of left ventricular strain.
UNIPOLAR LII3  LEALS.
The YR leads have inverted P and upright T waves 
and an rSrT pattern.
The YL leads have diphasic P and inverted 
T waves and an rSR1 pattern.
The YF leads have upright P and practically 
flat i waves and a qRs pattern.
Electrically the heart is vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CP leads and intermediate in 
the CL and Y leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
least' positive in the CE leads and intermediate 
in the Cl and Y leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CL leads,least 
positive in the CR leads and intermediate in 
the CE and Y leads.
These differences are most ohvious in position 
I and in the transitional zone in position 4, where 
the T wave is changing; from positive to negative.
yymuiiii
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
U N I P O L A R  L I MB L E AD S
a VF
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
C F
CASE HO.33 PLATE 61
ABNORMAL H.McC.
Diagnosis: Chronic Cholecystitis. Age 27 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
The's'e' show a small splintered QRS and inverted 
T in lead III*
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
Lead aVR Las" inverted P and T waves and a 
Or pattern.
Lead aVL has practically flat P and upright 
T waves and a slightly splintered rs pattern.
Lead aVF has upright P and low upright T waves 
and an Rs pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical*
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads,
least' positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads. The S wave in leads 
over the left precordium is most prominent 
in CR and least prominent in CL due to the r 
in aVR and the s in aVL respectively.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least
positive in the CL leads and intermediate in 
the CF and If leads.
VL cw>V R c w >
a V R c o
VF cw>
a VFce>
-g*" ,i-.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS 
aVLco>
LEADSPRECORDIAL  
V CR
CASE HO. 34 PLATE
J.W.
Age 33 jrears .
STANDARD LIM3 LEALS.
These show no axis deviation,
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
The VR leads have inverted P and T waves and an
rSrT pattern.
The v"L leads have shallow inverted P and T waves 
and an rsrT pattern.
The VF leads have upright P and T waves and an 
Rs pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the GR leads.least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QJRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads,
least" positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in the
CL and V leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions
I, 5 and 6.
ABNORMAL.
Diagnosis: II euro circulator y Asthenia.
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CASE EG. 35 PLATE 63
ABNORMAL. W.G.
Diagnosis: Left pneumothorax. Age 36 years
STANDARD L11/03 LEADS.
These show slight tendency to R.A.D.
UNIPOLAR LIKB LEADS.
TEenFE^e*a3s~Eave . inverted P and T waves and 
an rSrT pattern.
The YL leads have flat P and shallow inverted 
T waves and a small vibratory qrsr1 pattern.
The Y.F leads have upright P and T waves and 
an RS pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and Y leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads,
least posit ive in the CE leads and intermediate
in 'die CL and Y leads. The 3 in leads over 
the left "orecordium is most prominent in CR due 
to the rT in YR. note its absence in CF5 and 6 
due to the 3 in YE which is also responsible 
for the in CEI.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads arid intermediate in 
the CL and Y leads. Rote particularly the 
inversion of T in CE5 am 6.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
PRECORDIAL LEADS
UNIPOLAR LIMB 
VL
LEADS
F
CASS SO. 36 ^LATE 64
ABNORMAL. H.McK.
Diagnosis: Chronic Myeloid Age 51 years.
Leukaemia.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS•
' file's e show no 8.X 1 S deviation.
USIPOLAE LIMB LEADS.
Lead aVR Las inverted P and shallow inverted 
I1 waves and a QS pattern.
Lead aVL has shallow inverted P and T waves and 
a qr pattern.
Lead aVF has upright P and low upright T waves 
and an R pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave:- this is most positive in the CR leads ,least- 
positive in the CE leads and intermediate in
the CL and V leads.
Q,RS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads,
lef s't positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL ana V leads.
T wave: this Is most positive in the CL and CR leads, 
least positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the V leads.
These differences are most obvious in pos itions 
I, 5 and 6. In the case of the I waves they are 
relatively insignificant due to the low amplitude of 
these waves in the unipolar limb leads.
STANDARD LIMB L EADS
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CASE 10. g7 PLATE 65
Miss M.C.
Age 52 years
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
These show no axis deviation.
ULIPOLAR LIMB-LEADS.
“  Tlie <YR leads have inverted P and T waves and a
QJ3 pat te rn.
The VL leads have inverted P and T waves and an 
rsrT pattern.
The VP leads have upright P and T waves and 
an R pattern.
Electrically the he ant is semi-vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QRS complex:, this is most positive in the CR leads,
least positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
These differences are most ohvious in positions
I, 2 and 6.
ABNORMAL.
Diagnosis: Post-haemorrhagic 
~ Anaemia.
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CASE HO.gs PLATE
ABR0R1CAL.
Diagnosia; Chronic Bronchitis 
a-Pti Emphysema.’-
J.Y.
Age 57 years.
T A E L A R I )  L I M B  L E A L S .
The a e s how s I i gh t tendency to R.A.D.
• H I T  I P G  L A E  L I M B  L E A L S
The YR leads Have inverted P and T waves and 
a QS pattern.
The YL leads have, inverted P and slightly 
inverted T waves and an rSrT pattern.
The YE leads have upright P and T waves and 
an Rs pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
PRE CORDIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR and CL
leads,least positive in the CE leads and inter­
mediate in. the Y leads.
QJtLS complex: this is most positive in the CR and 
CL leads,least positive in the CF leads and 
intermediate in the Y leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the OF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and Y leads.
The differences are most obvious in positions
. I and 6.
a VF co>
VRcw> VL <w>
d VLco>a V R c o
VF <w>
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CASS IIO.39 PLATS 67
ABNORMAL Mrs.E .W
Diagnosis: Essential Hypertension Age 54 years
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
These show appearances suggestive of left 
ventricular strain and there is a deep Q, in lead III.
The VR leads have inverted P and low upright 
T waves and an rSr1 pattern. There is slight S-T 
elevat ion.
The VL leads have upright P and inverted T waves 
and an Rs pattern. There is slight S-T depression.
The VF leads have low upright P and T waves and 
a qR pattern. There is no deviation of S-T.
Electrically the heart is innaniintermediate 
position.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CL leads and intermediate in 
the CF and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the QR leads,
leasT positive in the CL and CF leads and inter­
mediate in the V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CL leads,least 
pos itive in the CR 1eads and intermediate in 
the CF and V leads.
S-T segment: this is most positive in the CL leads,
least positive in the CR leads and intermediate
in aha CF ana 1 lead.s.
These aifforenees are most obvious in positions 
4 ana 5 where the T wave ana h-T segment are changing 
in dire ction.
UR IPO LA R LI1.3 LEADS
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
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Diagnosis: Thyrotoxicosis: 
Aire i cular  F lb  r illation•
Age 5 6 ye ar s •
STANDARD nlMB LEADS.
These show no axis deviation,
UNIPOLAR LIMP L5AD3.
The VE leads have an r8 pattern. There is slight 
S-T elevation and the T waves are shallow and. inverted.
The VL lead s have a qRs pattern and low upright
T waves. There is no S-T deviation.
The VF leads have a qR pattern. There is slight
S-T depression and the T waves are low upright.
-Electrically the heart is in the intermediate 
pos iti on.
PRECORDIAL IFADS,
QRS complex: this is most positive in the OR leads,
least positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads.
S-T interval :this is most positive in the CF leads,
least positive in the CR leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the OR leads,least
positive in the CL and CF leads and intermediate 
in the V leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions
I 5 and 6.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
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CASS JJIO. 4-1 PLATE
ABNORMAL. R.P.
Diagnosis: Ohesity. Age 28 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
These show TT a .d .
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
The YR leads' 'have inverted P and T waves and an 
rSrT pattern.
The ¥L leads have upright P and T waves and a 
q_Rs pattern.
The YE leads have upright P and T waves and a 
qrs pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least
positive in the CL and CE leads and intermediate 
in the V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads,
least positive in the CL leads and intermediate 
in the CE and Y leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least
positive in the CL and CP leads and intermediate 
in the Y leads•
These differences are most ot>vious in positions
I, 5 and 6.
STANDARD L IMB LEADS
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS 
d V L C 6 >
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PRECORDIAL LEADS
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GASS 1T0.42 PLATE 70
ABNORMAL. R«R,
Diagnosis: Chronic Coronary Age 61 years*
Artery Disease:
Right Bundle 'Branch Block.'
STANDARD LII3 LEADS.
These show .the pattern of right bundle branch
block.
UNIPOLAR LB/IB LEADS.
"" The VR leads' have inverted P and T waves and
a broad OR pattern.
The VL leads have shallow inverted P and low
upright T waves and a broad RS pattern.
The VP leads have upright P and T waves and a 
small vibratory qrs pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CP leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QRS complex: the basic pattern in positions 1,2 and
S is a T1Wn-shaped complex. The first spike 
of this TIWn which after position I becomes 
the R wave in all leads, is most prominent 
in CR and least prominent in CL due to the 
Q, in VR and the R in VL respectively. The 
second spike which after positions I and 2 
is incorporated in the broad S wave in all 
leads, is most positive in CL and least 
positive in CR due to the broad 3 in VL and 
the broad R in VP respectively. The CF and 
V leads are intermediate with regard to these 
appearances.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CP leads and intermediate in
VL cwj
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P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
0 A oiii y C .43 PLATE 71
ABNORMAL. £.1.
Diagnosis: Myocardial Infarction. Age 65 years.
’jAnterior)
STANDARD LIMB LEAD3 .
These show jj.a .D. There is 3~T elevation in
all leads.
UhlPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
The VR leads have inverted r and T waves ana 
a G-r pattern. There is 3-T depression.
The YL leads have upright P and low upright
T waves and a qRs pattern. There is very slight
S-T elevation.
The VF leads have practically flat P and upright
T waves and a small rs pattern. There is S-T
elevation.
Electrically the heart is semi-horizontal. 
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave : this is. most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the GL leads and intermediate in
the CE and Y leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the GR leads,
~1 easT ”posit ive in the CL leads and intermediate 
in the CE and Y leads. The S in leads over the 
left precordfiim is most prominent in CR due to 
the r* in YR.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads ana intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
5-T interval:this is most positive in the CR leads, 
Teast positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the GL and Y leads.
These differences are particularly well seen
in posit ions I and 6.
a V R c o—i— —r~
V R cwj VFcw>
qVLco)
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
U N I P O L A R  L I MB L E A D S
a VF co>
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CASE 10.44 PLATE 72
AB1QRMAL.
• Diagnosis: Malignant Hypertension.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS,
Tliese show the appearances of left ventricular • 
strain with obvious L.A.D.
OTIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
The ¥R leads 'have inverted P and upright T waves, 
and a 0,S pattern.
The YL leads have practically flat P and inverted 
T waves and a qR pattern.
The YE leads have upright P and practically flat 
T waves and an rS pattern.
Electrically the- heart is horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads-,least 
positive in the CE leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR and CE
leads,least positive in the CL leads and inter­
mediate in the Y leads • Uote the q_ in CE5 and 6 
due to the initial r in YE.
T wave: this is most positive in the CL leads,least
positive in the CR leads and intermediate in 
the GE and Y leads.
R.R.
Age 34 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS 
x i in
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
aVRco aVLcw aVFco
VF tw>VLcw)VR<w>
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PRECORDIAL LEADS
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CAS I:; 10.45 PLATE 73
AP L0 SISAL T.A
DiagnosisLosisEssential Hypertension 
Heft Bundle Branch Block.
Age 47 years
T’Ke'se shorn? L.A'.D. ano left Bundle branch "block.
UNIPOLAR LIK3 LEADS .
The VS leads have inverted P and upright T waves 
and a wide y.3 pattern.
The VL leads have practically flat P and inverted 
T waves and a wide splintered R pattern.
The VF leads have upright "P and T waves and a 
wide splintered QS pattern.
Electrically the heart is horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is.most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the OF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
Q,RS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
least positive in the CL leads and intermediate 
in the CF and V leads.
T wave.: this is most positive in the CL leads,least
positive in the CR and CF leads and intermediate 
in the V leads.
These difTerences are most obvious in the 
transitional zone(positions 4 and 5) where Both 
the Q,RS complex and the T wave are changing in 
direction.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS 
dVLco> aVFCO)aVRCO)
VFcw>VRcw> VLcw>
PRECORDIAL LEADS
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
CASE E0.46 PLATE 74
ABNORMAL J.5.
Diagnosis: Chronic Coronary
Artery Disease; 
Left Bundle Branch Block.
Age 47 years
STMDARD HUB LEALS. .
These show the appearances, of left bundle 
branch block.
~  The FR leads have inverted P and shallow inverted 
T waves and a broad QR pattern.
T h e  ¥L leads have practically flat P and inverted 
! waves and a broad qR pattern. There is S-T depression.
The ¥F leads have upright P and T waves and a 
broad ro pattern. There is 3-T elevation.
Electrically the heart is horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the OF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the OF leads,
least positive in the CL leads and intermediate 
in the CR and ¥ leads.
f wave: this is most positive in the UL leads,least
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CR and ¥ leads.
S-T segment: this is most positive in the CL leads,
least positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CR and ¥ leads.
These differences are.most obvious in positions
4, 5 and 6.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
n m
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS 
q V R cg> aVLco> aVFcG>
aVR(W) a V L c w >
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PRECORDIAL LEADS
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GAa fO.47 VT, Arp- 75
ASHOHMAL. A.W.
Diagnosis: Myocardial Infarction: Age 54 year;
(anterior)
STANDARD LIMB LEAD•
ITEe'se”'show LYA. D..
UBIPOLAR LIMB LEALS,
The Yd leads have inverted P and T waves and 
a G,r pattern.
The VL leads have practically flat P waves and 
shallow .diphasic T waves and a qR pattern.
The VP leads have upright P and T waves and 
an r3 pattern.
Electrically the heart is horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads•
QfiS complex: this is most positive in the OR and 
OF leads,least positive in the CL leads and 
intermediate in the V leads,
T wave: this is most positive in th§ CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads*
These differences are most obvious at the 
edges of the infarct in positions I 4 and 5 where 
the f waves are changing direction.9
S T A N D A R D  L I M B  L E A D S
I n in
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS 
aVR aVL aVF
1
PRECORDIAL LEADS 
V CR CL C F
1
CASE EQ. 48 PLATE 76
ABIOREAL Mrs. C.C.
Diagnosis: Essential Hypertension. Age 68 years
3TAEDARD LII: :> ASAPS.
These show L. A. D.
UITIPOLA.l LIMB LEADS.
re act" aVE show's inverted P and prac tie ally flat
T waves and a Q,S pattern.
Lead aVL shows upright p and shallow inverted 
T waves and a qE pattern.
Lead a-.-'F shows upright P and practically flat 
T waves and an RS pattern.
Electrically the heart is horizontal,
. t ' R j j  C O R D  I a L  j _ i . E i i D S ,
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the GP leads and intermediate in 
the -vL and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads,
~~ lea st positive in the CL leads and intermediate 
in the CP and V leads.
T wave:this is most .positive in the CL leads,least
positive in the CF and uR leads and intermediate 
in the V leads.
The differences in the Q.RS complexes are obvious 
in all positions due to the large amplitudes of 
these deflections in the unipolar limb leads. The 
differences in the T wave on the other hand are 
slight in hoth the unipolar limb leads and the 
precordial leads; they are most obvious in position 6.
a VFcoo VRco
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PRECORDIAL LEADS 
CR CL CF
G A j . - •  hU. 49 PLATE 7 7
ABIC El,ill .
Diagnosis: Mitral Stenosis.
8T M M K D LIMB LEADS.
These show no axis deviation.
DAT IPO LA R LIMB LEADS.
The VR leads”"*have inverted P and T waves and a 
Q,S watte rn.
The VL leads have practically flat P and T 'waves 
and a qr pattern.
The YF leads have .upright P and T waves and an 
Rs pattern.
The electrical position of the heart is indeter- 
rnina l 0.
PR hC 0 Ml) IAL LEAD8 •
P wave: this is most positive in tiie CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QRB complex: this is most positive in the CR leads,
least positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions
I,: 5 and 6.
Miss R.McD.
Age 34 years.
PART I. 
Section 9, 
Plates 78 to 90.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
I n ni
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS 
a V R <G) aVLco>_ aVFco>
i i I
VRcvo VLcw> VF tw>
5S55!!!!r?tib:ar: :
aVRcw> a V L ( W ) a VFtw>
PRECORDIAL LEADS 
V CR CL - C F
CASE.BO.I PLATE 78a
BOREAL. ff,A.
Age 36 years•
3TAB1AE1 LIMB LEALS.
The~se show no" axis deviation.
UBIPOLAR jjM B  LEAPS.
The YR leads 'have inverted P and T waves and 
a Or pattern.
The VL leads have practically flat P and T waves 
and a q? pattern.
The VF leads have upright P and T waives and 
an RS pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
PRECORLIAL;LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in
the UL and V leads•
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR zj_eads,
least' positive in the CF laads and intermediate 
in the CL ana V leads. The S in leads over
the left precoraium is least prominent in CF
due to the S in VF.
T waye: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and -V leads.
ihese differences are most obvious in positions
I, 5 and 6.
PLATE 78b
PRECORDIAL LEADS from POSITIONS 7 to 3R.
The differences between the four types of 
lead are similar to those already described for 
positions I to 6* They are however more obvious 
due to the smaller size of the deflections and 
the changing patterns encountered.
Comparison of QftS patterns•
CR leads: these show progression from Rs to rs 
to rS.
CL leads: these resemble the V leads fairly 
closely.
CF leads: these show progression from qr to Qp?
Fo QB to rS.
V leads: these shox*? progression intermediate
between the extremes of the CR and CF 
leads, from qRs to qrs to qs to rs to rS.
Pomparison of, T wave patterns•
CR leads: T remains positive throughout.
CL leads: these resemble the V leads fairly
closely but are slightly less positive.
CF leads: T is flat in positions 7 and 8 and 
negative in positions 9 to 3R.
V leads: T is intermediate between CR and CF
being slightly positive or flat through­
out •
A noteworthy feature is the complete ab­
sence of a id wave in the CR leads. This is due to 
the initial Q, in VR.
In position 7R the CF lead is almost an
exact inversion of the CR lead.
PRECORDIAL LEADS
R c w j
STANDARD L IMB
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L E A D S
UNI POLAR L IMB 
V R ( g >
L E A D S  
V F < gj
aVR(W) aVLtw)
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
CL CF
GA3E LO.S PLATE 79 a
IOEMAL. D.MoK.
Age 38 years.
STAIILARL LIMB LEALS.
’These show no axis deviation. There are 
prominent U waves, particularly in leads II and III,
U H I P O L A R  L I M B  L E A L S  .
The~VR leads have inverted P and T waves and 
a hr pattern. There is an inverted U wave.
The VL leads have slightly inverted P and T waves 
and an rsrT pattern. There is no obvious U wave.
The VP leads have upright P and T waves and an 
Rs pattern. There is an upright U wave.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
J r ' R E C O R L l A L  L E A L S .
P wave: this is most positive in the UR and CL leads,
least' positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the V leads.
Q.RS complex: this is most positive in the OR leads ,
least positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
U wave: this is most positive in the OR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions
1, 5 ana 6.
PLATE 79b
PRECORLIAL LEALS from POSITIONS 7 to gR.
The differences between the four types of 
lead are similar to those already described for 
positions I to 6. They are however more obvious 
due to the smaller size of the deflections and 
the changing patterns encountered.
Comparison of QRS patterns:
CR leads: these show progression from qR to R to 
Es to rS.
CL leads: these resemble the 7 leads fairly closely.
CP leads: these show progression from qR to QR
Fo Qr to QS to rS.
7 leads: these:-;show progression intermediate
between the extremes of the GR and GF leads 
from qR to qr to qs to rs to rS.
Comparison of T wave patterns.
CR leads: T remains positive throughout..
CL leads: these resemble the 7 leads fairly closely
but are slightly more positive.
CF leads: T is negative in positions 8 to 3R.
7 leads: T is intermediate between the extremes 
of the CR and CF leads, being positive in 
positions 7 to 9, flat in 8R and 7R and 
slightly negative in 6R to 3R.
A noteworthy feature is the absence of a 
signifies,*^ §, or Q3 type of pattern in the GR leads. 
This la to the initial Q in VR.
In position 7R the CF lead is almost an
exact inversion of the GR lead.
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PRECORDIAL LEADS
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H H  iiii iiii. 
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S T A N D A R D  L I M B  L E A D S
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U N I P O L A R  L I M B  L E A D S  
VRco aVLc«> a VFcs>
VR«w)
a V R ( W )
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
CASE m . Z  PLATE
TTO HEAL a A.H.
Age 62 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
These show 'a tendency to L.A.L.
ULIPGLAR L3LIB LEALS.
The’ ~VlI jLeads"‘"have inverted P and T waves and 
a ur pattern.
The YL leads have low upright P and T waves and 
a qR pattern.
The TF leada have upright P and T waves and an 
Rs' pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least
positive in the CL and CF leads and intermediate 
in the Y leads.
Q,RS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads,
least positive in the CL and CF. leads and inter­
mediate in the Y leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CP leads and intermediate in 
the CL and ¥ leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions
I: and 6.
PLATE 80b
PRECORDIAL LEADS from POSITION 7 to 3R.
xhe differences between the four types of 
lead are similar to those already described for 
positions I to 6. They are however more obvious 
due to the smaller size of the deflections and 
the changing patterns encountered.
upmparison of Q,Ro patterns.
CR leads: these show progression from Rs to R to 
r to rs to rS.
CL leads: these resemble the Y leads fairly closely.
CE leads: these show progression from qR to QR 
to Q,r to Qp to rS.
Y leads: these show progression intermediate
between the extremes of the CR and eg leads, 
from qR to qr to qs to rS,
Comparison of f wave patterns:
CR leads: T remains positive throughout.
oh leads; these resemble the V leads closely.
Cg leads: T is positive in positions 7 and 3R arid 
negative in all the other positions.
Y leads: T is intermediate between CR and OF being
positive in positions 7, 4R and 3R, flat in 
positions 8 and 5R and negative in the other 
posit ions.
A noteworthy feature is the complete absence 
of a ft wave in the CR leads. This is due to the 
initial Q in YR.
In position 6R the OF lead is almost an
exact inversion of the CR lead.
PRECORDIAL LEADS 
V CR CL CF
7
in
V R c w >
O VRtw>
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
U N I P O L A R  LIMB L E A D S  
a V R c o  aVLc«) a V F c o
aVL(W) a V F ( W )
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
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CASE EG A PLATE 8Ip
ABNORMAL G.T
Diagnosis: Chronic' Cholecystitis Age 52 year
These show no axis deviation. There is slight 
3-T depression in leads II and III.
U El POLAR LI: 23 LEALS.
The YR leads have inverted P and T waves and 
an rSrT pattern. There is slight 3-T elevation.
The VL leads have low upright P and T waves 
and an rS pattern. There is no 3-T deviation.
The YF leads have unright P and T waves and 
a qR pattern. There is slight depression of 3-T.
Electrically the heart is vertical.
a R E C U R D I A J j l E a L T  •
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads ana intermediate in 
the CL and Y leads.
,,RS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads ,
least' positive in the Cl" leads and intermediate 
in the CL ana V leads .
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leaas,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads•
S-T interval: this is most positive in the CF leads, 
TeasT"positive in the CR leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads„
These differences are most obvious in positions
1, 5 a n u 6 .
PLATE 81b
PRECORDIAL LEADS from rOSITIONS 7 to 3R.
The differences between the four types of 
lead are similar to those already described for 
positions I to 6* They are however more obvious 
due to the smaller size of the deflections and 
the changing patterns encountered.
Comparison of QRS patterns.
CR leads: these show progression from gR to R 
To rs.
CL leads: these show progression from qR to qr 
i’o r3R* to rsr* to rSr1.
CF leads: these show progression from qrs to qs 
to QS to rS,
Y leads: these show progression intermediate
“Idetween the extremes of the other leads, 
from qR to qr to rsrT to rs•
comparison of T wave patterns.
CR leads: 1 remains positive throughout.
CL leads: these resemble the Y leads fairly
“closely but are slightly less positive.
cF leads: T is flat in positions 7 and 8 and 
negative in all other positions.
Y leads: T is intermediate between the extremes
of CR and OF, beihg upright in positions 
7 to 9, slightly negative in positions 8R 
to 5R and flat in positions 4R and 3R.
In position 7E the CF lead is almost an
exact inversion of the CR lead.
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PRECORDIAL  LEADS 
V C R
CASE m. 5 ■PTjAT*
AEWOEIIAL. . J.A.
Diagnosis: Rheumatic Heart Disease: Age 14 years.
ra>3- t^'eijo s' Is" an d 
Aortic Incompetence.
STAITDARD LII.3 LEADS.
"These show no axis deviation.
UR ICLAR LIME READS • -
^Hie^Tl^TeaHs^have inverted P ana I ?mves ana a 
Q,r pattern. ' . • •
the VL leads have upright P and I waves and an 
rsrT patte rn.
The IF leads have upright P and T-waves and an 
Rs pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS. . /
? wave; this is most positive in the CR leads,least
positive in the CL and CP leads and intermediate 
in the V leads.
Q.R3 complex: this is most positive in the CR leads ,
least' positive in the CF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads. The S wave in leads over 
the left preeoraium is most prominent in CR and 
least prominent in CF due to the rT in VR and 
t he s in YF respectively.
T wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least
positive in the CL and CF leads and intermediate 
in the V leads.
PLATE 82fc
PRECORDIAL LEADS from POSITIONS 7 to 3R.
The differences between the four types 
of lead are similar to those already described 
for positions I to 6. They are however more 
obvious due to the smaller size of the deflect­
ions and the changing patterns encountered.
Comparison of QRS patterns.
CR leads: these show progression from an Rs to 
an R3 pattern.
CL leads: these resemble the Y leads fairly 
closely.
CF leads: these show progression from a qR to 
^R to Qr to Q3 to rS.
Y leads: these show progression intermediate
between the extremes of the CR and CF 
leads, from R to qR to QR to qr to qs 
to rS.
Comparison of T wave patterns.
CR leads: T remains positive throughout.
CL-and CF leads: T is negative in positions 8 
to 5R.
Y leads: T is slightly negative in positions 8
to 5R.
One of the most ’noteworthy features is • 
the complete absence of a Q, wave in the CR leads. 
This is due to the initial Q, in VR.
In position 6R the CF lead is almost an
exact inversion of the uR lead.
PRECORDIAL LEADS
w m m m
a VR<w>
LEADS
LEADS
STANDARD
UNIPOLAR
LIMB
LIMB
PRECORDIA L LEADS
Uiv.o ...0 *6 PLATE 8 Fa
Gr« F •
Diagnos is: Rheumatic Heart Disease: Age 41 years,
mitral Stenosis and
XortTc Incompetence•
TT.-lIDARD LIMB LEADS.
These show the appearances of right and left 
ventricular strain,
u Film PAR hi] IB LEADS.
The 1  leads have inverted p and upright T waves 
ana a OS pattern, where is slight S-f elevation.
The YL leads have practically flat P and low 
upright T waves and a small vibratory rsrT pattern.
The YF leads have upright P and inverted T waves 
and a qR pattern. There is slight S-T depression.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
?HECORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the oL and Y leads.
OjRS complex: this is most positive in the oR leads,
least' positive in the uF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CF leads,least
positive in the CR leads and intermediate in 
the CL and Y leads.
S-T segment: this is most positive In the CF leads,
least positive in the CR leads and intermediate 
in the CL and 1 leads.
rhese differences are most obvious in positions 
4 and 5 where the pattern of the ventricular complex 
is changing.
PLATE 83b
PRECORDIAL LEALS from POSITIONS 7 to 3R.
The differences between the four types of 
lead are similar to those already described for 
positions i to 6. xhey are however more obvious 
due to the smaller size of the deflections and 
the changing patterns encountered.
Comparison of QRS - patterns.
CR leads: these show progression from R to
r{ splintered) to rS to qrC.
CL leads: these show progression from qR to
qjR( splint ere d) to qrs^s* to qrS(splintered) 
to qrS to Q,S(splintered).
CF leads: these show progression from qR to Qp?
“To QS.
V leads: these show progression intermediate
between the extremes of the other leads 
from R to qR to Q,S to QS(splintered).
Comparison of T wave patterns.
CR leads: x is negative in positions 7 to 6R, flat 
in 5R and positive in 4K and 3R.
CL -leads: T is negative in positions 7 to 7R, flat, 
in 6R and positive in 5R to 3R.
CF leads: x is negative in position 7, flat in 
position 8 and positive in all other 
positions.
V leads: T is intermediate between the extremes
of the other leads, being negative in 
positions 7 and 8, flat in position 9 and
positive in all other positions.
Comparison of S-T patterns.
Depression of C-T ceases at position 5R in 
the CR leads, at position 8R in the CL leads, at 
position 7 in the CF leads and at position 9 in 
the V leads.
•Elevation of 3-T commences at position 3R in - 
the CR leads, at 5R in the CL leads, at position 9
in the JF leads and at position 7R in the ¥ leads.
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PRECORDIAL LEADS 
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A ~3 "i'VT 'L TT. A T
A i Q r i  o  -lU aJ-4.a j  •
Diagnosis: myocardial Infarction
(anterior)
STAITDARI) LUvIL LEALS .
These show 'the appearances of anterior infarction. 
There is no axis deviation.
t)T IPOLAR LII3 LEALS.
Thie 'YlT'Teaas' have inverted P and T waves and an 
rS pattern.
The YL leads have practically flat P and deeply 
inverted T waves and a splintered qs pattern.
The YF leads have upright P and T waves and an 
R pattern.
Electrically the heart is semi-vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEALS.
P wave: this is most positive in the GR leads,least 
positive in the CP leads and intermediate in 
the CL and Y leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the GR leads, 
~TeasT positive in the CP leads and intermediate
in the CL and V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CL leads,least 
positive in the OP leads and intermediate in 
the CR and Y leads.
These differences are most obvious in positions 
I, 5 and 6 at the edges of the infarct, where the 
T waves are changing in direction.
J . Y .
Age 51 years
PLATE 8'b
PRECORLIAL LEALS from POSITIONS 7 to 3R.
The differences between the four types of 
lead are similar to those already described for 
positions I to 6. ihey are however more obvious 
due to the smaller size of the deflections and 
the changing patterns encountered.
Comparison of QRS patterns•
CR leads: these show progression from qR to E 
fo r to qs to QS.
CL leads: these show progression from qR to R 
to r to rsr1 to rSrT to QS.
CF leads: these show progression from qRs to r 
to qs to QS.
V leads: these show progression intermediate
between the extremes of the other leads 
from qR to r to rsrT to rS to QS.
Comparison of T wave patterns.
CR leads: I is positive in all positions except 3R 
where it is slightly negative.
CL leads: T remains positive throughout.
CF leads: T is flat in position 7 and negative in 
all the other positions.
7 leads: T is intermediate between the other leads 
being positive in positions 7 to 9, flat in 
position 8R and negative in all the other 
positions.
In position 8R the CF lead is almost an
exact inversion of the CR lead.
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
8 T t r r
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
aVR<G> aVLco aVFco
VRcwj VLcwi VFcw>
aVRcwj aVL(w) aVFcw>
STANDARD LIMB
I I
LEADS
m
PRECORDI AL  L E A D S  
V C R  CL CF
ABNORMAL> J.P.
Diagnosis : Chronic Coronary Age 48 years
Artery Disease.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
These show no axis deviation.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
The v/R leads have inverted P and T waves and 
an rS rT pat tern•
The YL leads have practically flat P and
T waves and a qRs pattern.
The YF leads have upright P and T waves and
an R pattern.
Electrically the heart is in the-'intermediate 
position.
PRECORDIAL LEAD
P wave : this is most? positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CE leads and intermediate in 
the CL and Y leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
least positive in the OF leads and intermediate 
in the CL and Y leads. The S is least prominent 
in the CL leads due to the s in YL.
T wave: this is most posit ive in the CR leads,least 
positive in tie OF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads•
These differences are most obvious in positions
1.2 and 6.
PRECORDIAL LEADS from POSITIONS 7 to 3R
The differences between the four types of 
lead are similar to those already described for 
positions I to 6. They are however more obvious 
due to the smaller size of the deflections and 
the changing patterns encountered.
Comparison of QRS patterns.
CR leads: these show progression from qRs to qR 
fo qr to r to rs to Rs.
CL leads: these resemble the V leads fairly closely#
CF leads: these show progression from qrs to qr to Qr 
*" To rSrT to rS.
7 leads: these show progression intermediate between 
the extremes of the CR and CF leads, from qRs
to cR to qr to rsrT to rs.
Comparison of T wave patterns.
CR leads: T remains positive throughout.
CL leads: these resemble the 7 leads closely but are 
slightly less positive.
CF leads: T is flat in position 7 and negative in
all the other positions#
7 leads: T is intermediate between CR and CF being
positive in positions 7 and 8, flat in position 
9 and negative in all the other positions#
A q appears in some of the CR leads. This is 
due to the initial r in 7R#
8P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
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PRECORDIAL LEADS 
V CR CL CF
plat::
ABLQRIA g . _ a»S .
Diagnosis: Myocardial Infarction Age 54 year;
(posteriory"
STANDARD LIIAB -EADo.
These’ show a deep Qgin lead III and inverted 
T waves in leads II and III.
URIP01AR LIMB LEADS.
The YK leacs have inverted P and T waves and an 
rS pattern.
The YL leads have practically flat P. and upright 
T waves and an Rs pattern.
The 7F leads have upright P and inverted I? 
waves and a splintered Q,r pattern.
Electrically the heart is horizontal.
PRE CORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and Y leads.
ARS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
least positive in the CL leads and intermediate 
in the CF and Y leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CF leads,least 
positive in tbs CL leads and intermediate in 
the CR ano. Y leads •
These differences are most obvious in positions 
5 and 6 where the 1 wave is changing from positive 
to negative, and where the deep Q, pattern is 
appearing. The latter is delayed in CF due to the 
0, in VF. Bote also the splintering of R in Y6,CR6 
and CL6 ana its absence in CF6, due to the splinter­
ing of the r in YF.
86a
PKECORDIAL LEADS from POSITIONS 7 to SR.
The differences between the four types of 
lead are similar to those already described for 
positions I to 6. They are however more obvious 
due to the smaller size of the deflections and 
the changing patterns encountered.
Comparison of QR5 patterns.
CR leads: these show progression from qR tnotched)
'to qr(notched) to qrsr1 to qr(notched) to 
qs(notched) to rS.
CL leads: these show progression from Qr to rS.
CF leads: these show progression from R to qR to 
Qr to qs(splintered) to rS to RS.
Y leads: these show progression intermediate
between the extremes of the other leads from 
qR(splintered) to Qr to rS.
Comparison of T wave patterns.
CR leads: T is diphasic in position 7, negative in 
positions 8 to 5R, diphasic in position 4R 
and upright in position 3R.
CL leads: T remains negative throughout.
CF leads: T is positive in positions 7 to 9, flat
in positions 8R to 5R and positive in positions 
4R an€ 3R.
Y leads: T is intermediate between the extremes
of the other leads, being: negative in all 
positions except 3R where it is diphasic.
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
CR CL
4R
3R
STANDARD L I MB LEADS
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
PRECORDIAL  LEADS 
V CR CL CF
l/Ao r I/O* 10 PLATS 8 7a
Ajj.':! UiCJv-A-iJ J  . B  •
Diagnosis : hyooard ial Inf arct ion; Age 51 years.
posterior.
STANDARD LIMB LEAPS.
The s e show' L.'A.D. and the pattern of posterior 
infarction. • .
ulT IPO LAR L IIi.3 LS AI)8 •
I1 he YR leads have inverted-P and shallow inverted 
T waves and an rSrT pattern.
The VL leads have shallow diphasic P and upright 
T waves and an R pattern.
The VF leads have upright P and inverted T waves 
and a Q,3 pattern.
Electrically the heart is horizontal.
PREOCRDIAL LEAPS.
P wave: this is most positive in the CR leads,least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in 
the CL and V leads.
QJRS complex: this is most positive in the CF and CR
leads',least positive in the CL leads and inter­
mediate in the V leads.
T wave: this is most positive in the CF leads,least 
positive in the CL leads and intermediate in ' 
the CR and 7 leads.
These differences tare ohvious in all positions.
P RECORDIAn L.JADC from P08ifIQF3 7 to 3R.
The differences between the four types of 
lead are similar to those already described for 
positions I to 6. They are however more obvious 
due to the smaller size of the deflections and 
the changing patterns encountered.
Comparison of QaS patterns.
CR leads: these show progression from qRs to qrs 
' to qs to QS.
CL leads: these show progression from «,S to Qr 
Eo QS to rS.
CF leads: these show progression from R to r to 
rsr1 to rs.
V leads: these show? progression intermediate
between the extremes of the other leads 
from prs to qr to Qr to QS.
Comparison of ,T wave patterns.
CR leads: these resemble the V leads fairly closely 
but are slightly more positive.
Cn leads: T remains negative throughout.
CF leads: T is positive in positions 7 to 9 and 
flat in all the other positions.
f leads: T .is intermediate between CL and CF being 
flat in positions 7 and 8 ana slightly 
negative in all the other positions.
A noteworthy feature is the complete absence 
of a Q wave in the CF leads. This is due to the 
QC pattern in VF.
In position 7R the CF lead is almost an 
exact inversion of the CR lead.
In position 7 the CL lead is almost an
exact inversion of the CF lead.
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P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S  
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Diagnosis: Pleurisy with Effusion: Age 54 years.
—  ----   TTeTtJ-------
xraeings bef ore Paracentesis .
STANDARD jjilvLB LEAPS.
T lieFe show slight tendency to L.A.D.
uKIPQLAR 1113 LEADS.
The Yu leads have inverted P and flat T waves and 
an rS pattern.
The VL leads have flat P and T waves and an R 
pattern.
The VF leads have upright F and flat T waves and 
an R pattern.
Electrically the heart is in the intermediate 
position.
PRSCORDIAL LEADS.
P wave: this is most positive in the UR leads, least 
positive in the CF leads and intermediate in the CL 
and V leads.
QRS complex: this is most positive in the CR leads, 
Tea’s!”posTFive in the CL and CF leads and intermediate 
in the Y leads.
T wave: there are no obvious differences in the T waves 
in t'h'e Y,CA,CL and CF leads, rhis is because the T waves 
are flat in all three unipolar limb leads.
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CASE HO. II icontd.) PLATE 89
Tracings after first Paracentesis.
STANDARD L11133 LEADS.
There is a slight increase in the amplitude of the 
T waves in all leads.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
The T wave is now slightly inverted in VR and low 
upright in VP*. It remains flat in VL.
PRECORDIAL LEADS. '
There is diminution in amplitude of the QRS complex
and T wave in leads over the right side of the chest.
There is an increase in amplitude of the QRS complex
and T wave in leads over the left- side of the chest.
The differences between the V,CRfCL and CF leads 
are present as before.
VL tw>
STANDARD L IM B  LEADS 
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UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS 
q V R ( G )  d V L c o  a V F c o
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CASE ITO. II (contd.) PLATE 90
Tracings after second Paracentesis.
3TAPI)ARP -uIHB LEALS.
There is a further increase in the amplitude of 
the T waives in all leads.
UPIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
There is a further increase in the amplitude of 
the T waves in leads YR and VP. The t wave is now 
definitely inverted in YR and upright in YF. It remains 
flat in YL.
PRECORDIAL LEALS.
xhe leads over the right side of the chest sharc 
no difference from the previous tracings.
In leads over the left side of the chest there is 
a further obvious increase in the amplitude of the QRS 
complex and T wave.
The differences between the Y,CR,CL and CP leads 
are present as before.
In addition differences in the T waves can now be 
seen. These are most positive in the Cit leads, least 
positive in the CP leads and intermediate in the CL 
and Y leads.
STUDIES Iff ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
APPENDIX B 
Plates 91 to ISO
PART III
Plates 91 to ISO.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
PLATE 9 la
CASE W j l
RORKAL.
Age 29 years.
STAOARL LIMrs LEADS.
A: Control.
All leads have upright P and T waves, 
uead I has an rS pattern.
±,ead II has a qRs pattern.
Lead ill has a qR pattern.
There is right axis deviation.
B: Inspiration.
The b a s i c ~p a 11 e rns are unaltered but-lead I 
shows decrease in r; lead II shows increase in q 
and R and decrease in s and T-; lead III shows 
increase in q and A.
There has been a shift in the QRS axis to the
right.
C: Expiration.
The patterns are v e r y  similar to the control 
series but lead I shows slight decrease in S while 
leads II and ±11 show decrease in R.
There has been a shift of the QjxS axis to the left.
URXrQ.uAR LIMB LEALS•
A: Control.
aVR has inverted P and T waves and an rSr1 pattern.
It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
aVL has upright P and T waves and a small Rs 
pattern. It faces the epicardial surface of the right 
ventricle.
a VP has a qRs pattern and upright P and T waves.
It faGes the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
B: Inspiration.
aVS shows a less inverted T.
aVL has shallow inverted P and T waves and an 
rS pattern.
aVF still has a qRs pattern with considerable increase 
in R; i is also increased.
a he heart has become more vertical.
C: Expiration.
Patterns are similar to those of the control series
but R in a,L is taller and in apt is smaller.
,J-'he heart has become less vertical.
PLATE 9lb
PKECORDIAL LEALS.
A: Control.
TTTo 13 have rS patterns.
14 to 06 have qRs patterns.
P is upright in all leads.
T is slightly inverted in VI and upright in 
all other leads.
B: inspiration.
11 to 'v5~have r3 patterns.
V4 has an AS pattern.
V5 has an Rs pattern.
16 has a qRs pattern.
T is upright in all leads; in 14 to 16 it is 
considerably reduced.
There has been clockwise rotation of the heart.
C: .cixpirat ion.
The patterns are identical with -the control 
series but in 14 to *6 there is some reduction in 
the height of R and 1.
This may be due to the heart becoming less \ 
vertical so that the left ventricle move's up­
wards away from these leads.
SUMMARY.
This is a normal vertical heart with 
moderate counter-clockwise rotation.
-On inspiration the heart becomes more 
vertical and undergoes considerable clockwise 
rotation.
v^ n expiration the reverse changes occur.
PRECORDIAL LEADS
IUNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
STANDARD L I M B  L EA DS
B C
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EORmAL. L.llch.
Age 52 shears.
RIALLARD LBIB LEADS .
A: Control.
All leads have upright P and 1 waves.
^ead I has a small qRs pattern.
^eads II and H i  have Rs patterns.
xhere is a tendency to right axis deviation.
B: inspiration.
Lead I shows decrease in P,R and I.
lead II shows decrease in R and T.
Lead ±11 shows decrease in P and T and an R pattern, 
xhere has been a shift of the who axis to the right.
C: Expiration•
The patterns are identical with the control series 
but lead I shows an increase in R and 1; lead II 
shows a decrease in R; lead. Ill shows a decrease in 
R and i.
There has been a shift of the QRL axis to the left. 
UR I POLAR iiiMB LEA 1)6 •
A: Control.
aVR has inverted P and T waves and a Q,r pattern, 
it tends to face the back of the heart.
aYL has inverted P and shallow diphasic T waves 
and a small ^r pattern, it tends to face the back 
of the heart.
aYF has upright P and I waves and an Rs pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle, 
xhe heart is vertical.
B: Inspiration.
aYR has less inverted P and T waves and a smaller Q. 
aYL has flat P and shallow diphasic I waves and a 
qs pattern.
aYF has taller R.
The heart has become slightly more vertical.
C: Expiration.
aYL has a small vibratory qr pattern and low uuright 
T' waves.
aYF has slight reduction in R.
The heart has become slightly less vertical.
C9p
1RECORDIAL LEADS
A: Control.
VI and VS have RS patterns, '
73 has an Rs pattern.
V4 and V5 have qRs patterns.
76 has an- i.s pattern.
P and T are upright in all leads.
.6: inspiration.
“SIX leacTs are practically identical with 
the control series though there is slight 
reduction of R in VI,V2 and V3.
There has teen little if any rotation of 
the heart.
C: Expiration.
UTIesIs are practically identical with 
the control series, though there is slight : . 
reduction of s in 73,V4 and V5. There has "been 
slight counter-clockwise rotation.
pIMm-ARY.
This is a normal vertical heart with 
moderate counter-clockwise rotation.
On inspiration no significant change 
occurs.
On expiration the heart becomes slightly 
less vertical and there is possibly slight 
counter-clockwise rotation.
PRECORDIAL LEADS
==■
S T A N D A R D  L I M B  L E A D S
! ! ! I •:
U N I P O L A R  L I M B  L E A D S
a V L
a VF
CASE 10 .g PLATE 9ha
EOriMAL.
Age 45 years.
STANDARD 'LB/13 LEADS.
A:Control.
All leads have upright 1 and T waves and a qRs 
pattern. There is no axis deviation.
B:Inspiration.
IeacTl~Tias a flat P wave and a qR pattern with 
reduction in the height of R; T is unaltered,.
Lead II has a qRs pattern with slight reduction 
in the amplitude of all deflections; P and T are un­
altered .
Lead III has an Rs pattern with increase in the 
height of R; P and T are unaltered.
There has been a, slight shift of the QJRS axis 
to the right.
C:Expiration.
All leads are identical with the control.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
A:Control.
aVR has inverted P and T waves and an rSr1 pattern. 
aVL has inverted P and T waves and an rsrf pattern. 
a W  has upright P and 1 waves and a qRs pattern.
The heart is semi-vertical•
B:Inspiration.
~a¥R stilL has an rSr1 pattern though the r and r1 
waves are less obvious: 3 is slightly reduced. T is
slightly less inverted.
aVL has a QS pattern. T is slightly less inverted, 
a VP has an Rs pattern with increase in size of R,
T is slightly smaller.
rhe heart has become more vertical.
C:Expirat ion.
Lhe patterns are the same as in the control series 
but the 3 in a'VR i's slightly deeper and aVL has an rEr1 
pattern.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
A:Control.
Leads VI to V3 have RS patterns.
Leads V4 to V6 have qRs patterns.
All have upright T waves.
B:Inspiration.
The patterns are in general similar to the control 
series. In VI and VS however R,S and T are all in­
creased in amplitude, while in T3 to V6'they are de­
creased.
This’indicates some clockwise rotation with recess­
ion of the apex.from the chest wall.
C:Expiration.
The patterns are very similar to those of the control 
series. In V3 to V6 however R and T are slightly in­
creased in size.
This indicates some degree of counter-clockwise 
rotation.
Summary.
This is a normal semi-vertical heart with'moderate 
counter-clockwise rotation and forward rotation of the 
apex.
On inspiration the heart becomes more vertical and 
undergoes clockwise rotation round its long axis.
On expiration the reverse changes occur.
VI
V 4
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PRECORDIAL LEADS
A B C
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
U N I P O L A R  L I MB L E A D S
A B C
H I Control.
All Teads have upright P and T waves.
Lead I has a qRs pattern.
Lead II has a qRs pattern.
-jead I n  has an Rs pattern.
There is a tendency to right axis deviation.
B: Inspiration.
The patterns are similar to the control series 
hut lead I shows slight decrease in R and T while 
lead III shows an increase in R and T.
There has been e shift of the QRS axis to the right
C: Expiration.
The patterns are similar to the control series.
un Ir uLAR ninn jjEAI)S .
A: control.
Vxi lias inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern.
It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
YL has shallow inverted P and T waves and a qs 
pattern. It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
has upright P and T waves and an R pattern, 
it faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle. 
The heart is vertical.
B: Inspiration.
VR has less inverted P and T waves.
YL has a deeper Qo pattern and more deeply 
inverted P and T waves.
vF has a taller n pattern; P and T are increased. 
The heart has become more vertical.
C: Expiration.
The patterns are identical with the control series.
PHECORDIAL iMADS
A: Control.
V± has an rS pattern.
72 has an RS pattern.
73 has an Rs pattern.
74 and 75 have qRs patterns.
76 has a qR pattern.
P and T are upright in all leads.
B: inspiration.
VI has an rS pattern.
72 and 73 have RS patterns with decrease in R 
and increase in S.
74 to 76 have qRs patterns with decrease in R 
and increase in s.
1 is decreased in 7±,72,73 and 76.
There has been clockwise rotation.
C; Expiration.
The patterns are identical with the control 
series.
SUMMARY.
This is a normal vertical heart with moderate 
counter-clockwise rotation.
On inspiration the heart becomes slightly 
more vertical and undergoes clockwise rotation.
On expir&tion no obvious changes occur.
ILEADSPRECORDIAL
V 4
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STANDARD L IMB LEADS
UNI POL AR L IMB LEADS
A B C
GaSE 1.10. 5
NORMAL.
Age 31 years,
STANDARD L I M l  READS.
A: Control.
' All leads have upright P and T waves, ^ead I 
has a small Rs pattern; lead II has a qR pattern; 
lead ill has a qR pattern.
There is a tendency to right axis deviation,
3: inspiration.
Lead I" sKows smaller R and digger s; T is reduced. 
Lead II shows a qRs pattern with increase in R;
T is increased.
Lead III shows increase in R and T
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
C: Axpiration.
All leads are identical with the control series.
URIrOiiAR LIKB LiiiADS.
A: control.
"" aVR has inverted P and T waves and an rS pattern.
It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
aVL has shallow inverted P and T waves and an rS 
pattern, it faces the epicardial surface of the right 
ventricle •
aVir has upright P and T waves and a qR pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle. 
‘The heart is vertical.
3: Inspiration.
— aVR is unalt ered.
aVL has smaller r , deeper S and deeper T. 
aYF has a qRs pattern with increase in R; T is 
increased.
The heart has become more vertical.
C: expiration.
All leads are identical with the control series.
PLATS 95b.
PBECCR.pIAL LEAPo. Lu, .
A: Control.
71 to 73 have rS patterns.- 
74 has an RS pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns.
P and T are upright in all leads; T is 
maximum in V2.
.b: inspiration.
VI to V4 have rS patterns.
>: 75 and V6 have qRs patterns with reduction 
in q and R and deeper s.
P and T are upright in all leads; T is maximum 
in V3.
There has been clockwise rotation.
C: Expiration.
All leads are identical with the control-series•
SuM aARY.
This is a normal vertical heart with moderate 
clockwise rotation and forward rotation of the apex.
^n inspiration the heart becomes more vertical 
and there is clockwise rotation.
vn expiration the heart shows no significants 
changes.
PRECORDIAL  LEADS
STAN L E A D S
I ' | : : I I
DARD LIMB
a V
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
CASS NO.6
EOnMAL. m i s s  n.n.
Age 21 years.
STANDARD jjIiviB LEADS.
A: Control.
 Lead I has upright P and T waves and a small
R3 pattern.
Lead II has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. 
Lead III has upright P and shallow diphasic 
T waves and a qR pattern.
There is right axis deviation.
B: Inspiration.
The basTc patterns are unaltered, but lead I 
has smaller R and T; lead II has taller R and smaller T; 
lead xll has taller P and R and T is more diphasic.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
C; Expiration.
The patterns are identical with the control series.
IJhlPeLAR LIMB LEADS.
A: Control.
aYRHas inverted P and T waves and a Q,r pattern.
It is tending to face the back of the heart.
aYL has flat P and upright T waves and an rS
pattern. It faces the epicardial surface of the right
ventricle.
aVF has upright x and ± waves and a qR pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
a he heart is vertical.
B: Inspiration.
The basic patterns are unaltered but aYR has less 
inverted P and T waves, smaller Q, and bigger r; aY.u has 
smaller r, deeper S and smaller T; aYF has taller R and 
T.
The heart has become more vertical and there has 
been clockwise'rotation so that aYR actually faces the 
back of the heart.
C: Expiration.
The only change from the control is a decrease of 
R in aYF.
The heart has become slightly less vertical.
PLATE 961)
PSECORDIAL LEADS.
... J « .............
A: Control.
«'I to 73 have rS patterns.
74 has an RS pattern.
75 has an _.s pattern.
76 has a qRs pattern.
P is upright in all leads.
T is slightly diphasic in 71 and upright in all 
other leads.
B: Inspiration.
7i to 73 have rS patterns with reduction in r 
and slight increase in S.
74 has an au> pattern with reduction in R.
75 and 76 have ms patterns with reduction in R
and increase in s.
There has been some clockwise rotation.
0: expiration.
The patterns show no change from the control 
series.
SUmMARY.
This is a normal vertical heart with moderate 
clockwise rotation and forward rotation of the apex.
On inspiration the heart becomes more vertical 
ana undergoes clockwise rotation.
On expiration the heart becomes slightly less 
vertical.
PRECORDIAL L E A D S
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UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
kj iAu DAiiD JjIivld LEA Do •
A: Control
Lead I has upright P and P waves and an As pattern, 
^ead II has upright P and x waves and a qRs 
pattern.
•^ead ill has diphasic P and upright I waves and 
a qRs pattern.
xhere is a tendency to right axis deviation.
B: Inspiration.
Lead x shows an ^3 pattern with reduction in A.
I is reduced.
Lead xl has a qRs pattern with increase in A.
P is diphasic and I is reduced.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with increase in R.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the 
right.
C:'expiration.
xhe patterns are similar to those of the control 
series but lead I shows a slight increase in R and I 
while lead III shows a decrease in R and T.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
SRIPOLAR L I M - d  LEALS.
A: Control
""PR has inverted p and T waves and a Qr pattern.
It tends to face the back of the heart.
YL has upright P and inverted I waves and an
rS pattern. It faces the epicardial surface of the
right ventricle.
YF has flat P and upright I waves and a qRs pattern. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
B: inspiration.
«• R shows less inversion of I.
VL has a QS pattern. 
vT i s un c hange d.
.the heart has become slightly more vertical.
0: xixpiration.
TCe~patTerns are identical with the control series.
PLATE 97b
PREOORDIAL LEALS. ■_
A: Control.
TT "has an r3 pattern. - .
¥2 and ¥3 have RS patterns.
¥4- 'has an Rs pattern.
¥5 and ¥6 have qRs patterns.
P and T are upright in all leads.
R: Inspiration.
VI to Y3 have rS patterns.
¥4 has, an 13 pattern.
¥5 and ¥6 have Rs patterns with reduction 
in R and increase in s.
! is reduced in 12 to ¥6.
been considerable clockwise rotation.
To pattern with reduction in S. 
have RS patterns with increase in E. 
Rs pattern with reduction in s. 
have qjxs patterns with increase in R 
s.
been some counter-clockwise rotation.
3 ullviAxtY.
normal vertical heart with moderate 
clockwise rotation.
On inspiration the heart undergoes considerable 
clockwise rotation but shows little or no tendency to 
become more vertical.
un expiration the heart undergoes slight counter­
clockwise rotation. 0
xhere has
C: Rxpiration.
VI has an 
¥2 ana ¥3 
14 has an 
¥5 and ,6 
and reduction in 
xhere has
Phis is a
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STANDARD LIMB LEADS
U N I P O L A R  LIMB LEADS
CASE ffO.8 PLATS 98a
FORMAL. -P*“ •
Age SO years.
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
A: Control.
Lead I has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern. 
Lead II has diphasic P and upright T waves and 
a qRs pattern.
Lead III has diphasic P and upright T waves and , 
a qR pattern.
There 'is slight right axis deviation.
B; inspiration.
The basic patterns are unaltered but lead. I 
shows decrease in P,R,s and T; lead II shows decrease 
in R,s and T; lead III shows inversion of P, decrease 
in q and 'increase in T.
C: /Expiration.
All leads are identical with the control series.
UNIPOLAR LB/IB LEADS.
A: Control.
aYR has inverted P and T waves and an rSr1 pattern. 
It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
aYL has upright P and T waves and an rS pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
a W  has diphasic P am upright T waves and a qRs 
pattern. It faces the epicardial surface of the left 
ventr icle.
The heart is vertical.
B: Inspiration.
~~ aYR shoves reduction of S,rf and T.
aYL shows reduction in P and r; f is flat or 
slightly inverted.
aYF shows increase in R and T.
The teart has become more vertical.
Ct Expiration.
The patterns are identical with the control series 
but S and f are increased in aYR while R and T are 
decreased in aYF.
The heart has become less vertical.
PLATE 98b
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
A: Control.
Vl 'to* Y3 have RU patterns.
Y4 has an Rs pattern.
Y5 and Y6 have qRs patterns.
P is diphasic and T upright in all leads.
B: inspiration.
YI to Y4 have RE patterns.
Y5 has an Rs pattern with reduction in R.
-Y6 has a qRs pattern with reduction in R.
T is maximum in Y3 instead of YE and is in­
creased in Y4 to Y6.
There has been clockwise rotation of the 
heart. = . . .
C: Expiration.
The patterns are identical with the control 
series •
SUMMARY.
This is a normal vertical heart with moderate 
clockwise rotation and forward rotation of the apex.
v>n inspiration the heart becomes more vertical 
am undergoes clockwise rotation.
On expiration the heart becomes slightly, less 
vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS
U N I P O L A R  L I M B  LEADS
LEADSDARD LIMBSTAN
GASE BO .9 PLATE 99a
L UnlvlAL.
Age 28 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
A: Control.
Leas’ i has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. 
Lead il has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. 
Lead III has diphasic P and upright T waves and 
a qRs pattern.
B: Inspiration.
Lead i shows smaller P and T waves and a qR pattern, 
.bead II has an Rs pattern with increase in R and 
decrease in s; T is reduced.
.bead III has an Rs pattern with increase in R and 
decrease in s; f is smaller.
There has "been a shift of the QJxR axis to the right.
C: Expiration.
"" \Cead i has an R pattern with increased amplitude;
T is smaller.
.bead II is identical with the control apart from 
a decrease in height of P.
Lead III is identical with the control apart 
from decrease in R.
There has "been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
UPIPOBAR LIMB LEALS.
A: Control.
~  aVK 'has inverted p and I waves and an rSrs pattern.
It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
a»L has upright P and T waves and a qrsrT pattern. 
aVP has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern, 
it faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is semi-vertical.
B: inspiration.
aVR shows a Cpc pattern, xt tends to face the 
"back of the heart.
aVL shows reduction in T hut no other change. 
aVF still shows a gRs pattern with increase in 
R and s.
These changes are due to clockwise rotation of the
heart.
0: Expiration.
These are identical with the control series.
PLATS 99b
PR'S (JOED I Ali LEAPS.
■ .  ■■ u ■ , ■ ■urn     ■■■ »
A: Control.
~Y1 to V3 have rS patterns.
74 has an RS pattern.
75 and 16 have qRs patterns.
P is upright in all leads.
1 is slightly inverted in II and upright in 
all other leads.
B: inspiration.
71 T o " h a v e  rS patterns with reduction of r 
and increase of G in V3.
V4 has an ItS pattern with reduction of £ and
increase of 0.
17*5 has an £s pattern with increase of“R and s.
76 has a qRs pat Tern with reduction of R and
increase of s.
Ihere has been clockwise rotation.
C: .expiration.
All leads are identical with the control series.
SUMMARY. .
This is a normal semi-vertical heart with moderate 
clockwise rotation.
On inspiration the heart undergoes clockwise 
rotation.
On expiration no significant change occurs.
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Age 34 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEAD3.
A: Control.
All leads have upright P and T waves.
Leads x and II have qRs patterns.
Lead III has an As pattern.
B: Inspiration.
Lead i shows smaller R and larger s. P and T 
are reduced.
Lead II shows smaller R and s. P and T are 
reduced.
Leat III shows a qRs pattern with increase 
in R. T is reduced.
There has been a shift of the QftS axis to the right.
C: Expiration.
All leads are identical with the control series.
PL IPO LA it LIMB LEALS.
A: Control.
avL has inverted P and T waves and an rSr! pattern. 
It tends to face the epicardial surface of the right 
ventricle.
aVL has shallow inverted P and low upright T waves 
and an rS pattern. j.t faces the epicardial surface of 
the right ventricle.
aVF has upright P and I waves and a qRs pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical with forward rotation of 
the apex.
B: Inspiration.
aVR shows smaller 3 and less inverted P and T. 
aVL has a £S pattern and upright I. 
aVF shows smaller I.
These changes may be due to clockwise rotation.
C: Expiration.
xhe patterns are identical with the control series.
The unaugmented (W) leads have patterns similar to 
the augmented (G) leads but the details are more 
difficult to determine.
PLATE IOOb
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
A; Control.
VI has an RS pattern varying with respiration. 
72 and 73 have rS patterns, S varying with 
respiration.
74 has an Rs pattern.
75 and 76 have qRs patterns.
P is upright in all leads.
5? in VI is upright or inverted varying with 
respiration. It is upright in all other leads.
B: Inspiration.
71 has an RS pattern.
72 and 73 have rS patterns with reduction in S.
74 has an RS pattern with reduction in R.
75 and 76 have qRs patterns with reduction in q
and R and increase in s.
T is upright in all leads.
There has been clockwise rotation.
C: Expiration.
71 to VS have rS patterns.
74 has an Rs pattern.
75 and 76 have qRs patterns.
1 is shallow and diphasic in 71 and upright in 
all other leads.
3U&MARY.
This is a normal vertical heart with moderate 
clockwise rotation and forward rotation of the apex.
On inspiration the heart undergoes clockwise 
rotation and backward rotation of the apex.
On expiration no significant changes occur.
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RCRMAL. T.L.
Age 27 years•
IlkhrARI L D B  uEADS.
A: Control.
All leads have upright ? and T waves.
ad I has a small. Rs pattern; lead II has an -
pattern; lead III has a qR pattern,
there is right axis deviation.
B: Inspiration. ;'
'hhe~*Tasi’c patterns are unaltered hut lead I shows 
reduction in P,R,s and T; lead’ II shoivs reduction in P 
and T; lead I n  shows reduction in P and T.
G: Expiration.
All lead's are identical with the control series.
URIPoLAR LIMB LEAPS.
A: Control.
avr lias inverted P and T waves and a Qp pattern.
It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
aVL has low upright ? and T waves and an r3 
pattern. It faces the epicardial surface of the right 
ventricle.
’ aYF has upright P and T waves and a qR pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
I he he a r t is v e r t i c al.
B: Inspiration.
atR shows reduction in P and T and slight reduction 
in depth of Q,G.
1 aVL shows reduction in r and T. 
aV2f shows reduction in P and T and has an R pattern. 
The heart has become slightly more vertical and 
there has been clockwise rotation.
Q: Expiration.
~~ PEe patterns are identical to the control series.
PLATE IOIb
ERE CORDIAL LEADS.
A: Control.
VI and V2 have r3 patterns.
V3 has a splintered. pattern.
V4 has an pattern.
V5 has an Ms pattern.
76 has an R pattern. :
P and T are upright in all leads.
B: Inspirat ion.
VI and 72 have rS patterns with reduction in r. 
73 and 74 have notched xub patterns. 
i5 has a notched ^s pattern with reduction in It. 
V6 has an As pattern with reduction in S.
1 is increased in tl and reduced in 75 and 76. 
There has been clockwise rotation of the heart.
G: Expiration.
The paTTerns are identical with the control 
series apart from slight reduction of R in 75 and 76.
SUMMARY.
This is a normal vertical heart with marked, . 
clockwise rotation and forward rotation oT the apex.
On inspiration the main change is clockwise 
rotation.. The heart may also have become slightly 
more vertical.
On expiration no dbvious changes occur.
PRECORDI AL LEADS
S T A N D A R D  L I M B  L E A D S
U N I P O L A R  L I M B  L E A D S
hlALLARB LIMB LEADS,
A: control.
AlT ~leacls have up right P am 2 waves.
Lead I has a small Rs pattern.
Lead II has an Rs pattern.
Lead III has a qRs pattern, 
there is right axis deviation.
B: inspiration.
Lead I-shows decrease in P,R and 2.
Lead xl shows an R pattern and reduction in I.
Lead III shows a qR pattern with reduction in p.
T is reduced.
there has teen a shift of the ^A8 axis to the
right.
C: hxpiration.
The patterns are identical with the control series 
but lead I shows slight increase in R and lead III 
slight decrease in xi.
There has been a shift of the Q,R,5 axis to the left
LLlrOLAR LIiviB LEADS.
A: Control.
YA Has shallow inverted P and T waves and a 
0,8 pattern, t^ faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
VL has low upright P and T waves and an rS pattern
±t faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
VP has ui)right P and T waves and a qRs pattern,
the heart is vertical.
B: Inspiration.
‘the basic patterns are unaltered.
IP is slightly reduced in VF.
C: Expiration.
K e  tracings are identical with the control series
PLATE 102b
PRECORDIAL LEALS.
A: Control.
VI-and 02 have rS patterns.
u 3 and V4 have AS patterns.
V5 and V6 have Rs patterns.
P is upright in all leads.
T is diphasic in VI and VZ and upright in all
other leads.
B: Inspiration.
vX~aild VS have rS patterns and r is reduced
in V2.
V3 anc 04 have AS patterns with reduction in R 1
and increase in 3.
V5 and 06 have As patterns with reduction in R
and increase in s.
T is upright in all leads and is reduced in 
04 to »6.
The heart has undergone clockwise rotation.
C: Expiration.
xhe patterns are similar to the control series 
out there is increase in A in V4 to V6.
The heart has undergone slight counter-clock­
wise rotation.
3LRMARY.
ihis is a normal vertical heart with marked 
clockwise rotation and forward rotation of the apex.
On inspiration the heart undergoes further 
clockwise rotation.
On expiration the heart undergoes slight counter­
clockwise rotation.
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
CAi^  -“0* Ig PLATE 10pa
.age 27 years.
IIAhLAKD hli.3 LEALS.
A: Control.
Lead" I and lead'll have upright A and T naves 
and a qRs pattern.
Lead III has low upright P and diphasic,mainly 
inverted 1' waves and a-small Rs pattern,
iheie is a tendency to left axis deviation,
B: Inspiration,
Lead I shows reduction in I,R,s and T.
Lead a.I shows reduction in I.
Lead III has upright P and T waves and a tall 
As pattern.
There has been a shift of the gRS axis to the right.
o: Expiration.
Leads T ’and II. are identical with the control series 
but lead J i  has diphasic P and inverted a waves arcd 
a small vibratory rsrTsT pattern.
ahere has been a shift of the hAS axis to the left.
<j m  ruLAri JjIllo LEAL3 •
A: Control.
Va has inverted x’ and T waves and a Qr pattern.
It faces the back of the heart.
Yh has upright P and T waves and a small vibratory 
qrsr* pattern. It tends to face the epicardial 
surface of the left ventricle.
YF has upright IP' and low upright T waves and a 
small As pattern. It faces the epicardial surface 
of the right vent ridle.
The heart is semi-horizontal.
B: Inspiration.
shoves a less inverted T wave.
YL shows low inverted A and flat T waves and a 
hr pattern, it now faces the back of the heart.
YF shows a taller Rs pattern, f is increased.
The heart has become less horizontal and there has 
been back-ward rotation of the apex.
C: Expiration.
The waf’t'eme are identical with the control series
but I is slightly increased in YL and decreased in YF•
PithGuKnIAl LiiAlXi •
A: Control,
¥1 To ¥3 have rS patterns.
¥4 to ¥6 have qRs patterns.*
Pand T are upright in all leads.
: Inspiration.
¥1 has an rSrT pattern.
¥2 and /3 have rS patterns.
¥4 has an RS pattern.
¥5 and 16 have qRs patterns with reduction in
q and R and increase in s.
P is reduced in all.
T is flat in ¥1 and reduced in ¥2,¥3,¥5 and ¥6.
The heart has undergone clockwise rotat ion.
C: expiration.
The"" pat terns are similar to those of the 
control series hut there is slight reduction of s 
in ¥4 to ¥6.
The heart has undergone slight counter­
clockwise rotation.
o ui,uviAR j..
This is a normal semi-horizontal heart with 
moderate chunter-clockwise rotation.
o-n inspiration the heart becomes less hori­
zontal and undergoes considerable clockwise 
rotation with backward rotation of the apex*
On expiration the heart undergoes slight 
counter-clockwise/rotation.
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. . 0 . a-A j j . a . R .
Age 19 years •
■Sl'ANLAitD jjIMB -uEALS.
a: Control,
JIT leads have upright r and T waves, 
lead I has a qR pattern, 
jjead II has a qRs pattern.
^ead H i  has an R3 pattern.
There is a tendency to left axis deviation.
B: Inspirat ion.
ihe "basic patterns are unaltered but lead I 
shows decrease in P,u and T; lead II shows decrease 
in q,R and T; lead ill shows increase in E and T.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the
right.
C: Expiration.
The basic patterns are unaltered but lead I 
shows an increase of P,R and I; lead III shows 
a decrease in R and an increase in S.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
LUIPOLAR uliviB jj-CjAjjS •
A: Control.
Tit 'shows inverted P and T waves and an rSr1 pattern.
It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
YL has low upright 1 and T waves and a qR pattern,
it faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
V F  has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern,
it faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
The heart is horizontal.
B: Inspiration.
?R shows less inverted P and T waves.
YL has flat P and P waves and a ■ R pattern with 
reduction in iw, It is tending to face the back of the heart. 
vF still shows an Rs pattern with increase in R.
The heart has become less horizontal and there has 
been backward rotation of the apex.
— . jfopiyation.
TEe pat terns are similar to the control series but 
YR shows increase in S; YL shows increase in R and T;
Y F  shows decrease in R and T.
The.heart has become more horizontal.
PitS CORDIAL LBADo .
a : Control.
T T  and ¥& have rS patterns.
¥3 has an .uj pattern.
74 to ¥6 have qRs patterns.
P is upright in all leads.
1 is slightly diphasic in ¥1 and upright in all 
other leads.
B: inspiration.
¥1 and TS" have rS patterns with increase in S. 
¥3 has an RS pattern with decrease in R.
¥4 to ¥6 have qRs patterns with decrease in cp 
a,nd R.
T is upright in all leads and is decreased in 
¥5 and ¥6.
There has been some clockwise rotation of the . 
heart.
J; Expiration.
xh'e patterns are identical with the control 
series, xhere is slight increase in R and 3? in 
¥5 and ¥6.
There has been slight counter-clockwise 
rotation of the heart.
S IT B vIa R Y .
xhis is a normal horizontal heart with 
moderate counter-clockwise rotation and forward 
rotation of the apex.
wii inspiration the heart becomes less hori­
zontal and undergoes clockwise rotation with backward 
rotation of the apex,
on expiration the heart becomes more horizontal 
and undergoes slight counter-clockwise rotation.
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i'i U j..ClViJa.-Li • A • i u C l  •
Age j.7 yeans .
.3 T All -Lia. rcL ju IlvLb LEaDd •
A: Controls
All leads have upright A and T waves.
.bead I has a qRs pattern; lead II has an 
R pattern; lead III has an R pattern.
B: Inspiration.
The hasic patterns are unaltered hut lead.^ I 
shoxxrs slight reduction in P,R and T; lead II shows 
increase in R; lead ±11 shows increase in R and 
slight reduction in 1.
There has heen a shift of the gAo axis to 
the right.
C: Expiration.
The patterns are similar to the control series 
hut lead I shows slight increase in A; lead II shows 
increase in R ; lead III shows slight decrease in n.
There has heen a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
T h - j  x r u  u A j-v  L I M . &  LEAD S •
A: Control.
~a?x\ has inverted P and T waves and a Qp pattern.
It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
aYL has slightly inverted P and flat I  waves and 
a qrs pattern.
aVF has upright P and T waves and an R pattern.
The position of the heart is difficult to 
determine hut it is prohahly horizontal. L.
B: Inspiration•
aVR remains unchanged. 
aYL shows a qs pattern, 
a r e m a i n s  unchanged.
C: Expiration.
aYn "is unchanged.
aVx; shows low upright T waves.
aYP shows slight decrease in R.
PLATE 10513
PREOORPIAL h E A D S .
A: Jontrol.
VI and ug have rS patterns.
V3 and V4 have RO patterns.
V5 and .6 have cRs patterns.
P and T are upright in all leads.
B: Inspiration.
Vi to w3 "have rS patterns with reduction in r.
«4 has an pattern.
V5 has an qRs pattern with reduction in R.
V6 is unaltered.
There has been clockwise rotation.
C; Expiration.
~ The patterns are identical with the control series 
apart from slight reduction of A and s in V5.
SuiviMAitY.
This is a normal horizontal heart with moderate 
clockwise rotation.
On inspiration the heart undergoes clockwise 
rotation and may become slightly more vertical.
On expiration there is no significant change.
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CABE Iu, 16 PLATS 10 6a
iaUlMiiu. A.R.
Age ±8 years,
<t> X Axi jJi-Lxl-U L Ih_Jj JjjiADw ,
A: Control.
Lead T has a qRs pattern, 
head II has an R pattern.
Lead III has a small vibratory qrs pattern.
All have upright P and T waves.
There is a tendency to left axis deviation.
B: Inspiration.
nead i shows a decrease in all waves.
.bead II shoi*/s an increase in R and decrease 
in T.
Lead III shows a splintered R pattern.
There has been a shift of the QR3 axis to the
right•
G: Expiration.
All leads are identical with the control series.
Ux« IPOhAR L Iivld xiEALo .
A: Control.
aVxi has inverted P and T waves and an rSrT pattern. 
It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
aVh has a qRs pattern and upright P and t vjaves.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
&YF has upright P and ± waves and a splintered 
R pattern, it faces the epicardial surface of the 
right ventricle.
The heart is semi-horizontal.
B: inspiration.
The basio' pat 1 ems are unaltered. 
aVR shows smaller P,S and 1. 
aVL shows smaller P,R and T. 
a W  shows taller A and smaller T.
The heart has become less horizontal.
C: ibxpirat ion.
The basic patterns are unaltered.
aVit shows deeper x ,3 and
aVL shows taller P R  and P.
aVF shows smaller R ana taller T .
a.he heart has become more horizontal.
PLATA 106b
PRECOiRLIAL LEADS.
A: Control.
VI has an rS pattern.
VE has an RS pattern.
73,74 and 75 have Rs patterns.
V6 has a qR pattern.
71 has diphasic P and upright T waves.
All other leads have upright P and T waves.
T is maximum in IE.
B: Inspiration.
The basic patterns are similar to the control 
series but R is smaller in 73 and V4 and taller 
in 76.
1 is maximum in 7£ and 73.
There has been slight clockwise rotation.
C: Expiration.
The patterns are similar to those of the control 
series but 3 is smaller in v3 and 74 and R smaller 
in 75 and 76.
T is maximum in /2.
There has been slight counter-clockwise 
rotation.
Summary.
This is a normal semi-horizontal heart 
with moderate-clockwise rotation and'forward 
rotation of the apex.
o-n inspiration the heart becomes less hori­
zontal and undergoes slight clockwise rotation. 
On expiration the reverse changes occur.
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Age 32 years,
SxivLv jJiirvL Llllib LEALS .
A: control.
All leads have upright P and T waves.
Lead I has a qRs pattern.
Lead II has an Rs pattern.
Lead III has an rS pattern.
There is left axis deviation.
B: Inspiration.
Lead I has a qR pattern with reduction in R;
P and I are also reduced.
nead II has an AsrT pattern with reduction in s;
P is increased.
Lead III has an rsr* pattern; P and T are increased. 
There has been a shift of the Q,R3 axis to the right.
C: Expiration.
The patterns are similar to the control series 
tat lead I shows increase in R and T; lead II shoivs 
decrease in R; lead III shows increase in 3 and 
decrease in T.
There has been a shift of the -...xvo axis to the left.
Oil IPOLAxt Lllvlb LujALS •
A: control.
PR Has inverted j. and T waves and a QL pattern.
It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
Y±> has shallow inverted P and flat T waves and a
qR pattern. It tends to face the back of the heart.
VP has upright p and I waves and an RS pattern, 
it faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
The heart is horizontal with backward rotation of 
the apex.
B: Inspiration.
V A shows a decrease in RS and T.
VL shows inverted x and 1 waves and a qr pattern.
It now faces the back of the heart.
YF shows an x.s pattern.
xhe heart has become less horizontal.
G nyo ip a t i o n •
”  YR" snows'deeper x , f.3 and T.
V-u shows low upr11 1vt P ana  ^waves ana a oR pattern
with increase in R. It now faces tin epicardial 
surface of the left ventricle.
VP show- an rs pattern.
P and T are reduced.
flie heart lias he come more horizontal, 
a o w A ±j I .-I. Jj LE ADS •
A: Control.
“T jTTo V3 have r3 patterns.
V4 has an R3 pattern.
V5 has a qRs pattern.
76 has a qR pattern.'
P and 1 are upright in all leads.
B: Inspirat ion.
VI to IS" have rS patterns with reduction in r, 
V4 has an A3 pattern with reduction in R and 
increase in 3.
V5 has an As pattern with reduction in.A 
and increase in s.
76 has a qRs pattern with reduction in R.
T is reduced in 72 to V5.
There has been considerable clockwise rotation, 
expiration.
7± to have rS patterns with increase in r.
74 has an A3- pattern with increase in A and - \ 
decrease in S.
V5 has a qRs pattern with increase In A.
V6 has a qR pattern with increase in R.
There has been counter-clockwise rotation.
3 uieviAri I.
Phis is a normal horizontal heart with moderate 
clockwise rotation and slight backward rotation 
of the apex.
On inspiration the heart becomes less hori­
zontal and undergoes further clockwise rotation and 
backward rotation of the apex.
On expiration the reverse changes occur.
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HCRhAL. W.R.
Age 15 years.
STANDARD jjIHB LEADS.
A: Control. •
All "Teads have upright P and T waves. Lead I 
has a qRs pattern; leads II and III have an Rs pattern. 
There is no axis deviation.
B: Inspiration.
Lead' 1 shows decrease in R,s and T.
Lead II shows decrease in R and T.
^ead III shows increase in R and s; T is decreased, 
xhere has been a slight shift of the QRS axis to 
the right.
C: Expiration.
Lead I shows an increase in R,s and !.
Lead II is unaltered.
Lead III shows a qRs pattern with reduction in s;
T is decreased.
UNIPOLAR LIM.3 LEADS.
A: Control.
apR has inverted P and T waves and an rSrT pattern. 
It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
aVL has low upright P and 1 waves and a qRs pattern. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
aVE has uuright P ana T waves and an Rs pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle. 
The heart is semi-horizontal.
B: Inspiration.
aPR Hi s a nr pattern; P and T are less inverted. 
a,L Ras an rSrT pattern; P is diphasic and ! is 
slightly inverted.
a VP has a qRs pattern; T is smaller.
The heart has become vertical and has rotated 
clockwise so that aVR now faces the back of the heart.
C: Expir at ion •
The ’patterns are similar to the control series, 
but R and 1 are slightly taller in aVL and slightly 
smaHer in a VF.
Lhe heart has become more horizontal.
PRS CORDIAL Lib ADS
A: Control•
Leads Tl and 72 Lave rS patterns.
Leads 73 to 76 have’RS patterns*
All have upright P and T waves.
B; Inspiration.
Leads Tl "t”o 73 have rS patterns.
Leads »4 to 76 have RS patterns with deeper
S wave s•
The T waves are taller throughout.
There has been some clockwise rotation.
C: nxpirat ion.
' The’paTLerns are similar to those of the 
control series but the 3 waves are slightly 
smaller.
T is smaller throughout.
There has been some counter-clockwise rotation. 
The decrease in the T waves is probably due 
to the main muscle mass of the heart moving up­
wards away from the ore cordial leads as the heart 
becomes more horizontal. The reverse process 
would explain the increase in height of the 
T waves in inspiration.
SUMMARY.
This is a normal semi-horizontal heart with 
marked clockwise rotation and forward rotation 
of the apex.
On inspiration the heart becomes vertical and 
undergoes clockwise rotation round its long axis.
On expiration it becomes more horizontal and 
undergoes counter-clockwise rotation.
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5TA1DARD LIMB LEAPS. 
A: Control.
All Teads have upright P and T waves•
^ead I has a small As pattern; lead II has aid AS 
pattern; lead III has an rS pattern.
B: Inspiration.
The basic patterns are unaltered but lead I 
shows a decrease in x,R and T while lead III shows 
an increase in r and a decrease in S.
There has been a shift of the gRB axis to 
the right.
0: expiration.
The paTTerns are similar to the control series 
but lead I shows slight increase in R while lead III 
shows a decrease in r and slight increase in 3.
There has been a shift of the Q,Ro axis to the left
,UhiPOLAR LILIA .uEADS.
A: Control.
avit has inverted x and T waves and a yR. pattern.
It faces the back of the heart.
aVI has upright P and T waves and a small
splintered qr pattern.
all has upright P and T waves and an A3 pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
Ihe position of the heart is difficult to 
determine, xt is probably semi-horizontal.
A: Inspiration.
The basic patterns are unaltered . 
aVit shows less inversion of x and T and slight 
reduction of R.
aVL shows reduction in P and T .
C: nxpirat ion.
A l l  leads are p r a c t i c a l l y  identical with the 
control series but aV.u shows a slight increase in 
r and aVP a decrease in R and increase in S.
The heart has become sli-ahtly more horizontal.
PLATA 109b
PRECORDIAL LEALS.
A: Control•
VI to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 and V5 have uS patterns. .
¥6 has an Rs pattern.
P and T are upright in all leads.
B: inspiration.
The patterns are similar to those in the 
control series but r and S are reduced in VZ 
and ¥3; R and S are reduced in ¥4; R is reduced 
in V5 and V6.
There has been clockwise rotation.
C : nxpirat ion.
The patterns are similar to those of the 
control series but s is slightly larger in ¥6. 
xhis is due to the heart becoming more hori­
zontal.
OUidviAxiY.
This is a normal serni-hor izontal heart with 
marked clockwise rotation and probably forward 
~rotation of the apex.
On inspiration the heart undergoes-further 
clockwise rotation.
On expiration it becomes slightly more 
horizontal.
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
STANDARD L I M B  LEADS
U N I P O L A R  L I M B  L E A D S
uAoiij i»0 • 20 PLATE I10a
NORMAL. . 1S S j.vj, •  xi •
Age 17 years.
STANDARD LI, 3  uSADS .
A; ’Control.
All leads have upright P and T waves and 
R patterns.
rhere is no axis deviation.
B: inspiration.
.llie pat'ferns are very similar to the control 
series.
ju-ead I shows slight reduction in R and lead III 
shows slight increase in ac and T.
C: Expiration.
The patterns are identical with the control 
series.
u R lP O L A i i  j  H iB  .liE A L u  .
A: uontrol.
alR has inverted P and T waves and a QJS pattern. 
It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
a Yu has upright P and T waves and an, xv pattern. 
aYR has upright £ and T waves and a taller 
R pattern.
The heart is in the intermediate position.
B: i.nspiration.
The patterns are identical with the control 
series, hut aYR shows a smaller Q3 and a less 
inverted T; aYL shows smaller S and 1.
The heart may have Become slightly vertical.
G: Expiration.
All leads are identical with the control series.
PLATE 110b
PRIiGORDIAL uAADS.
A; Control.
VI has an rS pattern.
72 and 73 have RS patterns.
Y4,V5 and 76 have Rs patterns.
P and T are upright in all leads.
3: Inspiration.
The patterns are identical with the control 
series apart from slight increase in S in VI 
and slight reduction in R in 74 to V6.
There has been little or no rotation of 
the heart.
G: Expiration.
The patterns are identical with the control 
series apart from slight reduction of S in VIt 
V2 and 73 and of s in 74.
There has been very slight counter-clock­
wise rotation.
BPmkARr.
This is a normal heart probably in an inter­
mediate position with marked - clockwise rotation.
xhere are no conspicuous changes with either 
inspiration or expiration.
PRECORDIA L  LEADS
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CASE NO.21 PLAT' ’ I
ABNORMAL. J.W.
Diagnosis: Neurocirculatory Age 33 years.
Asthenia.
STANDARD LIMB LEAlS.
A: Control.
All leads have upright P and T waves and a 
qRs pattern.
B: Inspiration.
Lead 1 shows reduction in P,R and T.
Lead II shows slight increase in R and s.
Lead ill shows increase in R,s and T.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the
right.
C: Expiration.
"Lead t shows an increase in R.
Lead II shows a decrease in A and T.
.uead III shows a decrease in and T.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the
left.
LNlPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
A: Control.
aVA. has inverted P and T waves and an rSr1 
pattern, it faces the epicardial surface of the 
right ventricle.
aVL has shallow inverted P and T waves and an 
Rsr1 pattern, xt faces the epicardial surface 
of the right ventricle.
aVI’ has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern, 
it faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
xhe heart is vertical with forward rotation of 
the apex.
B: Inspiration.
™aVR still shows an rSr1 pattern with reduction 
in S and increase in r 1; P and T are less inverted.
aVL has an rSr1 pattern; P and T are more deeply 
inverted.
aYF has an Rs pattern with increase in R. and s;
T is increased.
The heart has become more vertical.
C: jixpiration.
aVi\ is unaltered.
aVL shows an RsrT pattern with increase in K and 
decrease in s; T is flat.
aVF shows a qRs pattern with decrease in R; T 
is reduced.
ihe heart has become less vertical.
The unaugmented vW) leads have patterns similar to 
the augmented <Gr) leads but the details are more 
difficult to determine.
PRECORDIlh LEADS.
A: Control.
VI has an r3 pattern.
V2 has an RS pattern.
¥3 has an Rs pattern.
74 to V6 have qRs patterns.
P and T are upright in all leads.
B: inspiration.
VI has an rSr1 patternfwith decrease in S.5 
72 has an rS pattern, with decrease in S.
,3 has an RS pattern, with decrease in R.
V4 has an Rs pattern, with decrease in R and 
increase .in is.
V5 and ¥6 have qRs patterns with decrease in 
R and increase in s.
There has been clockwise rotation of the heart.
d: Expiration.
The patterns are similar to the control series 
but there is slight reduction of S in VE and of s 
in 73 to V6.
There has been slight counter-clockwise 
rotation of the heart.
SUMMARY.
In this case the heart is vertical with moderate counter­
clockwise rotation and forward rotation of the apex.
On inspiration the heart becomes more vertical 
and undergoes clockwise rotation with some backward 
rotation of the apex.
Gn expiration the reverse changes occur.
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ABNORMAL P.MCK.
Diagnosis: Chronic Bronchitis Age 49 years•
and iSmphys ema.
STANDARD LlmB LEADS.
A: Control
Lead I has upright P and T waves and a small 
Rs pattern.
Leads II and III have upright P and T waves and 
qRs patterns.
B: Inspiration.
Lead 1 has flat P waves and an Rs pattern with 
reduction in R.
Lead II is unchanged.
Lead III shows slight increase in R. '
C: Expiration.
The patterns are similar to the control series but 
lead I has a taller R; lead II has smaller R and deeper s 
lead III has smaller R and deeper s and smaller T.
UNIPOLAR. LIMB LEADS.
A: Control.
aVRThas inverted P and 3? waves and a Qr pattern.
It faces the back of the heart.
aVL has shallow inverted P and flat T waves and a 
small vibratory rsr? pattern. It probably faces the 
epieardial surface of the right ventricle.
aYF has upright P and T waves and a qlia pattern.
It faces the epieardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
B: Inspiration. ■
aVTi shows slightly smaller Q and less inverted T. 
aVL has flat P and T waves and no distinguishable 
complex.
aYF is unchanged.
ihere has been no significant alteration in the 
position of the heart.
G: Expiration.
aYR shows slight decrease in Q, and increase in r. 
aYL shows low upright 1 and small splintered r. 
aYF shows slightly smaller R and deeper s.
The heart has become slightly less vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
A: Control
VI to V3 have rS patterns.
74 has an RS pattern.
V5 has an Rs pattern.
V6 has a qRs pattern.
P is diphasic in 71, but upright and bifid in all . 
other leads.
T is upright in all leads.
B; Inspiration.
71 to 73 have rS patterns with decrease in r and 
increase in S in 73.
74 and V5 have RS patterns with decrease in R.
V6 has an Rs pattern.
There has been slight clockwise rotation of the heart.
C: Expiration.
VI and VS have rS patterns with increase in r.
73 and 74 have RS patterns with increase in R.
V5 has an Rs pattern.
76 has a qAs pattern with decrease in s.
xhere has been counter-clockwise rotation of the heart.
c*tt* f* -r •- t-'
K> UlViiviAxw JL •
This is a vertical heart with igoderate clockwise roltsttion 
and forward rotation of the apex.
On inspiration the heart undergoes slight clockwise 
rotation.
On expiration the heart undergoes counter-clockwise 
rotation and becomes slightly less vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS
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ABNORMAL. Mrs. E.MCK.
Diagnosis: essential hypertension. Age 30 years.
CTASDARD LIMB LEADS.
A: Control.
Lead I has upright P and I waves and an R pattern. 
Lead II has upright P and shallow diphasic 
I waves and a qR pattern.
Lead III has upright P and inverted T waves and 
a qR pattern.
B: Inspiration.
Lead I shows reduction in P,R and I.
Lead II shows slightly more diphasic I waves.
Lead III shows increase in R and slightly more 
inverted I waves.
ihere has "been a shift of the QRS axis to the right
C: expiration.
Lead I shows increase in A.
Lead II is unaltered.
Lead III shows decrease in P; q is increased and 
R is decreased.
Ihere has "been a shift of the axis to the left.
UfflPO-uAR LIMB LEADS.
A: Control.
a»R“Tias inverted P and 1 waves and a QS pattern.
It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
aVL has an rsRf pattern and upright P and T waves. 
It faces the epieardial surface of the right ventricle.
aVF has upright P and shallow inverted T waves and 
a qR pattern, it faces the epieardial surface of the 
left ventricle.
The heart is semi-vertical.
B; Inspiration.
aVR has less inverted P and T and a smaller QR 
pattern.
aVL has a qs pattern; P is flat and T is slightly 
reduced.
aVF shows increase in R; T is slightly more in­
verted.
The heart has Become more vertical.
C: Expiration.
aVR shows more deeply inverted P and T waves and 
a deeper QS.
I I 3 a
aVX has an R pattern.
aYF shows decrease in R and practically flat 
I waves.
The heart has become less vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
A: Control.
Yl has an rS pattern.
72 and 73 have RS patterns.
74 has an Rs pattern.
75 and 76 have qR patterns.
P and T are upright in all leads.
B: Inspiration.
71 to V3 have rS patterns.
74 has an Rs pattern with increase in s.
75 has a qRs pattern.
76 has a qR pattern with reduction in q and R.
T is reduced in 71 to 74 and increased in 75 <
and 76.
There has been clockwise rotation of the heart
C: Axpiration.
Yl has an rS pattern.
72 and 73 have RS patterns, with increase in £
74 to 76 have qR patterns.
Is is decreased in all leads.
There has been counter-clockwise rotation of 
the heart.
SUMMARY.
In this case the heart is semi-vertical with 
moderate clockwise rotation and forward rotation 
of the apex.
On inspiration the heart becomes more vertical 
and undergoes clockwise rotation.
On expiration the reverse changes occur.
PR EC O R D IA L  LEADS
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CASE HO>84 PLATE 114a
ABNORMAL. R.K.
Diagnosis;Coronary Insufficiency. Age 66 years*
STANDARD LIMB LEALS *
A: Control*
Lead I has upright P and T waves and an R pattern.
Lead II has upright P and T waves and a qR pattern, 
^ead III has upright P and shallow inverted 
T waves and a C^R pattern. The RT segment is slightly
depressed *
B: Inspiration*
Lead I shows reduction in R and T.
Lead II shows increase in E and decrease in T.
Lead III shows increase in E and a practically 
flat T.
G: Expiration*
Lead I shows slight increase in E.
Lead II is unaltered.
Lead III shows increase in Q.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS*
A: Control*
aYR has inverted P and T waves and an rS pattern.
It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
aVL has flat P and upright T waves and an RS 
pattern, it faces the epieardial surface of the right 
ventricle.
aYF has upright P and shallow diphasic T waves 
and a qR pattern, it faces the epieardial surface of the 
left ventricle. The RE segment is slightly depressed.
Phe heart is vertical with forward rotation of 
the apex.
B: Inspiration.
aYH has a less inverted T.
aYL has an rS pattern with increase in S.
aYF shows increase in R.
The heart has become more vertical.
0: Expiration.
The patterns are very similar to the control series 
but aVL sho?/s slight increase in R and T while aYF 
shows decrease in R and practically flat T.
The heart has become less vertical.
The Q, wave in aYF is unaltered by respiration. 
The variation of the Q, wave in lead ^11 is due to 
the variation of the R wave in aVL.
xhe variation of the E wave in lead III is 
however due to the combined effect of the variation 
of the 3 wave in aVL and the R wave in aVF.
PRfcCUitDIAL LEADS.
A: Control.
VI to 73 have rS patterns.
74 and V5 have Rs patterns.
76 has an *». pattern.
P is diphasic in VI and notched in all other 
leads•
I is upright in all leads.
B: Inspiration.
Vi to V2> have rS patterns with reduction in S.
V4 has an RS pattern with reduction in R.
V5 has an Rs pattern with reduction in R and
increase in s.
76 has an Rs pattern with reduction in R.
T is increased in V4 to V6.
There has been clockwise rotation of the heart.
C: Expiration.
I'he patterns are similar to the control series 
but S is reduced in VI to V3 and s is reduced in 74 
and V5. R is increased in 76.
Ahere has been counter-clockwise rotation of the 
heart•
SUMMARY.
In this case the heart is vertical with marked 
clockwise rotation and forward rotation of the apex.
Gn inspiration the heart becomes more vertical 
and undergoes clockwise rotation.
on expiration the heart becomes less vertical 
and undergoes counter-clockwise rotation.
B
STANDARD L I M B  L
UNIPOLAR LIMB L
CASE NO .25
PLATE 115a
ABNORMAL. H.W.
Diagnosis:Anterior ^yooardial Age 49 years.
infarctionyhealing)•
STANDARD LIMB LEAuS.
A: Control.
LeswT"! has upright L and low upright 2 waves 
and an R pattern.
Leads II and III have upright P and tall 
upright T waves and La pattern.
B: Inspiration.
^ead 1 shows reduction in P wave; T is flat.
There is an Its pattern with reduction in R.
Lead II shows reduction in P and T and increase
in R.
Lead III shows an R pattern with increased 
amplitude.
Ihere has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
G: Expiration.
Phe" patterns are similar to the control series 
but leads II and III show slight decrease in R.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
A: Control.
"" aVR has inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern.
It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
a YL has upright P and inverted T waves and an 
r pattern. It faces the epieardial surface of the right 
ventricle.
aVF has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern.
It probably faces the epieardial surface of the left 
ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
B: Inspiration.
avA shows' slightly less inverted P and T waves. 
a¥L shows increase in P and a more inverted T wave. 
There is a qs pattern.
aVF shows increase in R and decrease in s.
The heart has become more vertical and aVL is 
now more directly facing the infarcted surface.
C: Expiration.
aVA is unchange d.
aVL shows a slightly taller R while aVF shows a 
smaller R and deeper s.
PLATE II5b
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
A: Control.
VI to V3 have rS patterns.
T/4 has an IS pattern.
V5 has an Rs pattern.
'76 has an R pattern.
P is upright in all leads.
ST segment is elevated in VI to 74.
I is diphasic in 72 to 74.
B: Inspiration.
VI to VS have rS patterns with decrease in r.
V4 has an RS pattern with decrease in R and S.
V5 has an RS pattern with decrease in R.
V6 has an Rs pattern with decrease in R.
SI segment is elevated and I is diphasic in 
72 to V4.
f is reduced in 75 and V6.
Ihere has been clockwise rotation of the heart
C: Expiration.
ihe patterns are similar to the control series
SUMMARY.
In this case the heart is vertical with marked 
clockwise rotation.
On inspiration the heart becomes more vertical 
and undergoes further clockwise rotation with back­
ward rotation of the apex.
On expiration no significant changes occur.
P R E C O R D IA L  L E A D S
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PLAT3] II 6a
CASE NO. 26 -- ------
ABNORMAL. B.McK.
Diagnosis;Posterior Myocardial Age 42 years.
Infarct ion(healed )T
SIRNLARI) LIMB LEALS.
A: Control.
Lead I has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern.
Lead II has upright P and inverted I waves and 
a QRs pattern.
Lead III has upright P and deeply inverted I waves 
and a splintered Q£ pattern.
3: Inspiration.
“ Lead I shows decrease in R and 1.
Lead II shows decrease in R and slightly less 
inverted I.
Lead III shows a Qrs pattern and less inverted T.
C: axpiration.
Lead I shows slight reduction of R and T.
Lead ^1 shows reduction of R and increase of s 
and a more deeply inverted I.
Lead III is unaltered.
UNIPQjJU LIMB LEADS.
A: Control.
aVR has inverted P and shallow inverted T waves
and an rSr* pattern. It probably faces the epi­
eardial surface of the right ventricle.
aVL has flat P and tall upright T waves and a
splinfWed R pattern. It faces the epieardial 
surface of the right ventricle.
a VP has upright P and deeply inverted T waves
and a Qrs pattern. It faces the infarcted surface
of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical with forward rotation of 
the apex.
B: Inspiration.
The patterns are similar to the control series
but a¥L shows reduction in R and P,and aVF shows
increase in r.
The heart has become slightly more vertical.
C: Expiration.
aVR shows decrease in S and increase in rf;
T is low upright.
aVL shows decrease in R and a deeper notch.
T is slightly decreased.
aVP shows smaller r and deeper s.
The heart has become slightly less vertical
and there has been forward rotation of the apex.
PRjiiiuRDIAL LEADS •
A: Control.
71 has an rS pattern.
72 and 73 have RS patterns.
74 to 76 have Es patterns.
P is diphasic in 71 and upright in all 
other leads.
1 is upright and tall in all leads.
B: Inspiration.
the patterns are very similar to the control
series but there is slight increase of S in 73
and of s in 74 to 76, while E is decreased in 75 
and 76.
Ihere has been slight clockwise rotation of 
the heart.
G: Expiration.
The patterns are similar to the control series, 
but R is slightly reduced in 73 to 76 and s is in­
creased in 75 and 76.
This may be due to the heart becoming more 
horizontal.
GPmmAEY.
in this case the heart is vertical with msrteedj-- 
clockwise rotation and forward rotation of the apex.
Respiration causes relatively little change.
On inspiration the heart becomes slightly more vertical 
and undergoes slight clockwise rotation. On expirat­
ion the heart becomes slightly more horizontal.
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CASE HO.27 PLATE I17a
ABNORMAL. J.B.
Diagnosis:Chronic Bronchitis and Age 50 years.
Emphysema.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
A: Control.
Lead" I has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern. 
Lead II and lead III have abnormally tall upright 
P waves, upright T waves and qRs patterns.
B: Inspiration.
The basic patterns are unchanged but lead I shows 
reduction in P and R; lead II shows increase in P and 
R and deeper s; lead III shows increase in P,R and T.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the
right•
C: Expiration.
’ Lead I is similar to the control.
Lead II shows decrease in £ and increase in s.
.uead III has a qRS pattern with reduction in R.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
DAI-POLAR LIMB LEADS.
A: Control.
avA has inverted P and T waves and an rSr* pattern. 
It faces the epieardial surface of the right ventricle.
aVL has less deeply inverted P and T waves and 
an rSr1 pattern, xt faces the epieardial surface of the 
right ventricle.
aVP has upright P and T waves and a qRS pattern.
It faces thecepicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical with forward rotation of 
the apex.
B: Inspiration.
The basic patterns are unchanged but aVR shows 
slightly deeper 3; aVL shows deeper P,S and T; aVF 
shows taller R.
The heart has become more vertical.
C: Expiration.
aVE still shows an rSr1 pattern with reduction in S. 
aVL shows an rsr1 pattern.
aYF still has a qRS pattern with reduction in R.
The heart has become less vertical.
PjuIT.; 1171)
xhe unaugmented (¥) leads have patterns similar 
to the augmented (G) leads but the details are more 
difficult to determine.
PRECuRDIAL LEADS.
A: Control.
VI to V4 have rS patterns.
V5 and V6 have ;.J3 patterns.
P is diphasic in *1 and V2 and upright in all 
other leads.
T is upright and tall in all leads.
B: xnspiration.
The patterns are identical with the control, 
series•
ihere has been no significant rotation of 
the heart •
C; Expiration.
The patterns are identical with the control 
series.
There has been no significant rotation of 
the heart.
SUMMARY.
This is a vertical heart with marked clockwise 
rotation and forward rotation of the apex.
Respiration produces relatively little change 
though on inspiration the heart becomes slightly more 
vertical, and on expiration slightly less vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS
S T A N D A R D  L I M B  L E A D S
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
CASE 1T0.28 PLATE II3a
ABPORMAL Mrs.E.McC.
Diagnosis: E s s e nt i al Hypertension• Age 45 years.
SIPP'D ARE LIMB LEALS
A; Control.
lead T~has upright P and T waves and an R pattern.
Lead II has upright P and shallow diphasic T waves and 
a qR pattern. The RT segment is depressed.
Lead III has upright P ana inverted T waves and a qR 
pattern. The RT segment is depressed.
B: Inspiration.
Lead I shows reduction in P, R and T.
Lead II shows reduction in R; T is low upright and the 
RT segment is almost iso-electric.
Lead III shows increase in P and slight increase in R;
T! is less inverted.
C: Expiration.
Lead T is unchanged.
> Lead II shows decrease in R; T is slightly more inverted. 
Lead III shows slight decrease in R; T is unaltered.
A: Control
- aV?L ’has inverted P and shallow inverted T waves and a 
0j3 pattern. It faces the cavity of the left ventricle. The 
ST segment is slightly elevated.
aYL has flat P and low upright T waves and an rS pattern. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
aVF has upright P and inverted T waves and a qR pattern. 
The RT segment is slightly depressed. It faces the epicardial 
surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
B: Inspiration.
The "basic patterns are unaltered but aVR shows a smaller 
Q3 and less inverted T; aVL shows a deeper S and smaller T; 
a VP shows less inverted T.
The heart has become more vertical.
C: Expiration.
The patterns are identical with the control series.
TJEIPOLAR LIMB LEALS
.r'jjAi li) iI8b
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
A: Control.
VI to V3 have rS patterns*
V4 has an Rs pattern,
V5 and V6 have R patterns,
P and T are upright in all leads.
The ST segment is elevated in VI to V4 and 
depressed in V6.
B’: Inspiration
Vi to V3”~have rS patterns with increase in S
in V3.
V4 has an RS pattern with decrease in R,
V5 and V6 have Rs patterns with decrease in R.
P-is diphasic in VI and upright in all other leads, 
T is decreased in VE and increased in V3 to V5. 
There has been clockwise rotation of the heart,
C: Expiration.
TCe patterns are similar to the control series.
BUI1 DIARY.
In this case the heart is vertical with marked 
clockwise rotation and forward rotation of the apex.
On inspiration the heart becomes slightly mofce 
vertical and undergoes clockwise rotation.
On expiration no significant changes occur#
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
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STANDARD LIMB LEADS
U N IP O L A R  L IM B  L E A D S
„A3E NO. 29 PLATA II(
ABNORMAL. A.B .
Diagnosis: Mitral Stenosis, Age 19 years*
Chronic adhesive Pericarditis.
STANDARD JjIMB LEADS.
A: Control
leaOlias upright P and T waves and an RS pattern, 
lead II has upright P waves and a qRs pattern;
T is diphasic and the ST segment is depressed.
Lead III has diphasic P waves and a qR pattern;
T is inverted and the RT segment is depressed.
There is right axis deviation and digitalis effect 
including sinus "block.
B: Inspiration.
lead I shows decrease in P,R and T and slight increase 
in S.
Lead II shows an Rs pattern.
Lead III shows a qR pattern with slight increase 
in R.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
C: Expiration.
The tracings are identical with the control series.
UDIPO-dAR limb leads.
A: Control.
avii" has inverted P and T waves and a Q,r pattern; 
the RT segment is elevated. Pb tends to face the 
back of the heart.
aVl has upright P and T waves and an rS pattern; 
the ST segment is elevated. It probably faces the 
epieardial surface of the right ventricle.
aVF has diphasic P waves and a slurred qR pattern;
T is diphasic and the RT segment is depressed. It 
faces the epieardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
B: Inspiration.
the patterns are similar to the control series.
There has been no significant change in the 
position of the heart.
G; Expiration.
the patterns are similar to the control series.
There has been no significant change in the 
position of the heart.
PLATE 119b
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
A; Control.
Vl to 74 have RS patterns.
V5 and V6 have Rs patterns.
P is diphasic in VI and upright in all other 
leads.
T is inverted in VI and diphasic but mainly 
negative in all other leads.
The ST segment is depressed in all leads.
B: Inspiration.
The patterns are similar to the control series 
but in VI there is reduction of R and S and T is 
less inverted; in VE to 74 S is increased;in Y5 and 
V6 s is increased.
There has been slight clockwise rotation of 
the heart.
C: Expiration.
The patterns are similar to the control series 
but in V3 and V4 there is decrease in S and in 
V5 and 76 there is decrease in s.
There has been counter-clockwise rotation of 
the heart of slight degree.
SUMMARY.
In this case the heart is vertical with 
marked clockwise rotation and forward rotation of 
the apex.
Respiration causes relatively little change 
in the position of the heart; on inspiration 
there is slight clockwise rotation and on expiration 
slight counter-clockwise rotation.
PRECORDIAL LEADS
STANDARD L IMB LEADS
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
a VF
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ABNORMAL. Ers. H.E
Diagnosis; Thyrotoxicosis. Age 40 years.
-J -L X lX 'i -D A i- '- -^ '' S J  E ' —J-J -E _J  J_1_U O  «
A: control.
Lead i has upright V and T waves and an Rs pattern 
Lead il has upright P and I waves and a qRs patter 
Lead ill has uoright P and low uprignt 3? waves 
and a cRs patrern.•
There is a tendency to right axis deviation.
B: Inspiration.
i»ead i shows a slight decrease in all waves.
•Lead il shows increase in r and R and flattening 
of T .
Lead Iii shows increase in P and R and flattening 
of T.
There has teen a slight shift of the toRS axis to 
the right.
C: Expiration.
All leads are identical with the control series.
UEIhQLAR LIMB LEALS.
A: Control.
aVix has inverted u and T waves and an rSrT pattern
It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
aVL has inverted P and flat T waves and an rSrT
pattern. rt faces the epieardial surface of the right
ventricle.
aVF has upright ? and T waves and a aRs pattern.
It faces the epieardial surface of the left ventricle, 
a.he heart is vertical.
B: Inspiration.
aVPEshows flattening of T.
aVL shows slight increase in 8.
aVF shows an Rs pattern with increase in s.
The he a. rt has he come slightly more vertical and 
there has heen backward rotation of the apex so that
aTi- tends to face the epieardial surface of the right
ventr icle.
C: Lxpiration.
The patterns are identical with the control series
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
A: control.
VI has an rSrT pattern.
I2,V3 and V4 have rS patterns.
V5' has an RC pattern.
V6 has an .^s pattern.
a  has inverted P ana flat T waves; all other
leads have flat P and upright 1 waves.
B: inspiration.
„i has deeper S and low upright P waves.
V2 has deeper S waves.
V3 and V4 have small S waves.
Both V5 and V6 have ±3 patterns.
There has teen some clockwise rotation.
C: ibxpiration.
The patterns are identical with the control 
series.
SUiviMARY.
This is a normal vertical heart with marked 
clockwise rotation and forward rotation of the 
apex.
On inspiration the heart becomes still more 
vertical and undergoes some clockwise rotation 
round its long axis with concomitant backward 
rotation of the apex.
On expiration no obvious changes occur.
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ABNORMAL. R.mOG
Liagnoais:Chronic Cholecystitis. age 27 years.
JTAi<I)iiRL -uIm-d LrtfthS.
A: Control.
Leads i and II have upright x and T waves 
and Rs patterns.
.uead III has low upright P and shallow 
diphasic 1 waves and a splintered R pattern.
L: Inspiration.
Lead 1 shows reduction in P,R,s and 3?.
Lead II shows reduction in £ and P.
Lead III shows increase in P; T is still 
diphasic but more upright. Ihere is a splintered
Rsr1 pattern with increase in II.
G: Expiration.
Ihe patterns are similar to the control 
series.
GfliPOLAR LIMB LEaDG .
A: Control.
_ aVR lias inverted P and T waves and a Qr pattern. 
It tends to face the hack of the heart.
aVL has flat P and upright T waves and a small 
vibratory qrsr's1 pattern. It probably faces the 
interventricular epieardial region.
aVF has upright P and low upright T waves and
a slurred Ls pattern. It probably faces the
epieardial surface of the right ventricle.
The heart is semi-vertical with backward rotation 
of the apex.
J3: Inspiration.
aVR shows less inverted P and T waves; Q is 
reduced.
a„L shows slight inversion of P and an rSr’s1 
pattern.
aVF still has a slurred Rs pattern with reduction 
in R and increase in s. 1‘ is practically flat.
ihe heart has become more vertical and there 
has been backward rotation of the apex.
C: Expiration.
Ihe patterns are similar to the control series.
The unaugmented (W) leads have patterns similar 
to the augmented (G) leads hut the details are more 
difficult to determine.
PRECQBDIAL LEADS.
A: Control.
71 has a QS pattern.
72 to 76 have Rs patterns.
P and I are upright in all leads.
B: Inspiration.
71 has a qr5 pattern, with a decrease in S.
72 has an RS pattern with reduction in R.
73 to 76 have As patterns with reduction in R. 
There has been slight clockwise rotation of the
heart.
C: Expiration.
The patterns are similar to the control series 
but there is slight increase in R in 73 to 76.
SUMMARY.
This is a semi-vertical heart with marked 
clockwise rotation and backward rotation of the apex.
On inspiration the heart becomes slightly more 
vertical and undergoes further clockwise’rotation, 
with backward rotation of the apex.
On expiration no significant changes occur.
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ABNORMAL.
Liagnosis;Idiopathic Iteatorrhoea. Age 18 years.
STANDARD LlmB L&ADS.
A: Gontrol.
Le ad. I has upright 1 and I waves and an As pattern* 
jjead IL has upright £ and L waves and a qRs pattern*
.^ead ill has diphasic I and upright I waves and a
qR pattern.
There is a tendency to right axis deviation*
B: Inspiration.
ojead I shows reduction of P and T and nn rs pattern.
Lead II shows reduction in T and a qR pattern with
reduction in A.
Lead III has inverted I and increased T waves 
and reduction in A.
C: Expiration.
Lead I shows reduction in T and an As pattern with 
reduction in A.
Lead II is unchanged.
Lead III shows slight reduction in A and increase in
T.
URIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
A: Control.
aV-R has inverted £ and T waves and a QS pattern.
It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
aVL has inverted P and 1 waves and an rS pattern.
It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
aVF has upright P and I waves and a qRs pattern. 
j.t faces the epieardial surface of the left ventricle.
Ihe heart is vertical.
B: Inspiration.
avR snows reduction in AS.
aVL shows reduction in r and S and more deeply
inverted T.
aVF shows a qR pattern with reduction in A; T is 
increased.
C: Expiration.
aVA shows deeper QS and T. 
alTL shows deeper 3 and T; £ is diphasic.
aVF shows reduction in q and increase in R; f is
increased.
2’he unaugmented (W) leads have patterns similar 
to the augmented {G) leads hut the details are more 
difficult to determine.
x-RECORDIAL LEADS.
A: Control.
Vi to 73 have rS patterns.
74 and 75 have AS patterns.
76 has an *i.s pattern.
p and I are upright in all leads.
B: xnspiration.
VI to 74 Eave rS patterns with decrease in r in all 
and of S in VI and 72.
75 has an AS pattern with decrease in R and S.
76 has an AS pattern with decrease in A.
T is reduced in all.
There has been clockwise rotation of the heart.
G: Expiration.
VI to VS "have appearances intermediate between 
the control series and inspiration.
74 is identical with the control.
75 and 76 resemble the tracings of inspiration, 
xhese appearances are difficult to interpret.
SUMMARY.
In this case the heart is vertical with marked 
clockwise rotation and forward rotation of the apex.
On inspiration the heart becomes more vertical 
and undergoes clockwise rotation.
On expiration the heart probably becomes more 
horizontal.
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CASE 110.33 ?LATIS I23a
ABNORMAL. ' R.&.
Liagnosis; Malignant Hypertension. Age 34 years.
S x  Ad jjAxiD jjXuiB LEA-uS.
A: Control.
Lead I has a qA pattern ; P is upright, T  is 
inverted and there is depression of the RT segment.
Lead xl has an RS pattern; P is upright, f is 
diphasic but mainly negative and there is depression 
of the S3? segment.
Lead III has an rS pattern; P is upright, T is 
upright and there is elevation of the ST segment.
Ihe pattern is that of left ventricular 
hypertrophy and strain.
B; Inspiration.
^ead I shows reduction in P and A.
Lead II shows increase in A and decrease in S;
T is more inverted and the 31 segment is more 
depressed.
Lead III shows increase in P and r and decrease 
in S; T is flat and the 3T segment is isoelectric.
C: Expiration.
Lead 1 shows increase in R.
Lead II shows decrease in R; T is diphasic 
but less negative, and the ST segment is less 
depressed.
Lead III shows increase in S; I is increased 
and the 3f segment is slightly more elevated.
UAIPOLAA LIMB LEALS.
A: Control.
aVR lias a Q3 pattern; P is inverted, T is up­
right and the IT segment is elevated, .^t probably 
faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
aYL has a qR pattern; P is flat, T is inverted 
and there is depression of the RT segment. It faces 
the epieardial surface of the left ventricle.
aVF has an rS pattern; P is upright, T is 
shallow and diphasic. The S t  segment is isoelectric. 
Ihe heart is horizontal.
3: Inspiration.
aVR shows a deeper QS; P is more inverted and x- 
is taller.
ayL shows decrease in R; T is less inverted and 
the RT segment is less depressed.
aVE ghows inorease in r and decrease in 2; P 3s 
increased, T is inverted and the cl segment is 
isoelectric.
The heart has become less horizontal.
C; expiration.
av.u. is unaltered.
aTL shows increase in R; T is more deeply 
inverted and the AT segment is more depressed.
a Vi’ shows decrease in r; T is low upright 
and the Si segment is slightly elevated.
Ihe heart has become more horizontal.
The unaugmented (W) leads have patterns similar 
to the augmented ;G-) leads but the details are 
more difficult to determine.
PRECORDIaL LEAPS.
A: Control.
VI and 72 have rS patterns. P and T are upright, 
and the ST segment is elevated.
73 has an rsRTST pattern; P and T are upright
and the ST segment is slightly elevated.
74 has a qRs pattern; P is upright, i is diphasic
and the ST segment is depressed.
75 and 76 have qA patterns; P is upright, 1 is 
inverted and the AT segment is depressed.
B: Inspiration.
VI and Y 8 show reduction in S.
73 shows reduction in R 1 and ST; ST is more 
elevated.
74 has an Rs pattern with reduction in R and s;
ST is isoelectric and I upright.
75 and V6 show reduction in q and R; I is less 
inverted.
Ihere has been clockwise rotation of the heart.
C; jixpiration.
The patterns are very similar to the control 
series•
ITJViMARI.
In this case the heart is horizontal with moderate 
counter-clockwise rotation.
On inspiration the heart becomes less horizontal 
and undergoes clockwise rotation.
on expiration the heart becomes more horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEADS
STANDARD L IM B  LEADS
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
CaSa HO. 34 PLATE I24a
aBITG REAL • R • R •
Diagnosis; Right Bundle Age 61 years.
Branch i3lock.
3TARLARD LIMB LEALS.
A: Control.
Lead I has a broad RS pattern.
Lead II has a broad q_RS pattern.
Lead III has a broad rSR1 pattern.
All leads have upright P and T waves.
B; Inspiration.
The basic patterns are similar to the control 
series* but lead I has a taller R and deeper S, 
lead II has a smaller R and lead III has a smaller 
S and RT and taller T.
C: Expiration.
ATT'”"Ieads' are identical with the control series.
PITIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
A: Control.
aW~Eas a broad qR pattern and inverted P and 
T waves. It faces the back of the heart.
aVL has a broad RS pattern and inverted P and 
low upright T waves. It faces left ventricular surface.
al/? has a broad rsr^1 pattern and upright P and 
T waves. It faces septal region of left ventricle.
The heart is semi-horizontal.
B: Inspiration.
aVR has a smaller q and deeper T.
aYL has a smaller R and S and slightly inverted T. 
aYF has a deeper sT.
The heart has become less horizontal.
C: Expiration.
The’ patterns are similar to those of the control 
series.
PLATE I24b
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
A: Control.
H l a T a  broad notched R pattern.
V2 has an RSRTST pattern.
V3 has a splintered RS pattern*
V4 has a broad notched RS pattern.
V5 and V6 have broad RS patterns.’ .
The basic pattern is an M-shaped complex the 
first spike of which represents septal and left 
ventricular activation and the second spike 
right ventricular activation.’ After VI the first 
spike becomes R and after V2 the second spike 
is progressively absorbed in the deep^ S..
T is upright in all leads.
B: Inspiration.
In vT R is 'taller and the notch is less 
prominent. - _■
In V2 R is smaller and RT is taller, 
in V3 to V'6 there is a delay in the absorp­
tion of the right ventricular spike in the S wave.
T is slightly diphasic in VI and upright in 
all other leads.
These differences are due to clockwise rotation.
C: Expiration.
—- In vl R is smaller and the notch is more 
prominent.
In VE R is taller and RT smaller.
In VS to V6 there is earlier absorption of 
the right ventricular spike in the S wave.
T is upright in all leads.
This is due to counter-clockwise rotation.
SUMMARY.
This is a case of right bundle branch block.
The heart is semi-horizontal with moderate counter­
clockwise rotation.
On inspiration the heart becomes less horizontal 
and there is clockwise rotation.
On expiration the reverse changes occur.
EAPRECORDIAL L
STANDARD L I M B  L E A D S
n
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
OVF
A B C
CASE EO. 35 PLATS 125a
ABNOEMAt. T.G.
Diagnosis: Posterior Myocardial Age 56 y e a rs .
"■ *m  "■ I ■ E1" '1 ■ ■ » ■ ■  ■■■• ■■■■■II—  ■  fl W  VInf &r c t i on (ll6 fl.) •
SfMDARD LIMB LEAPS.
A: Control.
Lead I has upright P and T waves and a qR pattern; 
the RT segment is slurred and slightly elevated.
Lead II has upright P and low upright T waves and 
a qR pattern with notched R.
Lead III has upright P and inverted T waves and a
splintered QS pattern; the ST segment is slightly-
depressed.
B: Inspiration.
Lead I shows reduction in R and T; R is still 
slurred but the RT segment is practically isoelectric.
Lead II shows reduction in R and increase in T.
Lead III shows a much smaller QS pattern and 
shallow inverted T.
C: Expiration.
Lead I shows increase in P and T and considerable 
increase in R; the slurring of R is accentuated.
Lead II shows decrease in R; T is practically flat.
Lead III has a deeper QS pattern; the ST segment
is shouldered and slightly depressed and T is more deeply
inverted.
LTiIPOLAR LIMb LEADS.
A: Control.
aVit has inverted p and T waves and an rS pattern.
It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
aVL has upright P and T waves and a qR pattern.
It faces the uninjured epicardial surface of the left 
ventricle.
aVF has upright P and inverted T waves and a QR pattern. 
It faces the infaroted surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is horizontal with forward rotation of 
the apex.
B: Inspiration.
avR shows reduction in S; P and T are less inverted.
aYL shows reduction in P and T and has an R pattern
of reduced amplitude. It now tends to face the epicardial
surface of the right ventricle.
aVF has flat T waves and a QR pattern with increase in R.
It now tends to face the uninjured epicardial surface of the
left ventricle• J a _
The heart has become less horizontal and there has
been backward rotation of the apex.
C: Expiration.
aVii is similar to the control hut has deeper 
S and more invertec P and T.
aTL is similar to the control hut with taller 
R and T.
aYF is similar to the control hut has deeper Q, 
smaller R and more inverted T.
The heart has become more horizontal hut there 
has also been further forward rotation of the apex 
so that aYF faces more directly the infarcted surface 
of the left ventricle.
PREOORDIAh LEADS.
A: Control.
Yl has an RS pattern.
72 to 74 have Rs patterns.
75 and 76 have qR patterns with slurring of 
the RT segment.
p and T are upright in all leads.
B: xnspiration.
The patterns are similar to the control series 
but 71 shows reduction in R and S; 72 to 74 have 
reduction in R and increase in s; 75 and 76 have 
reduction in q and R.
There has been slight clockwise rotation.
C; iiiXpiration.
The patterns are identical with the control 
series apart from reduction of R and T in 75 and 76. 
This is probably due to the heart becoming more 
horizontal so that the main muscle mass moves up­
wards away from these leads.
SUMMARY.
In this case of posterior myocardial infarction 
the heart is horizontal with moderate clockwise 
rotation and forward rotation of the apex.
On inspiration the heart becomes more vertical 
and undergoes clockwise rotation along with back- . 
ward rotation of the apex.
On expiration the reverse changes occur.
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
V/ ^ i l k  nn H3 etc ^  ss:
S T A N D A R D  L I M B  L E A D S
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UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
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Diagnosis: -Antero-lateral Age 42 years.
^yo oar dial ' Infarct’i on ( Dealing) .
STANDARD LIMB LEaDS.
A: Control.
Lead I has upright P and low upright T waves 
and an R pattern.
Lead II has upright P and x waves and an 
RsrT pattern.
Lead III has upright P and T waves and an 
RsrT pattern.
There is no axis deviation.
B: inspiration.
Leaci 1 has an Rs pattern with smaller R.
Lead II has an RsrT pattern with taller R;
T is smaller.
Lead III has an Rsr* pattern with increased R 
and smaller s; T is reduced.
There has "been a shift of the Q,R3 axis to the
right.
C: Expiration.
Lead I has an R pattern with increase in R;
T is also increased.
Lead II shows an Rsr* pattern with slight 
reduction in R.
Lead III has an RSrT pattern with, reduct ion in R;
T is also reduced.
xhere has "been a shift of the QR3 axis to the
left.
tJI? IPOLAR juIMB j-iBADS .
A: Control.
avR has inverted P and T waves and a 0.3 pattern.
It faces th: cavity of the left ventricle.
aVxi has upright P and shallow inverted T waves 
and a qR pattern. It faces part of the epicardial 
surface of the left ventricle.
aVx has upright ? and T waves and an RsrT pattern.
It also faces the enicardial surface of the left ventricle. 
The heart is semi-horizontal.
3: Inspiration.
“ aVrL has a smaller r'e pattern; T is less inverted, 
aVxi has inverted P and more deeply inverted 
T waves and; a as pattern. It now tends to face the 
cavity of the left ventricle.
a Vi?' still has an Rsr: pattern hut with taller R, 
smaller s and smaller rT; T is reduced.
The heart has become vertical.
G: .Expiration.
a W  is similar to the control with deeper T waves. 
aTL has upright P and practically flat I waves and 
a qR pattern with taller R.
aYF is similar to the control but with smaller R. 
xhe heart has become more horizontal.
?R&CORDIAL LEADS.
A: Control.
VI to 74 have RS patterns; 3-T is elevated and 
T diphasic.
75.has an Rs pattern; T is diphasic.
76 has a qRs pattern; T is upright.
33: Inspiration.
The patterns in vi to 75 are similar to the control 
series but the 3 in 72 to 74 and the R in. 75 are smaller. 
This is probably due to the heart becoming more vertical.
76 has an Rs pattern with reduction in R. This is 
evidence of clockwise rotation.
G: Expiration.
[FEe-Tracings are identical with the control series 
apart from some reduction of R in 75 and v6. This could 
be due_to the heart becoming more horizontal and moving 
upwards away from these precordial positions.
Summary.
This is a case of healed antero-lateral infarction.
The heart is semi-horizontal with moderate clockwise 
rotation and backward rotation of the apex.
On inspiration the heart becomes vertical and there is 
some clockwise rotation.
On expiration the heart becomes more horizontal.
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
V6
A B C
S T A N D A R D  L I M B  L E A D S
in
a V R
a V L
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
ABNORMAL. W.McS.
Liagnosis: Pneumoconiosis . Age 54 years.
STaLLARL LIMB LEaDS.
A; v>ontrol.
Lead I has upright x and T waves and a qRs pattern. 
x.ead II has tall broad p and upright T waves 
and an R pattern.
Lead III has broad upright bifid P and upright 
T waves and an rsR* pattern.
L: Inspiration.
Lead I sKows smaller q and R.
Lead II shows taller P.
Lead III shows taller P and smaller T and a 
splintered R pattern with increased amplitude.
G: Expiration.
Lead I is unchanged.
Lead II shows slight decrease in R.
Lead III shows a splintered rsR* pattern with 
increase in s and decrease in R*  •
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
A: Gontrol.
a/k has inverted P and 1 waves and a QS pattern*
It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
aVL has shallow inverted P and I waves and a
qRS pattern, xt tends to face the epicardial surface of 
the left ventricle.
a VP has upright P and 1 waves and an R pattern.
It tends to face the epicardial surface of the
right ventricle.
I he heart is horizontal.
L: Inspiration.
aVR shows a smaller QS and less inverted P. 
aVL shows a more inverted P wave and a qrS pattern* 
with increase in S.
aYF shows slight increase in R and decrease in P. 
Ihe heart has become less horizontal.
G: Expiration.
a«'R shows less inverted. P.
aVL shows a qLs pattern.
aYF shows slight decrease in I.
xhe heart has become slightly more horizontal.
PRjs kj0 xID IAL LEAD.J .
A; control.
Vi has an RS pattern.
V2 to Y4 have Rs patterns.
Y5 and Y6 have qRs patterns.
P is mainly inverted in VI and upright 
in all other leads.
2? is upright in all leads.
B:Inspiration*
I'iie patterns are very similar to those of the 
control series but q and R are diminished in V5 
and V6 and T is also diminished.
i'he heart has undergone slight clockwise
roiuiojj.•
C; Expiration.
The patterns are similar to those of the 
control series but S is decreased in VI and R 
is increased in VE and V3.
There has been slight counter-clockwise 
rotation.
SUMMARY.
This is a horizontal heart with moderate
olockwise rotation and forward rotation of 
the apex.
Gn inspiration the heart becomes slightly 
less horizontal and undergoes slight clockwise 
rotation.
On expiration the reverse changes occur.
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ABNORMAL. J.H.
Diagnosis: Mitral Stenosis. Age 38 years.
Auricular Fibrillation and 
Gongestive Heart Failure.
STANDARD LIMB LEAHS.
A: Control.
£ead' I has a small Rs pattern and low upright T waves. 
Lead II has an Rs pattern; T is diphasic and the 
ST segment is depressed.
Lead III has an Rs pattern; T is inverted and the ST 
segment is depressed.
There is auricular fibrillation with possible right 
ventricular strain and digitalis effect.
B: Inspiration.
“"Lead I “shows a small RS pattern; T is reduced.
Lead II shows an Rs pattern with increase in R and 
reduction in a; the Si segment is more depressed.
jjead Ixl shows an R pattern of increased amplitude; 
the Ri segment is more depressed and T is more inverted.
There has been a shift of the Quo axis to the right.
C: .axpiration.
Lead I shows an Rs pattern with increase in R; T is 
increased.
Lead II shows an Rs pattern with reduction in R; the 
31 segment is less depressed.
Lead I±I shows an Rs pattern with increase in s; 
the ST segment is less depressed and T is diphasic but 
mainly negative.
There has been a shift or the QRS axis to the left.
UHlRQLAR LIMB LF.ADS.
A: Control.
aVR has a Qr pattern; the HI segment is elevated and
T is diphasic. It faces the back of the heart.
aVL has a Qrs pattern; the ST segment is elevated 
and T is diphasic. It probably faces the back of the heart.
&VF has an Rs pattern; the ST segment is depressed 
and T is diphasic. It tends to face the epicardial surface 
of the right ventricle.
The heart is horizontal with backward rotation of the
ape x.
B: Inspiration•
aVR has a Qr pattern with increase in Q and reduction in
aVL has a QS pattern; the ST segment is more elevated.
It now faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
aVT has a aR pattern; the RT segment is more depressed.
It now faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle 
The heart has become vertical.
G: Expiration.
The patterns are similar to the control series but 
aVL shows decrease in Q, and increase in r while a7F 
shows decrease in R and increase in s.
The heart has become more horizontal.
The unaugmented (W) leads have patterns similar to 
the augmented (G) leads but the details are morea difficult 
to determine.
PR&OORDIAh LEADS.
A: Control
Vi to 74 have rS patterns; T is probably flat in 
.1 to 73 and diphasic in 74; the ST segment is slightly 
depressed in 74.
75 and V6 have qR patterns; the RT segment is de­
pressed and t is diphasic but mainly negative.
B: Inspiration.
71 to 74 have patterns similar to the control series.
75 has a qRs pattern with reduction in q. and R; the 
ST segment is less depressed.
76 has a qR pattern with reduction in q. and R; 
the RT segment is less depressed.
There has been clockwise rotation of the heart.
G: Expiration.
71 to 73 have patterns similar to the control series.
74 has an RS pattern with reduction in S; the ST 
segment is more depressed.
75 and 76 are similar to the control series.
There has been counter-clockwise rotation of the heart.
SUMMARY.
In this ease the heart is horizontal with moderate 
clockwise rotation and backward rotation of the apex.
Cn inspiration the heart becomes vertical and under­
goes further clockwise rotation.
On expiration slight counter-clockwise rotation 
occurs.
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UASE, NO. 39 PLATE I29a
ABNORMAL. J.T.
Diagnosis: Left Bundle Branch Age 47 years.
Llook.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
A: Control.
Lead I has a wide R pattern; P is upright, T is 
inverted and the RT segment is depressed.
Leads II and III have wide r3 patterns; P and 
1T are upright and the ST segment is elevated.
B: Inspiration.
Lead 1 shows reduction in P and R; T is less 
inverted. The RT segment is less depressed.
Lead II shows inorease in P and reduction in 
r,S and T. The ST segment is less elevated.
Lead III shows increase in P and r and reduction 
in S and T. Ihe IT segment is less elevated.
C: Expiration.
Lead l shows increase in R and T is more inverted. 
Lead II shows increase in S and T.
Lead III shows increase in S and T.
UNIPOLAR LImB LEADS.
A: Control.
aVR has inverted P and shallow inverted T waves 
and a hroad QR pattern. It probably faces the back 
of the heart.
aVL has diphasic P and deeply inverted f waves 
and a broad qR pattern. Lb probably faces the 
epicardial surface of the left ventricle. The RT 
segment is depressed.
aYF has upright P and T waves and a broad 
rS pattern. The SI segment is elevated. It probably 
faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
The heart is horizontal, with backward rotation 
of the apex.
B: Inspiration.
afe shows slight decrease in Q, and increase in
aVL has an inverted P and less inverted T waves.
E is reduced and the RT segment is less depressed.
aYF shows increase in P and decrease in T waves, 
r is increased, S is decreased and the ST segment is 
less elevated.
The heart has become less horizontal.
0: Expiration.
a.K shows deeper P and T waves; the RT segment 
is slightly depressed.
a¥l is unchanged.
a¥F is unchanged.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
A: control
wI Has a broad QS pattern; P is diphasic, T is 
upright ana tne Sjl segment elevated.
72 has a broad splintered rS pattern; P  and ! 
are upright and tne 7T segment is elevated.
73~has a broad r S r ^ 1 pattern; j? and T are 
upright and the pT segment is elevated.
74 has a broad splintered LS pattern; P and T 
are upright and tne ST segment is sli.ghtly elevated.
¥5 has a broad RS pattern; P is upright, T is 
diphasic but mainly negative and the ST segment is 
depressed.
76 has a broad .J3 pattern; P is upright^ f is 
inverted and the oT segment is depressed.
B: Inspiration.
* I shows a broad rS pattern with reduction in S.
¥2 shows a broad rSI^s1 pattern with reduction 
in S; T is reduced.
73 shows a broad rs^’s1 pattern; T is reduced 
and the ST segment is less elevated.
¥4 has a broad snlintered Rs pattern; T. is 
diphasic; the ST segment is slightly depressed.
75 has a broad Rs pattern; T is diphasic but 
mainly negative and the ST segment is depressed.
¥6 has a broad xv. pattern with slight reduction 
in amplitude.
These changes are difficult to explain but 
if the in 72 and V3 is of right ventricular 
origin and the s* is of left ventricular origin 
then they could be accounted for by clockwise 
rotation of the heart with backward rotation of the 
apex.
The reduction of T and of the ST elevation 
in v2 to ¥4 might be attributed to a lessening of 
the negative left ventricular effect.
u: iixpiration.
The patterns are very similar to the oontrol 
series apart from slight reduction of S and increase 
of r1 in ¥2 and ¥3.
This is a horizontal heart probably with marked 
clockwise rotation and backward rotation of the apex.
|g"s|;jyg|l^lillls!!i:il-u~=l;5g|
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STANDARD LIMB LEADS
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
ASE HO. 40 PLATL 130 a
ABNORMAL. J.D.
Diagnosis: Lhronic Bronchitis.
STANDARD LIMB L^ADS
Age 40 years.
A: Control.
Lead I has flat P and low upright 2? waves and a 
small RS pattern.
Leads II and III have upright P and T waves and 
an RS pattern.
B: Inspiration.
Lead 1 has an rs pattern; T is slightly reduced. 
Leads II and III show reduction in P and T and 
RS patterns with reduction in R.
C: Expiration.
Lead I is similar to the control.
Lead II has an Rs pattern with reduction in R. 
Lead III has an Rs pattern.
A: Control.
aVR Has inverted P and I waves and a QR pattern.
It faces the hack of the heart.
aVL has inverted P and I waves and a QR pattern.
It also faces the hack of the heart.
aVF has upright P and P waves and an Rs pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
The heart is horizontal with backward rotation 
of the apex.
B: Inspiration.
aTO is unaltered.
aVL has a QR pattern with increase in R. 
aVF has a slurred RS pattern.
Ihere has been clockwise rotation.
C:, Expiration.
avA has a QR pattern with reduction in R. 
aVL has a Qr pattern.
aVF has an Rs pattern with reduction in s. 
xhere has been some counter-clockwise rotation.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
PRECORDIAL L M D S .
A: Control.
VI to V5 have rS patterns.
V6 has an RS pattern.
P and I are upright in all leads.
Bi Inspiration.
Vl to V5have rS patterns with reduction of S 
in VI and V2.
V6 has an RS pattern with reduction in R and 
increase in S.
Ihere has been some clockwise rotation*
C: Expiration.
I1 he patterns are identical with the control 
series •
NUMMARY.
This is a horizontal heart with marked 
clockwise rotation and backward rotation of the 
apex.
On inspiration the heart undergoes further 
clockwise rotation. .
on expiration there is slight counter­
clockwise rotation.
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hohmal. Q-. j .
Age 30 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
D: Supine.
 Leads I and II have upright P and T waves and <iRs patterns.
Lead III has diphasic P and upright T waves and a qR 
pattern.
Vertical Rotation.
A; Sitting. ’
Lead I shows increase in R and s; T is increased.
Lead II shows reduction in q.; T is increased.
Lead III shows reduction in q. and R; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
Lead I shows reduction in R and increase in s; T is reduced. 
Lead II shows reduction in q.; T is reduced.
Lead III shows reduction in q.; T is reduced.
C: 45° head up.
Lead I shows reduction in R; T is reduced.
Lead II shows reduction in q.; T is reduced.
Lead III shows reduction in q. and increase in R.
In B and C there has been a shift of the QRS axis to the 
right.
H: 45° head down.
Lead i shows increase in R; T is increased.
Lead II shows reduction in R; T is increased.
Lead III shows reduction in R.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Horizontal Rotation.
1Y Left TaYeraT:—
Lead i has an RS pattern with reduction in R; T is reduced. 
Lead II shows increase in R; T is increased.
Lead III shows increase in q. and R; T is increased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
F: Right Lateral.
Lead II shows increase in s; T is increased.
Lead III has a gRs pattern with decrease in R; T is increased. 
G: Prone.
Lead I shows increase in R and s; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in s; T is increased.
Lead III shows reduction in R; T is reduced.
There.has been a shift of the QJRS axis to the left.
 ___ __________ „■— - s*. — ■_*. .. . > - . ■ ■ _________ .t~.  . .. .
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PLATE 13 lb
UNIPOLAR LB/IB LEADS.
D: Supine.
— , VR has inverted P and T waves and an rSr* pattern.
It.faces the epieardial surface of the right ventricle.
VL has shallow inverted P and T waves and an rS pattern. 
It faces the epieardial surface of the right ventricle.
VF has upright P and T waves and a qR pattern. It faces 
the epieardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VR shows increase in.S and r1.
VL shows increase in a? and S; T is flat.
' VF shows reduction in q and R; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
VR shows reduction in S; T is less inverted. 
VL shows increase in S; T is flat.
VF shows reduction in R; T is reduced.
C: 45° head up.
VR shows less deeply inverted T.
VL shows increase in S; T is flat.
become more vertical.
S; T is upright.
S; T is-slightly inverted.
rf; T is more deeply inverted. 
S. • •
has a qRs pattern.
0: Prone.
VR shows increase in S; T is mpre deeply inverted.
VL shows reduction in S; P and T are flat.
. VF shows reduction in R.
The heart has become less vertical*
VF shows reduction in T. .
In A,B and C the heart has
H: 45° head down.
VL shows increase in r and 
VF has a qRs pattern.
Horizontal Rotation, 
fi:' Left Latefal.
VL shows increase in r and
F; Right Lateral.
VR shows increase in S and
VL shows increase in r and
VF shows increase in T and
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
D: Supine. .
-------VT has an rSrTsf pattern; P is upright and T is
inverted.
VS and V3 have r3 patterns; P and T are upright. 
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns; P and T are upright. 
There is moderate oounter-clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: SitLing.’
The patterns are similar to the control but r* is 
increased in VI.
B: Standing.
VI To V3 have rS0patterns.
V4 has,an RS pattern.
V5tand V6 have qRs patterns with increase in s.
T is reduced in V4 to V6.
C: 45° head up.
"" The "patterns„ are similar to those in B.
In B and C there has been clockwise rotation.
o :
H: 45 head down.
 VI to V3 are. similar to the control.
V4 has an Rs pattern. ,
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in q
and R.
The heart has probably become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation.
E:' Left Lateral.
VI Has an rSr’s1 pattern with reduction in r and 
S and increase in r’; T is more inverted.
VS and V3 have rS patterns with reduction in r; ~T"
T is reduced in VS.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns with increase in q,R ‘
and s; T is increased in V6.
Displacement to the left has occurred with forward 
rotation of the apex.
F: Right Lateral.
"VI to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns with reduction in q and
R; s is increased in V4 and V5.
T is * less inverted in VI, increased in VS to V4.. 
Displacement to the right has occurred.
G-: Prone.
Vi has an rSrTsT pattern with increase in r1.
VS has an rS pattern. V3 has an RS pattern. V4 to V6 have
f  f ?;ithJ r,fr*sase in a- R. T is deeper in 71 an
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Age 24 years.
STANDARD L I M B  LEADS.
D: Supine.
“ Leads I and II have upright P and T waves and qRs patterns. 
Lead III has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern.
Vertical Rotation.
K: Fitting.
Lead I shows increase in s.
Lead II shows increase in P; T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in P and R; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
Lead I shows increase in s.
Lead II shows increase in P; T is reduced.
Lead III has a qR pattern; P is increased; T is reduced.
G; 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
In A,B and C there has "been a shift of the QRS axis to the 
right.
o
H: 45 head down.
Lead I shows increase in R and T.
Leads II and III show reduction in T.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Horizonta1 Rotation•
%T:~ Reft Lateral.
Lead 1 shows reduction in R.
Lead II shows reduction in T.
Lead III shows increase in R; T is reduced.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
P: Right Lateral.
LeadT shows increase in q and R; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in P; T is reduced.
Lead III shows reduction in T.
There has been a shift of the ORS axis to the left. 
G-: Prone.
Lead I shows increase in R,s and T.
Lead II shows increase in P; T is reduced.
Lead III has a qR pattern with reduction in R; P is
increased; T is reduced.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
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CASE ^u. 3 (oontd•) PLATE I32b
URIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
L; Supine o
VR has inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern. 
It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
VL has inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern. 
It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
VP has upright P and T waves and an R pattern. 
It probably faces the epieardial surface of the left 
ventricle•
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting. ’
VL shows a smaller QS; T is flat.
VP shows reduction in R and T. * L
B; Standing.
VR has a Qr pattern; I is less inserted. It faces 
the back of the heart.
VL has a smaller QS; T is flat. B
VF shows a qRs pattern; T is reduced. It faces 
the epieardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart has become more vertical.
D
C; 45° head up.
ikLe patterns are similar to those in B.
H: 45° head down.
Vl has a smaller QS; P and T are flat.
VP shows reduction in R and T. ”
The heart has probably become less vertical.
Horizontal Rotation. 
ffs Left Lateral.
Vr has a smaller QS; T is less inverted.
VL has a smaller QS; T is less inverted.
VP shows reduction in T.
P: Right Lateral.
VL nas a smaller QS; P and IT are less inverted. 
VP has an Rs pattern.
G; Prone,
TO has more deeply inverted T.
VL has a smaller QS; T is flat. *
VF shows reduction in R.
PRECOiLDIAl LSADS.
jj: supine........................ ...........
  vl‘"and YE have rS patterns; P is diphasic
and T upright•
‘ V3 has an RS pattern; P and T are upright.
Y4 and Y5 have qRs patterns; P and T are 
upright.
¥6 has a qR pattern; P and T are upright._ 
inhere is moderate counter-clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: fitting.
The patterns are similar to the control hut T 
is increased in VI to V3.
B: Standing.
VI and V2 have rS patterns with increase in S. 
V3 has an RS pattern with increase in R and S. 
V4 to Y6 have qRs patterns.
T is increased in VI and VE and decreased in V4
to Y6.
There has been“some clockwise rotation.
C: 45° head up.
The patterhs are similar to those in B.
E; 45° head down.
VI and “VE have rS patterns with increase in r. 
V3 has an Rs pattern with increase in R.
V4 and V5 have qRs patterns with increase in q
and R.
V6 has a qR pattern with increase in R.
Ihe heart has become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation. J
iff: net trilateral. 5
VI and Ve have rS patterns.
V3 has an Rs pattern with increase in R.
Y4 has a qRs pattern With increase in q.
V5 and Y6 have qR patterns with increase in q
and R. “ ---
" T is increased in YE to V6.
There has been some counter-clockwise rotation 
and forward rotation of the apex.
F: Right Lateral.
VI has an rS pattern with increase in r. YE has an 
RS pattern. V3 has an Rs pattern. Y4 and Y5 have qRs 
patterns with increase in R. V6 has a qR pattern with 
increase in R. T is increased in VI to Y3. Some dis­
placement to the right has occurred.
G: Prone.
~~TI to Y4 are similar to the control. ¥5 and V6 
have qR patterns.__________________________
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Age 19 years,
Sl\AflLAHD Llko LEADS.
D: Supine.
Leads I and IX have upright P and T waves and 
qRs patterns.
Lead III has upright P and T waves and a qR pattern
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
Lead I shows increase in R and s.
Lead II shows increase in R and reduction in s;
T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in q and R; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
Lead I has an RS pattern with reduction in R; T is 
reduced.
Lead II has a qR pattern; P is increased and T is 
reduced.
Lead III shows increase in q and R; P is increased 
and I1 is inverted.
Gs 45° head up.
Lead I shows reduction in R and T.
Lead II has a qR pattern; P is increased and T 
is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in q and R; P is increased 
and T is reduced.
In A,B and G there has "been a shift of the QRS axis 
to the right.
K: 45° head down.
~ Lead I shows increase in R and T.
Lead II shows increase in s and T.
There has been a slight shift of the QRS axis to 
the left.
Horizontal Rotation.
Left Lateral!
~ Lead I has an RS pattern with reduction in R;
T is reduced.
Lead II shows increase in T.
Lead III shows increase in R and T.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right
Right Lateral.
Leaa I shows increase in R; T is reduced.
-Lead II shows increase in R and s; T is increased. 
Lead III shows increase in R and T.
Prone.
Lead I shows increase in R and T.
Lead II shows decrease in R and increase in s.
Lead III shows decrease in R and T.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
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L: supine •
VR has, inverted P and T waves and an rS pattern.
It faces the epieardial surface of the right ventricle.
VL has flat P and low upright i waves and an rs 
pattern, ft faces the epieardial surface of the right ventricle. 
VF has flat P and upright T waves and a qR pattern.
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
AY sitting.
TO has an rSrT pattern with increase in S.
VL has an rS pattern; T is reduced.,
VF shows increase in R; P is upright.
4
R: standing.
VR shows less inverted T. , , :
VL has an rS pattern.,
VF shows increase in R; P is upright and T is reduced.
o
C; 45 head^up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
ft
In A,B an£ C the heart has become more vertical.
H: 45° head down.
VR has an rSrf pattern.
VL is similar to the control.
VF shows increase in T.
horizontal Rotation.
M: j-jeft Lateral. „
VR has an rSr* pattern; 3? is less inverted.
VL has an rS pattern; T is inverted.
VF shows increase in R and Tj p ig upright.
F: £jght Pate ral.
VR has an rSr* pattern*
VL has upright P and inverted T.
VF has a qRs pattern with increase in R; P is upright 
and T is increased.
G: Prone.
Hr]* has an rSr* pattern with increase in S.
VL has an rs pattern. 0 
VF shows increase in R.
PRE CORDIAL LEADS.
D: Supine •
VI has a splintered rS pattern; P is upright and
T is inverted.
V2 has an RS pattern;' P and T are upright.
V3 has. an Rs pattern; P and T are upright.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns; P and T are upright, 
xhere is moderate counter-clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VI and VE have rS patterns.
Y3 has an RS pattern with reduction in R.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns with reduction in R 
and increase in s..
T is slightly inverted iu VI and reduced in all 
other leads.
B: Standing.
VI ana VE have rS patterns.,
V3 has an RS pattern with reduction in S.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns.
T is flat in VI and reduced in VS,V5 and" V6.
C: 45° head up.
5?he patterns are similar to those in B.
In A,B and C the heart has become more-vertical 
and there has been slight clockwise rotation.
o
H: 45 head down.
VI has a splintered rS pattern with reduction in S;
T is more deeply inverted.
VE to V6 are similar to the control-but T is reduced 
in VS and V3 and increased in V5 and V6.
The heart has become slightly more horizontal.
$
Horizontal Rotation.
K: Left Lateral
VI to V3 have rS patterns. V4 to V6 have qR patterns 
with increase in q and R.
T is reduced in VE and V3 and increased in V4 to V6.
Displacement to the left has occurred with forward
rotation of the apex.
F : Right Lateral.
VI to V3 have RS patterns. «V4 to V6 have qRs patterns 
with reduction in R. T is upright in VI and reduced in V4 to
V6. Displacement to the right has occurred.
G: Prone.
show inorif^6?SSRa?e-s^ mjlar tc\.th? °°ntrol hut 75 and 76 
of the apex. probably to forward rotation
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CASE NO.^ PLATE 154a
NORMAL. £•£•
Age 21 years.
* STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
D: Supine.
Lead I has upright P and T waves and an RS pattern.
Leads II and III have upright P and T waves and 
q[Rs patterns.
There is right axis deviation.
Vertical notation.
A: Sitting.
Lead I shows increase in R and S.
Lead II shows decrease in T.
Lead III shows increase in q. and R; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
"" Lead I shows reduction in R and increase in S; T is 
reduced.
Lead II shows reduction in T; P is increased.
Lead ill shows increase in q; T is flat; P is increased.
C; 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
In B and C there has been a shift of the QRS axis to 
the right.
H: 45° head down.
Dead I shows reduction in S.
Lead II shows reduction in R*
Lead III shows reduction in R.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Horizontal Rotation.
5: Left Lateral.
Lead I has an rS pattern with increase in S; T is reduced. 
Lead II shows reduction in s.
Lead III shows increase in q. and R and reduction s;
T is increased.
There has teen a shift of the QRS axis to the:,right.
F; Right Lateral.
Dead II shows increase in s; P and 1 are increased.
Lead III shows reduction in R and increase in s; P and T 
are increased.
G; Prone.
Dead I shows increase in R and S. Lead II shows increase in 
s; T is reduced.
G: Pronelcontd.)
Lead ill shows increase in s; T is reduced
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CASS NO. A (contd.) ~nL;,IL 154b
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
L: Supine,
VR has inverted P and T waves and a Qr pattern.
It faces’ the hack of the heart.
VL has ut> right P and T waves and an rS pattern.
It faces the epieardial surface of the right ventricle.
VF has upright P and i waves and a qRs pattern.
It faces the epieardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VR has an rSr1 pattern. It tends to face the epieardial 
surface of the right ventricle.
VL shows increase in S.
VF shows decrease in s.
B: Standing.
VR shows increase in Q and r; T is less inverted.
VL shows increase in S; f is increased.
VF shows increase in s; P is increased; f is slightly 
inverted.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
In B and G the heart has become more vertical.
E: 45° head down.
VR shows reduction in Q and increase i°n r» - 
VF shows reduction in R; T is reduced. * .
Horizontal Rotation.
E~; Left Lateral^
VR has* an rSr* pattern.
VL has an rS pattern; T is reduced.
VF shows reduction in R and s.
F: Right Lateral.
VR has ah rSr' pattern.
VL shows reduction in r and increase in S; T is reduced. 
VF shows increase in R; T is increased.
G: Prone.
VL shows increase in S; 1 is increased.
VF shows reduction in q.
PRECORDIAL LMDS.
D: Supine•
VI ana VS Lave rS patterns; P and T are upright. 
V3 has an RS pattern; P and I are upright.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns; P and 1 are upright. 
There is moderate eounter-elockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: STtTing.
The patterns are similar to the control.
B: Standing.
VI to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 has an Rs pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with reduction in R 
and increase in s.
T is reduced in all leads.
There has heen clockwise rotation, 
o 9
C: 45 head up.
The patterns are similar to those in B but the 
reduction in T is less.
H: 45° head down.
VI and V'S have rS patterns.
V3 has an Rs pattern.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns with increase in s. 
The heart has probably become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation.
£: Left Later'alT
VI and VS have“ rS patterns with reauotibn of r 
and S in VI.
V3 has an RS pattern.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns with increase in q and R. 
T is reduced in VI and increased in V5 and V6,
There has been slight displacement to the left with 
forward rotation of the apex.
F: Right Lateral.
VT has an rS pattern with increase in r and S.
VS and V3 have RS patterns.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns with decrease of R in V5 
and V6.
Displacement to the right has occurred with backward
rotation of the apex.
G: Prone.
VT to V3 are similar to the control.
V4 to V6 are similar to E.
There has been some forward rotation of the apex.
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L: Supine.
All leads Rave upright P and T waves and qRs patterns.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
UeaFT shows increase in R; q. and s are also increased. 
Lead II shows increase in P; T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in P; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
Lead T has an Rs pattern with reduction in R and increase 
in s; T is reduced.
Lead II shows increase in R and s; P is increased; T is 
reduced.
Lead III shows increase in R and s; P is increased; T is 
reduced.
C; 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
In B and C there has been a shift of the QRS axis to the 
right.
H: 45° head down.
LeacTT shows increase in R; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in s; T is increased.
Lead III shows reduction in R.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Horizontal Rotation.
B: Left Lateral.
head I has an Rs pattern with reduction in R and increase 
in s.
Lead II shows increase in q and R; P is increased;
T is increased.
Lead III shows increase in q_,R and s; P is increased;
T is increased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the righto
F: Right Lateral.
Eead II shows increase in s.
Lead III shows increase in s.
G: Prone.
Lead I shows increase in R and reduction in s;
T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in s.
Lead III shows reduction in R and increase 
in s; T is reduced.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
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Ui:;I"POLAR jj I i .I.;'] LEADS.
D; Supine.
VR haa inverted P and i waves and an rSr1 pattern.
It faces the eDieardial surface of the right ventricle.
VL has flat P and upright T waves and an Rs pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
VP has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern.
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation•
AY Sitting*
VIThas an RS pattern.
VF has a qR pattern with increase in R.
B: Standing.
VR shows reduction in S; T is less inverted.
, VL has an RS pattern with reduction in R; T is reduced.
VF shows increase in R and s; P is increased; ! is reduced.
The heart has "become more vertical.
C: 45° head up.
The patterns are similar to those in B.
H: 45° head down.
VR shows increase in S and- rT ; T is more inverted.
VL shows decrease in s.
VF shows decrease in R and increase in s.
Horizontal Rotation.
LY LeTT LateraTt
VR shows decrease in S.
VL has an RS pattern with decrease in R.
VF shows increase in q and R; T is. increased.
F: Right Lat e ral.
T I T  shows increase in S; T is more inverted.
* VL shows increase in R and s.
VF shows increase in R and s; P is increased; T is increased.
G: Prone.
VR ’shows increase in S; T is more inverted.
VL shows increase in R; T is increased.
VF has a qR pattern with reduction in R.
PRECQRDIAL LEADS..
D: Supine. . _ ,
VI and VE have rS patterns; P and T are upright. 
V3 has an7Rs pattern; P and T are upright.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns; P and T are upright. 
- There is moderate counter-clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
Xi Sitting.
VI to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns with reduction in R
and increase in s.
T is reduced in V4 to V6.
B: Standing.
Vi to v3 have rS patterns.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns with reduction in R.
I is increased in VI and reduced in all other leads.
C: 45° head up.
The patterns are similar to those in B.
In A,B and Q there has been slight clockwise 
rotation.
H: 45? head down.
The patterns are similar to,the control but there is 
increase in s in V3 to V6.
The heart has probably become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: L e f t~RCat e r a I.
VI and Ve have rS patterns with reduction of r and S 
in VI and of r in VS.
V3 has an Rs pattern with increase in s.
V4 has a qRs pattern.
V5 and V6 have qR patterns with increase in q and R.
T is reduced in VI and VE and increased in V4 to V6. 
Some displacement to the left has occurred with 
forward rotation of the apex.
F: Right Lateral.
VI has an r§ pattern with increase in r and S.
VE has an RS pattern.
V3 and V4 have qRs patterns.
V5 and V6 have qR patterns with reduction in R.
T is increased in VI and VE and reduced in V5 and V6. 
Displacement to the right has occurred.
G: Prone
7*™to V,3 nave rS patterns. V4 to V6 have qRs patterns 
ncrease m  q and R due to forward rotation of the apex.
T T t
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Age 26 years./
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
L: Supine •
Lead 1 has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern. 
Lead II has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. 
Lead III has diphasic P and upright T waves and a 
qRs pattern.
There is a tendency to right axis deviation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: sitting.
lead Tl shows increase in P,R and s; T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in P,R and a; T is reduced.
B: standing.
Lead I has an RS pattern with reduction in R; T is reduced. 
Lead II shows increase in P,q and s; T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in P,q,R and s; T is reduced.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B hut are less marked.
In A,B and C there has been a shift of the QRS axis to 
the right.
H: 45° head down.
Leafl 1 shows increase in R; T is increased.
Lead II shows decrease in R; P is flat and T is reduced. 
Lead III shows inversion of P; T is reduced.
Horizontal Rotation.
A: Left Lateral.
Lead I has an RS pattern with reduction in R; T is 
reduced.
Lead II shows reduction in R and s; T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in R.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
F: Right Lateral.
lead I shows increase in R and reduction in s; T is 
reduced.
Lead II shows reduction in R; P is increased.
Lead III shows increase in P,s and T.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Prone.
Lead I shows increase in R and s; T is increased. 
Lead II shows reduction in R.
Lead III shows reduction in R and T.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
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D: lupine,
VR .has inverted P and T waves and a Qr pattern.
It .faces the back of the heart.
VL has upright P and inverted T waves and an
rS pattern. It faces the epicardial surface of the right
ventricle.
VF has flat P and upright T waves and a qRs pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle. ;
The, heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
““ VL Oshows increase in S; P is slightly inverted and
T is flat.
VF shows upright P; 3? is reduced.
B: .Standing.
Vh shows reduction in Q; T is less inverted.
VL has an rs pattern with increase in r; P is 
slightly inverted and T is upright.
VF shows increase in g,R and s; P is upright and 
T is reduced.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are less
marked.
H: 45° head down. <■
VL has an rs pattern; P and T are upright.
VF shows, increase in R and T.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: left Laterail 9 ~ —
VR shows reduction in Q and r.  ^ #
VL has an rSr* pattern with increase in S; r is 
increased and T is more inverted.
VF shows reduction in R and s.
F: Right Lateral. . .
VR shows increase in Q; T is more inverted*
VL has a Qr pattern; T is more inverted.
VF shows reduction in R. -
G: Prone.
vk shows ingrease in Q; T is more inverted.
VL shows reduction in S; T is flat.
VF shows reduction in R. *
PRECOjRDIAL LEALS'
L: Supine. _ . . . .
 vTTias an rS pattern; P and T are upright.
V2 and 73 have RS patterns; P and T are upright.
V4 has an Rs pattern; P and T are upright.
75 and 76 have qRs patterns; P and T are upright.
There is moderate clockwise rotation.
> Vertical Rotation.
A: .sitting.
VI and V2 have rS patterns; P is diphasic.
V3 has an RS pattern.
V4 and V5 have Rs patterns.
V6 has a qRs pattern with reduction in R.
T is reduced in VI,V5 and 76.
There has been further clockwise rotation.
•
B: Standing.
VI to V3 have rS patterns; P is diphasic.
V4 has an RS pattern.
V„5 has an Rs pattern with increase in s.
V6 has a qRs pattern with reduction in R and 
increase in s.
T is reduced in V5 and V6.
There has been further clockwise rotation.
C; 45° head up.
The patterns are similar to the control.
H: 45° head down.
The patterns are similar to the control but 
R and T are increased in V5 and ¥6.
The heart has bepome more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation. , *
ET"ieft LateriTI  ,
VI to V3 have r£ patterns.
V4 has an RS pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in q,R and 
T is inverted in VI, reduced in V2 and increased in 
V4 to V6.
Lisplacement to the left has occurred with forwardR 
rotation.of the apex.
F: Right Lateral.
fhe patterns are similar to the control but r and T 
are increased in VI; R,s and T are reduced in Y5 and V6. .
Displacement to the right has occurred.
G; Prone.
THe patterns are similar to the control.
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STANDARD LIMB LEADS*
D; Supine. _ . _ . , .
 ^ — Lead I has an RS pattern; P and T are upright.
Lead II has a qRs pattern; P ai3d T are upright.
Lead III has a clR pattern; P and T are upright.
There is right axis deviation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
Lead I has an rS pattern with increase in S;
T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in R and reduction in s.
Lead III shows increase in q. and R; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
Lead I has an rS pattern, with increase in S.
Lead II shows increase in q.; P is increased and 
I is reduced.
Lead III shows inc::ease in q. and R; P is increased;
T is inverted.
C: 45° head up.
~~ Lead T  has an rS pattern with increase in S.
Lead II shows reduction in R and a; T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in q. and R; T is reduced.
In A fB and C there has been a shift of the QRS axis 
to the right.
H: 45° head down.
Lead I lias an RS pattern with increase in R and S;
T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in f.
Lead III has a reduced R pattern; T is increased.
Horizontal Rotation.
35: Left LateralT"
Lead I shows increase in S.
Lead II shows reduction in R and s.
Lead III shows increase in R.
There has been a shift of the QJRS axis to the right.
F: Right Lat eral.
Lead l shows reduction in R and S.
Lead II shows reduction in R and s; T is increased.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with reduction in q and R
T is increased.
G: Prone..
Lead I shows increase in S; T is increased.
Lead II shows reduction in R and s; T is increased. 
Lead III shows increase in R.
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CASE HO.7 ycontd.)
OTIPOLiU LIMB LEALS.
L: Supine.
 VRhas inverted P and T waves and a pattern. 1 It faces
the baclfc of the heart.
VL has upright P and T waves and an rS pattern. It faces 
the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
VE has upright" P and T waves and a qRs pattern. It faces 
the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VR shows increase in Q; T is more inverted.
VL shows increase in S.
VE shows increase in R.
B; Standing. "
VR shows less inverted T.°
VL shows increase in S.
VE shows increase in g and*R; T is reduced.
0: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
In A,B and C the heart has* become more vertical, 
o
H: 45 head down.
VL shows increase in r; 1 is increased.
VF shows reduction in s.
The heart has probably become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: Left Lateral.
vR shows reduction0 in Q, and R; T is less inverted.
VL shows increase in S; T is flat.
VF has a q[R pattern.
There has probably been some forward rotation of the apex.
*
F: Right Lateral.
VR has a Qr pattern.^ 0
VL shows reduction in" S; T is■ flat.
VF shows increase in R and T.
0
G: Prone.
VR shows more deeply inverted T.
VL shows increase in S and T.
VF°shows increase in R and reduction in s; T is increased, 
there has probably been some forward rotation of the apex.
PRE CORDIAL LEADS,
^VI has an r s r ^ 1 pattern; P is upright and T
d i p h a s i c . ^  i^e rS patterns; P and T are upright,
V4 has an RS pattern; P and T a r e vupright, ^
Y5 and V6 have qRs patterns; P and T are upright, 
There is moderate clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation,
A: Sitting.- _ . ,
 VI has an rsR'S1 pattern; T is inverted.
VS to V4 have rS patterns. # ;
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in s;
T is reduced.
There has been slight clockwise rotation,
R: Standing.
Vl to V4 have rS patterns.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase; in s.
T is reduced in T3 to V6.
There has been further clockwise rotation and the 
heart has become more vertical. *
C: 45° head up.
VI has an rsR^1 pattern.
Otherwise the patterns are similar to the control 
with reduction of T in V3 to V6,
>> p •'
H: 45° head down. *
VI to 7*3 are similar to the* control.
V4 ha°s an Rs pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with reduction in s.
T is increased in V5 and V6.
The heart has become more horizontal and. there has ~-r; 
been slight counter-clockwise rotation.
Horizontal Rotation.
* t Lateral,
VI "has ah' rsR’s* pattern. VR has a splintered rS 
pattern. V3 and V4 have rS patterns. V5 and V6 have qRs 1 
patterns with increase 3n q,R and. s. ’
T is inverted in0 VI,reduced in VR and increased in 
V5 and V6. Displacement to the left has occurred along 
with forward rotation of the apex.
P: Right Lateral. «
-r"" V I to V3 have rS patterns. V4 has an Rs pattern.
“V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with reduction in R and s.
T is upright in VI and reduced in V4 to V6. Displacement 
to the right has occurred with backward rotation of the apex 
G: rrone.
PHe patterns are similar to the control but R and T 
are increased in V5 and V6,due to forward rotation of apex.
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CASE HO.8 PLATE I38a
RQRMAL.
c Age 23 yearso
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
D: Supine. _ _ „ _
’—  Leads I and II have upright P and T waves and qRs
patterns. ^
Lead III has upright P and T waves and a qR pattern. 
There is right axis deviation.
Tertical Rotation.
Xii Sitting. _ _
Lead I has a qRS pattern with increase in R; T is larger.
Lead II shows increase in R and s.
Lead III shows reduction in R; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
lead I has a qRS pattern with reduction in R; T is 
reduced.
Lead II shows increase in q.; P is increased and T is 
reduced.
Lead III shows increase in f and R; P is increased and 
T is inverted.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B hut are less 
marked.
In B and C there has heen a shift of the QRS axis 
to the right.
o
H: 45 kQafl down.
Lead l shows increase in T.
Lead III shows reduction in T.
Horizontal Rotation.
M: left ""Lateral.
Lead I has a qRS pattern with reduction in R; T is 
reduced.
Lead II shows increase in R; P is increased.
Lead III shows a qRs pattern with increase in R;
P and T are increased.
There has "been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
F: Right Lateral.
Lead I has a qRS pattern with reduction in R; T is reduced. 
Lead II shows increase in q.fR and s; P and T are increased.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with increase in q. and R; 
and T are increased.
G: Prone.
Leads I and II show slight increase in P. 
.Lead III has a qRs pattern.
P is increased in leads II and III.
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CASE IIP. 8 __( oontd.) PLATE 1581)
TJ1TIP0LAR LIMB LEAPS.
D: Supine*
“  VR has inverted P and T waves and an rSr1 piattern.
It faees the epicardial surface of the right ventricle*
VI has diphasic P and upright T waves and a 
splintered rs pattern. It faces the epicardial surface 
of the right ventricle•
VF has low upright P and T waves and a qR pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting. 1
Vk shows increase in S andc r*; T is less inverted.
VI has an rS pattern; T is° increased.
VF has a qRs pattern with increase in R$ P and T 
are increased. - . .
B: Standing. ",
VR shows less inverted T.
VI has an rS pattern; P is inverted; T is increased. 
VF shows increase in R; T is slightly inverted.
C: 45° head up.8
" ! The changes are similar to those in B.
In A,B and C the heart has become more vertical.
H; 45° head down.
Vi has an RS pattern; T is increased.
VF shows reduction in R; T is reduced.
The heart has become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation. -
»Jbeft Jbateral^
VR shows reduction in S; T is less inverted.
VL has a splintered rS pattern.
VF has a qRs pattern with increase in R; T is increased.
F: Right Lateral.
VI has a splintered rS pattern;°T is reduced.
• VF has a qRs pattern with increase in R; T is increased.
G: Prone.
VE has an RS pattern; T is increased.
VF has a qRs pattern with increase in R; P and T are
increased.
The heart has become less vertical.
PRECORDIAL leads
D: Supine.
VTTaas an rSr’s1 pattern; P is diphasic and T 
inverted.
V2 and V3 have rS patterns; P and T are upright.
°V4 has an Rs pattern; P and T are upright.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns; P and T are upright. 
There is moderate clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VI has an rSr’s* pattern.
V2 and V3 have rS patterns.
V4~has an RS pattern.
V5 has an Rs pattern.
V6 has a qRs pattern.
T is reduced in V2 to V6.
There hhs been clockwise rotation.
B: Standing.
The patterns are similar to the control but T is 
reduced in V2 to. V6. . °
o
C: 45" head up.
The patterns are similar to those in B.o
In B and C the heart has probably become more vertical.
S: 45° head down.
The patterns are similar to the control but T is more 
inverted in VI and is increased, in V5 and V6. *"
The heart has probably become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: Left~Lateral.
VT has an rSr* pattern. V2 and V3°have rS patterns • -
V4 has an RS pattern with reduction in R. and V6 have .
qRs patterns with increase in q and R.
T is more inverted in VI, reduced in V2 and V3 and 
increased in V4 to V6.
Displacement to the left has occurred with forward 
rotation of the apex.,
F: Right Lateral.
vl has a splintered rS pattern. V2 and V3 have rS
patterns. V4 has an Rs pattern. V5 and V6 have qRs patterns
with reduction in R and increase in s.
T is flat in VI. Displacement to the right has occurrecli
G: Prone.
The patterns are similar to those in E but are less 
marked.
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CASE NO. 9 PLATE 159 a
NORMAL. W.P.
Age El years.
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
D: Supine.
Lead I has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern. 
Leads II and III have upright P and T waves and 
qRs patterns.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
Lead' I shows increase in R and s; T is increased. 
Lead II has an Rs pattern with increase in R.
Lead III has an RsrT pattern with reduction in R;
T is diphasic.
B: Standing^
Lead I has an RS pattern with reduction in R; T is 
reduced.
Lead II shows increase in P and reduction in T.
Lead III has a qR pattern with ihcrease in R; P Is 
increased; T is flat.
C; 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are less
marked.
In B and C there has been a shift of the QRS axis 
to the right.
H; 45° head down.
Lead II shows reduction in R.
Lead III shows reduction in R and increase in s. 
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Horizontal Rotation.
SY Left'^Lateral.
Lead I shows reduction in R and increase in s;
P and T are reduced.
.Lead II shows increase in R and reduction in s; T is 
reduced.
Lead III has a qR pattern with increase in q and R;
P and T are increased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right•
P: Right Lateral.
Lead I shows reduction in R and s; T is reduced.
Lead II shows increase in R and reduction in s;
T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in R; T is increased.
Prone.
Lead I shows increase in R and s; T is increased. 
Lead III shows reduction in R; T is flat.
There has been a shift ofthe QRS axis to the left.
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CASE 10.9 (contd.) P-ATS 1591
U1IP0LAR LIMB LEADS.
D: Supine.
VR Has inverted P and T, waves and a Q,r pattern.
It faces the back of the heart .   f, ; _,T
VL has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
VF has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the*left..ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: SliTting.
Vr has a Q£ pattern.
VL has an RS pattern.
VF has a qR pattern.
B: Standing.
VR snows reduction in Q,; T is less inverted.
VL has an rs pattern; T is reduced.
VF has a qR pattern with increase in R; P is increased 
and T is reduced.
C; 4 5 head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
In B and C the heart has become more vertical.
o
H: 45 head down.
VR shows reduction in Q,; P and T are less inverted.
VL has an Rs pattern with increase in R; T is increased.
VF has a qRs pattern with increase in R; P and T
are increased.
The heart has become less vertical.
Horizontal Rotation.
FT~heft: Laferal.--
vR shows reduction^ in Q,; T is less inverted.
VL has an RS pattern with reduction in R; T is reduced. 
VF shows increase in E and reduction in s.
F: Right Lateral.
i Vl has an r pattern; T is reduced.
VF shows increase in R and T.
Q-: Prone.
VE shows reduction in Q and - increase in r.
VL has an RS pattern; T is increased.
VF shows reduction in i;
PRECORDIAL LEADS
D: Supine.
VI to V4 have rS patterns; P and T are upright. 
V5 has an Rs pattern; P and T are upright.
V6 has a qRs pattern; P and T are upright.
There isimoderat# clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A":- Sitting.
"" TEe patterns are similar to the control.
B: Standing.
TEe patterns are similar to the control hut T 
is reduced in V2 to V6. ‘
C: 45° head up.
The patterns are similar* to the control hut T 
is reduced in V5 and V6.
In B and C the heart: has become slightly more 
vertical. u
H: 45° head down. 0
The patterns are similar to the control hut r ( 
is increased in V4 and R is increased in V5 and V6;
T is increased in VS to V6.
The heart has become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation. • .
£: Left Lateral^
The patterns are similar to the control hut r 
and S are reduced in VI; R is increased in V5; q and R 
are increased in V6; T is flat in VI, reduced in V2 and 
increased in V4 to V6.
Displacement to the left has occurred with forward 
rotation of the apex.
♦
F: Right Lateral.
Vi to have rS patterns.
V4 has an RS pattern.
V5*has an Rs pattern with reduction in R and s.
V6 has a qRs pattern with reduction in s.
T is increased in VI and reduced in VS.
Some displacement to the right has occurred.
G: Prone.
TKe patterns are similai? to the control hut r,S .
and T are-reduced in VI; T is increased in V4 to V.6.
There has been slight forward rotation of the apex.
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CASE 110,10 '-LATE 140 a
NORMAL. W.K.
Age 21 years•
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
D: Supine.
“ Lead I has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern. 
Lead II has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. 
Lead III has diphasic P and low upright T waves 
and a qR pattern.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
’ Lead I shows decrease in R and increase in s.
Lead II shows decrease in R; T is decreased.
Lead III has diphasic T.
B: Standing.
Lead I shows decrease in R and increase in s;
T is reduced.
Lead II has a qR pattern; P is increased and T is 
reduced.
Lead III shows increase in R; P is increased; T is flat.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
In A,B and C there has been a slight shift of the QRS axis 
to the right.
H: 45° head down.
" Lead I shows increase in R; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in s.
Lead III shows reduction in R; T is flat.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Horizontal Rotation.
S: Left Lateral•
Lead I has an rS pattern; T is reduced.
Lead II shows increase in R.
Lead III shows increase in R; T is increased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
Pi Right Lateral.
" Lead l has "an R pattern.
Lead II shows Increase in R; T is increased.
Lead III shows increase in s; T is increased.
Q-: Prone.
Lead I shows reduction in R and increase in s; T is 
increased.
Lead II shows decrease in R. Lead III shows increase ins.
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CASE NO. ic ( conta.) PLATE
UlIIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
L: Supine.
VR Has inverted P and T •waves and a Qr pattern. It 
tends 1:o face the back of the heart.
71 has flat T and upright T waves and an RS pattern. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
VF has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. It 
faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: fitting.
“ VR shows reduction in Q, and increase in r; T is less 
inverted.
VL shows increase in S; T is increased.
VF shows Increase in R; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
VR shows less inverted T.
VL shows increase in S. . ......
VF shows increase in R; T is reduced.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
In A,B and C the heart has become more vertical.$
H: 45° head down.
VR shows more1 deeply inverted T.
VL shows reduction in S; T is increased.
VF shows reduction in R; T is reduced.
The heart has become less vertical.
Horizontal Rotation.
VR shows reduction in Q, and increase in r; T is less 
inverted0.
VL has inverted P and T waves and a Q,S pattern. It 
now°faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
VF shows increase in q,R and s; T is increased.
There has been forward rotation of the apex.
F: Right Lateral.
VR shows increase in Q,; T is more deeply inverted.
VL shows reduction in R; T is reduced.
VF shows increase in R and°s; T is increased.
Prone.
VR shows reduction in Q, and increase in r; T isnless
inverted.
VL has shallow inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern 
VF shows increase in R and s.
_ I'he changes are similar to those in E.
PRECORDIAL LEADS
D: Supine.
VI to V3 have rS patterns; P and T are upright. 
V4 has an Rs pattern; P and T are upright.
V5 and V6 have qR patterns; P and I are upright. 
There is moderate clockwise rotation. .
Vertical notation.
A: Sitting.
Vito V3 have rS patterns with reduction in r.
V4 has ah RS pattern.
V5 has an Rs pattern.
V6 has a qR pattern.
B: Standing. .
VI to V3 have rS patterns..
V4 has an Rs pattern with Increase in s.
V5 has an Rs° and V6 a qR pattern with increase In R.
T is increased in VI and decreased in V4 to V6.
C: 45° head up.
The patterns are similar t“o those in B but there 
is less reduction of T.
In A,B and C there has been further clobkwise rotation
and the heart has become more vertical.
H: 45° head down.
The patterns are similar to the control but T is 
reduced in VI to V3 and R is reduced in V6.
The heart has become more, horizontal.
horizontal Rotation. s 
H7 Left Lateral.
VI to VS have rS patterns with reduction of S in 
VI and of r in VS and V3.
V4 has an RS pattern.
V5 has a qRs pattern with increase in R and s.
V6 has a qR pattern with increase in q and R.°
T is reduced in VI to V3 and increased in V4 to V6. 
Displacement to the left has occurred along with 
forward rotation of the apex.
E: Right Lateral.
The patterns are similar to the control but S is
increased in VI and R is decreased in V6; T is increased
in VI to V3 and reduced in V6.
Displacement to the right has occurred.
G: Prone.
VI to V4 are similar to the control with reduction
of S in VI and T in VI and VE. V5 and V6 show changes
similar to those in E. The heart has become slightly more 
horizontal with some forward rotation of the apex.
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CASE NO. II PLATE 14la
normal G.A
Age £4 years
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
D: Supine.
Lead I has an Rs pattern; P and T are upright. 
Lead II has a qRs pattern; P and T are upright. 
Dead III has a qR pattern; P and T are upright.
Vertical Rotation.
rease in R and s.
Lead II shows decrease in T.
Lead III shows decrease in R; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
Lead I has an RS pattern with reduction in R.
Lead II shows reduction in T; P is increased.
Lead III shows increase in q. and R; T is flat; P is 
increased.
There has "been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
o
C: 45 head up.
The changes are similar to those in B hut are less 
marked.
H: 45° head down.
Lead I shows increase in R; T is increased.
Lead II shows reduction in P and T.
Lead III shows reduction in R; P and T are flat. 
There has heen a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Horizontal Rotation.
E; Left Lateral.
Lead l has an RS pattern with reduction in R; P is 
reduced.
Lead II shows increase in R; P is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in a and R; P is reduced. 
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
P: Right Lateral.
Lead I shows reduction in R; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in R; P and f are increased. 
Lead III shows increase in q. and R.
G: Prone.
Lead I shows increase in R; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in R.
Lead III shows increase in q.; T is reduced.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
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UNIPOLAR LBS LEAHS.
D: Supine.
*“ VR has inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern.
It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
VL has low upright P ande T waves and a small RS pattern. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the right .^ vent ri ale•
VF has flat P and upright T waves and a qR pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VL shows increase in R and S; T is increased,,.
VF shows upright P; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
VR has a Qr pattern; T is less inverted. It faces the 
back of the heart. .
VL shows increase in S; T is increased.
VF has upright P; q. is increased; T is reduced.
C: 45° head up. ,
VR shows less inverted T.
VL shows increase in R and S.
VF shows upright P; T is reduced.
In A,B and C the heart has probably become more vertical.
_  o
5: 45 head down.
Vft has a deeper QS; T is more deeply, inverted.
VL shows increase in R; T is increased. t 
VF shows decrease in R; T is reduced.
The heart has become less vertical;.
9 -•
Horizontal Rotation.
%: Left Lateral^ c. . ; -
VR has a smaller QS.
VL has- an rS pattern.
VF shows increase in q. and R; T is reduced;.
F: Right Lateral.
VR has a deeper QS. « r _ :
VL has an rS pattern.
VF shows increase in q.*
Q: Prone.
VR has a deeper QS; T is more deeply inverted* r
VL shows increase in R; T is increased.
VF shows decrease in R,
The heart has become more horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEAPS.
D: Supine.
VI to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 and V5 have Rs patterns.
V6 has a qRs pattern.
P is diphasic in VI and V2 and upright in all 
other leads•
T is upright in all leads.
There, is' moderat.il clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: SitTing.
The patterns are similar to the control but there 
is reduction of T in V4 to V6.
B: Standing.
The patterns are eimilar to the control but R is
increased in V4 and V5 and reduced in V6.
T is increased in VI and reduced in V3 to V6. ■
G: 45° head up.
The patterns are similar to: those in B. .
In A,B and C the heart has probably become more 
vertical.
H: 45° head down.
The patterns are similar to the' control but R is
increased in V4 to V6 and s is reduced.
There has been slight counter-clockwise rotation.
Horizontal- Rotation.
E: Left Lateral". *
The patterns are similar to the control but R is
increased in V4 to V6-; T is reduced in VI to V5 and in­
creased in V6.
Displacement to the left has occurred.
F: Right Lateral. *
The patterns are similar to the control but r is
increased in VI to V3; s is reduced-in V.5 and V6; R is
reduced in V6»; T is reduced in V5 and V6.
Displacement to the right has occurred.
G: Prone.
TKe patterns are similar to the control but R is 
increased and s is reduced in V4 to V6; T is reduced in 
VI to V4 and increased in V6.
The heart has probably become more horizontal*, 
with some forward rotation of the apex.
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Age 15 y e a rs
STAWWARD LIMB LEADS.
L: Supine.
Leaa I has upright P and T waves and an RS pattern* 
Lead II has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern* 
Lead III has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern* 
There is right axis deviation*
Vertical Rotation*
A: Sitting.
Lead I shows increase in S*
Lead II shows increase in R; P is increased and T is 
reduced.
Lead III has a qR pattern with increase in R; P is 
increased and T is reduced.
B: Standing*
Lead I shows reduction in R and increase in S; T is 
reduced*
Lead II shows increase in R and reduction in s; P is 
increased and T is reduced.
Lead III has a qR pattern with increase in R; P is 
increased and T is reduced.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B hut are less 
marked.
In A,B and C there has heen a shift of the QRS axis 
to the right *
__ o
H: 45 head down*
Lead I shows reduction in S.
Lead II shows reduction in R; T is reduced.
Lead III has an Rs pattern with reduction in R; P and 
T are reduced.
There has heen a shift of the QRS axis to the left*
Horizontal Rotation*
p^Qit Lateral^
Lead i shows increase in S; T is increased.
Lead II shows reduction in s; T is reduced.
Lead III has a qR pattern with increase in q and R;
T is reduced.
There has heen a shift of the QRS axis to the right*
ff: Right Lateral*
Lead I shows reduction in R and S; T is reduced* 
Lead II show3 increase in R; T is reduced*
Lead III shows increase in R and s*
G: Prone *
5 Lead I shows increase in R and S; T is increased 
\ Lead III shows decrease in R; P is diphasic and 
T° is flat*
x  v: * C’
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D: Supine. ;
■ Vr has inverted P and T waves and a QR pattern. 
It faces the hack of the heart.
VL has upright P and T waves and an rS pattern. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
VF has upright P and 2! waves and a qRs pattern. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle. 
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VR shows reduction in Q.
VL shows increase in S.
VP shows increase in R.
B: Standing. ■
V& shows increase in R.
VL has flat P and T waves and a QS pattern.
VF shows increase in R.
o
G; 45 head up.
VR shown increase in R.
VL shows increase in S; T is reduced.
VF shows increase in R; T is reduced.
In A,B and C the heart has become more"vertical.
H: 45° head down.
tb has an Rs pattern; T is increased.
VF has an Rs pattern.
The heart has become less vertical. °
Horizontal Rotation.
M: Left Lateral!
Yr  has an r3rf pattern; P and T are less inverted, 
it faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
VL shows increase in S; T is reduced.
VF shows increase in R and T.
P: Right Lateral.
VR has an rSrT pattern; P and T are"less inverted.
VL has an rsr* pattern; P and T are flat.
- VP shows increase in R fs and T.
ft: Prone.
VL shows increase in°T.
VF shows increase in R and s.
PIlECOkDlAL LEADS.
I): Supine. _ , _ . , ^
 Y I and VS have rS patterns; P and T are upright.
Y3 to V5 have RS patterns; P and T are upright.
’ V6 has a qRs pattern;? and T are upright.
There is: made^at^ clockwise rotation*
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VI to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 and V5 have RS patterns.
V6 has a qRs pattern.
T is reduced in all leads. n
B: Standing.
The patterns are similar to those in A.
G: 45° head up.
Ihe patterns are similar to those in A and B.
In"A,B and C there has heen further clockwise 
rotation.
H: 45° head down.
VI to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 and V5 have RS patterns.
Y6 has a° qRs pattern with reduction in R and 
increase in s.
The heart has become more horizontal.
horizontal Rotation.
E: left LateraH ’
VI to VS h&ve rS patterns with reduction in r
and S.
V4 and V5 have RS patterns with increase in R.
V6 has a qRs pattern with increase in q,R 
and s. *
T is reduced in VI to V3 and increased in V4
to V6.
I/isplaceitent to the left has occurred with 
forward rotation of the“apex.
F: Right Lateral. T
VI to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 has an RS pattern with reduction in R and S.
V5 has an Rs pattern with reduction in R.
V6 has a qRs pattern with reduction in qfR a&d s.
T is reduced in V4 to V6.
Displacement to the right has occurred with back­
ward rotation of the ape°x.
G: Prone.
vl and VE are similar to the control. V3 to V6 are 
similar to E. Forward rotation of the apex has occurred.
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STANDARD LIlvLB LEADS.
D: Supine.
Lead- I has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern. 
Lead II has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. 
Lead III has upright P and i1 waves and a qR pattern.
Vertical Rotation.
A; Sitting.
Lead II shows increase in R; P is increased; T is increased. 
Lead III has a qRs pattern with increase in R; P is 
increased; ! is increased.
B: Standing.
Lead II shows increase in P; T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in R; P is increased; T is reduced.
o
C: 45 head uo.
The changes are similar to those in B.
In A, B and C there has been a slight shift of the QRS axis 
to the right.
H: 45° head down.
Lead I has an R pattern.
Lead II shows reduction in R 
Lead III shows reduction in fi.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Horizontal Rotation.
Left Lateral.
Lead 1 has an rS pattern.
Lead III shows increase in R.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
F: Right Lateral.
Lead I has a qR pattern with increase in R.
Lead II shows a qR pattern with increase in R; T is 
increased.
Lead III has a qRs pattern; T is increased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
&*• Prone.
Lead I shows reduction in R and s; f is increased. 
Lead II shows increase in R and s; f is increased.
head III has a qRs pattern with reduction in R.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
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UPIPOLAR LBIB LEALS
L: Supine.
VR has inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern. It faces
the cavity of txhe left ventricle.
VL has inverted P and low upright T waves and an rS pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
VF has upright P and ! waves and a qR pattern. It faces 
the epicardial surface of the left ventricle*
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
"VR hag deeper QS; T is more inverted. » 
VL has a qs pattern.
VF has a qRs pattern with increase in R.
B; Standing.
VL shows more inverted P.
VF shows increase in P; T is reduced.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: Left Lateral.
VR has an rS pattern; T is more inverted. It faces the 
cavity of the right ventricle. * :
VL shows increase in S.
VF shows increase in R. *
*VL shows inversion of T.
VF shows increase in T.
Q-: Prone.
* Vl has an rS pattern; T is* more inverted.
VL has an rSrT pattern.
VF has a qRs pattern, 
p The heart has probably become more horizontal.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
H: 45 head down.
VR shows more deeply inverted T. 
VL shows increase in T.
VF shows reduction in R.
more inverted.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
D: Supine. _ _ _
-------VI to V3 have rS patterns; P and T are upright.
V4 has an RS pattern; P and T are upright.
V5 has a gRs pattern; P and T are upright.
V6 has a gR pattern; P,and T are upright.
There is moderate clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
The patterns are similar to the control.
B: Standing.
"The patterns are similar to the control hut T is 
reduced in V3 to V6.
0 (r 
C: 45 head up.
The patterns are similar to the control.
o
H: 45 head down.
The "patterns are similar to the control hut R is 
reduced in V5 and V65 T is reduced in VI and V2.
The heart has prohahly become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation. ,
heft Lateral^
VI toTs have rS patterns with reduction in r.
V4 has an RS pattern with increase in R.
V5 and V6 have gRs patterns with increase in R
and s •
T is inverted in VI, reduced in V2 and increased 
in V3 to V6. ~ ,
Displacement to the left has occurred with forward 
rotation of the apex.
F: Right Lateral.
The patterns are similar to the control hut R and S 
are reduced in V4; R and s are reduced in V5; „g and R are; 
reduced in V6.
T is increased in VI and reduced in all other leads. 
Displacement to the right has occurred.
G; Prone.
Vl to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 has an R*S pattern with increase in R and reduction
in S.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in R and s. 
T is reduced in VI and V2 and increased in V3 to V6. 
The heart has he come more horizontal and there has 
heen some forward rotation of the apex.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
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CAGE HO.14 PLATE I44a
NORMAL . Miss J.F.
Age 17 years,
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
D: Supine.
Lead I has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern. 
Lead II has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern; 
the ST segment is slightly depressed.
Lead III has upright P and inverted T waves and a qR 
pattern; the RT segment is slightly depressed.
There is right axis deviation.
Vertical Rotation.
XTSTtting.
Lead I shows decrease in R and increase in s; T is 
increased.
Lead II shows increase in R and s; T is increased.
Lead III shows decrease in R; T is slightly more inverted.
B: Standing.
Lead I has an RS pattern with decrease in R.
Lead II shows increase in P; T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in R; P is increased; T is 
more inverted.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
o
0: 45 head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
H: 45° head down•
Lead I shows decrease in s.
Lead III shows a qRs pattern with decrease in R.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Horizontal Rotation.
E;~ Tieft^Lat eraTT
Lead I has an RS pattern with decrease in R.
Lead II shows increase in R; P is increased.
Lead III shows increase in R; P is increased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
F: Right Lateral.
" Lead l shows decrease in R and s.
Lead II shows increase in R and s.
Lead III has a qRs pattern; T is less inverted.
G: «Prone.
Lead I shows decrease in R and s.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with decrease in R.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
PRECORDIAL LEADS
CASE UP. (contd.) PLATE I44b
■ UNIPOLAR LIME LEALS.
D: Supine,
VR has inverted P and T waves and a Q,r pattern# It faces
the hack of the heart.
VL has upright P and T waves and an RS pattern. It
faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
VF has upright P and T waves and a qR pattern. It faces 
the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VL snows Increase in S; T is increased.
VF shows decrease in R; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
VR! shows decrease in Q; T is less inverted.
VL has an rS pattern; T is reduced.
VF shows increase in q and R; P is increased; T is inverted. 
The heart has become more vertical.
o
C: 45 head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are less marked.
H: 45° head down.
VR shows increase in Q.
VL has an Rs pattern with increase in R.
VF has a qRs pattern ?/ith reduction' in R; T is reduced.
The heart has become less vertical.
Horizontal Rotation.
15:' heft Lateral.
VR shows reduction in Q; T is less inverted.
VL has an rS pattern with increase in S; T is reduced.
VF shows increase in P.
F: Right Lateral.
v if'has an rs pattern; T is reduced.
VF has a qRs pattern with reduction in R; P is increased; 
T is reduced.
G: Prone.
"" VR shows increase in r.
VL has an RS pattern with increase in R.
VF shows reduction in q and R; T is slightly inverted.
The heart has become less vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
D: Supine.
TTTo V3 have rS patterns.
V4 has an Rs pattern.
V5 and Y6 have qRs patterns.
P is upright in all leads. T is flatsin VI and upright in
all other leads.
There is moderate clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VI has an RS pattern; T is inverted.
VS and V3 have rS patterns with reduction in r.
V4 has an Rs pattern with increase in s. .... a :
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in q. *
B; Standing.
Tl has an RS pattern.
VS and V3 hp,ve rS patterns.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns with increase of q in V5 and V6 
P is increased in V4 to V6. T is reduced in V3 to V6.
C: 45° head up.
The patterns are similar to those in B.
In B and C the heart has probably become more vertical, 
o
H: 45 head down.
The patterns are similar to the control but r and S are 
increased in VI and V£; s is increased in V4 to V6; T is 
increased in VI and VS and decreased in V6.
The heart has probably become less vertical.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: L e f t h at es r a jL.
VI and Vs Have splintered RS patterns.
V3 has an RS pattern.
V4 has an Rs pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in q and R.
T is reduced in VI to V3 and increased in V5 and V6. 
Displacement to the" left has occurred with some forward 
rotation of the apex.
F: Right Lateral.
The patterns are similar to theo control but r and is are
increased in VI; T^  is flat in VI and reduced in V5 and V6.
Some displacement to the. right has occurred.
0: Prone.
The patterns are similar to the control but in VI r and S 
are increased and T is inverted; in V3 r and S are reduced;
T is reduced in V3 to V6.
The heart has probably become more horizontal.
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Age £3 years.
STANLARl LIMB LEALS.
33: Supine.
Lead I has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern* 
head II has upright P  and T waves and an Rs pattern.
Lead III has upright P and T waves and an rsR'S1 pattern,
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
lead I shows increase in s; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in s*
Lead III shows decrease in T.
B: Standing.
Lead I has an RS pattern with reduction in R; T is reduced. 
Lead II has a qRs pattern with increase in R; P is 
increased; T is reduced.
Lead III has a qRs pattern; P is increased; T is reduced.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B hut are less marked. 
In B and C there has been a shift of the QRS axis to the
right.
_T  o ,
H: 45 head down.
Lead T  shows reduction in s.
Lead II shows reduction in R and s; T is reduced.
Lead III shows reduction in RT.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Horizontal Rotation.
Left Lateral.
LeacPI shows reduction in R; T is reduced.
Lead II has a qRs pattern with increase in R and 
reduction in s.
Lead III has a qRs pattern; T is increased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right;
F: Right Lateral.
’ Lead 1”shows reduction in R and s; T is reduced.
Lead II has a qRs pattern; T is increased.
Lead III has a qRs pattern; i1 is increased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
G: Prone.
Lead I shows reduction in R.
Lead II shows reduction in R; T is reduced.
Lead III shows reduction in Rf and increase„in Sf; 
T is reduced.
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UNIPOLAR LIM:i LEALS.
D: Supine.
VR lias inverted P and lr waves and a Qr-pattern.
It faces the "back of the heart,
VL has upright P and T waves and a small splintered
r pattern,
VF has upright P and T waves and a qrs pattern.
The position of the heart is difficult to determine
hut it is probably vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: bTtting.
VR shows increase in Q, and r; T is more inverted.
VL has a splintered qrs pattern.
VF has an rsr^ 1 pattern; T is increased.
•B: Standing.
' TO"shows increase in r; T is less inverted.
VL has an rs pattern.
VF has a qRs pattern; P is increased; T is reduced.
The heart is vertical.
G: 45° head up.
The patterns are similar to those in B.
H: 45° head down. -
VL has an rs pattern; T is increased.
VF has a qrs pattern.
Horizontal Rotation• 
ff: Left Lateral.
VL has an rsr1 pattern; T is slightly inverted.
VF has a qRs pattern; T is increased.
The heart is vertical.
;F: Right Lateral.
TO shows reduction in Q; T is less inverted.’
VL has an rsr* pattern; T* is flat.
VF has a “qRs pattern; T is increased.
The heart is vertical.
G:n Prone.
TO shows reduction in Q, and increase in r; T is more 
inverted.
VL has an rsr?sf pattern.
VF has an rsR'S1 pattern; T is increased.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
D: Supine.
VI to V4 Lave rS patterns.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns.
P is unright in all leads.
T ris slightly inverted in VI and upright in all
other leads.
There is moderate clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
AY Sitting.
VI has a splintered rS pattern with reduction in S.
VS and V3 have rS patterns.
V4 has an RS pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns.
'T is more inverted in VI and is reduced in VS to V4.
B: Standing.
rrt'o V4 have rS patterns.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase -in R and s.
T is less inverted in VI hut is reduced in V3,V3,V5
and V6. '
* P is increased in all leads.
o
C; 45 head up.
The patterns are similar to the contrcfl*
0
H: 45 head down.
VI to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 has an R3 pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns *
T is more inverted in VI and is reduced in VE and V3.
The heart has probably become more horizontal*
Horizontal Rotation.
E: i»eft Lateral.
VI to V4 have rS patterns With reduction of S in VI 
and VS. V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in q,
R and s. T is more inverted in VIt reduced in VS to V4 
and increased in V5 and V6. Displacement to the left has 
occurred with forward rotation of the apex.
F: RigtLt Lateral.
Vi to V3 have rS patterns with increase in r and S.
V4 has an RS pattern. V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with 
reduction in R and s. T is~increased in VI to V3 and 
reduced in V6. Displacement to the right has o’ccurred.
G-: Prone* °
VI to V3 have rS patterns with reduction of S. V4 
has an RS pattern. V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with 
increase in q,R and s. T is reduced in VI t<5> V3 and in­
creased in \f5 and V6. The heart has become more 
horizontal with forward rotation of the apex.
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CASE 10>16 PLATE I46a
NORMAL. W.M.
Age 18 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
D: Supine.„
Leads I and II have upright P and T waves and Rs 
patterns•
Lead III has upright P and slightly diphasic T waves 
and°an R pattern.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
Lead I shows reduction in R and increase in s; T is 
reduced.
Lead II shows increase in R; T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in R; T is practically flat.
B: Standing.
Leaa I has an RS pattern with reduction in R; T is 
reduced.
Lead II shows reduction in R; T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in R; T is slightly inverted.
o
C: 45 head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
In A,B and C there has heen a shift of the QRS axis 
to the right• 
o
H: 45 head down.
Leaa 1  stows reduction in R and s.
Lead II shows reduction in R.
Lead III has a small splintered R pattern of reduced 
amplitude.
Horizontal Rotation.
Left Lateral•
" Lead I has an RS pattern with reduction in R; T is 
reduced.
Lead II .shows reduction in R.
Lead III shows increase in R; T is upright.
There has heen a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
Right Lateral.
~LeacTT shows reduction in R and s; T is reduced.
Lead II shows increase in R; T is increased.
Lead III shows increase in R; T is upright and of 
increased amplitude.
G-: Prone.
Lead I shows increase in T.
Lead II shows increase in s; T is increased*'
Lead III has a small splintered R pattern of 
reduced amplitude; T is diphasic and less positive.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
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UNIPOLAR LIMP LEAD
D: Supine.
VRlias inverted P and T waves and a Qr pattern. It 
faces the back of the heart.
VL has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern. It 
faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
VF has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern. It 
faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
The heart is vertical with backward rotation of the apex.
Vertical Rotation.
A: fitting.
VL bias an RS pattern; T is increased.
VF has an R pattern; T is reduced.
B: Standing. :
VR shows reduction in Q, and r; T is, less inverted.
VL showso reduction in R and s.
VF shows" reduction in R and s; T is reduced.
Horizontal Rotation.
Left' Lateral.
VR shows decrease in Q and r; T is less inverted. 
VL has an rS pattern; f is reduced.
VF shows increase in R and reduction in s; T is i
F: Right Lateral.
VR shows reduction in r.
VL has an rs pattern; T is reduced.
VF shows increase in R; T is increased.
G: Prone. « ■
ows increase in r; T is more inverted.
VL has an RS pattern with increase in R; T is increased. 
VF shows reduction in R and s.
o
C: 45 head up.
VL has an MS pattern; T is increase^.
VF shows reduction in R and s; T is reduced.
H: 45° head down.
The patterns are similar to the„ control.
PRECORDIAL LEADS
D: Supine. .
 VlUas a splintered rS pattern; P is upright; T is inverted.
VE and V3 have rS patterns; P and T are upright.
V4 has an RS pattern; P and 41 are upright.
V5 and V6 have gRs patterns; P and T are upright.
There is moderate clockwise rotation.
° Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
TTae patterns are similar to the control but in VI^
S is not splintered and T is upright; in V5 and V6 a is 
increased and T is reduced.
B: Standing.
The patterns are similar to the control but R is 
reduced in V5 and V6; T is flat in VI, increased in VE and
reduced in V5 and V6.
The heart has probably* become more vertical.
C: 45° head up.
The patterns are similar to the control but R and T are- 
reduced in V5 and V6.
H: 45° head down.
VI to V3 have rS patterns. fl -
V4 has an Rs» pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns.
There has been slight counter-clockwise rotation.
Horizontal Rotation.
Left Lateral. ^
VI to V3 have r3 patterns with reduction of r in VI and 
V2 and reduction of S in VE and V3.
V4 has an RS pattern. —
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in q,R and s.
T is less inverted in VI, reduced in VE and V3 and increased
in V4 to V6.
Displacement to the left has occurred with forward rotation 
of the apex. ~
g: Right Lateral;
VI to V3 have rS patterns with increase in r and S.
V4 has an Rs pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns.
T is upright in VI, increased in VE to V4 and reduced in 
V5 and V6.
Displacement to the right has occurred.
G: Prone.
VT to V3 are similar to the control.
V4 has an Rs pattern. V5 and V6 have qRs patterns.
T is slightly increased in V4 to V6. There has been 
slight counter-clockwise rotation and forward rotation of apex.
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Age E8 years,
STMLAKD LIMB LSALS
D: Supine.
lead I has low upright P and T waves and a small Rs pattern. 
Lead II has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern.
Lead III has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern.
There is right axis deviation.
Vertical Rotation.
A; fitting.
““ Lead 1 has an Rsr* pattern.
Lead II shows increase in R; T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in R and s; I is reduced.
B; Standing.
Lead I has a small RS pattern with reduction in R.
Lead II shows increase in P; T is inverted and the 
ST segment is slightly depressed.
Lead III shows increase in P; T is inverted and the 
'ST segment is slightly depressed.
There has heen a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B hut are less marked.
H: 45° head down.
Lead I shows increase in R.
Lead II shows increase in R.
There has heen a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Horizontal Rotation.
H: Left Latera3IV
Lead I has an rSr1 pattern.
Lead II shows increase in P.
Lead III shows increase in P and R.
There has heen a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
P: Right Lateral.
Lead l has an RS pattern with increase in Sf p is increased. 
Lead II shows increase in P and R.
Lead III shows slight increase in R.
Prone,
Lead I has an RS pattern with increase in R.
Lead II shows increase in s and decrease in T.
Lead III shows decrease in I.
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ULIPQLAR LBL6 M A D S .
L: Supine, .
VR has shallow inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern*
It faces, the cavity of the left ventricle.
VL has low upright P and T waves and an rS pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
VF has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. It faces 
the epicardial surface of the left ventricle...
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
YE shows less inverted T.
VL shows increase in S; T is increased.
VF shows reduction in R; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
Ye has a smaller QS; T is flat.
VL shows increase in S; T is increased.
VF shows increase in P and reduction in R; T is inverted•
and the ST segment is slightly depressed.
C: 45° head up.
Tlie changes are similar to those in B but are less marked.
In A,B and G the heart has probably become more vertical.
H: 45° head down. ;
VL Has an ITS pattern; T is increased.
VF shows reduction in R and T.
The heart has become more horizontal.
horizontal flotation. *
E; keft Lateral.
VL shbws increase in S; T is slightly inverted* 
VF has a qR pattern.
F; Eight Lateral.
VL has a QS pattern.
VF shows reduction in R and T.   /
G: Prone.
"" Yl has an rSrT pattern; T is increased.
VF shows reduction in R and T.
PHECQR3)lii HALS
L: Supine.
~---- vT and V2 have rS patterns;
diphasic but mainly positive.
V3 and V4 have RS patterns; 
V5 and V6 have Rs patterns;
There is marked clockwise rotation.
P is ppright; T Is
P and T are upright. 
P and T are upright.
Vertical Rotation.,
A: Sitting.
Vito V3 have rS patterns.
V4 has an RS pattern with increase in S.
V5 and V6 have Rs patterns with reduction in R.
T is reduced in V4 to V6.
B: Standing.
VI to V4 have0rS patterns.
V5 has an RS pattern with reduction in R.
V6 has an Rs pattern with reduction in R. .
T is reduced in all leads and is flat in V5 and V6.
C: 45° head up. ■
I he changes are. similar to those in B but are less
marked.
In AjB and C there has been further clockwise rotation
o
li; 45 head down.
- The patterns are similar to the control but R: is 
increased in V4 to V6; T is more negative in VI and V2 and
is increased in V5 and V6.
The heart has probably become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotat ion.
JT: Left"Lateral.
VI to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 hqs an RS pattern.
V5 and V6 have Rs patterns with,increase of R in V6. 
T is reduced in VI and increased in V4 to V6.
Some displacement to the left has occurred.
F : Ri ght Lat e ral.
The patterns are similar to the control but r is 
increased in VI and R is decreased in V5 and V6; T is 
increased in VI and .reduced in V4 to V6.
Some displacement to the right has occurred along 
with backward rotation of the apex.
G; Prone.
TTTe patterns are similar to the control but R is 
increased in V4; R and T are reduced in V5 and V6.
The heart has probably become more horizontal.
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NORMAL. R.B.
Age 28 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
D: Supine.
Lead I has upright P and T waves and an RS pattern.
Leads II and III have upright P and T waves and qRs 
patterns.
There is right axis deviation.
Vertical Rotation.
A': SittingT"
Lead I shows increase in R and S; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in s; P and T are increased. 
Lead III shows increase in P; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
Lead I has an rS pattern with increase in S.
Lead II shows increase in s; P is increased and T is 
reduced.
Lead III shows increase in R and reduction in s; P is 
increased and T is reduced.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are less 
marked.
In A,B and C there has been a shift of the QRS axis 
to the right.
H: 45° head down.
Lead I shows reduction in S; T is increased.
Lead II shows reduction in R.
Lead III shows reduction in R; T is reduced.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Horizontal Rotation.
15: Left~Late'ral.
Lead I shows increase in S; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in R.
Lead III has a qR pattern with increase in R; T is
slightly reduced.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right..
F: Right Lateral.
Lead I shows increase in R and S; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in s; T is increased.
Lead III shows increase in s; T is increased.
G: Prone.
Lead I shows increase in R and S; Tis increased. 
Lead II shows reduction in R and increase in s;
P and T are increased.
Lead III shows increase in q. and reduction in°R;
T is reduced and is slightly diphasic.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left
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UNIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
L: Supine.
vH Has inverted P and T waves and a QR pattern.
It faces the Pack of the heart.
VL has low upright P and T waves and an rS pattern. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
VF has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle. 
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A:' Sitting.
VR shows increase in Q, and R; T is more inverted.
VL shows increase in S; P is inverted; T is increased
VF shows reduction in R; T is reduced.
B; Standing.
VL shows increase in S; P is inverted; T is increased.
VF shows increase in R; P is increasedT is reduced.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
In B and C the heart has Pecome more vertical.
H: 45° head down.
VR shows more deeply inverted T.
VL shows increase in r and reduction in S; T is
increased.
VF shows reduction in R; P and f are reduced.
The heart has Pecome less vertical.
Horizontal Rotation.
E; Left Lateral.
VR shows increase in Q,; T is more deeply inverted.
*■" VL shows increase in S.
VF shows increase in R; T is increased.
F: Right Lateral;
" VR shows increase in Q,; T is more deeply inverted.
VL and VF show no change. °
Q-; Prone.
r VH shows increase in Q and R; P and T are more deeply 
inverted. *
VL shows increase in r; P and T are increased.
VF shows reduction in R; P and T are reduced.'
The heart has Pecome less vertical.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
D: Supine.
VI has a QS pattern; P is diphasic and T upright. 
V2 to V4 have rS patterns; P and T are upright.
V5 has an RS pattern; P and T are upright.
V6has an Rs pattern; P and T are upright.
There is marked clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VI has a splintered QS pattern; T is inverted.
V2 to V5 have rS patterns; T is reduced in V2 to V4.
V6 has an RS pattern.
B: Standing. -
fTSas a QS pattern; T is reduced.
V2 to V5 have rS patterns; T is reduced.
V6. has an Rs pattern with reduction in R and increase 
in s; T is reduced.
C: 45° head up.
"l!he patterns are similar to those in B hut there is 
less reduction of T.
In A,B and C there has been further clockwise rotation, 
o
H: 45 head down.
VI has a QS pattern; T is slightly inverted.
V2 to V4 have rS patterns with reduction in S; T is 
increased in.V2 and VS.
V5 has an Rs pattern.
V6 has a qRs pattern.
There has been slight counter-clockwise rotation and 
the heart has become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: Left Lateral.
' VI has a splintered QS pattern; P and T are inverted.
V2 to V4 have rS patterns with reduction in r; T is 
reduced. V5 and V6 have RS patterns; T is increased. 
Displacement to the left has occurred.
F: Right Lateral.
vl to \/4 have rS patterns. V5 has an RS pattern with 
reduction in R. V6 has an Rs pattern with reduction in R.
T ±3 increased in VI. and V2 and reduced in V3* to V6. 
Displacement to the fight has occurredtwith backward 
rotation of the apex. . ‘
G: Prone I
VI td V4 are similar to the control but T is inverted
in VI and increased in V4. V5 has an RS pattern with increase
v, 76 has a qHs V^tteion with increase in R and T.
The heart has become more horizontal with forward rotation of 
   the apex.
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JJOAjwAXi* A«R»
Age 19 years,
SIANDAitD LIMd LEADS,
D: Supine,
Lead I has upright P and T waves and a qR pattern.
Lead II has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern^
Lead III has low upright P and T waves and an RS pattern. 
There is a tendency to left axis deviation*
Vertical Rotation*
A: Sitting*
Lead I shows reduction in R and increase in T.
Lead II shows increase in R and s; T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in R; T is reduced.
There has "been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
B: Standing*
Lead II shows reduction in R; P is increased and T 
is reduced.
Lead III shows reduction in R; P is increased and T 
is slightly inverted.
o
G: 45 head up.
TLe changes are similar to those in B.
H; 45° head down.
Lead I shows increase in R and T.
Lead II shows increase in R<>
Lead III shows reduction in R and T.
Leads I and II show nodal escape.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: Left LaTeraTT —
Lead I has a small splintered R pattern; T is reduced. 
Lead II shows increase in R and reduction in q.
Lead III has an Rs pattern with increase in R; T is 
increased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
P: Hight Lateral.
Lead I has a qRs pattern with increase in R.
Lead II shows increase in R and s.
Lead III shows increase in R and S.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
G: Prone,
Head 1 shows increase in R and T.
Lead II shows decrease in R.
Lead III shows decrease in R and increase in S; T is flat. 
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left*
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UhiPQLAR LIMB XaiiALS.
I): Lupine*
Vk has Inverted P and T waves and an rSrf pattern. 
It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
V L  has low upright P and T waves and a qR pattern. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
VP has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern. It 
faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
The heart is horizontal.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VR shows increase in S; T is less inverted.
VL shows reduction in R. c
VP shows increase in R and s; T is reduced.
The heart has become less horizontal.
B: Standing.
VR shows increase in S; T is less inverted.
VP shows increase in R and s; T is flat.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B. *
H: 45° head flown.
VR shows increase in S; T is jnore inverted.
VL shows increase in R .and T.
VP ,shows increase in R- and reduction in s; T is increased.
The heart has become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation.
I: heft Lateral.
1VL has an rSr1 pattern; T is reduced.
VP shows increase in R; T is increased.
There has probably been some forward rotation of the apex.
P: flight Lateral.
vR shows increase in S.
VL has flat T.
VP shows increase in R and s.
G; Prone. «
" VR shows increase in S. * .
. ■ VL shows increase in R and T.
VP shows reduction in P and T.
The heart has become more horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
D: Supine . _ _ _ . , .
  — VI and VS have rS patterns; P and T are upright.
*V3 has ah RS pattern; P and T are upright.
V4 to 76 have qRs patterns; P and T are upright.
There is moderate counter-clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting* “
vl to V3 Are similar to the control.
V4 has an Rs pattern with increase in s; T is reduced.
V5 and 76 have qRs patterns with reduction in R and
increase in s; T is reduced in "both.
There has been slight clockwise rotation and the 
heart has become more vertical. *
B: Standing.
The patterns are similar to those in A but T is 
further reduced in V4 to V6. °
C: 45° head up.
The patterns are similar to those in B.
H: 45° head down.
VI has an rS pattern.
VS has an RS pattern, with reduction in S.
V3 has .an Rs pattern.
74 to V6 have qRs patterns.
There has been some counter-clockwise rotation.
Horizontal Rotation.
E:' Left Lateral" * ~
Vi to V3 have rS patterns with reduction of r and S 
in VI and VE and increase of S in V3; T is inverted "in VI/
V4 has an RS pattern. *
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in q and 
R; T is increased.
Displacement to the left has occurred with forward 
rotation of the apex.
F: Right Lateral.
Vl has an rS pattern with increase in r and S; T is 
increased.
72 has an RS pattern.
73 to V6 have qRs patterns; T is reduced in V5 and V6. 
Displacement to the right has occurred.
G: Prone.
The patterns are similar to the control but in VI 
T is diphasic; in V5 and V6 q,R and T are increased.
The heart has become slightly more horizontal and
there has been some forward rotation of the apex.
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EQftMAL. R.W.
Age 27 years*
STMLARL LiTih LEADS* .
I>: Supine*
Leads I and II have upright P and T waves and 
qRs patterns*
Lead H I  has low upright P and diphasic Put 
mainly negative I waves and an Rs pattern*
Vertical Rotation*
£: Sitting*
Lead I shows increase in s*
Lead II shows increase in R and s*
Lead III shows increase in R; T is less negative.
h: Standing*
Lead T shows reduction in R and increase in s;
T is reduced*
Lead II shows increase in R and a; 3? is reduced* 
Lead III has a qRs pattern with increase in R;
T is less negative*
C: 45° head up*
The changes are similar to those in B Put are less 
marked.
in k 9B and C there has Peen a shift of the QRS axis 
to the right.
H: 45° head down*
Lead I shows increase in q and reduction in s;
T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in s*
Lead III has an RS pattern; T is more negative. 
There has Peen a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
horizontal Rotation* 
iif: Left“~Lateral.
Lead I shows reduction in R.
Lead II shows increase in R and reduction in s;
T is increased.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with increase in R;
T is upright.
There has Peen a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
Fs Right Lateral.
Lead I shows reduction in R and s; I is reduced.
Lead II shows increase in R.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with increase in R and s;
F; Lead III (contra,)
i1 is upright «
Q; Prone«
Sead I shows increase in R and ®.
Lead II shows reduction in R and increase in a*
Lead III has an RS pattern; T is morei inserted. 
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
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ULIPOLAH LIMB LEALS.
D: Supine.
vfi. has inverted P and T waves and a £^r pattern. It faces 
the back of the heart.
VL has upright P and T waves and a small vibratory qrsr* 
pattern. It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
VP has upright P and T waves and an RS pattern. It faces 
the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
The heart is horizontal.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VR shows increase in r.
VL has a splintered Rs pattern.
VP has an Rs pattern with reduction in R.
B: Standing. °
VR has an rSr1 pattern.
VL has a splintered qr pattern; T is reduced* 
VF shows reduction in S.
C: 45° head up.
VR has an rSr1 pattern.
VL has an rS pattern.
VP shows reduction in S.
o
H: 45 head down.
VR shows more deeply inverted T.
VL shows increase in T. .
VP shows reduction in R.
The heart has probably become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation.
IT: Left Lateral'.
VL has an rSr1 pattern; T is flat.
VP shows increase in R and T. e -
P: Right Lat eral.
VR shows increase in Q, and r.
VL has a qr pattern; T is flat.
VP shows increase in R and T."
£: Prone.
VR shows increase in r; T is more inverted.
VL has an R pattern; T is increased.
VP shows reduction in R.
The heart has probably become more horizontal.
The direction of T in lead III depends on the value of T in VL 
^hus in E and P it is upright due to the flat T in VL; in G and 
H it is more inverted due to the increased T in VL.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
D: Supine.
 VI to V3 have rS patterns; P and f are upright.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns; P and T are upright 
There* is moderate O'otmter-olo'okwlse 'rotafction.
Vertical Rotation.
A: fitting.
The patterns are similar to the control hut s 
is increased in V4 and V5; T is reduced in V6.
B: Standing.
The patterns are similar to the control but a
is increased in V4 to V6; R is reduced in V5 and V6;
T is reduced in V? to V6.
There has been slight clockwise rotation.
C: 45° head up.
The patterns are similar to the control but "a 
is increased in Y4 to V6 and R is reduced in V5 and V6
H: 45° head down.
The patterns are similar to the control but R 
is reduced in V5 and V6.
Horizontal Rotation. °
E: Left LateralT
VI to V3 have rS patterns. "
V4 has an RS patterh.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in q,
R and s.
T is inverted in VI, reduced in VE and V3 and 
increased in V5 and V6. ~
Some displacement to the left has occurred with 
forward rotation of the apex.
F: Right Lateral. s ? T '
The patterns are similar to the control but R 
is reduced in V5 and V6; T is increased in VI and
reduced in all other leads.
Displacement to the right has occurred with
backward rotation of the apSi.
€>
G: Prone.
TThe patterns are similar to the control.
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NORMAL.
Age 19 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
D: Supine.
Lead I has upright P and T waves and a qR pattern.
Lead II has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. 
Lead III has diphasic P and T waves and an Rs pattern.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
Lead I shows reduction in q and R.
Lead II shows reduction in q; P is increased; T is reduced. 
Lead III shows increase in R and s; P is more positive;
T is diphasic tut less positive.
B: Standing.
Lead 1 shows reduction in q and R; T is reduced.
Lead II shows reduction in q; P is increased; T is 
reduced.
Lead III shows reduction in R; P is more positive; T is 
inverted.
o
G: 45 head up.
Lead I shows reduction in q and R; T is reduced.
Lead II shows increase in P; T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in R; P is more positive; T is 
less positive.
In A,B and C there has been a slight shift of the QRS 
axis to the right.
H: 45° head down.
Lead I shows increase in q and R; T is increased.
Lead III shows reduction in R; T is more negative.
There has teen a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Horizontal Rotation.
BTTe f P Lit~iFar:---
Lead I shows reduction in q and R; T is increased.
Lead III shows & qRs pattern with increase in R; P is 
more positive;T is still diphasic tut of increased amplitude. 
There has teen a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
F: Right Lateral.
~ Lead I shows increase in q and R; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in s.
Lead III shows reduction in R; T is still diphasic tut 
of increased amplitude.
There has teen a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
G: Prone.
Lead I shows increase in R; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in s.
Lead III shows decrease in R; T is more negative. 
There has teen a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
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CASS NO. 21 (contd.) PLATS 15113
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
D: Supine.
VR has .inverted P and T waves and an rSr1 pattern. It 
faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
VL has upright P and T waves and a qr pattern. It 
faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
VF has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. It
faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is horizontal with forward rotation of the apex.
Vertical Rotation,
A: Sitting.
VR shows less inverted T.
VL shows reduction in r.
VF shows reduction in q and R; P is increased; T is reduced.
The heart has become less horizontal and there has been 
backward rotation of the apex.
B: Standing.
YR snows less inverted T.
VL shows reduction in r; P is inverted.
VF shows increase in R; P is increased; T is inverted.
o
C: 45 head up.
VR shows less inverted T.
VL shows reduction in r.
VF shows reduction in R; P is increased; T is reduced.
In B and C the heart has become less horizontal.
H: 45° head down.
VR has an rS pattern. It faces the cavity of the right 
ventricle^. VL has a qR pattern; T is increased. VF shows 
increase in P; T is reduced.
The” heart has become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation.
E~: Left Lateral^
Vk shows reduction in S. VL has a Qr pattern; T is reduced.
There has been forward rotation of the apex.
P: Rigfrt Lateral.
V& shows increase in r,S and r1. VL shows increase in q;
T is reduced. VF shows increase in R and s.
G: Prone.
" YE shows more deeply inverted T. VL has a qR pattern; T is
increased. VF shows reduction in R and increase in s; T is
reduced.
The heart has become more horizontal.
PRECORD IAL- LEADS.
D: Supine.
VI has an rS pattern; P and T are upright.
V2 and V3 have RS patterns; P and T are upright. 
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns; P and T are upright. 
There is moderate counter-clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
AY Sitting.
~ Vi to v3 have rS patterns.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns with increase of s in V4.
T is reduced in VI, V5 and V6.
There has been slight clockwise rotation. 6
B: Standing.
VI to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns with increase of s in V4 and
reduction of q in V4 to V6.
T is reduced in all leads.
There has been clockwise rotation.
C: 45° head up. c
The changes are ‘Similar to those in B but are less marked.
H: 45° head down.
The patterns are similar to the control but q ‘is reduced 
in V4 to V6; T is reduced in VI to VS.
The heart has become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: heif t~ Lateiral.
Vi has Sn r'S pattern with reduction in S. •
V2 and V3 have RS patterns with increase of R and S in V3. 
V4 to V6 have* qRs patterns with increase in q and R>
T is reduced in VI to V3 and increased in V5 and V6. 
Displacement to the left has occurred with forward rotation 
of the apex.
F: Right Lateral.
The patterns are similar to the control but r* is increased 
in VI; R and T are reduced in V6.
Some displacement* to the right has occurred.
G: Prone.
The patterns are similar to the control but T is reduced in 
VI to V3 and increased in V5 and V6.
The heart has probably become more horizontal and there has 
been slight forward rotation of the apex.
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NORMAL A.R.
Age EE years.
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
D: Supine.
Leact I has a qRS pattern; P and T are upright.
Lead II has an Rs pattern; P and T are upright. 
Lead III have a small vibratory rsr's'r** pattern; 
P is diphasic and T is upright.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
Lead I shows decrease in R.
Lead II shows increase in R.
Lead III has a splintered R pattern.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
B: Standing.
Lead I shows decrease in R; T is reduced.
Lead II shows increase in R and a; P is increased 
and T is reduced.
Lead III has a splintered R pattern; P is increased 
and T is reduced.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
C: 45° head up.
Lead I shows decrease in R; T is reduced.
Lead II shows increase in R; P is increased and T is 
reduced.
Lead III has an rsR’s'r* pattern; P is increased. 
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
H: 45° head down.
Lead I shows increase in R; T is increased.
Lead III has an rSR’s’r1 pattern.
Horizontal Rotation.
N: Left" Lateral.
"""" Lead i shows reduction in R and S; T is reduced.
Lead II shows increase in R and reduction in s.
Lead III has an rsRTslr,t pattern; T is increased. 
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
N: Right Lateral.
Lead X shows slight reduction in R and S; T is reduced 
Lead II shows increase in R; T is increased.
Lead III has a splintered Rs pattern; T is increased. 
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
Prorie.
Xead I shows reduction in R and S 
Lead II shows increase in R; T is 
Lead III has an rsRfsTrfT pattern
increased.
T is increased
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CASE HO,23 (oontd.) PLATE IT 2b
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
D: Supine.
‘ VRhas inverted P and I waves and a Qft. pattern.
It faces the hack of the heart,
0 VL has upright P and T waves and a qRS pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
VF has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
The heart is horizontal.
Vertical Rotation.
X: Sitting.
VR shows increase in Q, and R; T is more inverted.
VL has a qRS pattern with increase in S.
VF shows reduction in s; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
VR shows less inverted T. ■
VL has an RS pattern. It now faces the epicardial 
surface of the right ventricle.
VF has a qR pattern; P is increased and T is reduced.
It now faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle. 
The heart has become vertical.
o
0; 45 head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are less 
marked.
H: 45° head down.
Vft has an rSr1 pattern. It faces the epicardial surface 
of the right ventricle.
VL shows increase in q and R; T is increased.
VF has a splintered Rs pattern.
The heart has become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation.
-ksft Lateral.
" Vr shows reduction in 0, and R; T is less inverted.
VL shows reduction in R and S; T is flat.
VF shows increase in R and T.
F: Right Lateral.
" VI has a qrS pattern; T is reduced.
VF has an RS pattern; T is increased.
Q-: Prone.
VR has an rSR* pattern; T is less inverted.
VL has a qRS pattern with increase in R; T is* increased,, 
VF has an RS pattern.
The„ heart has become more horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
D: Supine. .
 VT has an rsRfsT pattern; P is upright and T is
i n v e r t e d.
VS to V4 have RS patterns; P and T are upright.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns; P and T are upright, 
inhere is moderate clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
FEe patterns are similar to the control but s 
is increased in V5 and V6.
B: Standing.
VI is similar to the control but T is diphasic. 
V2 to °V4 show reduction in R and T.
V5 has a qRS pattern; T is reduced.
V6 has a qRs pattern with reduction in R and 
increase in s; T is reduced.
There has been further clockwise rotation and 
the heart has become more vertical.
C; 45° head up.
The patterns are similar to those in B.
o
H; 45 head down.
The patterns are similar to the control.
Horizontal Rotation.
V T T o  1T4 are similar to the control but r and 
R T are reduced in VI and T is less inverted; T is 
reduced in V2.
V5 has a qRS pattern with increase in R; T is 
increased.
V6 has a qRs pattern with increase in q,R and s;
T is increased.
Some displacement to the left has occurred along 
with forward rotation of the apex.
F: Right Lateral.
The patterns are similar to the control but r 
is increased and T is less inverted in VI; T is 
increased in V2 to V4; R and T are rgdhced and s is 
increased in V5 and v6.
Some displacement to the right has occurred with 
backward rotation of the apex.
G: Prone.
are similar to the control.
V4 to V6 show changes similar to those in E.
There has been some forward rotation of the apex.
STANDARD L I M B  LEADS
CASE N0.g3 p l a t: 15 3a
NORMAL. W.B.
Age 32 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
D: Sup ine.
' Lead I has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern.
Lead II has upright P and T waves and an RS pattern. 
Lead III has upright P and T waves and an rS pattern. 
There is a tendency to left axis deviation.
Vertical Rotation•
A: Sitting.
Lead I has an RS pattern with reduction in R.
Lead II has an RS pattern with reduction in R; T is 
reduced•
Lead III shows reduction in r; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
Lead I has an RS pattern with reduction in R; T is reduced. 
Lead II has an RS pattern with reduction in R and increase 
in S; P is increased; T is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in r and S; P is increased; T is 
reduced.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
In A,B and C there has Been a shift of the QRS axis to the
right.
H; 45° head down.
Lead I shows increase in T.
Lead II shows reduction in R; T is increased.
Lead III shows reduction in r; T is increased.
Horizontal Rotation.
L : LeTt Lap e r al.
Lead I lias an RS pattern with reduction in R.
Lead II shows reduction in S
Lead III shows increase in r*and reduction in S; T is
increased.
There has Been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
il Right Lateral.
"Lead I shows reduction in R and increase in s ; T is 
increased.
Lead II shows reduction in R and increase in S; T is increased. 
Lead III shows increase in S; T is increased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
G: Prone.
Lead I has an RS pattern with increase in R; T is 
increased.
Lead II shows reduction in R and increase in S; T is 
increased.
Lead III shows reduction in r and S.
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CASE 110.25 (contd. ) PLATE 155b
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
D; Supine.„
VR has inverted P and T waves and a Qr pattern.
It faces the back of the heart.
VL has flat P and T waves and a small qr pattern.
It tends to face the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
VF has upright P and T waves and an RS pattern. It 
faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
The heart is horizontal.
Vertical Rotation•
A: Sitting.
The patterns are similar to the control. ,
B: Standing.
rVE. shows increase in r; T is less inverted. 
VL has slightly inverted P.
VF shows increase in P; T is reduced.
C: 45" head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
H: 45° head down.
Vh shows' reduction in Q and R.
VL shows increase in R.
VF shows increase in S; T is increased.
The heart has become more.horizontal.
Horizontal,Rotation.
E: Left Lateral.
VE”shows reduction in Q.
VL shows slight inversion of T.
VF shows increase in T.
F: Right Lateral.
VR shows increase in R.
VL shows slight inversion of T.
VF shows increase in R and S; T is increased.
Q-: Prone.
VL shows slight inversion of T. .
VF shows increase in R and S; T is increased.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
D: Supine.
“ "TT'to V3 have r3' patterns; P and T are upright.
V4 has an Rs pattern; P and T are upright.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns; P and T are upright. 
There is moderate clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
“* VI to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 has an RS pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with decrease of R in
V6: T is reduced in V5 and V6.
B: Standing. -
VI to V3 have rS patterns with reduction in r.
V4 has an RS pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in s.
T is increased in VI and reduced in all other leads 
P is increased in all leads.
o
C: 45 head up.
The patterns are similar to those in B.
In A,B ana C there has been some clockwise rotation
H: 45° head down.
TTlmcTYz have rS patterns.
V3 has an.RS pattern.
V4 has an Rs oattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with reduction in q and 
R. T is reduced in VI and increased in._V2 to V4.
There has been slight counter-clockwise rotation 
and the heart has become more horizontal.
Horizontal Rotation.
E : Left. Late r a 1. .
VI to V3 have rS patterns with reduction of r ana 
S in VI and of r in VB.and V3. V4 has an RS pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in R and s.
T is reduced in VI to V3 and increased in V4 to V6. 
Displacement to the left hr s occurred with forward : 
rotation of the apex. .
F: Right Lateral.
The patterns are similar to the control but r and 
S are increased in VI. T is increased in VI and reduced 
in all other leads. Some displacement to the right has 
occurred.
G-: Prone. t
VI has a small splintered rs with inverted T.
. V4 to V6 are similar to E due to forward rotation of apex.
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CASS BO. 34 T“LAT3 I54a
RORMAL P.H.
Age 29 years*
STMDARD LIMo LEADS
D: Supine*
Dead I has an rS pattern.
Lead II has a qRs pattern.
Lead III ha3 a qR pattern.
P and I are upright in all leads. 
There is right axis deviation.
Vertical Rotation.
1 has an Rs pattern.
Lead il shows reduction in T.
Lead H i  has a qRs pattern with reduction in
q and R; T is reduced.
There has "been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
L: Standing.
Lead I has an Rs pattern.
Lead II shows reduction in T.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with reduction in q and R;
T is diphasic, and the ST interval is slightly depressed.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B hut are of 
less degree.
Horizont al Rotat ion.
R: Right Lateral*
~ Lead I stiows a qRs pattern; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in R and T.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with reduction in q and R. 
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
Pi Left Lateral.
Lead I has a small Rs pattern.
Lead II shows reduction in R and T.
Lead H I  has a qRs pattern with reduction in q and R.
There has been only a slight shift of the QRS axis 
to the left.
Prone.
Lead I has an Rs pattern.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with decrease in q and R;
decreased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
U N I P O L A R  L I M B  L E A D S
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uASE HO. £4 ( contd.)
PNirOLAR ElMB LEADS.
PLATE I54b
D: Supine.
aVR has inverted P and T waves and an rSr1 pattern. 
It probably faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
aVL has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern. It 
faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
aVF has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle. 
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
aVE has a Qr pattern; T is less inverted. It tends 
to face the back of the heart.
aVJu has an RS pattern; T is increased. 
aVF shows reduction in i£.
The heart has become more vertical.
3: Standing.
aVlt has a Qr pattern; I is less inverted.
aVL has an rS pattern; P is flat and T is increased.
aVF has a qRs pattern with increase in q and R;
T is reduced and the 3T segment is slightly depressed.
The heart has become more vertical and there has been 
clockwise rotation.
C: 45° head up.
" The changes are similar to those in 3 but are of 
less degree.
Horizontal Rotation. 
e : Right Lateral.
aVR has an rS pattern; I is more deeply inverted.
It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
aVL has a splintered E pattern; T is reduced.
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
aVF has a qRs pattern with increase in R; T is increased. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart has probably become less vertical.
F: Left Lateral.
aVE has a Qr pattern; T is less inverted. It faces the 
back of the heart.
ara has an rS pattern; P is flat and T is reduced. 
aVF shows reduction in T.
There has been forward rotation of the apex.
Prone.
aVL has an R3 pattern.
There has been some forward rotation of the apex.
STANDARD L IMB LEADS
NORMAL. G-.McL.
Age 32 ye ars.
o T Ali LARD L IMB LEa LS .
J): Supine.
Lead I has a qRs pattern.
Leads II and III have Rs patterns. •
All leads have upright P and T waves.
There is a tendency to right axis deviation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.'"
^ead j. shows decrease in R.
Lead II shows decrease in T.
Lead III shows decrease in R; T is inverted.
B: Standing.
Lead I has an RS pattern; T is reduced.
Lead II shows decrease in R and increase in s;
x is increased; T is flat.
Lead III shows increase in P; T is inverted, 
xhere has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right
o
C: 45 head up.
^ead I has an RS pattern; T is reduced.
Lead II shows increase in P,R and s; T is reduced.
Lead ill shows increase in P and R; T is diphasic. 
There has been a shift of the Q J R S  axis to the right
Horizontal notation. 
ff; Right Lateral.
Lead I sHow3 increase in R.
Lead II shows increase in s and T.
Lead III shows decrease in R and increase in s;
T is increased.
There ha3 been a shift of the Q,RL axis to the left.
F: Left .Lateral.
Lead I shows increase in T.
Lead il shows decrease in R.
^ead III shows an R pattern of decreased amplitude; 
T is reduced.
G: Prone.
Lead I show3 increase in R and T.
Lead II shows decrease in R and increase in s;
T is increased.
Lead ^xl shows an RS pattern with decrease in R;
 ^is reduced.
*here has been a shift of the QRS axis to the,,.2&.e±M
PEECORDIAL leads
j): Supine.
Vi to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 to V6 have qRs patterns.
P is upright in all leads; T is slightly inverted 
in VI and upright in all other leads.
There is moderate counter-clockwise rotation of 
the heart.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VI to Y3 have rS patterns with increase in S.
V4 and V5 have Rs patterns.
Y6 has a qRs pattern with reduction in q and R. 
T is low upright in VI and reduced in V4 to V6. 
There has been clockwise rotation.
B: Standing.
VI to V3 have rS patterns with increase in S.
V4 and V5 have Rs patterns.
V6 has a qRs pattern with reduction in q and B 
and increase in s.
T is low upright in VI and reduced in V4 to V6. 
There has been clockwise rotation.
C: 45° head up.
The patterns are similar to those in B.
Horizontal Rotation.
L: Right Lateral!
VI and V2 have rS patterns with increase in S in VI 
and decrease of S in V2.
V3 and V4 have Rs patterns.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with decrease in q and R.
T is -increased in VI to V3 and decreased in V6.
Some displacement to the right has occurred along
with backward rotation of the apex.
F; Left Lateral.
VI and V2 have rS patterns with reduction in r and S. 
V3 has an rS pattern with increase in S.
V4 has an Rs pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase of q and R
in V6.
T is inverted in VI, reduced in V2 ahd V3 and increased 
in V4 to V6. P is inverted in VI.
Some displacement to the left has occurred along with 
forward rotation of the apex.
G: Prone.
The patterns are similar to the control but V4 to V6 
show slight increase in q,R and T.
There has been some forward rotation of the apex.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
CASE SO.35 tcontd.) PLATS 1551)
UNIPOLAR LIMs cLEAi>S .
]): uupine.
aVR lias inverted P and T waves and a Qr pattern.
It tends to face the back of the heart.
aVL has inverted P and slightly diphasic T waves 
and a qs pattern, it probably tends to face the back of 
the heart.
aVF has upright P and I waves and an Rs pattern.
It tends to face the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
The heart is vertical with backward rotation of the apex.
Vertical notation.
A: Sitting.
aVR shows increase in Q and r; 1 is less inverted. 
aVL has a QS pattern; T is upright.
aVF shows increase in s; T is reduced.
B: standing.
avR has a Qr pattern with increase in r; T is much 
less inverted.
aVL has a QS pattern; T is increased.
aVF has an Rs pattern with increase in s; T is
slightly inverted.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are of 
less degree. In particular T in aVR is more negative and 
T in aVF is still upright•
In A,B and C the heart has become more vertical and 
there has probably been clockwise rotation.
Horizontal Rotation.
Right Lateral.
aVR has an rSr* pattern and more deeply,inverted 
P and T waves.
aVii has a qr pattern; P is less inverted; T is flat,
aVF has an Rs pattern with reduction in R and increase
in s.
The heart has become more horizontal. 
ff: -ueft Lateral.
" aVL has "a small vibratory qrsr* pattern.
aVF has reduction in R and T.
The heart has probably become less vertical.
Q: Prone.
aVL has upright P and T and a qR pattern.
aVF has an Rs pattern with reduction in R.
The heart has become horizontal.
iRiiiCORDIAL LEADS*
D: Supine.
71 and 72 have RS patterns*
73 hag an its p a t te rn .
74 and 75 have qRs patterns. 
w6 has an Rs pattern.
P and T are upright in all leads.
There is moderate counter-clockwise rotation.
Vertical notation•
A: Sitting.
71 and 72 have rS patterns with increase in S.
¥3 has an RS pattern.
¥4 and 75 have qRs patterns with increase in s.
76 has an Rs pattern with reduction in R and
increase in s.
T is reduced in all leads.
There has been clockwise rotation of the heart.
B: Standing.
VT~tov3 have rS patterns with increase in S.
74 to 76 have qRs patterns with increase in 
q and s and decrease in R.
T is reduced- in all leads.
P is diphasic in 71 and 72.
There has been further clockwise rotation 
and the heart has also become more vertical.
o
C: 45 head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are 
of less degree.
Horizontal Rotation*
E: Right Lateral.
VI has an r& pattern with increase in r and S.
72 has an Rs pattern.
73 to 75 have qRs patterns with reduction of 
R and s in 75.
76 has an Rs pattern with reduction of R. *
T is increased in 71 and reduced in all others. 
Some displacement to the right has occurred, with 
backward rotation of the apex.
ff: Left Lateral.
VI”"shows reduction in R,S and T; 72 and 73 show 
increase in Rand S; 74 to 76 show increase in R.
Some displacement to<the left has occurred.
G; Prone.
The ‘patterns are similar to the control but R is
reduced in 74 to 76 and T is reduced in all leads, 
xhe heart has become more horizontal.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
CASE 110,36 ?LAT1 15 6a
FORMAL. JT.S.
Age 45 years.
STANDARD LIMjb LEAPS.
D: Supine.
All leads have upright P and x waves and a 
qRs pattern.
There is no axis deviation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: fitting.
The patterns remain similar to the control hut 
q and s are increased in lead II; q,R and s are in­
creased in lead III; T is reduced in leads II and III.
B: Standing.
lead II shows increase in q and s and reduction 
in R; lead III shows increase in q and s; T is reduced 
in leads II and III.
C: 45° head up.
lead II shows increase in R and s; lead III shows 
increase in q,R and s. T is reduced in leads II and III.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: Right Lateral.
lead I shows increase in q and R; lead III shows 
an Rs pattern with increase in R. T is increased in all.
F: left Lateral.
Lead II shows reduction in R; lead III shows increase 
in s. T is unaltered.
G: Prone.
Head I shows increase in R;. lead II shows decrease 
in R; lead III shows increase in q. I' is increased 
in lead I and decreased in lead III.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
a V R
a VL
a VF
massy-
U.JUSU..
.
PRECORDIAL LEADS
B D
CAS* 3x0 3 6 (contd.) PLATE 15613
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS,
D: Supine,
aVft has inverted P and T waves and an rSr* pattern* 
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
aVL has inverted P and T waves and an rsr1 pattern. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
a VP has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. It 
faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is semi-vertical, with forward rotation of 
the apex.
Vertical Rotation.
A~iJi¥tThgT ~
aVR shows reduction in T.
aVL has an rUr* pattern and a less inverted T. 
aVF has a qRs pattern with increase in q and s; T is 
reduced.
The heart has become more vertical.
B; Standing.
aVR snows less inverted T and increase in r1.
aVL shows an rSr1 pattern with increase in r and S;
T is flat.
aVF shows a qRs pattern with increase in q and s and
decrease in R; T is further reduced.
The heart has become more vertical.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are intermediate between A.and B.
Horizontal Rotation. 
ki Righf Lateral.
a\TH shows increase in S and more deeply inverted T. 
aVL has an rSr* pattern.
aVF shows a qRs pattern with increase in R; T is increased. 
The heart has become more vertical.
P.: Left Lateral.
aV'ii has an v3t \ pattern.
The heart is slightly more vertical.
Prone»
aVL has a qRSr1 pattern; T is less inverted, 
aVP has a q£s pattern with reduction in R.
The heart has become horizontal with forward rotation 
of the apex.
PREGCRDIAL LSADS.
D: Supine.
VT to 73 have Rs patterns.
V4 to 76 have qRs patterns.
T is upright in all leads.
There is moderate counter-clockwise 
rotation of the heart.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting^
Leads VI to 73 have RS patterns.
74 to 76 have qRs patterns with reduction 
in R and increase in s.
T is reduced in all leads.
There has been clockwise rotation of 
the heart•
B: Standings
VI to 73 have RS patterns.
V4 to 76 have qRs patterns with increase 
in q and s.
I is reduced in all leads.
There has been clockwise rotation of the 
heart and it has also become more vertical.
o
C: 45 head up.
The changes are similar to those in B 
but are of less degree..
Horizontal Rotation.
W T  ElgKr  Lateral.
VI to 73 have RS patterns with increase
in R.
V4 to V5 have qRs patterns.
V6 has a qR pattern.
Some displacement to the right has occurred.
F: Left Lateral.
VI to 73 have RS patterns and m is inverted 
in 71.
74 has an Rs pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in 
q and R.
Some displacement to the left has occurred 
along with counter-clockwise rotation.
G: Prone.
R is increased in all leads and V5 and V6 
have qR pat t e rns•
Some counter-clockwise rotation has occurred
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Age 31 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS.
D:.Supine.
.uead I has an Rs pattern.
Leads II and III have qR patterns.
P and T are upright in all.
There is a tendency to right axis deviation.
Vertical flotation.
A: fitting.
Leads ll and III show increase in P and decrease in T.
B: Standing.
Lead I shows decrease in T.
Lead II shows increase in P and decrease in T.
Lead III shows increase in P and q; T is flat.
C: 45° head up.
Leads il and III show increase in P and decrease in T.
Horizontal Rotation.
II: Right Lat era!.
Lead I has a qR pattern with increase in R.
Lead II shows increase in R and T.
Lead III shows a qRs pattern; I is increased.
F: Left Lateral.
le ad I shows increase in s.
Lead II shows decrease in R and T.
Lead III shows decrease in R and T.
G: Prone.
~  Lead I has a qR pattern.
Lead II has a qRs pattern.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with reduction in R; 
5 is reduced.
In E and G there has been a slight shift of the 
axia to the left.
CASi. PP.27 (contd.) PLA'i'Iii I57b
UNIPOLAR LI&B LEADS*
D: Supine.
aVA has inverted P and is waves and an rS pattern. 
It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
aVL has shallow inverted P and IT waves and an 
rS pattern. It faces the epicardial surface of the right 
ventricle.
aVF has upright P and T waves and a qR pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle. 
Iheu heart is vertical.
Vertical notation.
A: Sitting.
aVR has less inverted T.
aVL shows increase in S; T is flat.
0 aVF shows increase in R; I is reduced.
Ihe heart has "become more vertical.
B; Standing.
aVIc shows less inverted T.
aVL shows increase in S; T is flat.
aVF shows increase in P,q and R; T is practically flat.
The heart has become more vertical.
C; 45° head u p .
The changes are similar to those in B hut are of 
less degree.
horizontal Rotation.
Right hate raH 
“ ° aVR shows deeper S and T.
aVL shows deeper S and T.
&VF shows increase in R and T.
F: Left Lateral.
~  aVXTs’Eows smaller S and less inverted T. 
aVL shows less inverted T. 
aVP shows reduction in T.
0: Prone. *
aVR shows more inverted T.
aVL has an rSrT pattern with reduction in S.
aVF haa an Rs pattern; T is reduced.
The heart has become less vertical.
PRECORDIAj-. l e a p s.
D: Supine.
VT to 73 have rS patterns.
74 has an K3 pattern.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns.
P and T are upright in all leads. 
There is moderate clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
Vl to V4 have rS patterns.
V5 has an Rs pattern.
V6 haa a qRs pattern with reduction in R.
T is increased in VI and reduced in all 
other leads.
There has been further clockwise rotation 
of the heart.
B: Standing.
VI to V4 have rS patterns with increase in S. 
V5 has an Rs pattern.
V6 has a qRs pattern with increase in s.
There has been further clockwise rotation of 
the heart.
0: 45° head up.
The changes are very similar to those in B.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: KlgTit" "Tat eraTI—
Vi has an rS pattern with increase in r and S;
I is increased.
V2 has an rS pattern with decrease in S; T is 
decreased..
V3 and V4 have RS patterns with decrease in S.
V5 has an Rs pattern with decrease in R f and V6 
has a qRs pattern with decrease in q and R; T is decreased 
in both.
Displacement to the right has occurred along with 
backward rotation of the apex.
t^JLateral.
VI to V3 are similar to the control.
V4 has an RS pattern with increase in R,
V5 has a qRs pattern with increase in q and R and
V6 has a qR pattern with increase in R; T is increased in
both.
There has been forward rotation of the apex.
G: Prone.
VI has an rS pattern with increase in S; T is 
increased. V2 has an rS pattern with decrease in S.
There has been slight counter«cloekwiise tl#tation..
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
CASE HO.38 PLAT”! ISSa
EOiuvjAjj. Miss H.L.
Age El years.
STAJSTEAED LIME LEAPS,
E: Supine.
Lead I has upright P and T waves and an RS pattern. 
Lead II has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. 
Lead III has upright P and shallow diphasic 
1 waves and a qR pattern.
There is right axis deviation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
Lead I shows increase in R,S and T.
Lead II shows increase in P and decrease in T.
Lead III shows increase in P,q and R; T is still 
diphasic hut more negative.
B: Standing*
^ Lead II shows further increase in P; T is now flat.
Lead III shows increase in P and q; T is inverted.
C: 45° head up.
The cliahges are intermediate between A and B.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: Eight Lateral.
"" Lead I Las an Rs pattern with increase in R; T is
increased.
Lead II shows increase in P,R and T.
Lead III shows increase in P; T is slightly positive. 
There has been a shift of the ^ES axis to the left.
F: Left Lateral.
Lead' I Las an RS pattern with increase in S.
Lead II shows decrease in R.
Lead III shows increase in R; T is flat.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right•
S: Prone.
Lead I has an RS pattern with increase in both 
R and S; T is increased.
Lead III shows increase in q; T is slightly inverted.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
PRECORDIAL LEADS
A B C D E F G
CAS-e, ^0.28 icontd.) '°LATE 15 8b
UHIPOLAxi LlMb LEADS,
D; Supine.
aVR baa inverted P and T awaves and a Qr pattern.
It faces the "back of the heart. „
aVL has flat P and upright 1 waves and an rS pattern. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
aVF has upright P and T waves and a qR pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left, ventricle.
Phe heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A': Jit ting.-----
avfi shows slight decrease in f.
,aVL shows increase in S and T.
aVF „shows increase in q; T is practically flat.
The heart has "become slightly more vertical.
E; standing.
aVR shows less inverted T. 
aVL shows increase in S,
aYF shows increase in P and q; T is slightly inverted.
Ihe heart has become more vertical.
C; 45° head up.
The changes are intermediate between A and B.
Horizontal Rotation.
Ar: Eight ^ateraTI
$VR shows more deeply inverted P and T and a 
pattern. It now faces the cavity of the left ventricle. 
aVL shows an PS pattern; 3I is increased, 
aVP shows increase in T.
There has possibly been some counter-clockwise 
rotation.
ff; Left Lateral.
aVR shows less inverted P and T and a Qr pattern. 
uaVL shows an rS pattern with increase in both 
r and S.
aVE! shows increase in q.
The heart has become more vertical.
G; Prone.
aVH shows 
aVL shows 
increased.
aVF shows 
The heart
more deeply inverted 1.
an RS pattern with increase in S; T is
decrease in T.
has become slightly less vertical.
PRECGilDxAjj l e a p s.
1: Supine.
YT~to V3 have rS patterns.
- V4 has an RS pattern.
¥5 has an Rs pattern. .
V6 has a qRs pattern.
P is upright in all leads.
T is slightly diphasic in VI and upright in 
all other leads.
There is moderate clockwise rotation.
Vertical dotation.
ir"siffTng:-------
Vi to Y3 have rS patterns.
V4 to if6 have RS patterns with reduction in R. 
« There has been further clockwise rotation.
R: Standing.
The patterns are similar to those in A but 
S is deeper in VI to V4 and R is greater in V6.
Further clockwise rotation has occurred and 
the heart has also become more vertical.
Q: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B*
Horizontal Rotation. 
is; Right Lateral.
VI has an rS pattern with increase in r and S.
V2 to Y4 have RS patterns with decrease in S.
V5 has an Rs pattern with increase in R.
V6 has a qRs pattern.
Some displacement to the right has occurred.
F: Left Lateral.
VI has an RS pattern with reduction in both 
R and S; T is slightly inverted.
Y2 to V4 have RS patterns.
¥5 has an Rs pattern with increase in R and s.
Y6 has a qRs pattern.
Some displacement to the left has occurred.
G: RrogQ»
~ THe patterns are very similar to the control 
series but r and S are reduced in VI and 1 is inverted 
R is also reduced in Y4 to V6.
The heart has become slightly less vertical.
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Age EO years,
STAmDAHD LIMB LBALS.
D: Supine,
Lead I has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern. 
Lead II has diphasic P and upright T waves and a 
qRs pattern.
Lead III has diphasic P and upright T waves and a 
qR pattern.
There is slight right axis deviation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: fitting.
Lead I shows increase in R and T.
Lead II shows increase in R and T.
Lead III shows decrease in R and T.
B: Standing.
Lead I has an RS pattern; T is reduced.
Lead II has taller bifid P; R is increased and 
s reduced; T is reduced.
Lead III has upright P; R is increased;T is diphasic 
but mainly negative.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right•
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are less 
in degree. In lead III T remains upright.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
horizontal flotation.
IS; Right hateran
~~ Lead I has a qRs pattern with reduction in s;
T is reduced.
Lead II shows increase in s and T.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with increase in R;
3? is increased.
P: Left Lateral.
Lead ill shows increase in R and T.
G-; Prone.
Lead I shows reduction in R,s and T.
Lead II shows increase, in s; T is reduced.
Lead III has a qRs pattern.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
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CASE Nu .29 I contd.) PLATS I59b
UL jLx OxtAiL jj ILL LSALL •
h: Supine*
a W  has inverted P and T waves and an rSr* pattern*
It probably faces the cavity of the right ventricle*
a'VX has upright P and f waves and an rS pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
aW  has diphasic P and upright T waves and a qRs 
pattern. It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle. 
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: sitting.-1
aVHshows an inverted bifid P and less inverted T wave; 
S is increased.
aVL has diphasic P; 3 is increased. 
aVF has upright bifid P; T is reduced.
B: Standing.
aVR shows inverted bifid P and less inverted T;
S is increased and r1 decreased.
aVL has inverted P; S is increased.
aVP has upright bifid P; R is increased; T is reduced. 
The heart has become more vertical.
0: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
Horizontal flotation.
Rs Kight Lateral.
aYR shows increase in r and S; I is deeper.
aVL shows decrease in r and increase in S; T is
slightly diphasic.
aVF shows increase in R,s and T.
g: Left Lateral.
"" avR shows decrease in r1.
a?! shows increase in S.
aVF shows increase in T.
G: Prone.
"" THe patterns are similar to the control series.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
D: Supine.
VI to V3 have RS patterns.
74 has an As pattern.
V5 and 76 have qRs patterns.
P is diphasic in VI and upright and bifid in 
all other leads; T is upright in all leads.
There is moderate clockwise rotation of the heart
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting7
VI and V2 have rS patterns.
V3 has an RS pattern.
V4 and V5 have Rs patterns.
V6 has a qRs pattern with increase in s.
S is slightly reduced in all.
There has been further clockwise rotation.
R: Standing.
Y±to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 has an RS pattern.
75 and 76 have Rs patterns with increase in s 
T is reduced in all leads.
There has been further clockwise rotation.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are 
less in degree.
Horizontal Rotation.
E : Right Lateral^
VI has an rS pattern with increase in r and S; 
T is increased.
V2 and V3 have RS patterns.
V4 has an RS pattern with reduction in R.
V5 has an Rs pattern.
V6 has a qRs pattern with reduction in R.
Displacement to the right has occurred along
with some backward rotation of the apex.
ff: left Lateral.
VI and V2 have RS patterns with reduction in 
R and S; I is reduced.
• V4 has an Rs pattern with increase in R.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in 
q,R and s; T is increased.
Some displacement to the left has occurred 
along with forward rotation of the apex.
G: Prone.
VI to V3 are similar to the control.
74 to V6 are similar to P but less in degree. 
There has been forward rotation of the apex.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
CASE SO.30 PLATE I60a-
HORfeiAL. R. C.
Age 28 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
L: Supine.
Leads I and II have upright P and P waves and 
a qRs pattern.
Lead III has diphasic P waves, diphasic but 
mainly upright P waves and a qRs pattern.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
Lead I has an Rs pattern with increase in s;
P and T are reduced.
Lead II has a qRs pattern with increase in R 
and s; P and P are reduced.
Lead III has slightly inverted P waves.
B: Standing.
Lead I has a qRS pattern with reduction in R;
P is reduced.
Lead II has a qRs pattern with increase in 
q and s; P is reduced.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with reduction in s; 
P is inverted.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to 
the right.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are 
less in degree.
Horizontal Rotation.
S: Right Lateral.
Lead I shows slight reduction in q and s.
Lead II has an RS pattern with reduction in R.
Lead III has an RS pattern with increase in R;
P is low upright.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left .
F: Left Lateral.
Lead 1 Has an RS pattern with reduction in R.
Lead II has a qRs pattern with increase in R.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with increase in R 
and reduction in s.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
G: Prone.
Lead I hag a qRs pattern with increase in R;
T is reduced.
Lead II has a qRs pattern with increase in R 
and s; T is reduced.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with increase in R 
P and P are slightly inverted.
a V R
a  V L
a V F
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
PRECORDIAL LEADS
vAoiii ijU (oontd . ) PLATS I60b
UAIPOLAE LIMo LEADS*
D: Supine.
aVE has inverted.P and T waves and an rSr* pattern. 
It probably faoes the cavity of the right ventricle.
aVL has upright P and 3? waves and a qrsr* pattern. 
aVF has upright P and T waves and aqRs pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is semi-vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
aVR shows less inverted P and T waves. 
aVL has an rS pattern, 
aAS has a qRs pattern; T is reduced.
The heart has become more vertical.
.8: Standing.
a W  has an rSr1 pattern with increase in S and r‘ ;
T is less inverted.
aVL has an rS pattern; P is diphasic and T is 
increased.
aVF has a qRs pattern with decrease in R and increase 
in s; P is increased and T is reduced.
The heart has become more vertical and there has 
been clockwise rotation..
C: 45° Head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are of 
less degree.
Horizontal Rotation.
K: Right Late ral'.
aVR has an rSr* pattern with increase in S and rf; 
f is slightly more inverted.
a VI has a qR pattern. It tends to face the 
epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
aVF has an RS pattern, it tends to face the 
epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
The heart has become horizontal. •
F: Left Lateral. *
aVR shows reduction in P ^ r 1 and T. 
aVL has a splintered QS pattern; P is reduced. 
aVF has a qRs pattern with reduction in s.
'The heart has probably become more vertical.
G; Prone.
aVR shows increase in S and r1; f is less inverted. 
aVL has a splintered qR pattern; T is increased.
The heart has become more horizontal^ ,,.
PRECOjoBIAL LEAPS.
D: Supine.
TlTo 73 have r£ patterns.
74 has an RS pattern.
75 and V6 have qRs patterns. 
tP is upright in all leads.
T is diphasic in 71 and upright in all 
other leads.
There is moderate clockwise rotation of 
the heart.
7ertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
VI to 73 have rS patterns with increase 
of S in V2 and 73.
74 has an RS pattern with increase in S.
75 and 76 have qRs patterns with increase 
in R.
There has been further clockwise rotation. 
i Standing.
71 to v4 have rS patterns with increase in S.
75 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase»in 
q and s.
T is inverted4in 71.
There has been further clockwise rotation and the 
heart has become more vertical. .
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to.those in B but are of 
less degree.
Horizontal Rotation.
£: Right Lateral.
71 has an rS pattern with increase in S.
72 to 74 have RS patterns.
75 and 76 have qRs patterns with increase in R.
T is upright in 71.
Some displacement to the right has occurred.
F: Left Lateral.
71 to 73 have rS patterns with reduction of r and S 
in 71, and inversion of f.
74 has an RS pattern with reduction in R and increase 
in S.
75 and 76 have qRs patterns with increase in R and s. 
Some displacement to the left has occurred,with forward
rotation of the apex.
G: Prone.
The patterns are similar to the control series apart 
from inversion of T in 71 and increase of R in 74 to 76.
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RQRmAL. iLiii*
Age 27 years.
STM1ARB LIMB LEAPS.
I>: Supine.
Lead I has a small Rs pattern.
^ead II has an R pattern.
^ead III has a qR pattern.
P and T are upright in all leads.
There is right axis deviation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
Lead I has an RS pattern with slight increase in R. 
Lead II shows increase in P and decrease in T.
Lead III shows increase in q; T is diphasic, and 
the RT interval is slightly depressed. P is increased.
B: Standing.
lea a I shows increase in s.
Lead II shows increase in P; T is practically flat. 
Lead III shows increase in P and q; T is inverted 
and the RT interval is slightly depressed.
oG: 45 head up.
Lead I shows increase in s.
Lead II shows increase in P and decrease in T.
Lead III shows increase in P and q; T is reduced 
and the RT interval is slightly depressed.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: Right Lateral^
"Lead I shows increase in P,R and T.
Lead II shows increase in P,R and T.
Lead III shows reduction in R.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
F: Left Lateral.
Lead I lias an RS pattern.
Lead II shows increase in R.
Lead III shows increase in R.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right• 
G: Prone.
Leal I shows increase in E,s and T.
Lead II shows reduction in R.
Lead III shows reduction in R and 1.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
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URIPQLAR juIMB -liEAjDS
I): oupine.
aVtt has inverted P and T waves and a Q£ pattern.
It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
aVu has low upright P and 1 waves and an rS pattern. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
a VP has upright P and 1 waves and a qR pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
X: fitting.
avS shows reduction in P,Q3 and T.
aVL shows increase in S and T.
aVF shows increase in P and reduction in T.
The heart has become more vertical.
B: Standing.
a s h o w s  reduction in QS and T. 
aVL shows increase in S and T.
aVF shows increase in P,q.,R; T is slightly inverted,
and the RT interval is slightly depressed.
The heart has become more vertical.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are of 
less degree. In particular T in aVF remains upright.
Horizontal Rotation.
S; Right La'te yal. “
aVit shows increase in Q.S; P and T are more inverted.
aVL shows increase in P and decrease in S.
aVF shows reduction in R and increase in T.
The heart has become less.vertical.
F: Left Lateral.
aVR shows a Qr pattern. It now tends to face the 
back of the heart.
aVL shows increase in S.
a VP shows increase in R. „
The heart has become more vertical.
Prone.
aVR has a Qr pattern; P and T are more deeply inverted, 
shows increase in T.
PluL C Oi.\.jL> I Ay RE A1>S •
j>: Lupine.
71 and VE have rJ patterns.
V3 has a splintered RS pattern.
74 has an RSR1S1 pattern.
75 has an Rs pattern.
= 76 has an R pattern.
P and I are upright in all leads.
There is marked' clockwise rotation of the heart.
Vertical Rotation,
A: Sitting.
71 to 73 have rS patterns.
74 has an RS pattern with slurred S.
75 and 76 have Rs patterns with slurred R.
There has been clockwise rotation.
B: Standing.
VI to V4 have rS patterns.
75 and 76 have Rs patterns with slurred R.
There has been further clockwise rotation.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are of 
less degree.
horizontal Rotation.
E; Right lateral.
VI and vS Lave rS patterns with increase of r and S 
in VI; T is increased in VI.
75 and 76 show reduction in R.
Some displacement to the right has occurred.
F; Left Lateral.
VI and 7JE have rS patterns with reduction in r and S;
T is slightly inverted in VI.
73 has an rS pattern with slurred S.
74 has a splintered RS pattern.
75 has an Rs pattern with increase in R; T is increased.
76 shows increase in R and T.
Some displacement to the left has occurred along with 
forward rotation of the apex. .
G: Prone.
71 has slightly inverted T.
V5 and V6 show increase in R.
Otherwise the patterns are csimilar to the control.
The heart has probably become less vertical and there 
has been some forward rotation of the apex.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
CAS E ISO. 32 PLATE I62a
NOLMAL. A.McL.
Age 17 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEALS.
I): Supine.
Lead I has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. 
Leads IX and I I I  have upright p and T waves and 
R patterns.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
Lead I has a qRS pattern; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in R; T is inverted.
Lead III shows increase in R; T is inverted.
There has 'been a shift of the QJR3 axis to the right.
B: Standing.
Lead I has a qRs pattern with increase in R and s.
Lead II shows increase in P and R; the RT interval
is slightly depressed and T is inverted.
Lead III shows increase in P and has a qR pattern 
with increase in R; the RT interval is slightly depressed 
and T is deeply inverted.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
C: 45° head up.
Lead I has a qRs pattern with increase in s.
Lead II shows increase in P and R; T is flat.
Lead III shows increase in P and R; the Rf interval 
is slightly depressed and P is inverted.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: Right^ateral.
Lead 1 shows increase in R and T.
Lead II shows increase in R and T.
Lead III shows decrease in R and increase in T. 
There has been a shifjr of the QRS axis to the left.
P: Left Lateral.
Lead I shows slight increase in s.
Lead II shows slight decrease in R.
Lead III shows slight decrease in R and T.
G: Prone.
Lead I shows increase in R and T.
Lead II shows decrease in R and increase in T.
Lead III has a small vibratory rsr,slr,, pattern;
T is slightly decreased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
PRECORDIAL LEADS
CASE MO.52 (contd.) PLATE I62b
ULIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
L: uupine.
a fii has inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern. 
It faces the cavity of the left ventricle.
alTL has slightly inverted P and flat T waves 
and a qrs pattern.
aVF has upright P and T waves and an It pattern. 
The heart is probably horizontal.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting. “
aVk shows a deeper QS and less inverted T. p 
aVL has a QS pattern; P is more inverted and T 
is upright•
aVF shows an increased R pattern; P is increased 
and T is flat.
The heart has probably become more vertical.
B: Standing.
aVR nas an rS pattern; P is more deeply inverted; 
the ST interval is slightly elevated and T is upright.
aVL has a deep QS pattern; P is more inverted 
and T is upright.
aVF has a qR pattern with increase in R; P is 
increased; the AT interval is depressed and T is inverted. 
The heart has become vertical.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are less 
in degree.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: Right Lateral.
aYR shows a deeper QS; P and T are more deeply inverted. 
aVL shows a slightly bigger qrS pattern. 
aYF shows slight increase in P,R and T.
F: Left Lateral.
aVL shows a small QS pattern.
C: Prone.
aVr shows a deeper QS; I is more inverted. 
aYL has a qrs pattern; P and T are flat. 
aYF shows decrease in R; T is increased.
The heart has become horizontal.
x-H-iiiUORl) TAR LEADS.
D: Supine.
VI and V2 have rS patterns.
¥3 and ¥4 have RS patterns.
¥5 and ¥6 have qRs patterns.
P and T are upright in all leads.
There is moderate clockwise rotation of the heart.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
¥1 tov4 have rS patterns with increase in S.
¥5 and ¥6 have qRs patterns with increase in s. 
xhere has been further clockwise rotation.
B: Standing.
Vl to ¥4 have rS patterns with reduction in r. 
¥5 and ¥6 have qRs patterns with increase in q 
and s and reduction in R.
There has been further clockwise rotation and 
the heart has become more vertical.
C; 45° head up.
¥1 to ¥4 have rS patterns.
¥5 has an Rs pattern with increase in s.
76 has a qRs pattern with increase in s.
There has been clockwise rotation.
Horizontal Rotation.
S: Hight Pat era!.
¥l lias an rS pattern with increase in r and 3.
¥2 to 74 have RS patterns with increase in R.
¥5 has a qRs pattern with reduction in s.
¥6 has a qR pattern.
T is increased in VI to ¥4 and decreased in ¥5 
and 76.
Displacement to the right has occurred. -
P: Left lateral.
fI and 72 have rS patterns.
¥3 and ¥4 have R3 patterns.
75 and ¥6 have qRsr1 patterns with increase in
q and R.
I is reduced in 71 to ¥4 and increased in ¥5 
and ¥6.
Some displacement to the left has occurred along 
with forward rotation of the apex.
Ck Prone.
VI and ¥2 have rS patterns.
73 and 74 have RS patterns with increase in R.
¥5 has a oRs pattern ; ¥6 has a qR pattern,
some counter-clockwise rotation has occurred.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
CASE no . 35 PLATS 163a
EOHMAL. A.R.
Age 18 years,
STRHDARP LIMB LEADS.
D: Supine.
Lead I lias a qRs pattern: lead II has an R pattern: 
lead III has a small vibratory rsr* pattern.
All leads have upright P and T waves.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
Lead I shows reduction in q and R and increase in s: 
T is slightly reduced.
Lead II shows increase in R and decrease in T.
Lead III shows an R pattern; T is inverted.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
B: Standing.
“ Lead I has an Rs pattern with increase in s; T is
reduced.
Lead II shows increase in R; T is inverted and the 
RT interval is slightly depressed.
Lead III has an R pattern; T is deeply inverted.
C: 45° head up.
Lead 1 shows an Rs pattern with decrease in R and 
increase in s; T is reduced.
Lead II has a qR pattern with increase in R; T is 
reduced.
Lead III has an R pattern; T is slightly inverted.
In A,B and C there has been a shift of the QRS axis 
to the right.
Horizontal Rotation.
E7 "Right Lat'erar:—
Lead I  shows increase in q and R and decrease in s. 
Lead II shows increase in R.
Lead III has a small splintered R pattern.
T is increased in all leads.
P: Left Lateral.
Lead i  shows decrease in R: lead III shows a small 
splintered R pattern.
Prone.
Tead I shows increase in q.,R and jp: lead m  has a
small vibratory rsr* ir
la
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
PRECORDIAL LEADS
CASE NO. 3g (oontd.) ^LATE 163b
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
D: Supine.
aVR has inverted P and T waves and an rSr* pattern. 
It probably faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
aVL ha a upright P, and T wavea and a qRs pattern.
It faces the epieardial surface of the left ventricle.
aVF has uoright P and T waves and a splintered 
R pattern.
It probably faces the epieardial surface of the 
right ventricle.
The heart is semi-horizontal.
Vertical Rotation.
1: Sitting.
aVR has a Qr pattern and less inverted T. It 
now faces the back of the heart.
aVL has an RS pattern. It now faces the epieardial 
surface of the right ventricle.
aVF has a qR pattern; T is slightly inverted.
It now faces the epieardial surface, of the left ventricle.
The heart has become vertical, and has undergone 
clockwise rotation.
B: Standing.
al/R has a Qr pattern with increase in Q; T is 
still less inverted.
aVL has an RS pattern and decrease in T. 
slTF has a qR: pattern; T is inverted.
The heart is vertical.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are intermediate between A and B.
Horizontal Rotation.
L: Right liateral.
aVR has an rSr* pattern with increase in S; T is 
more deeply inverted.
aVL has a qRs pattern.
aVF has an increased R and T.
The heart has become slightly less horizontal.
P: Left Lateral.
aVI» shows slight decrease in R and increase in s. 
The heart is slightly less horizontal.
&: Prone.
aVL shows a qRs pattern with increase in q and R. 
I1 is increased.
The heart has become more horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
D: Supine.
VT has an rS pattern.
VS has an RS pattern.
V3,V4 and V5 have Rs patterns.
„ V6 has a qR pattern.
T is upright in all leads.
, T h e r e  is I moderate clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A': Sitting.
Vi and VS have. rS patterns.
V3 and V4 have RS patterns, with reduction in R. 
¥5 has a qRs pattern and 76 has a qR pattern 
with increase in R. • .
There has been clockwise rotation and the heart 
has become more vertical.
E: Standing.
The patterns are similar to those in A but T is 
considerably reduced in all leads and is slightly in­
verted in V5 and Y6.
oC: 45 head up.
The patterns are similar to those in A.
In A,B and C there has been clockwise rotation 
along with a more vertical position^of the heart.
Horizontal Rotation.
IT: Right' L a te ra l. "
vl has an rS pattern with increase in r and S;
T is increased.
V£ has an RS pattern; T is reduced.
Y3 and 74 have Rs patterns with increase in R;
T is reduced.
V5 has an Rs pattern and Y6 an R pattern.
Some displacement to the right has occurred with 
possible slight clockwise rotation.
I :  Left Lateral.
Vi shows an rS pattern with reduction in r and S 
T is reduced.
Y2 and Y3 have RS patterns with reduction in R; 
.1 is reauced.
Y4 has an Rs pattern; T is reduced.
75 and 76 have qR patterns with increase in R;
T is increased.
Displacement to the left has occurred along with
counter-clockwise rotation.
S: Prone.
The patterns are similar to the control(D).
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
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FORMAL. W.R.
Age 15 years.
STANDARD iilMB LEADS.
D: Supine.
All leads have uoright P and T waves.
Lead I has a qRs pattern.
Leads II and III have Rs patterns.
Vertical Rotation.
A: S i t t i n g .
The patterns remain similar to the control 
hut R and s are increased in leads I and III; T is 
flattened in leads II and III.
B: Standing.
R and s are increased in lead I; R is increased 
and s reduced in lead III; T is flattened in leads 
II and III. 
oC: 45 head up.
Lead 1 snows increase in s; lead III shows 
increase in R and decrease in s; T is increased 
in lead I and reduced in lead III.
Horizontal Rotation. 
light Lateral.
Leads I and II show increase in E and s; 
lead III shows increase in s; T is increased in all.
F : Left Lateral.
" lead I shows reduction in R and increase in s; 
lead III shows increase in R.
There has "been a shift of the QRS axis to the 
right.
G: Prone.
uead I shows increase in R and s; lead III shows 
decrease in R and s; T is increased in leads I and II 
and decreased in lead III.
PRECORDIAL LEADS
U N I P O L A R  L I M B  L E A D S
o
A B C D E F G
CASj&i HO?4(oonta«) PLATS 1641)
UMBOLAR LIMB .uEAi>S.
L: Supine,
aVR has inverted P and T wavea and an rSr* 
pattern. It faces the cavity of the right ventricle.
aVL has upright P and low upright T waves and a 
qRs pattern. It faoes the epieardial surface of the 
left ventricle.
aVF has upright P and T waves and an Es pattern.
It faces the epieardial surface of the right ventricle. 
The heart is horizontal.
Vertical Rotation.
AY oitiing.
aVli has upright P and T waves and an rSr1 pattern, 
aIF has upright P and low upright I waves and 
a qRs pattern.
The heart has become vertical.
B: Standing.
aVL has an rS pattern. 
aVF has an Rs pattern.
Ihe heart is vertical with backward rotation 
of the apex.
C: 45° head up.
aVli has' an rS pattern.
aVF has a qRs pattern and diphasic I wave.
The heart is vertical with forward rotation 
of the apex.
Horizontal Rotation.
E s Eight Lateral.
aVh has a qRs pattern, 
aVP has an Rs pattern.
Ihe heart is horizontal with backward rotation 
of the apex.
F: Left Lateral.
aVl has a qrS patte rn.
aVF has an Rs pattern with increase in R.
The heart is less horizontal.
G: Prone.
aVi has a qRs pattern with increase in R and 
T is increased.
The heart is more horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
D: Supine.
Leads VI and VS have rS patterns.
Leads V3 to V6 have RS patterns.
All have upright P and T waves.
There is marked clockwise rotation of the heart.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
! Leads VI and VS have rS patterns with increase in
S.
Lead V3 has an RS pattern with increase in R 
and S.
Leads V4-to V6 have Rs patterns with increase
in R.
There has been counter-clockwise rotation of 
the heart.
B: Standing.
The Rs pattern commences in V5.
Counter-clockwise rotation of less degree than 
in A has occurred.
C: 45° head up.
The Rs pattern commences in V6.
Counter-clockwise rotation of less degree than 
in B has occurred.
Horizontal Rotation.
E: jxight Late rail
vl and V2 have rS patterns with increase in S.
V3 and V4 have Rs patterns.
V5 ana V6 have qRs patterns.
T is increased in all.
Some displacement to the right has occurred 
along with counter-clockwise rotation.
ff: Left Lateral.
VI to Y4 are similar to the control but T is 
reduced in VI and VS.
V5 and V6 have Rs patterns.
Some displacement to the left has occurred 
along with counter-clockwise rotation.
G: Prone.
7 5 and 74 have RS patterns.
V5 and V6 have Rs patterns.
Some counter-clockwise rotation has occurred.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
UORMAL. W.A.
Age 33 years*
STANDARD LIMB LEAPS.
D: Supine*
Lead I has a small Rs pattern.
Lead II has an RS pattern*
Lead III has an rS pattern.
P and 1 are upright in all leads*
Vertical dotation.
A: MittingL
Lead I has an RS pattern; T is increased.
Lead II shows increase in P and decrease in I*
Lead III shows increase in P and decrease in S;
T is slightly diphasic.
B: Ltanding.
lead I has an RS pattern.
Lead II shows increase in P and decrease in I.
Lead III has an RS pattern with decrease in 3;
P is increased; I is inverted.
Ihere has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
o
G; 45 head up.
Lead I has an Rs pattern with increase in s.
Lead II shows slight reduction in 3 and T and 
increase in P.
Lead III shows increase in P and reduction in S and 2?.
Horizontal Rotation*
5: Right Lateral.
Lead I shows increase in T.
Lead II shows increase in T.
Lead III shows reduction in r and increase in f, 
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
F: Left Lateral*
!Jhe patterns show no change from the control series.
G: Prone*
Lead I shows increase in R,s and T.
Lead II shows increase in S and T.
Lead III shows decrease in r and increase in S;
T is slightly diphasic.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
GASE HO.55 y contd.) FMSE 165b
UHIPuLAK jjIMB LEAPS.
P: Supine,
aVRhas inverted P and T waves and a QR pattern.
It faces the hack of the heart.
aVL has upright P and T waves and a small splintered
qr pattern, it tends to face the epieardial surface of the 
left ventricle.
alTF has upright P and T waves and an R3 pattern.
j.t faces the epieardial surface of the right ventricle.
The heart is semi-horizontal.
Vertical Rotation.
A': Sit ting.
aV'R shows increase in R.
aVL has a small splintered rsr1s' pattern; P is 
slightly inverted; T is increased.
aVF shows increase in P and decrease in T.
The heart has become less horizontal.
B: Standing.
aVR shows reduction in Q, and increase in R; T is 
less inverted.
aVL shows a small splintered rs pattern; P is diphasic, 
a VP shows a qRS pattern; P is increased and X is 
reduced.
The heart has become vertical.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are intermediate between those in A and B.
Horizontal Rotation.
1T: Ri ght" L at e ral.
aVR shows increase in R; P and T are mqre deeply 
inverted.
aVL shows a small splintered qR pattern. 
aVF shows an rS pattern; T is increased.
The heart has become more horizontal.
ff: I»eft Lateral.
The patterns are similar to the control series but 
aVF shows reduction in S and T.
S: Prone.
aVli shows increase in X.
aVF shows an rS pattern; T is reduced.
The heart has become more horizontal.
PixECuRiJlAL LEALS.
■D: Supine.
VlTo 73 have rS patterns.
V4 and V5 have RS patterns.
76 has an Rs pattern.
P and T are upright in all leads.
ihe re is marked clockwise rotation of the heart.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
Vi to 74 have rS patterns with reduction of S in 
VI and 72.
V5 has an RS pattern with increase in S.
76 has an Rs pattern.
There has been further clockwise rotation.
B: Standing.
71 to 75 have rS patterns with reduction of S 
in VI and 72 and increase of S in 73 to 75#
V6 has a qRS pattern.
T is reduced in all leads.
There has been further clockwise rotation of
the heart, and it has become more vertical.*
C: 45^ head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are 
of less degree except in 71 where S is smaller and 
T is slightly inverted.
Horizontal Rotation.
&i Right Lateral^
The patterns are similar to the control series 
but T is increased in 71; S is decreased in ¥2 and 
73; R is decreased in 76.
Slight displacement to the right has occurred.
F; Reft Lateral.
Ihe patterns are similar to the control series 
but in 71 S is reduced and T is slightly inverted; 
r is reduced in 72; R is increased in 7 5  and 76. 
Some displacement to the left has occurred.
G: Prone.
has a QR patt ern and T is reduced.
72 to ¥5 resemble the control series*
76 has an RS pattern.
ihe heart has become more horizontal.
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LQMwAL. Miss M.xI.
Age 17 years.
SIMLARh LIMB LEADS.
D: Supine.
All leads have upright P and T waves and R patterns. 
There is no axis deviation.
Vertical dotation.
A :  Sitting.
Lead I has an Rs pattern.
Lead III shows increase in R.
The QRS axis has shifted slightly to the right.
B: Standing.
"" Lead 1 has an its pattern.
Lead II shows decrease in R and T.
Lead III shows a qR pattern with increase in R;
T is practically flat.
There has "been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
C: 45° head up.
Lead 1 has an Ms pattern.
Lead II shows slight decrease
Lead III shows increase in R.
There has been a shift of the
Horizontal dotation.
IS: Might Lateral*!
Lead I shows increase in P,R and T.
Lead II shows increase in T.
Lead III has an Rs pattern; P is reduced and T is 
increased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
F: Le ft Late ra!.
Lead I has an Rs pattern with reduction in R.
Lead III has a qR pattern with increase in R; T is 
increased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
G: Prone.
Lead I shows increase in R and T.
Lead II shows decrease in R.
Lead III has an Rs pattern with decrease in R; T is 
slightly increased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
in I.
QRS axis to the right.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
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PRECORDIAL LEADS
CASiii RO. 56 ( oontd.) PLAT2C 1661)
U1XBOLAR LIMB LEADS,
D: Supine.
aVR has inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern, 
it faces the cavity of -the left ventricle.
aVL has upright P and i waves and an R pattern, 
all? has upright P and T waves and a taller R pattern. 
The heart is in the intermediate position.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
The patterns are similar to the control series hut 
R is slightly decreased in aVl and increased in aVF.
B: Standing.
Tlie patterns are similar to the control hut QS is 
slightly deeper in aVR and li is slightly reduced in aVL;
T is decreased in aVIs.
o
C: 45 head up.
The patterns are similar to the control hut QS is 
slightly deeper in aVR and II is slightly decreased in aYL; 
T is slightly reduced in aVF.
In A,B and G there has heen no significant change in 
the position of the heart.
horizontal Rotation.
1: Right Lateral^
aVR has a deeper QS and more deeply inverted P and T.
aVL shows reduction in R and T.
aVF shows increase in T.
P: Aeft Lateral.
aVR has a smaller Q2 and less inverted P and T. 
a*! has an rS pattern; T is reduced. It now faces the 
epieardial surface of the right ventricle. 
aVF shows increase in R.
The heart is vertical with forward rotation ctf the apex.
G: Prone.
aVK shows a deeper Qg and more inverted P and T. 
aVL has an R pattern.
aVF has an Rs pattern with decrease in R; T is decreased. 
The heart has probably become more horizontal.
PRECORDIAL LEADS.
D: Supine.
Vi has an rS pattern.
Y2 and V3 have RS patterns.
Y4 to Y6 have Rs patterns.
P and T are upright in all leads. 
There is marked clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: sitting.
The patterns are similar to the control series 
but R is slightly increased and s slightly decreased 
in V5 and Y6.
There may have been some forward rotation of the 
apex.
B: Standing.
The patterns are similar to the control, but R is 
increased in V4 and V5 and s reduced in V5; T is 
reduced in V4 to V6.
The heart may have become slightly more vertical.
C: 45° head up.
The patterns are.similar to those in B but the 
reduction in T is less.
Horizontal Rotation.
IT: Right Lateral.
VI has an increased rS pattern;.! is increased.
V2 to Y5 have Rs patterns with increase, in R.
V6 has an R pattern.
Some displacement to the right has occurred.
F: Left Lateral.
Vi has a reduced rS pattern; T is reduced.
V2 to V4 have RS patterns.
V5 has an Rs pattern.
V6 has a qR pattern with increase in R; T is increased. 
Displacement to the left has* occurred along with 
forward rotation of the apex.
G-s Prone .
71 shows reduction in r,s and T.
V2 to V4 have RS patterns.
V5 and V6 have Rs patterns with decrease of R in V5 
and increase of R in V6.
The heart may have become slightly more horizontal.
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ABHORMAL. J.Vf.
Diagnosis:Heur ooirculato r y Aathenla. Age 33 years.
SxAH-UARI) LIi£B LEAHS.
h: Supine.
All leads have upright P and T waves and qRs patterns.
Vertical Rotation.
A: sitting.
lead x shows increase in s.
Lead II shows increase in R and s.
Lead III shows increase in R.
P is increased in leads II and III.
B: standing.
Lead I shows increase in s and reduction in T.
Lead II shows increase in R.
Lead III shows increase in R.
P is increased and T is reduced in leads II and III. 
G: 45° head up.
"Lead i shows reduction in R.
Lead II shows increase in R.
Lead III shows increase in R.
P is increased in leads II and III.
In A,B and G there has been a shift of the QRS axis 
to the right.
Horizontal Rotation.
E : ivight hat era!.
Lead 1 has a q[R pattern.
Lead II shows increase in s and I*
Lead III shows increase in R,s and T.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
F: Left Lateral.
Lead I showg reduction in R.
Lead II shows increase in R and s.
Lead III shows increase in R and s.
G: Prone.
~~ Lead I shows increase in T.
Lead II shows reduction in R and increase in s;
T is increased.
Lead III shows increase in s; T is increased.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
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CAoE HO. ^ 7 jcontd.) PLATE 16 7b
OTIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
D: Gigine.
aVR has inverted Pand T waves and an rSrf pattern.
It faces the epioardial surface of the right ventricle.
aVL has shallow inverted P and 1 waves and an Rsr1 
pattern. It faces the epicardial surface of the right 
ventricle.
aYF has upright P and 1 waves and a <jRs pattern.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle •
The heart is vertical with forward rotation of tie apex.
Vertical Rotation.
A: fitting.
The patterns are similar to the control.
B: Standing.
aVL has an RSr1 pattern with decrease in R.- 
The heart has become more vertical.
C: 45° head up.
The patterns are similar to the control#
horizontal notation.
1; Right lateral.
aVR has an rSr1 pattern with increase in S and r1;
P and T are more inverted.
aVL has an rsr1 pattern; P and T are more inverted. 
aVF shows increase in R and s; P and T are increased.
F: Left Lateral.
— aVR shows increase in r*. 
aVX has an rsr1 pattern.
G: Prone.
0The patterns are similar to the control#
The unaugmented (HT) leads have patterns similar to 
the augmented (G) leads hut the details are difficult 
to determine.
PLATE 1670
PRLCORi'lAli ojajAa/o#
D: Supine.
VI haa an rS.pattern.
YE has an RS pattern.
Y3 and V4 have Rs patterns.
Y5 and Y6 have gRs patterns.
P and T are upright in all leads•
1 There is moderate clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
"vf and YE have rS patterns.
Y3 has an RS pattern.
Y4 has an Rs pattern with increase in s.
V5 and Y6 have qEs patterns with increase in
R and s
T is decreased in all leads.
There has been some clockwise rotation.
B: Standing.,.
The patterns are similar to those in A hut R and 
T are smaller in V6 and s is increased.
There has been clockwise rotation and the heart 
has become more.vertical.
G: 45° head up.
The patterns are similar to those in A.
- T ,
Horizontal Rotation.
Rjght Lateral. 1
The patterns are similar to the control#
F: Left Lateral.
Vl and YE have rS patterns.
V3 has an Rs pattern with reduction in R and 
increase in s.
V4 has an Rs pattern. v . . .
Y5 and „V6 have <jRs patterns with increase in R.
T is reduced in YI and increased in V4 to V6.
Some displacement to the left has occurred along 
with forward rotation of the apex.
G: Prone.
The patterns are similar to the control but in VI 
S is increased and T is reduced; in Y5 and V6 R is increased.
There has been slight forward rotation of the apex.
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STANDARD LIMB LEADS
CASE N0.g8
ABNORMAL. P.McK.
■’:,LAT7 163a
Diagnosis: Chronic Bronchitis 
and Emphysema."
Age 49 years.
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
D: Supine.
Lead I has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern.
Leads II and III have upright P and T waves and 
<^ Rs patterns.
Vertical Rotation.
AY Sitting.
lead I shows increase in R.
Lead II shows increase in R and a; T is slightly reduced. 
Lead III shows increase in R and s.
B: Standing.
Lead I shows slight increase in R and s.
Lead II shows increase in R and s; f is reduced.
Lead III shows increase in PfR and s; T is reduced.
o
C: 45 head up.
The changes are similar to those in B hut are of 
less degree.
In A,B and C there has been a shift of the QJIS axis 
to the right.
horizontal Rotation.
S : Right Lateral.
Lead 1 shows increase in R and reduction in a.
Lead II shows increase in R.
Lead III shows increase in R and s; T is increased. 
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
F: Left Lateral.
Lead it shows increase in R; T is slightly reduced. 
Lead III shows increase in R; T is reduced.
There has been a shift of the QRL axis to the right.
fl: Prone.
Lead I shows an R pattern.
Lead II shows reduction in To 
Lead III shows reduction in T.
UNIPO LAR L IMB LEADS
CASE -NO.38 ioontd 0 j PLATE I68b
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEALS.
L>: Lupine.
aVR Has inverted P and T waves and a iftr pattern. 
It faces the back of the heart.
aVL has shallow inverted P and flat T waves and 
a small vibratory rsr* pattern. It probably faces the 
epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
a W  has upright P and T waves and a qRs pattern. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle. 
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A; Sitting.
aVL has an rsr1 pattern; T is low upright. 
aVP shows increase in R and s.
The heart has become more vertical.
Bs Standing.
aVR shows increase in r; T is less inverted. 
aVL has an rsr1 pattern.
aVP shows increase in R and s; T is reduced. 
The heart has become more vertical.
C: 45° head up.
fhe patterns are similar to those in B.
Horizontal Rotation.
£: Right Lateral^
aVR shows Tncrease in Q,; P and T are more inverted. 
aVL has a small vibratory r pattern. 
aVP .shows increase in P and T.
P; Left Lateral.
aVl has "an rsr1 pattern; T is low upright, 
a VP shows reduction in T.
*
U: Prone.
aVR shows increase in Q and reduction in r; T is more 
inverted.
aVL has an rs pattern; T is low upright*
rqECORJIAL LEADS .
D: Supine.
Vi to V3 have rS patterns.
V4 has an RS pattern.
V5 has an Rs pattern.
V6 has a qRs pattern.
P is diphasic in VI and upright and bifid in all 
other leads.
T is upright in all leads. *
There is moderate clockwise rotation.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
— rne patterns are similar to the control series,
but T is reduced in VI,V5 and V6.
B; Standing.
The patterns aije similar to the control series 
but S is increased in VI to V4; R and s are increased in 
V5 and V6; T is reduced in VI and V5.
There has been a further clockwise rotation and . 
the heart has become more vertical.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are of 
less degree.
Horizontal Rotation.
E; Right Lateral.
VI and VB have rS patterns and, T is increased.
V3 and V4 have RS patterns.
V5 has an Rs pattern with increase in R and re­
duction in s«
V6 has a ’qRs pattern with reduction in s.
Some displacement to the right has occurred.
F: Left Lateral.
VI to V3 have rS patterns with increase in S in 
V2 and V3.
V4 has an RS pattern with increase in R and S.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in R
and s.
T is reduced in VI and increased in all other
leads.
Some displacement to the left has occurred along 
with forward rotation of the apex.
Q-: Prone.
VI to V3 have rS patterns with increase in S.
V4 has an RS pattern with increase in R and So
V5 has an Rs and V6 has a qRs pattern with in­
crease in R and s. T is reduced in VI and increased 
in all other leads. The heart has become more horizontal*
S T A N D A R D  L I M B  LEADS
•ASE EQJ39 -I ATT. 169 a,
ABNORMAL.
Diagnosis: Essential hypertension.
STANLARD LIMB LEALS
Mrs.M.MoK
Age 30 years.
D: Supine.
lead I has upright P and T waves and an R pattern. 
Lead II has upright P and shallow diphasic T waves 
and a qR pattern.
Lead III has upright P and inverted i‘ waves and 
a qR pattern.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
Lead Ihas an Rs pattern with reduction in R.
Lead II shows increase in P,q and R; T is inverted. 
Lead ill shows increase in P,q and R; T is more 
deeply inverted.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
■B: Standing.
The changes are similar to those in A.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in A and B.
Horizontal Rotation.
S; Right Lateral^
Lead I shows increase in R.
Lead II shows increase in R; T is low upright.
Lead III shows a qRs pattern; T is less inverted. 
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
F; Left Lateral.
" Lead I shows reduction in R.
Lead II shows increase in R; T is low upright.
Lead III shows increase in R; T is less inverted. 
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
0: Prone.
Lead I shows increase in R and T.
Lead II has flat T.
Lead III has a qRs pattern with reduction in R;
5 is more inverted.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the left.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A DS
STANDARD LIMB LEADS
CASE LO. g9 ( oontd.) PLATE 169b
IJLIPOLAR LIMB LEADS.
L; oupine.
aVR Las inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern.
It faces the cavity of. the left ventricle.
aVL has upright, P and T waves and an rsR* pattern.
It probably faces the epicardial surface of the right 
ventricle.
aVF has upright P and shallow inverted 3? waves and 
a qR pattern. It faces the epicardial surface of the 
left ventricle. „
The heart is vertical.
Vertical Rotation.
A: Sitting.
aVL has an rsr^1 pattern; T is increased. 
aVF has a qR pattern with increase in q and R;
P is increased and T is more 4eePly inverted.
The heart has become more vertical.
B: Standing.
aVR has less inverted T.
aVL has an Rs pattern; P and T are increased. 
aVF has a qR pattern with increase in q and R;P is 
increased and T is more deeply inverted.
The heart has become more vertical.
C: 45° head up.
The changes are similar to those in B.
Horizontal notation. 
j£; Right Lateral.
aVJE shows a deeper Q3; P and T are more deeply inverted. 
aVL hae a splintered R pattern; T is increased. 
aVF has a qR pattern with increase in R; T is flat.
F; Left Lateral.
aVl has an rsRTsf pattern,; T is increased. 
aVF has a qR pattern with increase in q and R; T is 
slightly inverted.
There has probably been forward rotation of the apex.
G: Prone.
aVR shows a deeper Q£.
aVL has a splintered R pattern;. T is increased. 
aVF has a qR pattern with reduction in q and R;
T is more deeply inverted.»
The heart has probably become less vertical, and 
there has been some forward rotation of the apex. “
P R E C O jlijjxA I LLA Lo •
D; Supine.
VI has an rS pattern.
V2 and V3 have RS patterns.
¥4 has an Rs pattern.
V5 and V6 have qR patterns.
P and T are upright in all leads. 
There is moderate clockwise rotation*
Vertical Rotation.
A; Sitting.
VI to V3 are similar to the control. •
V4 has an Rs pattern with decrease in R and increase
in s.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns.
There has been further clockwise rotation.
B: Standing.
VI toV3 are similar to the control but T is diphasic 
in VI and reduced in V2 and V3*
V4 has an Rs pattern with decrease in R and increase
in s.
V5 and V6 have qRs patterns with increase in q.
In V4 to V6 T is diphasic and the ST segment is 
slightly depressed.
There has been clockwise rotation and the heart has 
also become more vertical.
C: 45° head up.
The patterns are similar to those in B but T 
remains upright in VI,V4 and V5.
Horizontal Rotation.
£: Right hat eraX.
VI has an rS pattern with increase in r and S.
V2 and V3 have Rs patterns with increase in R.
V,4 has an Rs pattern.
¥5 has a qRs pattern with increase in R.
V6 has a qR pattern.
T is increased in V3 to V6.
Some displacement to the right has occurred.
F: I»eft Lateral.
Vi to ¥4 are similar to the control but T is 
inverted in VI and reduced in V2 to ¥4.
V5 and V6 have qR patterns with increase in q and R.
T is increased in V6.
SOme displacement to the left has occurred along 
with £ orward; rotation of the apex..
Grz Prone .
~  In VI S is increased and T inverted. In VB to V4 
T is reduced. In V6 q,R and T are increased. The heart 
has become more horizontal with forward rotation of the apex.
STANDARD L IMB LEADS
GAIL MO . 40 plat2
r .k .
Diagnosis; Coronary Insuffiency. Age 66 years.
STANDARD iilMB JuEiu^ S.
1>: Lupine.
' Head I has upright P and T waves and an R pattern*
Lead II has upright P and I waves and a qR pattern.
^ead III has upright p and inverted T waves and 
a QR pattern; the RT segment is slightly depressed.
Vertical Rotation.
A • , v A ffi ’fi ry*
A  # w  i  1/ u  1  l l fi •
_ j_ has an Re pattern.
Lead II has a qR pattern with increase in q and R;
T is reduced.
Lead III has a QR pattern with increase in Q and R;
T is more deeply inverted.
B: Otanding.
'  ^  ^ Leal I has an Rs pattern with reduction in R.
Lead II has a qR pattern with increase in q arid R;
T is reduced and the kT segment is slightly depressed.
Lead III has a QR pattern with increase in Q, and R;
T is more deeply inverted and the RT segment is more
depressed.
P is increased in leads II and III.
0; 45° head up.
fEi- changes are similar to those in B hut are less
marked.
In A fB and G there has been a shift of the QRS axis 
to the right.
Horizontal Rotation.
¥t HigEftT JLiateral".
Leal T  "shows increase in R.
Lead II shows reduction in q and increase in E;
T is increased.
Lead III has a qR pattern with increase in R; T is 
shallow and diphasic hut mainly upright; the RT segment is 
isoelectric.
A: Left Lateral.
Lead Thas an Rs pattern; T is increased.
Lead II has a qR pattern with increase in R.
Lead III has a QR pattern with increase in Q and R;
I is more deeply inverted and the nT segment more depressed.
&: Prone.
 Lead I shows increase in T.
Lead II has a qR pattern with increase in R.
Lead III has a QR pattern with increase in Q, and R;
T is more deeply inverted and the RT segment more depressed.
UNIPOLAR LIMB LEADS
PRECORDIAL LEADS
OATr 10. 40 (oonta.) ; 70b
UBxPOhAR LIMB LEADS.
H: uupine.
alf£ has inverted P and T waves and an rS pattern, 
xt f aoea the cavity of the right ventricle •
aVL has flat P and upright T waves and an RS pattern. 
It faces the epicardial surface of the right ventricle.
a VP has upright P and shallow diphasic T waves and 
a qR pattern; the RT segment is slightly depressed.
It faces the epicardial surface of the left ventricle.
The heart is vertical with forward rotation of the
apex.
Vertical Rotation.
X: a i f t i n g r
a VI* shows increase in S and T.
aVF shows increase in q and R; T is slightly inverted.
The heart has "become more vertical.
B: Standing.
aVl* show a increase in S and T •
aVP shows increase in P,q and R; T is inverted and
the RT segment is more depressed.
The heart has "become more vertical.
0: 45° head up.
~ The ‘changes are similar to those in B "but are of 
less degree.
Horizontal notation.
E: RiglrP lateral.
aVR shows "increase in S; P and t are more deeply inverted
a VI shows decrease in R and increase in* S; T is
practically flat.
aVP ahowa decrease in q and increase in R; P is
increased; T is upright and the itT segment is isoelectric.
There nas been backward rbtation of the apex.
P: heft lateral.
aVL shows increase in S and T.
aVF shows increase in q and k; T is inverted and
the rT segment is more depressed.
There has been forward rotation of the apex.
G-: Prone.
a?% shows increase in R and S ; T is increased,
aVP shows increase in R; T is slightly inverted.
The heart has become more horizontal and there has
been some forward rotation of the apex.
PRfiCOiTDIJoj LE A dS .
D; Eupine.
VI to ¥3 have rS patterns.
V4 and V5 have Ms patterns.
V6 has an R pattern.
P is diphasic in VI and notched in all other 
leads; f is upright in all leads.
There is marked clockwise rotation.
ertidal Rotation.
A: '•Sitting.
VI and V2 have rS patterns.
V3 and V4 have RS patterns.
¥5 and V6 have Rs patterns.
1 is increased in V4 to v6.
There has been some clockwise rotation and the 
heart has become more vertical.
B: Standing.
 ---- THe~changeS: are similar to those in A.
C; 45° head up.
' The changes are similar to those in A and B.
horizontal notation.
SY Right Lateral.
' VI has a n rS pattern with increase in r and S. 
¥2 and V3 have RS patterns.
V4 has an Rs pattern with reduction in R.
¥5 and ¥6 have Rs patterns.
T is increased in all.
displacement to the right has occurred along 
with some clockwise rotation and backward rotation 
of the apex.
W: Left -bateral.
' VI to v3 have rS patterns with reduction in v. 
V4 has an MS pattern.
¥5 and ¥6 have Rs patterns.
T is diphasic in VI; reduced in V2 and V3 and 
increasea in V4 to V6.
Displacement to the left has occurred.
G: Prone.
TEe patterns are similar to the control series 
hut there is reduction of R and T in V6.
The heart has become more horizontal.
STANDARD L IM B  LEAD
Diagnosis: interior Myocardial Age 49 years,
“~X5gar  oT Ion 'rEeaTriig) •
STAuDAHD LlMn LEADS.
jji Supine,
-end x has upright P and low upright T waves 
and an H pattern.
Leads II and III have upright P and tall upright
T waves and Es patterns.
Vertical Eotat ion.
M % 1 "i 4“ T" i no*Xk . ul I U IXXM •
"Lead I has an a s  pattern.
Lead II shows reduction in H and increase in a; 
P is increased and T is reduced.
Lead III shows reduction in R; P is increased 
and T is reduced.
B: Standing.
" Lead 1 has an its pattern with reduction in R;
rp 4 q fI of X  X  o  i l a  t  t
Lead II shows reduction in R and increase in s; 
P is increased and T is reduced; the ST segment is 
slightly depressed.
Lead III shows reauction in R; P is increased 
and T is reduced; the ST segment is slightly depressed.
o
S; 45 head up.
“  ^ The changes are similar to those in B hut are
less marked.
horizontal notation.
m m*™ -y-i 41- "4 *" | m'p-™-" y •|»"'»">|   ■Iga1 ■
IT Right Lateral.
Lead T  ‘shows increase in P fR and T.
^ead II shows increase in P,R and s; T is slightly
reauoed.
Lead III shows reduction in R and T.
F: Left Lateral.
~ Lead L has an Rs pattern with reduction in R;
P is flat and I is slightly inverted.
Lead II shows increase in P and reduction in 
a; T is reduced.
head III has a splintered R pattern; P is increased 
and T is reduced.
There has been a shift of the QRS axis to the right.
G: Prone. , ,
^ead I shows re auction in j x ;  T is flat. Leads II and 
show reauction in R and T and increase i n s  andp.
a VR 
a V L  
a VF
U N I P O L A R  L I M B  L E A D S
P R E C O R D I A L  L E A D S
CASE NO. *.i ( contd.) PLATE 17 lb
UNIPOLAR Lli^ D LEAj^ S •
L: Supine.
aVR haa inverted P and T waves and a QS pattern.
aVL haa upright P and inverted T waves and an 
r pattern, it faces the epicardial surface of the right 
ventricle.
aVE has upright P and T waves and an Rs pattern. 
It probably faces the epicardial surface of the left 
ventricle.
The heart is vertical.
Vertical notation. 
A: Sitting.
aVR has a Qr pattern; 1 is less inverted. 
av.u has an rs pattern; P is slightly inverted 
and T is flat.
aVF shows reduction in R; P is increased and T 
is reduced.
there has been clockwise rotation.
B: Standing.
a\/R has a Qr pattern; '1' is less inverted. 
aVL has an Rs pattern; P is slightly inverted and 
T is flat. •
aVP shows increase in s; P is increased and T 
is reduced; the ST segment is slightly depressed.
There has been clockwise rotation.
o
C: 45 head up.
The changes are similar to those in B but are 
of less decree.
horizontal Rotation.
]2: x\ig!ht Lateral.
aVn has a Qr pattern; P is more deeply inverted. 
aVL has an R pattern; T is less inverted. 
aVE has an RsrT pattern with increase in R;
P is increased and T is reduced.
There may have been some clockwise rotation and 
backward rotation of the apex.
F: neft Lateral.
a m  has a reduced QS pattern; T is less inverted. 
aVjj ha3 an rS pattern; T is more inverted. 
aVF ha3 an R pattern; T is reduced, 
xhere has been forward rotation of the apex, and 
aVu now faces the infareted surface more directly.
G: i rone.
aVxi has an R pattern. aVE has an Rs pattern with 
reduction in R. The heart has become more horizontal.
